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IMAGINE A GROUP of eight Dutch hospitals that need an elec-
tronic system for distributing patient data to researchers. Because
patient data are privacy-sensitive, medical researchers should work
on anonymised patient data. However, data about the same pa-
tient should be collected from different hospitals, and it should be
deanonymisable in case the researcher finds out something that
is relevant for the patient. One proposal for this system involves
hospitals pseudonymising the data using a cryptographic hash
function (intuitively, a function that is easy to compute but hard to
invert) before sending it to a “central infrastructure” that distributes
it, repseudonymised, to researchers. Another proposal is to use a
“pseudonymisation service” that performs pseudonymisation us-
ing a cryptographic construction based on a well-protected secret.
From the point of view of patient privacy, which proposal would
you pick?

1.1 Information Exchange in Distributed Systems

In the above example, privacy-sensitive information is exchanged
in a distributed system. In general, a distributed system is a software
system in which components located on networked computers
communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages1. 1 Coulouris et al. (2005)

Often, this network is the Internet, and the components are operated
by different organisations (in this case, the hospitals, the central
infrastructure, the pseudonymisation service and the researchers).
In addition to the above example, distributed systems that exchange
possibly privacy-sensitive information include identity management
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systems2. In such systems, one party (the service provider) receives 2 Hansen et al. (2004)

identity information endorsed by another party (the identity provider)
to whom a user has authenticated. Other examples are electronic
voting systems in which voters register at an administrator, and
cast their votes at a counter; or road toll pricing systems, in which
cars communicate their location to “toll service providers”, which
aggregate results so that toll chargers can send bills.

Message passing in a distributed system is done using communic-
ation protocols. Such protocols specify what information should be
exchanged in what order and format. Typically, such protocols use
(combinations of) cryptographic techniques for various objectives,
e.g., to ensure that messages in transit are not tampered with or read
by third parties. For instance, in the example of patient data pseud-
onymisation, transmitting the cryptographic hash of a patient identi-
fier instead of the identifier is meant to prevent the patient identifier
from being leaked3. Many different cryptographic techniques ex- 3 In the system proposed in Parelsnoer

Initiatief (2008), see Chapter 8ist4, and they usually need to be combined (e.g., an encryption of a
4 E.g., encryption, cryptographic
hashes, digital signatures: see Menezes
et al. (1996); but also more complex
techniques like authenticated key
agreement, anonymous credentials,
and zero-knowledge proofs

hashed message) for the objectives of the protocol to be achieved, of-
ten in elaborate and subtle ways. For instance, suppose a message is
signed by some party and then encrypted: then the recipient knows
that the party signed the message but not that he encrypted it, hence
the message could originally have come from a different protocol.
However, if the message is first encrypted and then signed, the re-
cipient knows that the party signed the encryption, but not that he
knew the original message, hence the signer may have inadvertently
signed the wrong message.5 Which choice is appropriate depends 5 Davis (2001)

on the goals that the system needs to achieve. Hence, the design of
communication protocols is both crucial for achieving the goals of
the distributed system, and non-trivial to understand.

1.2 Privacy Impact of Information Exchange

As more and more personal information is exchanged in distributed
systems, privacy risks are becoming more and more of a concern.
There have been numerous reports of information from such sys-
tems being used for secondary purposes, or being stolen and abused
by third parties. Legislation (e.g., EU Directive 95/46/EC, HIPAA)
attempts to reduce these risks by requiring such systems to satisfy
the data minimisation principle. That is, systems have to be designed
to ensure that actors in such systems collect and store only the min-
imal amount of personal information needed to fulfil their task. This
includes making sure that actors only learn identity attributes that
they actually need (data secrecy). It also includes making sure that
actors in the system cannot identify the data subject if there is no
need for them to do so (anonymity); or even, that they cannot tell if
different transactions involve the same data subject if they do not
need to know (unlinkability). In addition, data minimisation not just
involves preventing single actors from gaining such knowledge; it
also means preventing coalitions of different actors from being able
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to correlate their separate knowledge. Note that these concerns all
relate to knowledge of legitimate actors in the system rather than
outside attackers; in fact, a recent report on computer crime shows
that 44% of all reported security incidents are due to such insider
abuse6. 6 Richardson (2008)

However, whether a system respects these data minimisation
concerns, depends crucially on how information is exchanged us-
ing communication protocols. For instance, consider an identity
management scenario where a service provider receives identity
information endorsed by two different identity providers. Depend-
ing on the design of the system, these identity providers may or
may not learn which service provider obtains the identity inform-
ation; and the service provider may learn some but not all identity
attributes about a user. Also, suppose that the user wants to remain
anonymous, so she does not provide any identifying information
(e.g., address, phone number) to the service provider. Depending
on the design of the system, the service provider may or may not be
able to identify her by teaming up with one of the identity providers
and checking their communication logs for shared identifiers, e.g.,
session identifiers. In many areas, privacy-enhancing communica-
tion protocols7 have been designed that specifically aim to guaran- 7 See Troncoso (2011) for a good over-

viewtee data minimisation. Namely, such protocols use cryptographic
primitives to ensure that participants learn as little information as
possible, and that they have as little ability as possible to correlate
information from different sources. Privacy-enhancing protocols
have been proposed for a wide range of applications: e.g., smart
metering, e-voting, and electronic toll collection.

1.3 Understanding Privacy Impact of Information Exchange

Understanding the privacy differences between different protocols
for information exchange is important, e.g., for system designers
who want to use privacy-enhancing protocols, or for system archi-
tects who want to select what protocols to use. However, existing
approaches are not sufficient for obtaining this understanding, as we
argue below.

High-level comparisons miss interesting privacy differences. Exist-
ing comparisons of privacy impact in different systems are often
performed in a high-level and informal way. For instance, the Inde-
pendent Centre for Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein8 presents 8 Independent Centre for Privacy

Protection Schleswig-Holstein (2003)a large-scale comparison of identity management systems, in which
one privacy criterion is the “usage of pseudonyms/anonymity”;
it is judged on a “yes/no” scale. This general criterion fails to take
into account questions like whether the same pseudonym is shared
between different identity providers, or between the identity and
service provider. Another criterion is that the “user [is] only asked
for needed data”: this does not take into account, for instance, which
parties see the data on the way from the identity provider to the ser-
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vice provider, or whether the system only allows the disclosure of
full attributes (“age”) or also of properties of these attributes (“>18”).
Each of these unconsidered questions reveals interesting privacy dif-
ferences between proposed privacy-enhancing identity management
systems9. Moreover, high-level comparisons like the one above are 9 In particular, the identity manage-

ment systems by Bangerter et al. (2004),
Chadwick and Inman (2009), Vossaert
et al. (2011): see Chapter 7

typically performed informally based on high-level system archi-
tectures, rather than rigorously based on the actual communication
that takes place. Although this is sufficient for performing a high-
level assessment, it is not sufficient for performing a comparison that
takes into account the above unconsidered questions, and that does
so in a precise and verifiable way.

Privacy analysis at the level of cryptographic primitives is difficult. Un-
fortunately, it is not straightforward to perform a more precise and
verifiable analysis of privacy issues. The main reason for this is that
protocols typically use combinations of cryptographic primitives
such as encryption and digital signatures in elaborate ways. Hence,
an understanding of the privacy impact of information exchange
starts with an understanding of the cryptography underlying the
communication protocols used.

Fundamentally, many cryptographic primitives used in commu-
nication protocols are designed and analysed using the concept of
provable security10 in the computational model. Intuitively, proper- 10 One of the seminal works in this

direction is Bellare (1998)ties of these cryptographic primitives are proven by showing that,
if a certain adverse situation occurs (e.g., somebody without the de-
cryption key can decrypt an encrypted message), then this violates
some well-defined assumption (e.g., no computer can factor large
numbers into their prime factors in reasonable time). Privacy-like
properties can be captured with an “ideal” functionality11 that de- 11 E.g., Beaver (1991)

scribes what all protocol participants should learn; primitives can
be rigorously proven to “implement” this ideal functionality (in the
presence of any attacker with some well-defined capabilities), which
implies in particular that they do not learn any additional informa-
tion. Although these techniques were designed to analyse isolated
primitives, some theory has been developed to reason about com-
munication protocols in which multiple primitives are combined12. 12 The nowadays standard framework

for such analysis is from Canetti (2001)However, these techniques are very technical, low-level, and hard to
automate; and moreover, they only cover cryptographic primitives
designed especially with the techniques in mind. Unfortunately, this
does not cover very many primitives in use today. Hence, these tech-
niques are not yet sufficiently practical or general to analyse privacy
in existing systems.

Formal methods require encoding privacy properties. Formal methods
approaches have been proposed to analyse various properties of
communication protocols. Such approaches check for logical er-
rors in the use of cryptographic primitives, rather than errors in
the design (as above) or implementation of these primitives them-
selves. Cryptographic primitives are modelled as “black boxes” with
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a simplified, abstract functionality13. Messages containing crypto- 13 The seminal paper in this field is
Dolev and Yao (1981); much current
research is based on the applied pi
calculus: see Abadi and Fournet (2001),
Blanchet et al. (2008)

graphic primitives (e.g., encryption, digital signature) are described
as abstract “terms”, and an explicit enumeration is provided of the
operations that actors can perform on them (e.g., decryption, sig-
nature verification). By modelling communication protocols in this
way, various security properties can be expressed, and, in many
cases, automatically verified14. For instance, this includes “secrecy” 14 Available verification tools include

AVISPA (Armando et al. (2005)),
ProVerif (Blanchet and Smyth (2011)),
and Tamarin (Schmidt et al. (2012))

properties15 stating that, whatever operations an attacker performs

15 Two influential works on defining
them are Abadi (1998), Blanchet (2004)

on the messages he knows, he cannot learn some particular secret
that the protocol aims to hide.

To use formal methods techniques for evaluating the privacy im-
pact of information exchange, we need to encode privacy properties
of distributed systems as properties of sets of terms representing
cryptographic messages. This is not trivial. For instance, suppose
we want to encode whether an identity provider and service pro-
vider have a common session identifier they can use to link their
knowledge about some user. We cannot simply check secrecy of the
session identifier (as above) in their separate sets of known mes-
sages, because messages known by one actor may help to derive
information from messages known by the other. We also cannot
simply check secrecy of the session identifier in their combined set
of known messages, because the actors can only link the identifier if
they know that it occurs in both sets of messages. Intuitively, when
using formal methods, we need to encode privacy properties by cap-
turing that a particular piece of information can be derived from a
particular message.

Existing encodings are not general enough, and hard to verify. Nowadays,
the standard way of performing this encoding is by means of equi-
valences16. The idea is to consider two sets of messages which co- 16 Some important works in this direc-

tion are Blanchet et al. (2008), Delaune
et al. (2009), Arapinis et al. (2010),
Dong et al. (2013)

incide except on privacy-sensitive information. For instance, to
consider if an identity provider and service provider can combine
their knowledge about a user using a shared identifier, we consider
a service provider who is involved in two transactions. In the first
set of messages, the first transaction uses the shared identifier and
the second one does not; in the second set of messages, the second
transaction uses the shared identifier and the first one does not. If
the actors can “see the difference” between the two sets of messages
(formally, the two sets are not “statically equivalent”17), then we 17 Abadi and Fournet (2001)

conclude that they can use the shared identifier to combine their
knowledge. These equivalences are quantified over arbitrary at-
tacker behaviour by modelling interacting actors as “processes”,
typically using the applied pi calculus18. 18 Abadi and Fournet (2001)

Although many privacy properties have been verified with this
approach, there are two reasons why it is insufficient for under-
standing privacy impact of information exchange. The first reason is
that, so far, the encoding by means of equivalences is performed on
an ad-hoc basis depending on the particular protocol. For instance,
in the above example, the definition of the privacy property depends
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on which message components are identifiers. This is a problem
because this makes it impossible to compare systems by defining
properties independently from a system, and then verifying them
by automatically encoding them as equivalences. Some works have
partially addressed this problem by defining general encodings.
Arapinis et al.19 propose general definitions for linking identifi- 19 Arapinis et al. (2010)

ers from different protocols, but only consider the identifier of the
sender of a message, rather than identifiers of the data subject whom
communicated information is about. Dong et al.20 propose gen- 20 Dong et al. (2013)

eral definitions for privacy of a particular piece of information, but
do not consider linking information. Fundamentally, an encoding
powerful enough to capture all privacy aspects would seem to re-
quire “annotating” information with whom it is about, and whether
or not it is an identifier, something existing approaches do not do.

The second, more practical reason is that encodings of privacy
properties as equivalences are hard to verify. Existing encodings are
typically defined in terms of observational equivalence21, for which 21 Blanchet et al. (2008)

ProVerif22 is the main available verification tool. Although obser- 22 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)

vational equivalence is a very powerful property (in particular, it
considers attackers, which is beyond the scope of this thesis), it is
also too complex for automated verification. To still prove obser-
vational equivalence in some cases, ProVerif applies a rather blunt
over-approximation that fails to cover many processes that are actu-
ally observationally equivalent. Even with this over-approximation,
in many cases it does not terminate. As a consequence, for some
simple protocols, a more or less comprehensive sets of privacy prop-
erties can be verified23, but for more complicated protocols, only the 23 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2012)

analysis of knowledge of particular actors is possible24. In any case, 24 E.g., Dong et al. (2012)

the need to formalise equivalences carefully to ensure termination
makes it hard to combine this approach with an automated encod-
ing. Hence, although many useful results have been obtained using
the standard encoding approach using equivalences, this approach
is not sufficiently general or automatable to perform comprehensive
privacy analysis.

1.4 Research Question

Motivated by the gap between, on the one hand, high-level and
informal privacy comparisons between various systems, and, on
the other hand, precise but incomplete and incomparable results
for particular systems, we aim to answer the following research
question in this thesis:

How can we rigorously understand the privacy impact
of information exchange in distributed systems?

The aim of this thesis is to develop techniques for obtaining such
an understanding. To answer the research question, we need tech-
niques that satisfy three basic requirements. To make our analysis
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rigorous, the techniques need to provide precise and verifiable res-
ults (requirement 1). To make our analysis useful, these results need
to be easy to interpret (requirement 2). On the other hand, to make
analysis feasible in practice25, it should be largely automated (re- 25 In particular, because we need to

verify properties about multiple actors
and coalitions of actors

quirement 3).
In this thesis, we aim to contribute to answering the research

question by presenting a set of techniques based on ideas from the
formal methods approaches discussed above. We divide the ques-
tion into three sub-questions that we subsequently aim to answer:

Question 1. How can we represent privacy properties about actors
in distributed systems in a system-independent way?

As discussed above, to compare distributed systems designed for
the same purpose, we need to be able to represent privacy properties
as properties of messages in a way that does not depend on the par-
ticular system. This representation should be precise (requirement 1)
and easy to interpret (requirement 2). The above research question
addresses this need.

Question 2. How can we automatically decide privacy properties
based on a formal model of information exchange?

Given a privacy property, we then need to decide whether it
holds given a formal model of messages. The above question asks
for such a decision procedure. By basing it on a formal model, we
satisfy the verifiability part of the first requirement. By asking for an
automated procedure, we address the third requirement.

Question 3. Which steps need to be followed to actually analyse
privacy impact of information exchange?

While the first two questions are theoretical, a full answer to our
research question should also discuss the more practical aspects of
actually performing a privacy impact analysis using our techniques.
Starting from a set of systems for information exchange in a partic-
ular application domain (e.g., identity management), it should be
clear what steps need to be taken to perform such an analysis, and
how these steps work in practice. This third question covers this
concern.

With the above research plan, we focus on the choice of com-
munication protocol, i.e., we compare the extent to which different
protocols satisfy the data minimisation principle. In particular, we
do not consider privacy impact that is due to the semantics of the
information exchanged, because this cannot be influenced by the
protocols — e.g., we do not consider how combinations of attributes
like address, city of birth, and age might be used to identify people.
Also, we consider only threats by insiders, i.e., legitimate actors in
the system; as argued, privacy breaches by insiders are indeed a ma-
jor concern. As a consequence, we do not consider attackers who try
to break into the system.
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Figure 1.1: Systematic overview of the
contributions of this thesis

1.5 Contributions

To answer the above questions, we make the following contribu-
tions, systematically shown in Figure 1.1 along with references to the
relevant chapters.

To answer Question 1, we propose the Personal Information Model:
a model of knowledge about personal information that allows for
system-independent specification of privacy properties. We define
a basic model that is sufficient for many applications, and show
how privacy properties can be specified as properties of this model.
We also extend it with the multiple data subjects extension to model
pieces of information with multiple data subjects, and the attribute
predicates extension to model boolean predicates that attributes may
satisfy. Although the Personal Information Model is not dependent
on the system, it is dependent on characteristics of the scenario (e.g.,
the number of parties involved and the amount of personal inform-
ation exchanged). We present an alternative model, the Symbolic
Information Model, that generalises the previous model to make it
scenario-independent. Also for this model, the Multiple Data Sub-
jects extension is defined. Hence, the Personal Information Model
and the Symbolic Information Model allow system-independent
encoding of privacy properties. This provides our answer to Ques-
tion 1.

To answer Question 2, we provide three alternative mechanisms
by which privacy properties can be automatically decided. First, we
propose an approach to populate the Personal Information Model
(and hence, to verify privacy properties defined in the model) based
on deductive reasoning. This approach relies on formal models of
cryptographic primitives: we present models from the literature for
common primitives; but we also propose our own models for zero-
knowledge proofs and anonymous credentials for use with the deductive
reasoning approach. The deductive reasoning approach is limited in
what kind of primitives can be accurately modelled; therefore, we
propose an alternative approach to populate the Personal Informa-
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tion Model based on equational reasoning. With this approach, many
more models of primitives from the literature can be used. Finally,
we show how the deductive reasoning approach can be used to popu-
late not just the Personal Information Model, but also the Symbolic
Information Model. (As a consequence, our models of zero-knowledge
proofs and anonymous credentials can also be used in the symbolic
setting.) For the two deductive reasoning approaches, we propose
algorithms and implementations for automated privacy verifica-
tion. For the equational approach, we show how properties can be
decided with the help of existing tools.

In summary, given a formal model of communication, and a
set of privacy properties specified using the Personal Information
Model, we give two automated ways of deciding whether they hold:
namely using deductive and equational reasoning. We also present
an automated way to decide privacy properties in the Symbolic
Information Model. This provides our answer to Question 2.

Finally, to answer Question 3, we show the steps needed to per-
form a privacy analysis using two concrete case studies. We first
show how to obtain a formal model of messages from a model of
communicating actors by proposing the system evolution formalism.
We then present case studies in the domains of identity management
and pseudonymisation of patient data. These two case studies are of in-
dependent interest. For identity management, we contribute a new
and comprehensive set of privacy requirements; and new formal
models of four different identity management systems. For pa-
tient data pseudonymisation, we contribute a rigorous analysis of
achievable privacy guarantees. The two case studies demonstrate
two ways in which our techniques can be used to perform privacy
analysis: by verifying a given set of properties, and by visually com-
paring privacy in different systems. Both case studies are performed
using the (scenario-dependent) Personal Information Model: we
also present an analysis of one identity management system, Identity
Mixer, that uses the (scenario-independent) Symbolic Information
Model. We present the case studies in a systematic way, so that the
presented steps also apply to other privacy analyses. This is our
answer to Question 3.

1.6 Reading Guide

Given the overlap and interdependency between the contributions
listed above, we think it wise to provide some suggestions on how
to navigate this thesis. To this end, we present several possible
“tracks” depending on the reader’s interest (Figure 1.2).

Our first two tracks give the reader a full overview of our ana-
lysis framework from theory to practice; they represent the two
ways in which a privacy analysis using our framework can be done.
The Visual Comparison track demonstrates how our framework
can be used to visually compare privacy, in the setting of pseud-
onymising patient data for research purposes. After the introduc-
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Appendices A, B

Chapter 4

Chapter 5, Section 6.1

Sections 6.4, 6.5

Section 6.3

Chapter 8 Sections 7.1-7.7 Section 7.8

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Section 6.2

Key to tracks:

Equational track
Visual Comparison track
Privacy Property track
Symbolic track
Social Interest track

Figure 1.2: Reading guide for this
thesis (not including related work and
conclusions)

tion, this track goes through Chapters 2 and 3 describing the Per-
sonal Information Model and deductive reasoning. The track then
briefly passes through Section 6.3 on system evolution, before ar-
riving at Chapter 8, in which the pseudonymisation case study is
discussed. The Privacy Property track shows how our framework
can be used to formulate privacy properties once, and then verify
them for multiple systems, in an identity management case study.
As the visual comparison track, this track goes trough Chapters 2
and 3 on the Personal Information Model and deductive reason-
ing, and through Section 6.3 on system evolution. However, it also
passes through three extensions needed to model and analyse the
case study: Section 6.2 on attribute predicates; Section 6.4 on zero-
knowledge proofs; and Section 6.5 on anonymous credentials. Fi-
nally, this track arrives at Sections 7.1–7.7, where the case study is
described.

For people with a more theoretical inclination, we suggest the
Symbolic track. After passing Chapters 2 and 3 on the Personal In-
formation Model and deductive reasoning, this track visits Chapter 5,
in which we generalise the Personal Information to the Symbolic In-
formation Model, and show a formal link between the two models.
This track then continues towards an application: after visiting some
needed extensions (Sections 6.1, 6.4, and 6.5)26, it arrives in Sec- 26 And, perhaps, briefly exploring

Sections 7.1–7.7tion 7.8, which discusses an analysis of the Identity Mixer identity
management system using the Symbolic Information Model.

For people who know about, or are interested in, modelling cryp-
tographic primitives using equational theories, we suggest the Equa-
tional track. After going through Chapters 2 and 3, this track dir-
ectly terminates in Chapter 4, in which we propose an alternative
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to our deductive reasoning model using equational theories; and in
which we formally establish a link between the two alternatives.

Finally, for people who are no more than superficially interested
in the topic of this thesis: you have already made it to the end of
Chapter 1! We now suggest you follow the Social Interest track dir-
ectly to Appendices A and B, in which I very briefly (and hopefully,
relatively accessibly) summarise the remainder of this thesis, and
provide a nice overview of the trips I made while working on its
material.

Eindhoven, April 2014
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WHEN PERSONAL INFORMATION is exchanged in a communica-
tion system, each actor in the system typically has a different partial
view on that information. For instance, consider the scenario Fig-
ure 2.1, in which Alice sends a message to Bob via Eve, containing
the passport number and birth date of Steve. To protect this mes-
sage, Alice has encrypted it using some key k that she has shared
with Bob beforehand. Hence, both Alice and Bob know the contents
of this message. Eve, who has passed on the message, does not have
key k, so she does not learn the contents of the message; however,
if she shares it with malicious Mallory who has somehow obtained
key k, they can together learn the passport number and birth date,
and maybe even link it to Steve’s photo which Mallory had already
stolen before.

Alice Bob

Eve

Mallory

Passport #XYZ has
DOB 1/2/'34 Passport #XYZ has

DOB 1/2/'34

?

Passport #XYZ:
- DOB: 1/2/'34
- City: Hull

Passport #XYZ:
- DOB: 1/2/'34

Passport
#XYZ

 Passport
  #XYZ:
  - DOB 1/2/'34

Combined
knowledge
of Eve and

Mallory

Data stolen before
by Mallory

Figure 2.1: A simple communication
system, in which different actors have
different partial views on the personal
information exchanged
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Using the formalisms developed in this chapter, we can precisely
express which actors and coalitions of actors in the above example
hold which personal information. The goal of this thesis is to present
tools for the analysis of knowledge about personal information. The
formalisms in this chapter provide a precise and comprehensive
representation of this knowledge. This representation is used later to
verify if particular information systems satisfy particular “privacy
properties”, and to compare the privacy of different systems to each
other. Hence, we design the representation to be expressive enough
to capture all interesting aspects of an actor’s knowledge, but also
to be amenable to automatic computation. Basically, the formalism
is a list of all “pieces of information” that the actor knows, grouped
according to his knowledge of which of these pieces of information
are about the same person. To define privacy properties, it will be
convenient to refer to information in terms of where it was obtained
(e.g., “the identifier of the user in protocol instance X should be
unknown”), so our notation will capture this. In addition, to verify
privacy properties, it will be relevant to know the contents of pieces
of information (e.g., attributes of a different type may nonetheless
have the same contents), so we will also capture that.

In modelling personal information and knowledge about it, we
will make two main assumptions:

• Discrete information — There is a finite set of pieces of personal
information that each belong to a particular data subject. Each
piece of information has a well-defined contents. (However, dif-
ferent pieces of information may have the same contents.)

• Discrete knowledge — Actors may or may not be able to learn
these pieces of information; and they may or may not be able to
learn that these pieces of information are about the same data
subject. In both cases, we do not allow uncertainty: either an actor
knows a piece of information or a link, or he does not.

The above abstractions are common in the protocol verification
literature1, and simplify both the specification of properties and 1 E.g., see Meadows (2003) for a survey

the modelling of protocols. At the end of this chapter, we discuss
approaches that do not make these abstractions.

Outline In this chapter:

• We introduce the Personal Information (PI) model (§2.1): a formal-
ism that describes personal information in an information system
at a certain point in time;

• We introduce the view on this PI Model of an actor involved in the
system (§2.2) that captures the knowledge about this information
held by that actor;

• We show how various privacy properties (§2.3) can be modelled as
properties of items from these views;
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• We present a visualisation called coalition graphs (§2.4), in which
the knowledge about personal information of all actors and coali-
tions of actors in the system are summarised;

• We discuss limitations and possible extensions of our model
(§2.5).

2.1 Personal Information Model: Information in the System

The Personal Information (PI) Model is a formalism to model all
personal information in an information system at a certain point in
time.

Personal Information

A piece of personal information in the PI Model represents a specific
value that has a specific meaning as personal information about a
specific person. For instance, it can represent “the age of Alice” (with
contents “22”) or the social security number of Bob (with contents
“132-13-0398”). We distinguish between two types of digital per-
sonal information: identifiers and data items. Identifiers are unique
within the system (e.g., Bob’s social security number); for data items,
this is not necessarily the case (e.g., Alice’s age). The sets of identifi-
ers and data items are denoted I inf and Dinf, respectively.2 Elements 2 The reason for using ∗inf in the

notation will become apparent laterof the set Oinf ∶= I inf ∪Dinf are called personal items. We partition
Oinf according to which personal items are about the same person;
the related equivalence relation⇔ on Oinf indicates which personal
items are in the same equivalence set.

However, the above model of personal information is insufficient
to model all privacy aspects of communication protocols that we are
interested in. First, it is relevant to know whether different pieces
of information have the same contents or not. For instance, Alice’s
age may be the same as Bob’s, and Alice’s age may be the same as
Alice’s apartment number. Whether this is the case influences what
information can be determined from cryptographic primitives: for
instance, an actor can determine a piece of information from its cryp-
tographic hash if he knows another piece of information with the
same contents. Second, it is relevant to distinguish between different
“representations” of information that an actor learned at different
moments. Namely, an actor may learn the same piece of information
(e.g., “the age of Alice”) twice (e.g., in two protocol instances with
different session identifiers) without realising that it is the same in-
formation. Possibly, one of these representations can be combined
with other privacy sensitive information, but the other representa-
tion can not. In this case, only knowledge about the former repres-
entation is relevant from a privacy point of view. To analyse such
a situation, we need to be able to differentiate between the know-
ledge of the actor about the former and latter representation of the
information.
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Three-Layer Model

Above, we modelled pieces of information, and argued that we
additionally need to capture different representations of these pieces
of information, as well as their contents. Hence, we introduce a
three-layer model of personal information. Pieces of information,
as defined above, are at the middle information layer, e.g. “the city
that Alice lives in”. The top context layer of the model distinguishes
between different representations of information by describing the
context in which a piece of information has been observed, e.g., “the
city of the user in protocol instance #1”. The bottom contents layer
of the model describes the actual value of a pieces of information,
e.g., “Eindhoven”. Actor knowledge is described using the context
layer and reasoned about using the contents layer. The information
layer is used to specify privacy properties independently from any
particular context-layer representations; and to visualise analysis
results (see Section 2.4).

At the context layer, a representation of a piece of information
is described in terms of the context in which it has been observed.
More precisely, a context-layer representation of a piece of inform-
ation is a variable belonging to a profile belonging to a domain. A
domain is any separate digital “place” where personal information
is stored or transmitted. For instance, domain η may represent a
database and domain π an instance of a communication protocol. A
profile represents a particular data subject in a domain. For instance,
profile 231 in domain η may represent an entry about one person
in database η, or profile cli in domain π may represent the person
performing the logical role “client” in communication protocol π.
The combination of a domain π and profile cli represents a particu-
lar data subject and is called a context, denoted, e.g., ∗∣πcli.

3 Finally, a 3 Profiles themselves are not unique,
e.g., the clients in communication
protocols π, π′ may both have profile
cli. Also, different profiles in a domain
may represent the same data subject,
e.g., duplicate entries in a database.

variable represents a particular piece of information about the data
subject in the profile. A variable describes the piece of information
in terms of the role it has in the profile, e.g. session identifier id or
age attribute age. The combination of a domain π, profile cli and
variable id represents a particular piece of information, and is called
a context personal item, denoted, e.g., id∣πcli.

The set of all context personal items is denoted Octx. We distin-
guish between context-layer representations of identifiers, called
context identifiers Ictx ⊂ Octx, and context-layer representations of
data items, called context data items Dctx ⊂ Octx. Although we focus
primarily on information in protocol instances, it is usually insight-
ful to also model information from other sources, e.g., databases.
Namely, this way we can analyse whether it is pissible to combine
information from the protocol with information from, e.g., the data-
base.

At the contents layer, the contents of pieces of personal informa-
tion are represented as bitstrings ∈ {0, 1}∗. In fact, for our purposes
the exact representation is not relevant; it suffices to know which
pieces of information have the same contents, and which do not.
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Dctx ∪ Ictx = Octx

Dinf ∪ I inf = Oinf

σ σ σ
⇔

related
relation

Ocnt

τ

information
layer

context
layer

contents
layer

Figure 2.2: Symbols in Definition 2.1.1
and their relations: single-headed
arrows denote maps between the
different layers; the double-headed
arrow represents the⇔ relation on
Oinf

Maps Between Layers and Formal Definition

Apart from these descriptions of pieces of personal information
at three layers, the PI Model also defines mappings between the
layers. Namely, it defines a mapping σ from the context layer to the
information layer; and a mapping τ from the information layer to
the contents layer. Properties of σ and τ reflect characteristics of
the different pieces of information, as shown below. Formally, a PI
Model is defined as follows (see Figure 2.2 for a visual summary of
all notation):

Definition 2.1.1. A Personal Information (PI) Model is a tuple

(Octx,Oinf, Ocnt,⇔, σ, τ)

such that:

• Octx is a set of context personal items of the form v∣κa . Here, v is
called the variable, κ is called the domain, and a is called the profile.
Octx is partitioned into context data items Dctx ⊂ Octx and context
identifiers Ictx ⊂ Octx (i.e., Octx = Dctx ∪ Ictx, Dctx ∩ Ictx = ∅);

• Oinf is a set of personal items, partitioned into sets Dinf ⊂ Oinf of
data items and I inf ⊂ Oinf of identifiers (i.e., Oinf = Dinf ∪ I inf,
Dinf ∩ I inf = ∅);

• Ocnt ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is a set of contents items;

• ⇔ is an equivalence relation on Oinf called the related relation;

• σ is a map Octx → Oinf such that:

1. σ(Ictx) ⊂ I inf and σ(Dctx) ⊂ Dinf;

2. σ(x∣κk)⇔ σ(y∣κk) for all x∣κk , y∣κk ∈ O
ctx;

• τ is a map Oinf → Ocnt that is injective on Dinf, i.e., for any identi-
fiers i, j ∈ I inf: if τ(i) = τ(j), then i = j.

The first three bullets define information at the context, inform-
ation, and contents layers, respectively. The fourth bullet defines
personal relations at the information layer. The fifth and sixth bul-
let define the mapping between the three layers: we demand that σ

preserves the type of information and the personal relations implied
by contexts; and that τ ensures that the contents of identifiers are
unique.
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(context) identifiers             (context) data items

σ σ σ σ σ σ σ

τ τ τ τ

context
layer

information
layer

contents
layer

dbkey 1
πid su

dbcol1 1
πattr su

dbcol1 2
dbkey 2

nma ida agea ageb idb nmb

"131" "17" "63"

abnm 4
abid 4

σ

abnm 12 teln 12
ab

telnb

"06-33432457"

σ σ

τ

information about Alice information about Bob

"Alice"

τ

"Bob"

τ

Figure 2.3: Personal Information Model
of Example 2.1.2

We introduce notation for context personal items x∣ηk , y∣χl repres-
enting the same contents. Namely, if τ(σ(x∣ηk )) = τ(σ(y∣χl )), then we
write x∣ηk ≐ y∣χl and we call them content equivalent.

The next example shows a PI Model representing all personal
information in a particular scenario.

Example 2.1.2. Figure 2.3 shows a PI Model representing personal
information about two persons, Alice and Bob, in a simple scenario.
In this scenario, a client and a server exchange information about
Alice. Namely, the server has a database with personal information
about different persons; the server and client engage in a protocol to
exchange information about Alice; and the client combines the res-
ults with her address book. The PI Model captures this information
as well as the context it occurs in.

At the information layer of this PI Model, Alice has identifier
ida, name nma and age agea; Bob has identifier idb, name nmb, age
ageb, and telephone number telnb. Alice and Bob happen to be of the
same age, so τ(agea) = τ(ageb); the other pieces of information have
distinct contents.

At the context layer of this PI Model, the personal information in
this scenario is modelled as follows:

• domain db (database held by the server): Each profile k ∈ {1, 2}
in this domain represents a database entry consisting of database
key key∣db

k and column value col1∣db
k . As shown in the figure, the

keys and column values map to the data subjects’ identifiers and
ages, respectively.

• domain ab (address book of the client): Each profile k ∈ {4, 12} in
this domain represents an entry in the address book. The fourth
entry of the address book contains name nm∣ab

4 and identifier id∣ab
4

(mapping to information about Alice); the 12th entry contains
name nm∣ab

12 and telephone number teln∣ab
12 (mapping to informa-

tion about Bob).

• domain π (protocol instance): The client and server engage in
an instance π of a protocol in which identifier id∣πsu and attrib-
ute attr∣πsu are exchanged about data subject su; in this case, the
subject is Alice and the attribute is her age.

At the contents layer of this PI Model, six different bitstrings
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model the contents of the above information.

2.2 Views: Actor Knowledge

The view of an actor captures his partial knowledge about the per-
sonal information in a system. In the previous section, we intro-
duced the PI Model to capture all personal information in the system
at a certain point in time. The knowledge of an actor at that point
in time consists of knowledge of some pieces of personal informa-
tion from the PI Model, and knowledge that some of these pieces of
information are about the same person. Formally, an actor’s view
consists of a set of context-layer items and an equivalence relation on
their contexts:

Definition 2.2.1. Let M = (Octx,Oinf, Ocnt,⇔, σ, τ) be a PI Model. A
view on M is a tuple V = (O,↔) such that:

• O ⊂ Octx is the set of detectable items in V;

• ↔ is an equivalence relation on contexts ∗∣πk of items in Octx called
the associability relation.

Given two detectable context items d∣πk ∈ O, e∣ηl ∈ O, we write d∣πk ↔
e∣ηl , and call the two items associable, if ∗∣πk ↔ ∗∣ηl .

As argued above, an actor cannot necessarily recognise if two
context items o1,o2 represent the same piece of information (in
particular, whether or not they are about the same data subject);
i.e., if o1,o2 ∈ O, then the actor does not necessarily know whether
σ(o1) = σ(o2). Indeed, his knowledge of whether o1 and o2 are about
the same data subject, i.e., whether o1 ⇔ o2, is captured by the asso-
ciability relation↔. By inspecting their contents, the actor does know
whether τ(σ(o1)) = τ(σ(o2)).

By defining↔ on contexts rather than context items, we capture
the fact that an actor can always associate context items from the
same context. Context items from different contexts can, in our
reasoning model (Chapters 3 and 4), be associated by observing
that the same identifier occurs in both contexts. Our definition also
allows associability between contexts in which no detectable context
item exists. This will be useful in defining involvement properties in
the next section.

Given a set A of actors in the information system, we denote the
view of actor a ∈ A by Va = (Oa,↔a). As mentioned above, the PI
Model can contain personal information transmitted in protocol
instances as well as any additional information (e.g., databases)
held by the actors. Thus, an actor’s view on this PI Model captures
how he can combine information observed in different contexts. The
view of coalition A ⊂ A is denoted VA = (OA,↔A). It represents the
knowledge of personal information when the actors in the coalition
combine all information (e.g., databases, protocol transcripts) they
have, and contains at least the knowledge of each individual actor in
the coalition.
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Figure 2.4: Views of actors c and
s and coalition {c, s} in a scenario
(Example 2.2.2). Context personal
items shown are detectable; grey areas
represent contexts; arrows between
grey areas represent the associability
relation.

We next show an example of the views that different actors, and
coalitions of these actors, can have on a PI Model.

Example 2.2.2. Consider the PI Model M from Example 2.1.2. In
the scenario, we are interested in the views of the client and the
server on M, as well as the view that the coalition of client and
server together may have. These views are denoted Vc = (Oc,↔c),
Vs = (Os,↔s), and V{c,s} = (O{c,s},↔{c,s}), respectively. Figure 2.4
shows possible views after some particular communication protocol
has been executed (domain π).

First consider the view Vc = (Oc,↔c) on M modelling personal
information known by the client. This information comprises the
entries from her telephone book and the information about Alice
that has been communicated. About Bob, the client knows his name
nm∣ab

12 ∈ Oc and telephone number teln∣ab
12 ∈ Oc as an entry ∗∣ab

12 in her
telephone book. In particular, because the two items share the same
context, we have nm∣ab

12 ↔c teln∣ab
12, i.e., Alice knows that these who

pieces of information are about the same person.
About Alice, the client knows two context-layer representations

of identifier ida: one as part of her telephone book entry (id∣ab
4 ∈ Oc),

and one as a piece of information sent in protocol instance π (id∣πsu ∈
Oc). She knows the name of Alice as part of the telephone book
entry (nm∣ab

4 ), and she knows the age as transmitted in the protocol
(attr∣πsu ∈ Oc). Moreover, the client can associate the contexts ∗∣ab

4 and
∗∣πsu; in particular, nm∣ab

4 ↔c attr∣πsu, i.e., she knows that the name and
age are information about the same person.

The view Vs = (Os,↔s) of the server also contains information
about both Alice and Bob. About Bob, the server knows two pieces
of information col1∣db

2 , key∣db
2 in context ∗∣db

2 representing a database
entry. About Alice, the server similarly knows two pieces of inform-
ation col1∣db

1 , key∣db
1 from the database. In addition, it knows the two

other context-layer representations id∣πsu, attr∣πsu of that same inform-
ation as transmitted in the protocol instance π; and it can associate
∗∣πsu and ∗∣db

1 .
Now consider the view V{c,s} of the client and server if they com-

bine their knowledge. In this view, all information about Alice from
the two actors is mutually associable, meaning the actor know that
it is about the same data subject (in the figure, all contexts repres-
enting Alice are connected by arrows). However, information about
Bob is divided into two equivalence classes: the client knows name
nmbob (as nm∣ab

12) and his telephone number telnbob (as teln∣ab
12) and the

server knows age ageb (as col1∣db
2 ) and identifier idb (as key∣db

2 ), but
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they cannot associate this information to each other (indicated by the
absence of arrows between the information in the figure).

2.3 Verifying Privacy Properties using Views

We intend our model of knowledge to be expressive enough so that
relevant privacy properties from the literature can be verified by
inspecting actor views. This includes both “functional properties”
modelling what should be learned by the actors in the protocol, and
“privacy properties” modelling what should not be learned. We now
discuss what kinds of properties can be expressed in our model.

The most basic kinds of properties expressible in our model are
(un-)detectability and (un-)linkability properties:

• Un-)detectability properties — Can a given actor/coalition of actors
detect a given context item?

• (Un-)linkability properties — Can a given actor/coalition of act-
ors associate two given contexts?

Apart from these two “explicit” types of information about a per-
son above, also “implicit” information that a person interacts with a
certain entity in the system (e.g., a certain hospital, or a local branch
of a bank) may be privacy sensitive, especially when combined4. 4 See Pashalidis and Meyer (2006) for

an analysis of this issueTo express such information, we can include pieces of informa-
tion about these entities in the PI Model. For instance, if context π

represents a protocol instance in an e-health setting, then ∗∣πh may
represent the hospital involved in the protocol instance5. If, in some 5 When modelling information about

entities that do not represent real-
world persons, the granularity at
which this is done depends on the
application at hand. For instance, in an
e-health system we may consider all
information about the same hospital as
linked, whereas in a financial system
within the hospital, we may need
to distinguish between the accounts
and cleaning departments within that
hospital.

view V = (O,↔), the user ∗∣πu is associable to a context ∗∣db
alice and

the hospital ∗∣πh is associable to a context ∗∣⋅umcg, then this reflects the
knowledge that the actors represented by ∗∣db

alice and ∗∣⋅umcg were both
“involved” in protocol instance π. This motivates the following,
third, type of property:

• (Non-)involvement properties — Is there a domain d in which an
actor can associate one profile to a given context c1, and another
profile to a given context c2, i.e., does he know that the actors
represented by c1, c2 were both involved in domain d?

More complex properties can be defined as arbitrary combina-
tions of these elementary properties and their negations. In our case
studies (Chapters 7 and 8), we will show that, in practical settings,
this includes many interesting properties. In Chapter 9, we compare
these properties to other privacy properties from the literature.

The next example shows different types of properties.

Example 2.3.1. We formulate two properties for the scenario given
in Example 2.1.2. Recall that we have views

Vc = (Oc,↔c), Vs = (Os,↔s), and V{c,s} = (O{c,s},↔{c,s})

of the client, server, and coalition of client and server together, re-
spectively. First, since the goal of the protocol is to exchange inform-
ation, we can check whether the client has indeed learned the age of
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Alice, and whether she can link it to her telephone book entry. This
corresponds to verifying that attr∣πsu ∈ Oc and attr∣πsu ↔c id∣ab

4 hold
(a detectability property and a linkability property, respectively).
Second, since the protocol does not concern Bob, we may want to
make sure that the client and server together cannot inadvertently
link Bob’s telephone number and age due to this protocol instance.
This corresponds to verifying that teln∣ab

12 ↔{c,s} col1∣db
2 does not hold

(an unlinkability property).
Now consider the views in the particular system from Example 2.2.2.

In this case, both properties hold. Namely, in view Vc, attr∣πsu ∈ Vc

and age∣πsu ↔c id∣ab
4 are true (Figure 2.4, left), while in view V{c,s},

teln∣ab
12 ↔{c,s} col1∣db

2 is not true (Figure 2.4, right).

2.4 Coalition Graphs

We now propose a visual way of representing the knowledge of all
actors in an information system. Recall that, given a PI Model M
and a set A of actors, each coalition A ⊂ A of actors in A has a view
VA = (OA,↔A) on the personal information in the system. The co-
alition graph of the system visualises these views by showing exactly
who can detect and associate what information, while also visu-
alising which actors profit from combining their knowledge with
others. To make this visualisation manageable, we represent pieces
of information at the information layer rather than considering their
representation at the context layer. When inspection of the coali-
tion graph has raised a privacy concern about a particular coalition
of actors, the view of these actors (at the context layer) can then be
inspected to see exactly how that coalition obtained the personal
information.

Intuitively, each node in the coalition graph represents a certain
“record” about a person that can be derived by a certain coalition
of actors. Namely, suppose we want to visualise knowledge about
a set Oioi ⊂ Oinf of personal items, called the items of interest. A
record is a subset O′ ⊂ Oioi. This record is detectable by a coalition
A ⊂ A of actors with view (OA,↔A) if there exists a set of detectable,
mutually associable context personal items representing (via σ) the
personal items in O′. In this case, we write A ⊧ O′. We call A ⊧ O′

elementary if there is no smaller coalition B ⊊ A such that B ⊧ O′

and there is no larger record Oioi ⊃ O′′ ⊋ O′ such that A ⊧ O′′. The
nodes of a coalition graph are these elementary items A ⊧ O′; an
edge from A ⊧ O′ to B ⊧ O′′ indicates that, by growing from A to
B ⊋ A, coalition A can enlarge its record O′ to O′′ ⊋ O′:

Definition 2.4.1. The coalition graph for set Oioi of items of interest
and collection {VA}A⊂A of views, is the graph (W,≤) with:

• W = {(A, O′) ∣ A ⊆ A; O′ ⊆ Oioi; A ⊧ O′ holds and is elementary}

• (A1, O1) ≤ (A2, O2) iff A1 ⊆ A2 ∧O1 ⊆ O2.

When visualising coalition graphs, we label each node (A, O′)
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srv
agea,ida

srv
ageb,idb

cli
agea,ida,nma

cli
nmb,telnb

(a) After communication

cli,srv
agea,ida,nma

cli
ida,nma

cli
nmb,telnb

srv
agea,ida

srv
ageb,idb

(b) Before communication
Figure 2.5: Coalition graphs for the
PI Model of Example 2.1.2: after
communication (left; see Example 2.4.2)
and before communication (right; see
Example 2.4.3)

with one line for coalition A, and another line for record O′. We do
not draw self-loops or edges that follow from others by transitivity.

The following two examples show what coalition graphs look
like.

Example 2.4.2. Consider the PI Model from Example 2.1.2; set A =
{c, s} of actors; and set O = {ida, agea, nma, idb, ageb, nmb, telnb} of
items of interest.

In Example 2.2.2, we presented the views {VA}A⊂A of the client,
server, and coalition of both after they have exchanged information
about Alice in protocol instance π. The coalition graph correspond-
ing to these views is shown in Figure 2.5(a). As the figure shows, the
server can build two records: one containing the age and identifier
of Alice ({s} ⊧ {agea, ida}), and one containing the age and identifier
of Bob ({s} ⊧ {ageb, idb}). Similarly, the client can build two records
about Alice and Bob, respectively.

In this case, there are no nodes representing records detectable by
the coalition {c, s}. Technically, this is because there are no O′ ⊂ O
for which {c, s} ⊧ O is elementary: each record detectable by the
client and server together, is also detectable by one of the actors
alone. This reflects that, when the server and client combine their
knowledge, they do not discover any new associations between the
information they have. Indeed, the client can already detect a record
containing all information about Alice in the PI Model; and both the
client and the server can detect records about Bob, but they cannot
associate them, i.e., {c, s} /⊧ {nmb, telnb, ageb, idb}.

Example 2.4.3. We again consider the PI Model from Example 2.1.2;
set A = {c, s} of actors; and set O = {ida, agea, nma, idb, ageb, nmb, telnb}
of items of interest. However, now let us consider the knowledge of
these actors before they have exchanged information about Alice.
Suppose this knowledge is as follows:

Vc = (Oc,↔c) = ({nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, id∣ab
4 , nm∣ab

4 },=);

Vs = (Os,↔s) = ({col1∣db
1 , key∣db

1 , col1∣db
2 , key∣db

2 },=);

V{c,s} = (O{c,s},↔{c,s}) = (Oc ∪Os,{∗∣ab
4 ↔{c,s} ∗∣db

1 }).

These views represent that the client just knows the entries from
her telephone book, with no associations (i.e.,↔c is equality) and the
server just knows the entries from its database, with no associations.
Moreover, the client and server together can link their information
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about Alice (for instance, by seeing the overlapping identifier) but
not about Bob.

The coalition graph corresponding to the above situation is
shown in Figure 2.5(b). Here, knowledge about Bob is as in the
previous example: both the client and the server have personal in-
formation about Bob, but they cannot associate this information if
they combine their knowledge. However, about Alice, the situation
is different: the client knows ida and nma (node {c} ⊧ {ida, nma})
and the server knows agea and ida (node {s} ⊧ {agea, ida}); if they
combine their knowledge, they can build a bigger record consisting
of all this information: {c, s} ⊧ {agea, ida, nma}.

We can also use coalition graphs to visually compare the know-
ledge of actors in different systems, or at different moments in time
in the same system. Namely, if A ⊧ O′ in some system X but not
in some system Y, then this suggests that concerning record O′, Y
offers better privacy. To perform this comparison between X and Y
visually, we use a combined coalition graph that combines the nodes
from the coalition graphs of X and Y; shows for each node A ⊧ O′

whether O′ is detectable in X, in Y, or in both; and keep the same
partial relation ≤ as before. This idea can be generalised to compare
any number of coalition graphs:

Definition 2.4.4. Let GX1 = (V1,≤1), . . . , GXn = (Vn,≤n) be a finite
set of coalition graphs. The combined coalition graph G{X1,...,Xn} is the
graph (V,≤) with

V = {(A, O, N) ∣ ∃i ∶(A, O) ∈ Vi,

N = {i ∣ ∃(A′, O′) ∈ Vi ∶ A′ ⊆ A, O′ ⊇ O}};

and (A1, O1, N1) ≤ (A2, O2, N2) iff A1 ⊆ A2 ∧O1 ⊆ O2.

We visualise combined coalition graphs by labelling each node
(A, O, N) with one line specifying coalition A and another line
specifying the record O that this coalition can detect; the set N of
systems in which detectability holds is visualised by using different
styles to draw the nodes. Again, we do not draw self-loops or edges
that follow from others by transitivity.

The follow example demonstrates combined coalition graphs.

cli,srv
agea,ida,nma

cli
ida,nma

cli
agea,ida,nma

cli
nmb,telnb

srv
agea,ida

srv
ageb,idb

Only after

Detectable in:

Before/after

Figure 2.6: Combined coalition graph
of the graphs of Figure 2.5

Example 2.4.5. Consider the coalition graphs Gbefore and Gafter from
Examples 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, respectively. The combined coalition graph
of these two graphs is shown in Figure 2.6.

The combined coalition graph contains the nodes of both ori-
ginal coalition graphs; for each coalition A and record O′, it in-
dicates whether O′ is detectable by A before and/or after com-
munication. For instance, {srv} ⊧ {ageb, idb} is true both before
communication (i.e., in Gbefore) and after (i.e., in Gafter); {cli} ⊧
{agea, ida, nma} is true after communication but not before. Note
that there are no detections that are true before communication but
not after: this makes sense because communication can only in-
crease the knowledge of actors. Note also that detection {cli, srv} ⊧
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{agea, ida, nma} is true both before and after communication, but
node ({cli, srv},{agea, ida, nma}) does not occur in Gafter. This is be-
cause {cli, srv} ⊧ {agea, ida, nma} is not an elementary deduction in
Gafter: already the smaller coalition {cli} can deduce the same record
{agea, ida, nma}.

In Chapter 8, we use combined coalition graphs in a real case
study.

2.5 Discussion

The model of knowledge about personal information presented
in this chapter can be used to analyse any privacy concern that is
expressible in terms of the elementary detectability, linkability, and
involvement properties described in Section 2.3. Although, as our
case studies (Chapters 7–8) will demonstrate, this includes many
relevant properties proposed in the literature, there are also privacy
aspects that our model does not capture.

Most significantly, we do not allow reasoning about the meaning
of pieces of personal information. For instance, we do not express
how different pieces of information about the same person relate
to each other, e.g. “address” is a combination of “street name” and
“house number”. In Chapter 6, we will partially overcome this re-
striction by modelling that one piece of information represents a
“predicate” on another piece of information, which helps in the
verification of certain privacy properties. However, other than dis-
tinguishing between identifiers and non-identifiers and allowing
these predicates, we do not interpret pieces of information in any
way. Also, we do not consider (probabilistic) links due to combin-
ations of non-identifying attributes, e.g., matching name and zip
code in two different contexts imply a link with high probability.
These choices reflect the goal of our approach, namely to compare
the privacy effects from using a particular system to exchange per-
sonal information (independently from what information exactly
is exchanged). On the other hand, to obtain a full understanding of
the privacy of users that does take such inferences into account, our
approach can be complemented with orthogonal (e.g., probabilistic)
methods. We discuss this topic further in Chapter 9.

Our model assumes that pieces of information can have only one
data subject. However, certain pieces of information (e.g., a shared
key between two parties, or the result of a chess match), do not
satisfy this assumption. We generalise our model to allow multiple
data subjects in Chapter 6.

Apart from explicitly transferred information, i.e., the user’s at-
tributes, we analyse one particular kind of implicitly transferred
information; namely, involvement properties. However, other kinds
may be of interest as well. For instance, the number of transactions
performed by a user may be privacy sensitive, as may be the mere
date and time of certain activities (e.g., in the context of smart meter-
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ing, as analysed by Rial and Danezis6). Knowledge about numbers 6 Rial and Danezis (2011)

of transactions can be expressed in our model; date and time may be
appended as “tags” to communication.

The model we present here has appeared in several forms in
earlier papers by the author7. In Veeningen et al. (2014), the model 7 Veeningen et al. (2011a); Veeningen

et al. (2011b); and Veeningen et al.
(2014)

was presented combined with the attribute predicates extension
from Chapter 6. In all earlier works, our model included a set E of
“entities” to whom personal information belongs. In this thesis,
we implicitly model entities via the “related” relation, mainly for
reasons of notational elegance. Coalition graphs were presented
before in Veeningen et al. (2012).
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HAVING INTRODUCED PI MODELS AND VIEWS, we are able
to formally model the knowledge of Alice, Eve, Bob and Mallory,
whom we met at the beginning of the previous chapter. In this
chapter, we formalise the reasoning about messages that determ-
ines this knowledge. In particular, we formalise reasoning steps like
“[Eve] does not have key k, [so] she does not learn the contents of
the message”, and “[Eve and Mallory] can together learn the pass-
port number and birth date, and [...] link it to Steve’s photo”.

Our approach relies on existing deductive techniques for reason-
ing about cryptographic messages, which we adapt to the setting
where these messages contain personal information. Deductive sys-
tems are a traditional technique to reason about the knowledge of
attackers in the Dolev-Yao model1. The Dolev-Yao model captures 1 Named after the seminal paper by

Dolev and Yao (1981)different actors who exchange messages over channels that are un-
der control of an attacker. These messages are modelled as abstract
terms (e.g. representing an encryption), and the operations that the
attacker can perform on these messages (e.g., decryption using the
key) are explicitly enumerated, using a deductive system or similar
formalisms. For instance, we can model secrecy of a key k in the
Dolev-Yao model by requiring that however the attacker manipu-
lates the messages sent over channels between honest actors, he can
never get k by performing operations on the messages he has seen.

In the previous chapter, we have defined the knowledge of actors
in terms of knowledge not about pieces of information, but about
specific representations of these pieces of information (captured
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by particular context personal items). Because traditional message
reasoning methods do not consider representations, we cannot dir-
ectly apply them to determine actor knowledge. Another problem
with existing methods is that they do not consider the possibility
that different pieces of information have the same contents. For in-
stance, a traditional decryption rule could be that “if encryption of
message m under key k is known, and key k is known, then mes-
sage m is known”. This rule is defined regardless of whether other
pieces of information with the same contents as k are available2. In 2 For traditional applications such as

authentication protocols, messages
usually just consist of identifiers and
cryptographic material like keys and
nonces. In such cases, it is reasonable
to assume that no two different pieces
of information have the same contents,
hence the traditional decryption rule is
sufficient. However, when reasoning
about privacy-enhancing protocols in
which user attributes are transmitted
as in this thesis, this assumption is no
longer valid.

this chapter, we will adapt such rules to let them act on messages
that contain personal information as defined in the previous chapter.
For instance, the above rule becomes “if encryption of context item
d∣πk under key key∣πsrv is known, and a key with the same contents
as key∣πsrv is known, then d∣πk is known”. Carefully translating exist-
ing rules, as described above, is already almost enough to reason
about personal information in messages. However, to obtain reas-
onable definitions for detectability and associability, we turn out to
additionally need some reasoning on the knowledge that certain
messages have the same contents, even when those contents are not
known.

In this chapter, we introduce our deduction-based model of per-
sonal information in cryptographic messages, and our procedure to
determine the views of actors based on the messages they have seen.

Outline In this chapter:

• We generalise the PI Model from the previous chapter to an In-
formation Model, that additionally includes non-personal inform-
ation occurring in cryptographic messages such as nonces and
keys (§3.1);

• We introduce a formal model of cryptographic messages built
from personal and non-personal information (§3.2);

• We present our reasoning model of what information can be
derived from these messages (§3.3);

• We show how standard cryptographic primitives like encryption
and digital signatures can be captured in this model (§3.4);

• We define detectability and linkability using the above reasoning
model, hence obtaining the actor view following from a set of
known cryptographic messages (§3.5);

• We present an alternative reasoning system that, under non-
restrictive conditions, gives the same result as the model in Sec-
tion 3.3, while being more suitable for implementation (§3.6);

• We present an algorithm to compute actor views from known
messages, based on the alternative reasoning system (§3.7);

• Finally, we discuss validity and expressiveness of our model
(§3.8).
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3.1 Three-Layer Model of Non-Personal Information

Communication in privacy-enhancing protocols uses messages
built up from personal and other information, e.g., private/public
keys and nonces. In the previous chapter, we defined the PI Model
(Definition 2.1.1) to capture all personal information in the system.
In Section 2.3, we showed that the PI Model can also be used to
model information (e.g. private/public keys) about non-personal
entities (e.g., a hospital or a service provider). Doing this allows
for reasoning about the involvement of these actors in protocols,
both for the verification of involvement properties (§2.3) and for
obtaining symbolic privacy guarantees (Chapter 5).

However, this still leaves information in messages that does not
refer to any entity in particular, e.g., session keys and nonces. In
order to accurately model messages containing such information,
we now extend our model with such non-personal information. As
with personal information, we model it using our three-layer model.
Although knowledge about different context-layer representations
of this information is not directly relevant to privacy, doing this
will be advantageous both when defining equatability later in this
chapter, and when developing the symbolic variant of our model in
Chapter 5.

Formally, we model non-personal information at the context
layer by a set Gctx of context non-personal items. Items in Gctx belong
to a domain, but not to a profile: in this case we denote the profile
as “⋅”, e.g. shakey∣π⋅ . At the information layer, we define set Ginf of
non-personal items. We obtain a straightforward generalisation of the
definition of PI Model (cf. Definition 2.1.1):

Definition 3.1.1. An Information Model is a tuple

(Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ)

such that:

• Pctx is a set of context items of the form v∣κa . Here, v is called the
variable, κ is called the domain, and a is called the profile. Pctx is
partitioned into context non-personal items Gctx ⊂ Pctx (with a = ⋅),
context data items Dctx ⊂ Pctx (with a ≠ ⋅), and context identifiers
Ictx ⊂ Pctx (also with a ≠ ⋅).

• P inf is a set of information items, partitioned into sets Ginf ⊂ P inf

of non-personal items, Dinf ⊂ P inf of data items, and I inf ⊂ P inf of
identifiers.

• Pcnt ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is a set of contents items;

• ⇔ is an equivalence relation on Oinf called the related relation;

• σ is a map Pctx → P inf such that 1) σ(Gctx) ⊂ Ginf, σ(Dctx) ⊂ Dinf,
and σ(Ictx) ⊂ I inf; 2) σ(x∣κk)⇔ σ(y∣κk) for all x∣κk , y∣κk with k ≠ ⋅;

• τ is a map P inf → Pcnt such that, for any identifiers i, j ∈ I inf: if
τ(i) = τ(j), then i = j.
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Apart from the introduction of sets Gctx and Ginf of non-personal
information, this definition is the same as the definition of PI Model
(Definition 2.1.1) from the previous chapter. Indeed, note that if

(Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ)

is an Information Model, then

(Octx,Oinf, Ocnt,⇔, σ∣Octx , τ∣Oinf)

is a PI Model.

3.2 Model of Cryptographic Messages

We model messages built from personal and non-personal informa-
tion using cryptographic primitives by means of formal terms. The
abstract model we present now is independent from any particular
cryptographic primitives; in Section 3.4, we instantiate the model for
a set of standard cryptographic primitives including encryption and
digital signatures. We model cryptographic primitives by a signature
Σ consisting of function symbols f with a certain arity3 k, denoted 3 I.e., number of parameters

f/k. For instance, we can represent deterministic symmetric encryp-
tion4 using function symbol enc/2. Given plaintext x and symmetric 4 Symmetric encryption is encryption

in which they same “symmetric key”
is used to encrypt and decrypt the
message; in deterministic encryption,
the same key and same message
always give the same encryption.

key y, the encryption of x under key y is then represented as formal
term enc(x, y). More precisely:

Definition 3.2.1. Let I = (Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ) be an Information
Model, and let Σ be a signature.

• The set Lctx of context messages is the set of formal terms built
from context items in Pctx by recursive application f (m1, . . . , mk)
of function symbols f /k ∈ Σ.

• The submessage of message f (m1, . . . , mk) at position p ∈ {1, . . . , k}
is denoted f (m1, . . . , mk)@p ∶= mp; the submessage of message
m at position p1, . . . , pm is m@p1, . . . , pm ∶= ((m@p1) . . .)@pk. The
empty position is denoted ε, i.e., m@ε = m.

• The content equivalence relation ≐ on Lctx is the natural extension
of ≐ on Octx (cf. remarks below Definition 2.1.1): for p1,p2 ∈ Pctx,
p1 ≐ p2 iff τ(σ(p1)) = τ(σ(p2)); and f (m1, . . . , mk) ≐ f (n1, . . . , nk)
iff mi ≐ ni for all i.

For instance, given function symbol enc/2 ∈ Σ and context items
k∣π⋅ ∈ Pctx and secret∣πu ∈ Pctx, enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) is a context mes-
sage that may represent the encryption of the piece of information
secret∣πu under the key k∣π⋅ . Usually, all context items in a context
message have the same domain; for these cases, we introduce a
shorthand notation in which we write the domain once at the end
of the message. For instance, the above message can be written
enc(secret∣u, k∣⋅)∣π .

Our definition of content equivalence reflects two assumptions
on message contents: namely, that they are deterministic and unique.
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Namely, the fact that mi ≐ ni implies f (m1, . . . , mk) ≐ f (n1, . . . , nk)
represents determinism: given the same contents as input, cryp-
tographic primitives always give the same output. Randomness,
e.g., in signing or in non-deterministic encryption, can be mod-
elled explicitly as part of the plaintext. By explicitly modelling
randomness, we can for instance distinguish the case where an
actor observes two different probabilistic encryptions5 with the 5 In probabilistic encryption, each

encryption of the same message with
the same key will look different: this
way it is impossible to distinguish two
encryptions of different values from
two encryptions of the same value.

same input from the case where he observes the same probabil-
istic encryption twice; in the latter case, we will allow an actor to
draw certain conclusions from this. The reverse implication, i.e., if
f (m1, . . . , mk) ≐ f (n1, . . . , nk) then mi ≐ ni, reflects uniqueness. Note
that, a priori, different terms representing different messages could
have the same contents; e.g., the hashes of two different values could
collide; or the hash of some value could be the same as the encryp-
tion of some other value. In our model, this does not happen; hence,
we assume that such accidental coincidence of contents does not
lead to privacy problems.

3.3 Deducing Knowledge About Messages

Having described messages containing personal information, we
now model what knowledge actors can obtain from them. Namely,
we enumerate the operations that actors can perform on messages,
and then define what messages an actor can obtain by repeatedly
performing these operations. The model in this section is independ-
ent from any particular cryptographic primitives; we will instantiate
it for standard primitives in Section 3.4. The reasoning in this section
is also independent from the structure of context items, i.e., their
domain, profile and variable. Abstractly, in this section, we see con-
text items just as a set Pctx with a relation ≐ on it, and ask which of
these context items can be derived from a set of messages. (We use
the structure of context items when applying the results from this
section to determine an actor’s view in Section 3.5.)

We first describe the two types of operation that an actor can per-
form on messages: constructing new messages, and eliminating mes-
sages into their parts. We then use a deductive system to describe
the repeated application of these operations.

Construction The most basic reasoning step that an actor can make
is to build a cryptographic message f(x1, . . . , xk) from its parts.
Which parts are needed depends on the function symbol. Usually,
f(m1, . . . ,mk) can be constructed if m1, . . . ,mk are known. However,
for particular function symbols this may be different: e.g., we might
have a function symbol dh/2 so that dh(m1,m2) can be constructed
whenever either m1 and pk(m2), or pk(m1) and m2 are known6. 6 Intuitively, this models something

similar to Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change. However, in contrast to
real Diffie-Hellman, in this model,
dh(x, y) /≐ dh(y, x) in general.

In general, we model the requirements for constructing a message
by a construction rule. Such a rule is denoted

f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl , (○)
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where ai, bi are variable messages ∈ Lx built from a set X of variables.
We call f(a1, . . . , ak) the whole message and bi the parts. For instance,
the construction rule for encryption is

enc(x, y)←x, y; (enc)

the rules for the above dh example are:

dh(x, y)←pk(x), y dh(x, y)←x,pk(y).

For simplicity, we assume that exactly the same variables occur in
the “left-hand-side” f(a1, . . . , ak) and “right-hand side” b1, . . . , bl of a
construction rule; and moreover, that every variable occurs exactly
once both left and right. (In Section 3.8, we discuss generalisations.)

The application of a construction rule on actual messages is cap-
tured by instantiating that rule. Formally, an instantiation of construc-
tion rule (○) is a substitution σ of context messages for all variables
in the construction rule. In this case, we write

f(a1σ, . . . , akσ)←b1σ, . . . , blσ.

We demonstrate instantiations of construction rules in the next
example:

Example 3.3.1. Suppose we have context items k∣π⋅ ∈ Pctx, repres-
enting a symmetric key, and secret∣πu ∈ Pctx, representing a piece of
personal information. Consider construction rule (enc) for encryp-
tion. We have the following instantiation of this rule:

enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ )←secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ;

namely, it follows from substitution σ = {x → secret∣πu , y → k∣π⋅ }. This
represents that an actor who knows key k∣π⋅ and message secret∣πu can
use those to build the given encryption.

Elimination The operations on cryptographic messages that an
actor can perform are modelled by elimination rules. Informally,
such an elimination rule states that, given a message x of a certain
form and given the contents of some additional messages, a part of
message x can be recovered by applying the operation. Similarly to
construction rules, an elimination rule is written

f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→c, (†)

where f /k ∈ Σ, and ai, bi, c ∈ Lx are variable messages such that
each variable occurs at most once in f (a1, . . . , ak); and each variable
occurring in bi, c also occurs in f (a1, . . . , ak). Here, f (a1, . . . , ak) is the
whole message; c is the part, and bi are auxiliary messages. For instance,
consider function symbol enc/2, so that enc(x, y) represents the
encryption of plaintext x under key y. Decryption can be modelled
with the following elimination rule:

enc(x, y) ≐yÐ→x. (sdec)
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I.e, if an encryption is known and the contents of the corresponding
key are known, then the plaintext can be obtained.

Similarly to construction rules, elimination rules are instantiated
to capture the application of an elimination rule to actual messages.
Formally, an instantiation of an elimination rule of the form (†) is a
substitution σ of context messages for all variables in the elimination
rule. If m = f (a1, . . . , ak)σ; mi ≐ biσ and n = cσ, we write7 7 Note that the substitution defines

the auxiliary messages up to content
equivalence. Namely, we require
mi ≐ biσ instead of mi = biσ. This
reflects that any message can be used
as auxiliary message as long as it has
the right contents.

m m1,...,mlÐÐÐÐ→n.

We demonstrate instantiations of elimination rules in the next
example:

Example 3.3.2. Consider context message enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) repres-
enting the encryption of secret secret∣πu under symmetric key k∣π⋅ . Let
shakey∣⋅⋅ be a context item such that k∣π⋅ ≐ shakey∣⋅⋅, i.e., they have the
same contents. We have the following instantiation of decryption
rule (sdec):

enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) shakey∣⋅⋅ÐÐÐÐ→secret∣πu ,

namely, it follows from substitution σ = {x → secret∣πu , y → k∣π⋅ }.
Intuitively, this means that an actor who knows enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ )

and shakey∣⋅⋅, can determine secret∣πu .

For our purposes, we need to let actors derive more knowledge
from a cryptographic operation than just the resulting message.
Namely, we model that, if an actor observes that the operation has
succeeded, he also knows that the auxiliary messages provided to
the operation must have been correct. For instance, in Example 3.3.2,
suppose that an actor knows enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) and shakey∣⋅⋅. He can
perform decryption of the former message using the latter as aux-
iliary message; if he finds that decryption has succeeded, then he
knows that k∣π⋅ and shakey∣⋅⋅ are representations of the same contents,
i.e., he now also knows k∣π⋅ . Some cryptographic operations, such as
signature verification, always return a value indicating whether or
not the correct auxiliary information was provided; for others, such
as decryption, this depends on the particular implementation. How-
ever, even if the operation does not return such a value, actors can
usually still see if the correct auxiliary information (e.g., the decryp-
tion key) was provided by checking if the result (e.g., the plaintext)
looks like random garbage or not.

We call our assumption that actors can check the correctness of
auxiliary information the visible failure assumption. It may result in
an over-approximation of the knowledge of actors; but it consid-
erably simplifies our reasoning model because we do not have to
model whether actors can “recognize” the result of an operation.
Formally, this assumption means that for any elimination rule

f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→c

and any i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, there is also an elimination rule

f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→bi.
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We demonstrate the visible failure assumption in the next ex-
ample:

Example 3.3.3. Consider elimination rule (sdec) above. By visible
failure, we also adopt elimination rule

enc(x, y) ≐yÐ→y; (sdec’)

so, for instance, an actor who knows enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) and shakey∣⋅⋅
such that k∣π⋅ ≐ shakey∣⋅⋅, can apply (sdec’) to obtain k∣π⋅ .

Finally, we allow actors to exploit our determinism and unique-
ness assumptions on cryptographic primitives to learn new repres-
entations of messages. Namely, suppose an actor knows a message
enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), and he knows its parts secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ in different con-
texts, say as data∣db

al ≐ secret∣πu and shakey∣⋅⋅ ≐ k∣π⋅ , respectively. Now,
due to determinism, encryption enc(data∣db

al , shakey∣⋅⋅) has the same
contents as enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ); due to uniqueness, the actor knows
that its parts data∣db

al and shakey∣⋅⋅ are the same as secret∣πu and k∣π⋅ , re-
spectively. To allow this kind of reasoning, we introduce reconstruc-
tion rules: formally, for every construction rule f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl

and every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, we have a corresponding elimination rule

f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→bi ∈ E .

For instance, in the above case, this rule for enc allows us to derive
secret∣πu and k∣π⋅ given data∣db

al and shakey∣⋅⋅8. 8 In this case, the reconstruction rules
are redundant because (sdec) and
(sdec’) can be used to derive the same
parts with fewer auxiliary messages. In
general, this will not be the case.

Elimination rules due to visible failure and reconstruction are
examples of what we call testing rules. Namely, testing rules are
elimination rules f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→c for which c coincides with
one of the bi. Such rules serve purely to derive new representations
of messages whose contents were already known; they will have a
special role in the algorithms we develop in Section 3.79. 9 There may also be testing rules that

do not come from the two above
assumptions; cf. our model of anonym-
ous credentials in Section 6.5.Deductive System Having discussed all single reasoning steps that

an actor can apply, we now introduce a deductive system that cap-
tures which messages an actor can obtain by repeatedly applying
them. Below, assume that a signature with an associated set of con-
struction and elimination rules is fixed. Given this signature and
rules, the deductive system will give the semantics of the relation
C m, where C ⊂ Lctx is a set of context messages, and m is a context
message. Here, C m means that can derive message m by applying
cryptographic operations to messages in C. Formally:

Definition 3.3.4. Let C ⊂ Lctx be a set of context messages, and
m a context message. We say that m is derivable from C, denoted
C m, if the conclusion C m follows from the deductive system10 in

10 A deductive system is a set of in-
ference rules. Each rule states that
if a set of premises is satisfied, then
the conclusion follows. Such a rule is
denoted

p1 . . . pk
(C) (N),

q

where the pi are the premises, q is the
conclusion, C is a condition under
which the rule may be applied, and N
is the name of the rule. A statement
“follows” from the deductive system
by repeated application of these rules.
Such reasoning can be visualised as
a tree (e.g., Figure 3.2): each node
denotes the application of an inference
rule, leaf nodes are axioms (rules
without premises), and the root is the
conclusion.

Figure 3.1.

Rule ( 0) states that any known message can be derived. Rule
( C) states that any instantiation of a construction rule can be used
to build a cryptographic primitive from its parts. Rule ( E) states
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(m ∈ C) ( 0)
C m

C m1 ... C ml ( f (n1, . . . ,nk)←
m1, ...,ml)

( C)
C f (n1, . . . ,nk)

C m C m1 . . . C mk
(m m1,...,mkÐÐÐÐ→n) ( E)

C n

Figure 3.1: Inference rules for message
derivability (m, mi , n, ni any context
messages; f /k ∈ Σ)

that any instantiation of an elimination rule can be applied to known
messages.

The next example demonstrates derivability:

Example 3.3.5. Consider function symbol enc and rule (sdec)
as above. Given C = {enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), shakey∣⋅⋅}, we have that
C secret∣πu . Informally, the encryption and decryption key are
known (translating to an application of inference rule ( 0)), so
the plaintext can be recovered by decryption (inference rule ( E)
with enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ) shakey∣⋅⋅ÐÐÐÐ→secret∣πu ). This reasoning is formalised in
Figure 3.2.

3.4 Modelling Standard Cryptographic Primitives

We now show how standard (cryptographic) primitives can be mod-
elled using the above formalism. We model concatenation, symmet-
ric encryption, asymmetric encryption, cryptographic hashes and
digital signatures. Our model of these primitives is deterministic,
i.e., given the same inputs, the cryptographic primitives always out-
put the same contents. We discuss the modelling of probabilistic
promitives (that output different contents) at the end of this section.

Concatenation Because concatenation of messages is a very common
operation, we introduce a special syntax for it. Namely, instead
using a function symbol, we denote a k-length list as {x1, . . . , xk}. It
satisfies the following construction and elimination rules11: 11 Testing rules {x1, . . . , xk}

≐x1,...,≐xkÐÐÐÐÐ→xi
due to reconstruction are redundant
because the same parts can be derived
with no auxiliary messages. In the
remainder of this section, we leave
redundant testing rules implicit.

{x1, . . . , xk}←x1, . . . , xk; {x1, . . . , xk}Ð→xi.

Note that our model of concatenation is not associative: e.g.,
{x,{y, z}} and {{x, y}, z} are non-content-equivalent. If this beha-
viour is not desired, then nested lists should be avoided and repres-
entation {x, y, z} used instead.

In the remainder of this thesis, we assume that any signature
includes concatenation.

( 0)
C enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ )

( 0)
C shakey∣⋅⋅

( E)
C secret∣πu Figure 3.2: Derivation of secret∣πu from

C (Example 3.3.5)
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Symmetric Encryption As discussed above, symmetric encryption
is encryption in which the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt
the message. Symmetric encryption can be modelled with function
symbol enc/2, so that enc(x, y) represents the encryption of message
x under key y. The construction rule for enc represents encryption.
The first elimination rule represents decryption; the second elimina-
tion rule represents the ability of an actor to verify if a given key was
used (cf. Example 3.3.3):

enc(x, y)←x, y; enc(x, y) ≐yÐ→x; enc(x, y) ≐yÐ→y.

Asymmetric Encryption In asymmetric encryption, keys come in
pairs consisting of a private key and a public key: the public key
(which is freely distributed) is used to encrypt messages that only
the holder of the private key (which should be kept secret) can de-
crypt.

We model private/public key pairs using a function symbol pk/1:
pk(x) represents the public key corresponding to private key x. It
has construction rule pk(x)←x. Hence, in this model, the public key
can be derived from the private key but not the other way around.
However, a private key can be verified to correspond to a public key
using reconstruction rule pk(x) ≐xÐ→x.

Then, asymmetric encryption can be modelled with a function
symbol aenc/2: aenc(x,pk(y)) represents the encryption of message
x using public key pk(y). It has construction rule aenc(x, y)←x, y12. 12 Or aenc(x, pk(y))←x, pk(y): this

makes no practical difference.Decryption is modelled by rule

aenc(x,pk(y)) ≐yÐ→x;

the corresponding rule13 to verify if a decryption key is correct, is 13 By the visible failure assumption

aenc(x,pk(y)) ≐yÐ→y.

Moreover, the reconstruction rules

aenc(x,pk(y)) ≐x,≐pk(y)ÐÐÐÐÐ→x, aenc(x,pk(y)) ≐x,≐pk(y)ÐÐÐÐÐ→pk(y)

capture the possibility to re-perform an encryption and compare res-
ults. (Note that in practice, cryptographic protocols almost always
use probabilistic asymmetric encryption as described below.)

Cryptographic Hash Functions Intuitively, cryptographic hash func-
tions are functions that are easy to compute, but hard to invert.14 14 More precisely, given a hash, it is

hard to find a message with that hash;
given a message, it is hard to find
another message with the same hash;
and it is hard to find two different
messages with the same hash; cf.
Menezes et al. (1996)

We model this simply by introducing a function symbol h/1 with
construction rule h(x)←x but without any elimination rules other than
the obligatory reconstruction rule h(x) ≐xÐ→x (which models that,
given a hashed value and its original, we can re-compute the hash to
observe their correspondence).

Digital Signatures A digital signature demonstrates the authenti-
city of a message. Namely, a digital signature on a message can be
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verified using a public key: if this verification succeeds, this guaran-
tees that the message was originally signed using the corresponding
private key (and not modified afterwards). Because of applications
of our model later in this thesis, we model digital signatures “with
message recovery”15: that is, the message itself can be recovered 15 Menezes et al. (1996)

from the signature.
Digital signatures are modelled by function symbol sig/2: sig(x, y)

represents the digital signature on message x signed with private
key y. Its construction rule is sig(x, y)←x, y. Verification of a digital
signature is modelled by elimination rules16: 16 In this case, we don’t give reconstruc-

tion rules because they are redundant:
the message can be derived using just
the public key, and the private key can
be tested by first testing the public key
pk(y) and then testing the private key
from pk(y).

sig(x, y) ≐pk(y)ÐÐÐÐ→x; sig(x, y) ≐pk(y)ÐÐÐÐ→pk(y).

Hence, if verification succeeds, then the actor knows that it was
performed with the right public key, and he obtains the message
signed.

Digital signatures “with appendix”17, i.e., for which the message 17 Menezes et al. (1996)

is needed for verification, are modelled straightforwardly by adding
≐x to the auxiliary messages for the above elimination rules.

Probabilistic Cryptographic Primitives Above, we modelled determ-
inistic cryptographic primitives. In practice, usually probabilistic
primitives are used. Two deterministic encryptions of the same
message have the same contents; hence even if an attacker does not
know the decryption key, he still knows that they contain the same
plaintext. Probabilistic encryption prevents this by using random-
ness in the encryption process; similarly for other primitives. We
can model probabilistic cryptographic primitives by adding this
randomness explicitly to the plaintext. For instance, we model a
probabilistic symmetric encryption of message secret∣πk using key
key∣π⋅ as enc({secret∣πk , n∣π⋅ }, key∣π⋅ ), where n∣π⋅ represents the random-
ness. Probabilistic asymmetric encryption and probabilistic digital
signatures are modelled analogously18. 18 Alternatively, a 3-ary function sym-

bol can be used (cf. Blanchet and
Smyth (2011)): our model differs from
that latter model in that our decryption
operation also returns the randomness.

Notation In the remainder of this chapter, for our examples we will
use the above signature

Σ = {enc/2,pk/1, aenc/2,h/1, sig/2}

(plus concatenation) and associated construction/elimination rules.

3.5 View from a Knowledge Base

Having discussed what messages an actor can obtain by applying
cryptographic operations, we now obtain an actor’s view by in-
terpreting these messages as personal information. Namely, let us
model the complete knowledge of an actor as a finite set19 C ⊂ Lctx

19 In other approaches, the messages
known by an actor are typically rep-
resented by an ordered sequence. For
our purposes, a set is sufficient: in-
tuitively, the “order” of messages is
captured by the different context-layer
representations of information.

of context messages called his knowledge base. In addition to the mes-
sages the actor has sent and received, this knowledge base should
also contain any additional personal information we want to reason
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about, such as information from databases held by the actor. Also,
the knowledge base should contain relevant material like secret keys
known by the actor, and nonces he has generated during the execu-
tion of the cryptographic protocols. The objective of this section is to
derive the view of an actor (cf. Definition 2.2.1) given his knowledge
base.

The following example demonstrates knowledge bases.

Example 3.5.1. We consider the PI Model of Example 2.1.2. We give
knowledge bases of the client and server for an example communic-
ation protocol. In the first message, the client sends a symmetric en-
cryption of Alice’s identifier to the server, encrypted using a shared
key. We model the shared key by a non-personal item with context-
layer representation shkey∣π⋅ . The encryption is then modelled by

m1 = enc(id∣su, shkey∣⋅)∣π .

In the second message, the server replies with an encryption under
shkey∣π⋅ containing both Alice’s identifier and a probabilistic sig-
nature on her age using the server’s secret key. The randomness
used in the signature is represented as a non-personal item with
context-layer representation n∣π⋅ . The secret key of the server is con-
text identifier k−∣πsrv. The second message is:

m2 = enc({id∣su, sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)}, shkey∣⋅)∣π .

We now consider the knowledge base of the client. The client
knows m1,m2. In addition, his knowledge base contains the personal
and other information he knew beforehand. Apart from his address
book, we assume that this initial knowledge includes the shared key
and the public key of the server, known in some arbitrary contexts
∗∣⋅⋅, ∗∣⋅srv. His full knowledge base after communication is then:

Ccli = {nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, nm∣ab
4 , id∣ab

4 , skey∣⋅⋅,pk(k−∣⋅srv),m1,m2}.

Similarly, the knowledge base of the server can be modelled:

Csrv = {col1∣db
1 , key∣db

1 , col1∣db
2 , key∣db

2 , n∣⋅⋅, skey∣⋅⋅, k−∣⋅srv,m1,m2}

where n∣⋅⋅ ≐ n∣π⋅ is the nonce the server uses in his answer.

Given knowledge bases {Ca}a∈A of a set of actors A, the know-
ledge base of the coalition A of actors is taken to be the union of the
knowledge bases of the respective actors. For instance, in the above
example, the knowledge base of coalition {cli, srv} is Ccli ∪ Csrv.

Our procedure to derive a view from a knowledge base is based
on the following two main assumptions:

• Detecting from messages — An actor learns a piece of information
by reading it directly from a message, or by determining that
its contents are the same as that of some information he already
knows.
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• Associating by identifiers — An actor associates two contexts by
determining that an identifier with the same contents occurs in
both of them.

These assumptions reflect our focus on analysing protocols for trans-
mitting personal information (i.e.., what can be derived because of
the message formats that are used) rather than personal information
itself (i.e., what could be derived by interpreting this information,
e.g., by deriving a zip code from an address). We discuss these as-
sumptions in Section 3.8.

The above assumptions imply that, apart from knowledge de-
rivable from messages using cryptographic operations, we also
need to consider knowledge derivable from observing that differ-
ent messages represent the same contents. In more detail, suppose
an actor knows two deterministic encryptions enc(i1, k), enc(i2, k),
where i1 ≐ i2, so also enc(i1, k) ≐ enc(i2, k). Now, even if the actor
cannot derive i1 or i2, because of our uniqueness assumption he still
knows that the two plaintexts must have the same contents. This has
two consequences. First, if he happens to know i1 from somewhere
else, e.g. if C = {enc(i1, k), enc(i2, k), i1}, then by the above reason-
ing, he also knows i2. Second, if i1 and i2 represent identifiers, then
he knows that the contexts that they are in must both represent the
same data subject. We formalise such knowledge as follows:

Definition 3.5.2. Let C ⊂ Lctx be a set of context messages, and
p1,p2 ∈ P two context items.

• We say that p1,p2 are directly equatable from C, denoted C p1 ≐0 p2,
if there are m1,m2, z such that C m1, C m2, m1 ≐ m2, m1@z = p1,
and m2@z = p2.

• We write the transitive closure of C ∗ ≐0 ∗ as C ∗ ≐ ∗; if C p1 ≐
p2, then p1,p2 are equatable from C.

We now define the view of an actor, i.e., the knowledge of per-
sonal information that the actor can derive from his knowledge base,
taking the above considerations into account:

Definition 3.5.3. Let C ⊂ Lctx be a set of context messages. The view
corresponding to C is the view V = (O,↔) such that:

• The set O ⊂ Pctx of detectable items is the set of all context per-
sonal items that are derivable from C (Definition 3.3.4) or equat-
able from C to a context item derivable from C (Definition 3.5.2);

• The associability relation↔ is the least equivalence relation on
contexts in Octx such that, whenever C i∣πk ≐ i′∣ηl for context
identifiers i∣πk , i′∣ηl , then ∗∣πk ↔ ∗∣ηl .20 20 Note that direct equatability is not

sufficient because the “intermediate”
context items may not be identifiers.The following examples demonstrate the definition.

Example 3.5.4. Consider the knowledge base Ccli from Example 3.5.1:

Ccli = {nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, nm∣ab
4 , id∣ab

4 , skey∣⋅⋅,pk(k−∣⋅srv), enc(id∣su, shkey∣⋅)∣π ,

enc({id∣su, sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)}, shkey∣⋅)∣π}.
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( 0)
Ccli enc({id∣su, . . .}, shkey∣⋅)∣

π
( 0)

Ccli skey∣⋅⋅
( E)

Ccli {age∣su, n∣⋅, sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)}∣
π

( E)
Ccli sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)∣

π
( 0)

Ccli pk(k−∣⋅srv)
( E)

Ccli pk(k−∣πsrv)

Figure 3.3: Derivation of the server’s
public key from the client’s knowledge
base (Example 3.5.4)Let us now consider the view Vcli = (Ocli,↔cli) corresponding to this

knowledge base. It is not hard to see that the context items derivable
from Ccli are exactly the set

{nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, nm∣ab
4 , id∣ab

4 , id∣πsu, age∣πsu}.

In particular, the only pieces of information that are non-derivable
are k−∣πsrv and k−∣⋅srv; also, both are not content equivalent to any
derivable context item, so they cannot be detectable. Therefore:

Ocli = {nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, nm∣ab
4 , id∣ab

4 , id∣πsu, age∣πsu}.

Concerning the associability relation↔cli, we note that id∣ab
4 ≐ id∣πsu

and both are derivable, whence Ccli id∣ab
4 ≐ id∣πsu. This implies

∗∣ab
4 ↔cli ∗∣πsu. Also, note that Ccli pk(k−∣⋅srv) and Ccli pk(k−∣πsrv)

(see Figure 3.3 for the latter derivation). Hence Ccli k−∣⋅srv ≐ k−∣πsrv,
so ∗∣⋅srv ↔cli ∗∣πsrv (despite the fact that the client does not know the
private keys).

In fact, the view of the client is as shown in Figure 2.4, except
that the figure does not show associability of contexts ∗∣⋅srv and ∗∣πsrv
about the server.

Example 3.5.5. As in the above example, the view of the server
corresponding to knowledge base Csrv from Example 3.5.1, is as in
Figure 2.4 apart from information about the server itself. Similarly,
also the view of the coalition of client and server in Figure 2.4 is the
view corresponding to the coalition’s knowledge base Ccli ∪ Csrv.

3.6 An Alternative Deductive System

In this section, we present an alternative deductive system that, un-
der reasonable assumptions on the construction and elimination
rules used, computes the same knowledge about personal informa-
tion as the original one. As we will explain, this alternative deduct-
ive system is easier to evaluate automatically; it also serves as basis
of our symbolic model in Chapter 5.

The main idea behind the alternative deductive system is that
it is usually unnecessary to consider the application of elimination
rules to constructed messages. Namely, the same result can usually
also be obtained from the parts that the message was constructed
from. Hence, we define a deductive system that does not allow
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(m ∈ C) ( −0)
C

−m

C
−m C

+m1 . . . C
+mk

(m m1,...,mkÐÐÐÐ→n) ( −E)
C

− n

C
−m
( +0)

C
+m

C
+ n1 ... C + nl

(f(m1, . . . ,mk)←n1, . . . ,nl) (
+C)

C
+ f (m1, . . . ,mk)

Figure 3.4: Alternative inference rules
for message derivability (m, mi , n any
context messages)

elimination after construction. In this alternative deductive system,
it is easier to determine if a message m can be derived because the
computation can be split into two parts. First, we compute the set
C∞ of all messages that can be obtained by applying elimination
rules on messages in C. Next, we check if m can be obtained from
messages in C∞ using construction rules.

We define the alternative deductive system in Figure 3.4. Namely,
we write C −m if message m can be derived from knowledge base C
using elimination rules. We write C +m if message m can be derived
by applying construction rules to messages derived using −. Note
that the definition of − depends on that of +, so that the auxiliary
messages used for elimination rules can be constructed; similarly,
the definition of + depends on that of −.

We formalise the intuition that elimination after construction is
“usually not necessary” by the following assumption:

Assumption 3.6.1 (EC). Let C be a set of context messages, and m

a context message such that C m. Then there exists a derivation
for C m in the deductive system of Figure 3.1 such that, for any
application

C f(m1, . . . ,mk) C n1 . . . C nl ( E)
C n

of rule ( E) in the derivation, the premise C f(m1, . . . ,mk) is not
derived using a construction rule.

Under this assumption, the alternative deductive system is in-
deed correct:

Proposition 3.6.2. For any set of inference rules that satisfies EC, any
set of context messages C and any context message m:

C m iff C +m.

Proof. (⇐) Any deduction using + can be translated into a deduc-
tion using by replacing all applications of ( −0) by ( 0); of ( +C)
by ( C); and of ( −E) by ( E); and replacing applications of ( +0)
by their premise.

(⇒) It follows by induction that any deduction for m with ( 0) or
( E) as root node can be translated into a deduction of C − m; and
any deduction with ( C) as root node into a deduction of C +m: by
the EC assumption, the leftmost child of an application of ( E) is a
( 0)- or ( E)-node.
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To derive personal information, we can clearly use − instead of
+:

Corollary 3.6.3. For any set of inference rules that satisfies EC, any
set of context messages C and any context item p:

C p iff C − p.

Proof. Use the previous proof: in the derivation of C p, the last step
is always a ( 0)- or ( E)-node.

For most sets of construction/elimination rules, − is also suf-
ficient for equatability. Recall that for direct equatability of p1,p2,
we need that an actor can derive two content equivalent messages
m1,m2 in which p1 and p2 occur at the same location (cf. Defini-
tion 3.5.2). In general, the derivations of messages m1 and m2 might
both end with an application of rule ( C). The following assump-
tion asserts that, for many primitives, it is unnecessary to consider
the case when both derivations end with ( C):

Assumption 3.6.4 (EE). Suppose that C p1 ≐0 p2. Then there exist
m1,m2, z such that C m1, C m2, m1@z = p1, m2@z = p2, and either
m1 or m2 can be derived using a derivation that does not have ( C)
as root node.

If EC and EE are both satisfied, then − is sufficient for equatabil-
ity:

Proposition 3.6.5. For any set of inference rules that satisfies EC
and EE, any set of context messages C and any pair p1,p2 of context
items: C p1 ≐0 p2 if and only if there are m1,m2, z such that C −m1,
C −m2, m1 ≐ m2, m1@z = p1, and m2@z = p2.

Proof. Let C,p1,p2 be given. By the EE assumption, there are m1,m2, z
such that C m1, C m2, m1@z = p1, m2@z = p2, and not both are ob-
tained by construction rules. Let us say that m1 is not obtained by a
construction rule (the other case is analogous). By the EC assump-
tion, in fact C −m1.

If m2 is also not obtained by construction rule, then the propos-
ition holds. Let us instead assume that it is: we have construction
rule

f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl

and substitution σ such that m2 = f(a1, . . . , ak)σ and C biσ for
i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Because each variable in f(a1, . . . , ak) occurs exactly
once in b1, . . . , bl , there is a q ∈ {1, . . . , l} and location z′ in bq such
that m2@z = bqσ@z′. Moreover, if σ′ is the substitution such that
f(a1, . . . , ak)σ′ = m1, then also bqσ′@z′ = p1. Now, apply the recon-
struction rule for this construction rule to message m1:

C −m1 C + b1σ . . . C + blσ
( −E)

C − bqσ′
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Hence, we have found messages bqσ′, bqσ such that bqσ′@z′ = p1,
bqσ@z′ = p2, C − bqσ′, and C bqσ. If the derivation of bqσ does not
have ( C) as root node, then by the EC assumption, C − bqσ, so we
are done taking m1 = bqσ′ and m2 = bqσ. Otherwise, repeat the above
procedure.

The EC and EE assumptions hold for all models of primitives we
consider in this thesis; and their validity can easily be checked for
other models. One way to verify the EC assumption, is to show that
any partial derivation tree for C n of the form

C m′
1 . . . C m′

q
( C)

C f(m1, . . . ,mk) C n1 . . . C nl ( E)
C n

can be turned into a partial derivation tree for C n with strictly
fewer nodes. For instance, consider construction and elimination
rules

aenc(x, y)←x, y aenc(x,pk(y)) ≐yÐ→y

for asymmetric encryption. Supppose that m2 can be derived with
the following partial derivation tree (for some m1,n2):

C m1 C pk(m2) ( C)
C aenc(m1,pk(m2)) C n2 ( E),

C m2

in which elimination happens after construction. Then the following
partial derivation tree can alos be used to derive m2:

C pk(m2) C n2 ( E)
C m2

Although EC certainly holds if the above verification succeeds, the
converse is probably not true. However, because the above verific-
ation is enough for situations that seem to occur in practice, we do
not consider generalisations here.

Concerning the EE assumption, we note that it certainly holds for
function symbols f/k that have just one construction rule

f(x1, . . . , xk)←x1, . . . , xk.

Namely, in this case, if the derivations of m1,m2 both end with a con-
struction step, then the conclusion that p1 ≐ p2 can also be reached
without constructing m1 and m2 by simply using their respective
submessages that p1,p2 occur in.

However, if there are function symbols with multiple construction
rules, then the EE assumption may no longer hold. In this case, the
assumption needs to be verified by hand by showing that construct-
ing the same message contents in two different ways does not lead
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Algorithm 1 Given C, compute view (O,↔) corresponding to C
{find all m up to content equivalence such that C −m}
Ccnt ∶= C

repeat
Cold ∶= Ccnt

for all m ∈ Cold, non-testing rules m ≐n1,...,≐nlÐÐÐÐÐ→n, subst. σ s.t. mσ = m do
if nσ ∉ Ccnt and all niσ can be constructed from Cold then
Ccnt = Ccnt ∪ {nσ}

end if
end for

until Ccnt = Cold

{find all m such that C −m}
Cel ∶=msg obtained from C by elimination {use Ccnt to construct aux. msg}

{compute detectable items, associable contexts}
O ∶= ((Cel ∩Pctx)+closure under equatability)∩Octx

↔∶= {∗∣πk ↔ ∗∣
η
l ∣ equatable context ids exist}+sym./refl./trans. closure

return (O,↔)

to new equatability conclusions. For instance, consider a symbol
dh/221 with construction rules 21 Intuitively, this models something

similar to Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change. However, in contrast to
real Diffie-Hellman, in this model,
dh(x, y) /≐ dh(y, x) in general.

dh(x, y)←pk(x), y dh(x, y)←x,pk(y).

Suppose we have two differently-constructed instances of dh:

C pk(m1) C m2 ( C)
C dh(m1,m2)

C m′
1 C pk(m′

2) ( C).
C dh(m′

1,m′
2)

To equate m1@z to m′
1@z, we can use pk(m1) on the left and con-

struct it from m′
1 on the right; and similarly for m2. Hence the EE

assumption holds for this primitive.

3.7 Computing Actor Views

In this section, we discuss how to automatically compute actor
views. Specifically, we give an algorithm that, given a knowledge
base and a signature with associated construction and elimination
rules, computes the actor view corresponding to that knowledge
base and signature. To do this, it uses the alternative deductive
system presented in the previous section. Algorithm 1 shows our
algorithm. Based on this algorithm, we have developed a Prolog-
based tool for formal analysis of privacy in communication proto-
cols22. We briefly discuss the performance of the implementation in 22 Available at http://

code.google.com/p/
objective-privacy/

that tool.
The most complex task in our algorithm is to compute, given

knowledge base C, the set Cel of all messages m for which C − m.
Our basic idea is to start with C, and iteratively add messages that
can be obtained from messages we have by applying elimination
rules. To determine the applicability of an elimination rule, we check
whether its auxiliary messages can be obtained using construction

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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rules from messages we have derived so far. We improve on this
basic idea by performing a small optimisation. Namely, we first it-
eratively find all messages obtainable by elimination rules as above,
obtaining set Ccnt; but we only make sure that the set is complete up
to content equivalence. When this process is finished, we once again
go through C to see which messages can be obtained by applying
elimination rules; now using set Ccnt to see which auxiliary messages
can be derived. This gives us the set Cel of all messages m such that
C − m. This optimisation makes the algorithm more efficient be-
cause, in the first (iterative) step, we do not need to consider testing
rules, because they do not give us new message contents. Because
of visible failure and reconstruction, there are typically many such
rules.

Assuming EE and EC (see previous section), it easy to compute
the detectable items O and associability relation↔ from Cel . To
find all detectable items, we consider all context items p ∈ Cel , and
iteratively find all context items that they are equatable to until we
reach a fixed point. This is done by inspecting all messages m ∈ Cel

and all locations z such that m@z = p; and looking for m′ ∈ Cel

such that m′ ≐ m: then m′@z is equatable to p. Similarly, to find all
associable contexts, we start with an arbitrary context ∗∣πk ; for each
identifier i occurring in the context, we find other contexts with
equatable identifiers; and continue until we reach a fixed point.

It is clear that the above algorithm, if it terminates, computes the
correct actor view corresponding to a knowledge base. To ensure
termination, we need to assume that any message can be construc-
ted in only finitely many ways, and only finitely many messages
can be obtained from it using elimination rules. This ensures that
if we start with a finite knowledge base and then try to iteratively
find all messages that can be derived from it, we will inevitably
reach a fixed point. Let →∗ be the least transitive relation such that,
if m ...Ð→n, then m →∗ n. Let ←∗ be the least transitive relation such
that, if m←n1, . . . ,nk, then m ←∗ ni for any i. We formalise the above
assumption as follows:

Assumption 3.7.1 (Finiteness). For any context message m, the sets
{n ∣ m→∗ n} and {n ∣ m←∗ n} are finite.

We claim that:

Proposition 3.7.2. Let C be a knowledge base. Suppose the EC and
EE assumptions are satisfied. If Algorithm 1 terminates, then it
correctly computes the view corresponding to C. Moreover, if the
finiteness assumption is satisfied, then Algorithm 1 always termin-
ates.

It is usually easy to see that the finiteness assumption is satisfied.
For instance, for the standard primitives presented in Section 3.4,
all elimination rules result in strict submessages of the original mes-
sage, or in pk(x) where x is a strict submessage. This means that
the set {n ∣ m →∗ n} is a subset of the set of strict submessages and
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pk’s of them, hence finite. Similarly, for any set of primitives using
just the standard construction rule f(a1, . . . , ak)←a1, . . . , ak, all mes-
sages to construct a message from are strict submessages, hence
{n ∣ m ←∗ n} is a subset of23 the set of strict submessages of m, which 23 (and in fact, equal to)

is finite.
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Figure 3.5: Performance numbers of
our implementation for computing
views: each point represents that
the computation of a view from a
knowledge base with given complexity
(x-axis) took a given amount of time
(y-axis, in ms). For each knowledge
base, (x/y) indicates the number of
primitives (x) and inference rules (y)
used (lists and list elimination both
counted only once)

We finish the discussion of our algorithm by giving an impression
of the performance of our Prolog implementation. Namely, we took
the knowledge bases of the actors in the four identity management
architectures from Chapter 7, and timed how long it takes to com-
pute the view from them. In Figure 3.5, we plot this time24 against

24 Experiments were run on the PC of
the author: an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9400
at 2.66 GHz; only one processor was
used

the “complexity” of the knowledge base, computed as the number
of function symbols and context items occurring in it. As expected,
the time taken increases considerably with the complexity of the
knowledge base; but stays within reasonable bounds.

3.8 Discussion

Validity of our Model

The validity of the conclusions given by our reasoning model de-
pends on two questions: does the reasoning model accurately model
knowledge of personal information, and do the elimination rules
accurately model cryptographic primitives.

Reasoning Model Concerning our model for reasoning about mes-
sages, the results match our intuitive expectations for the examples
we have looked at; moreover, the relative simplicity of our reasoning
model (only three rules) suggests that the modelled concepts are
generic. Some additional confidence in its results can be obtained
from comparisons with other models.

Our model is an adaptation of existing deductive systems from
traditional contents-layer models to our three-layer model. At least,
because the auxiliary messages for elimination rules are used up to
contents, it is clear that our model succeeds in deriving some rep-
resentation of any message whose contents could traditionally be
derived. However, it remains a question if it can derive all relevant
representations. Another frequently-used model for reasoning about
knowledge25 uses equational theories. In Chapter 4, we are able to 25 Abadi and Fournet (2001)

show very precise correspondence results proving that our defini-
tions can be interpreted in terms of well-known low-level definitions
of knowledge in this setting.

Our high-level definitions of associability and linkability are
conceptually similar to existing “equivalence-based” privacy prop-
erties26 defined using the applied pi calculus27. Conceptually, these 26 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2010, 2012),

Delaune et al. (2009), Dong et al. (2012,
2013), Dreier et al. (2013)
27 Abadi and Fournet (2001); and
Blanchet et al. (2008)

properties also express links between protocol instances that can
be made due to the use of identifiers. Technically, there are several
differences. Primitives for equivalence-based privacy properties are
typically modelled using equational theories instead of deduction
rules. Also, properties are defined in terms of “equivalences” that
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compare different scenarios and quantified over all possible evolu-
tions of these scenarios in the presence of active attackers. Despite
these differences, there is still an intuitive correspondence between
equivalence-based privacy properties and knowledge about per-
sonal information in our framework. We discuss this correspond-
ence in Section 9.3.

Model of Primitives To obtain an accurate model of a cryptographic
primitive, existing formalisations using deductive systems can be
used to some degree. Since deductive systems are traditionally used
at the contents layer, existing formalisations of primitives do not
consider testing rules (e.g., for signature verification), because such
rules have no contents-layer effect. Moreover, such formalisations
typically do not distinguish between deterministic and probabilistic
primitives because this difference is often irrelevant for the type of
property considered28. However, both aspects are relevant for us, 28 Cortier et al. (2007)

so to obtain an accurate model from an existing deductive model, it
will usually be needed to inspect the underlying cryptography.

Existing formalisations using equational theories may be more
useful for adaptation because they do consider the above aspects.
However, because equational theories are more powerful than the
model presented above, adaptation may not always be possible,
or only possible by considering simplifications. We discuss this in
Chapter 4.

Finally, in case no suitable formalisation exists already, it can be
developed based on the cryptographic details of the primitive. This
is not easy and, given the simplicity of symbolic models compared
to the original cryptography, it inevitably involves making sim-
plifying assumptions. However, for many primitives it should be
possible to come up with a model that safely approximates privacy
aspects of the primitive. As an example, we refer to our models of
zero-knowledge proofs and anonymous credentials (§6.4–§6.5).

Our model of standard cryptographic primitives presented in
Section 3.4 is similar to many existing models. We postpone the tech-
nical justification to Chapter 4, but mention now that our models
are equivalent to the equational models suggested for use with the
ProVerif tool29. In other work30, equational models of several cryp- 29 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)

30 Baudet et al. (2010)tographic primitives are presented that are justified with respect
to the lower-level “computational model” of cryptography. Our
models of symmetric and asymmetric encryption are equivalent to
those equational models, while our model of concatenation is a safe
approximation.

Technical Limitations

Our formalism has several technical limitations on what kind of
cryptographic primitives and operations can be modelled. We now
discuss these limitations in detail.
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Construction and Elimination Rules We model cryptography using
construction and elimination rules; due to our uniqueness assump-
tions, no two messages can have the same contents apart from those
built using construction rules for the same primitive. The combin-
ation of having only rules of this type and imposing uniqueness
of messages makes certain aspects of cryptography impossible to
model.

First, we cannot model that messages represented by different
terms have the same contents. This means that, for instance, we
cannot model an “exclusive or” primitive ⊕ because this primitive
has the property that the contents of (a⊕ b)⊕ b and a coincide. This
limitation is probably not easy to overcome in general; indeed, as
noted in a survey on such “algebraic properties” of cryptographic
primitives31, not many tools for protocol verification can handle 31 Cortier et al. (2006)

them.
Also, our definitions of construction and elimination rules (Sec-

tion 3.3) only allow rules of a certain form. In particular, in a con-
struction rule, variables may occur only once both in the result and
in its parts; in elimination rules, variables may occur only once in
whole messages. Not imposing such restrictions would open the
door to elimination rules such as f(a, a)Ð→a of which it is not clear
how the instantiation should be defined. Because the cryptographic
operations we model by these rules act on message contents, the
most obvious interpretation would be that f(m1,m2) instantiates
f(a, a) whenever m1 ≐ m2. Then, both m1 and m2 are valid results
of applying the cryptographic operation modelled by this elimin-
ation rule. Also, the fact that the rule applies should tell the actor
that C m1 ≐ m2. This latter conclusion means that implementing
this interpretation would require more advanced content analysis
reasoning. For simplicity, we do not consider this possibility.

Certain other knowledge about cryptographic primitives can-
not be expressed at all in terms of constructing or destructing
messages. For instance, Corin et al.32 show how to model encryp- 32 Corin et al. (2005)

tion schemes that are “which-key revealing”, i.e., that allow an
actor to see whether two given ciphertexts have been encrypted
using the same key. Such properties do not fit into the construc-
tion/elimination framework, and hence cannot be captured in our
model.

Finally, we remark that the use of multiple construction rules to
capture different ways in which a cryptographic primitive can be
built is not common in the literature. For instance, in equational the-
ory models, function symbols f/k always have just one “construction
rule” f(x1, . . . , xk)←x1, . . . , xk; alternative constructions are modelled
by equations. In the case of our model, it is frequently possible to
convert a signature that uses multiple construction rules into an
equivalent33 signature that does not. However, we note that this 33 In the sense that the resulting actor

views are the samewould generally break the EC and EE assumptions that the imple-
mentation of our reasoning system relies on. In particular, suppose
we have a signature in which function symbols always have the
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standard construction rule f(x1, . . . , xk)←x1, . . . , xk and possibly
additional construction rules f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl . In this case,
we can construct an equivalent signature with just standard con-
struction rules by replacing every non-standard constructor rule
f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl by

• function symbol fi with constructor rule fi(x1, . . . , xl)←x1, . . . , xl ,
where xi are distinct variables;

• elimination rule fi(b1, . . . , bl)Ð→f(a1, . . . , ak).

(Reconstruction rules f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→bi stay intact.) As long as
only function symbol f is used in knowledge bases, it can be shown
that this model is equivalent to the original one. However, because it
may be needed to construct fi before eliminating to f, this alternative
model in general breaks the EC and EE assumptions, in which case it
cannot be used with our implementation.

Visible Failure Our visible failure assumption states that an actor
can see if a cryptographic operation has succeeded or not. For many
cryptographic primitives and operations, this is a reasonable as-
sumption: for instance, for asymmetric encryption and digital sig-
natures as presented in this chapter. Symmetric encryption exists
both in “authenticated” and “non-authenticated” variants34: the 34 Bellare and Namprempre (2008)

first variant satisfies visible failure whereas the second one does
not. As remarked in Section 3.3, even if the primitive itself does not
satisfy visible failure, actors are often able to tell a correct from a
wrong result, hence visible failure is in practice only a slight over-
approximation of actor’s knowledge.

Nonetheless, it should be possible to adapt our model to the non-
visible-failure situation by slightly changing the elimination rules
that the assumption introduces. For instance, for encryption, we
could use the following rule to capture the observation that a certain
key was used:

enc(m, k) ≐m,≐kÐÐÐ→k;

namely, the key can be learned only if the resulting message is recog-
nised (i.e., can be constructed). Note that, in order for this to work,
the contents of all messages that an actor can recognize without hav-
ing seen them before, should be explicitly added to his knowledge
base.

EC, EE assumptions In order to actually compute actor views, we
needed the EC and EE assumptions. Although both hold for the
primitives we have come across in practice, they certainly do not
hold in general.

The EC assumption states that it is never necessary to apply an
elimination rule to a constructed message. The following example
shows a model of a primitive in which this assumption does not
hold:
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Example 3.8.1. Consider signature Σ = {tw/1} with elimination rule

tw(tw(x))Ð→x,

i.e., if tw is applied twice to a message m, the original message can
be recovered from the result. This rule does not satisfy EC: the only
way to obtain p from tw(p) is by first constructing tw(tw(p)) and
then applying the elimination rule. Indeed, we have {tw(p)} p but
not {tw(p)} − p.

In the above example, note that signature Σ = {tw/1} with elimin-
ation rules

tw(tw(x))Ð→x, tw(x)Ð→x

has an equivalent derivability relation, but does satisfy EC. It is
interesting if such a “saturation” procedure is possible in general.

The EE assumption states that it is not possible to equate ad-
ditional pieces of information by constructing a message in two
different ways. The primitive in the following example breaks that
assumption:

Example 3.8.2. Consider signature Σ = {x/2, i/1, j/2} with construc-
tion rules

x(a, b)←a, i(b) x(a, b)←a, j(b)

and elimination rules

x(a, b) ≐a,≐i(b)ÐÐÐÐ→a x(a, b) ≐a,≐i(b)ÐÐÐÐ→i(b)

x(a, b) ≐a,≐j(b)ÐÐÐÐ→a x(a, b) ≐a,≐j(b)ÐÐÐÐ→j(b)

due to reconstruction. Clearly, if p ≐ p′, then

{j(p), i(p′)} p ≐ p′,

e.g., by constructing x(j(p),p) and x(j(p),p′). This conclusion clearly
cannot be reached without constructing some x(⋅, ⋅), breaking EE.

Evolution of the Model

The reasoning model presented in this section has evolved consid-
erably since we first published about it35. Originally, the deductive 35 Veeningen et al. (2011b)

system was instantiated for a particular set of primitives, and equat-
ability (Definition 3.5.2) was included in the deductive system rather
than built on top of it. Also, the interplay between testing and elim-
ination rules was different: auxiliary messages for elimination rules
were not defined up to contents, but would instead need to be ob-
tained by applying a testing rule first36. However, despite these 36 Veeningen et al. (2011b); and Veenin-

gen et al. (2014)differences, the resulting view of an actor has remained the same.
Intuitively, application of an elimination rule in our present deduct-
ive system corresponds to application of an elimination rule with
possible testing rules applied first in the original deductive system.
Similarly, any application of the content analysis rule in the original
deductive system can be moved to the end of the deduction37, hence 37 Veeningen et al. (2014)

equivalently be defined on top of the deductive system rather than
included in it.
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ALTHOUGH THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER presents a reasoning sys-
tem to determine knowledge from messages, this system is limited
in what kinds of cryptographic primitives and operations can be
modelled. In particular, as noted in Section 3.8, the uniqueness as-
sumption means that we cannot model cryptographic primitives
that satisfy certain “algebraic properties”. For instance, we cannot
model an “exclusive or” primitive ⊕ because this primitive has the
property that the contents of (a ⊕ b)⊕ b and a coincide. Also, the
visible failure assumption means that we can model primitives like
non-authenticated1 encryption only by over-approximating the 1 Bellare and Namprempre (2008)

knowledge of actors. Finally, by restricting ourselves to construction
and elimination rules, we cannot model possible checks that relate
different messages to each other. For instance, we cannot model en-
cryption schemes that are “which-key revealing”2, i.e., that allow 2 Corin et al. (2005)

an actor to see whether two given ciphertexts have been encrypted
using the same key.

An alternative way of modelling cryptographic primitives is by
using an equational theory3. As in our model, messages using cryp- 3 Abadi and Fournet (2001)

tographic primitives are modelled as terms; however, in this case,
cryptographic operations are modelled as equations on these terms.
For instance, we can use enc(m, k) to represent the encryption of
message m using key k; the equation dec(enc(m, k), k) = m represents
that the decryption of enc(m, k) using key k returns m. This more
general model at least partially solves the limitations above. For in-
stance, the coincidence of (a⊕ b)⊕ b and a can be modelled by the
equation xor(xor(a, b), b) = a. Many cryptographic primitives have
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been modelled using equations: the standard ones from the previous
chapter, but also more complicated ones like commitments, blind
signatures4, and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs5. Equa- 4 Both primitives: Delaune et al. (2009)

5 Backes et al. (2008)tional theories have been used in various tools to verify properties of
cryptographic protocols, e.g., ProVerif6 and KiSS7. 6 Blanchet et al. (2008)

7 Ciobâcă et al. (2009)In this chapter, we show how knowledge of personal informa-
tion from messages can alternatively be derived using equational
theories. We present alternative definitions for detectability and
linkability based on equations instead of inference rules. We do this
by noting similarities between our notion of equatability and the
existing notion of resistance to guessing attacks8. This way, detectab- 8 Corin et al. (2005); and Delaune et al.

(2008)ility and linkability are also defined in cases beyond the limitations
set out above. We also show that, when primitives do fall within
these limitations, the equation-based and inference rule-based defin-
itions coincide. Thus, the equation-based definitions are suitable
generalisations of our previous framework. Finally, we present our
tool that automatically translates detectability and linkability queries
to standard queries about knowledge with equational theories, and
interfaces the KiSS9 tool to find the answer. Hence, we obtain an 9 Ciobâcă et al. (2009)

alternative way to automatically determine knowledge of personal
information based on communication; although it is more general,
this will turn out to come at a price in terms of practical perform-
ance.

Outline In this chapter:

• We show how knowledge about contents of cryptographic mes-
sages is defined using the standard concepts of deducibility and
static equivalence based on equational theories (§4.1);

• We show how resistance to guessing attacks can be defined both
in the equational model of this chapter and in the rule-based
model of Chapter 3, and draw parallels between the two models
(§4.2);

• We use these parallels to define the view corresponding to know-
ledge of messages in the equational model (§4.3);

• We show how a rule-based model of cryptographic primitives
can be converted to an equational model (§4.4), and prove that, in
this case, the views obtained using the rule-based and equational
models coincide (§4.5);

• We briefly discuss our implementation for computing actor views
in the equational model (§4.6);

• Finally, we discuss what equational theories are suitable for pri-
vacy analysis, and elaborate on the relation between the rule-
based and equational models (§4.7).
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4.1 Actor Knowledge with Equational Theories

In this section, we introduce standard notions10 for defining actor 10 E.g, see Delaune et al. (2008)

knowledge using equational theories. Let N = {a, b, c, . . .} be an
infinite set of names, representing pieces of information like keys,
nonces, data items, or identifiers. Names should be thought of as
contents of a particular piece of information; thus, intuitively, names
correspond to content-layer items in our three-layer model. Sim-
ilarly to our model, cryptographic primitives are modelled by an
equational signature Σeq consisting of function symbols f with asso-
ciated arity11 k ≥ 0, denoted f/k. The set TN of ground terms repres- 11 I.e., number of parameters. Symbols

with arity 0 typically do not occur in
messages but are used to model the
result of “tests”: cf. Example 4.1.8 and
Hüttel and Pedersen (2007).

enting cryptographic messages is built from the set N of names by
recursive application of function symbols. In contrast to our model,
cryptographic operations are not modelled as rules, but as function
symbols. For instance, the function symbol dec/2 can be used to
represent the decryption operation: then dec(x, k) represents the de-
cryption of message x with key k (regardless of whether x is actually
an encryption with key k).

The following example defines an equational signature modelling
some basic cryptographic primitives and operations, and shows
some examples of ground terms:

Example 4.1.1. The equational signature

Σeq = {pair/2, enc/2,penc/3,pk/1, fst/1, snd/1,dec/2,pdec/2}

models concatenation, deterministic symmetric encryption, non-
deterministic asymmetric encryption, public keys, and their respect-
ive cryptographic operations.

To model concatenation, we use three function symbols: pair/2 to
model the concatenation of two messages; fst/1 to model extraction
of the first element of a pair; and snd/1 to model extraction of the
second element. For instance, let a, b be names; then the ground term
pair(pair(a, b), a) represents the message obtained by first concaten-
ating a and b, and then concatenating the result and a; fst(pair(a, b))
represents the message obtained by extracting the first element from
concatenation pair(a, b) of a and b.

Deterministic symmetric encryption is modelled by function
symbols enc/2 and dec/2, where enc(m, k) represents the encryption
of message m under key k, and dec(m, k) represents the decryption
of message m under key k.

Probabilistic asymmetric encryption is modelled by function sym-
bols penc/3, pdec/2, and pk/1: pk(x) represents the public key cor-
responding to private key x; penc(m, pk, r) represents the encryption
of message m using public key pk and randomness r; pdec(m, sk)
represents the decryption of message m using private key sk.12

12 Alternatively, probabilistic asym-
metric encryption can be modelled by
first modelling deterministic asym-
metric encryption and then explicitly
adding randomness like in Section 3.4;
the model presented here is chosen
because it will help to illustrate some
technical points later.

Cryptographic primitives can be arbitrarily combined. For in-
stance, let m and k be names. Then pair(dec(enc(m, k), k), m) rep-
resents the message obtained by encrypting m by k; decrypting the
result with k; and concatenating the result with m.
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The functionality of cryptographic primitives is modelled by an
equational theory. Formally, let X be an infinite set of variable; and
let TX denote the set of variable terms: terms built from variables
in X using the function symbols in equational signature Σeq. An
equational theory E is a finite set of equations U = V, where U, V ∈ TX
are variable terms. We define =E to be the least equivalence relation
on ground terms such that:

• For every substitution σ of ground terms for variables in U, V13 13 I.e., a set σ = {u1 → t1, . . . , uk → tk}

where ui ∈ X , ti ∈ TN . Substitution
σ acts on X ∈ TX by replacing all
variables by corresponding terms. The
result is denoted denoted Xσ.

such that Uσ and Vσ are ground terms: Uσ =E Vσ;

• If t1 =E t′1, . . . , tk =E t′k, then f(t1, . . . , tk) =E f(t′1, . . . , t′k).

We write ≠E for its complement. Intuitively, given two ground terms
t1 and t2, t1 =E t2 captures that the two terms represent messages
with the same contents.

The following example demonstrates how the functionality of
cryptographic primitives is captured by an equational theory:

Example 4.1.2. Consider the equational signature Σeq from Ex-
ample 4.1.1:

Σeq = {pair/2, enc/2,pk/1,penc/3, fst/1, snd/1,dec/2,pdec/2}

We now define a corresponding equational theory E.
Let x, y, z denote variables. The extraction of the first and second

element of a pair are modelled by equations fst(pair(x, y)) = x and
snd(pair(x, y)) = y, respectively. For instance, fst(pair(a, b)) =E a by
substituting a for x and b for y, respectively.

The decryption operation for deterministic symmetric encryption
is modelled by equation dec(enc(x, y), y) = x: that is, decryption of
any message enc(x, y) using key y gives plaintext x. For instance,
pair(dec(enc(m, k), k), m) =E pair(m, m) because dec(enc(m, k), k) =E m
and m =E m. Note that pair(dec(enc(m, k), l), m) for l ≠ k is also
a valid ground term: it represents the result when the decryption
operation is applied using a wrong key. Unlike in the previous case,
it is not equivalent under =E to a “simpler” message.

The decryption operation for non-deterministic asymmetric en-
cryption is modelled by equation pdec(penc(x,pk(y), z), y) = x; that
is, an encryption under a public key can be decrypted using the
corresponding private key.

Unless otherwise indicated, we will use the equational signa-
ture Σeq and equational theory E from the above example for the
examples in the remainder of this section.

A frame captures the knowledge of an actor at a certain point in
time. It is a structure

φ = νn1, . . . , nl .{m1/x1, . . . , mk/xk}.

Here {n1, . . . , nl} ⊂ N is a set of restricted names: names that the actor
does not know a priori (e.g., other actors’ nonces and private keys).
If l = 0, we omit “ν.”. Ground terms mi ∈ TN correspond to messages
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the actor has observed; variables xi ∈ X are used to refer to these
messages. (By assigning a variable to each message instance, differ-
ent instances of the same message received at different moments in
time can be distinguished.)

The next example demonstrates the notion of frame:

Example 4.1.3. Consider frames

φ1 = νn.{enc(n, k)/x1}; φ2 = νn.{n/x1}; φ3 = {enc(m, k)/x1}.

The first frame represents the knowledge of an actor consisting of
an encryption of an unknown value n under a known key k. The
second frame represents the knowledge of a single, a priori un-
known, value n. The third frame represents the knowledge of a
known value m under a known key k.

We now define the concept of deducibility14, capturing if a mes- 14 Delaune et al. (2008)

sage can be determined from a frame. Let

φ = νn1, . . . , nl .{m1/x1, . . . , mk/xk}

be a frame. An actor who knows φ, knows all non-restricted names
(i.e., all names except n1, . . . , nl), and all messages corresponding
to variables x1, . . . , xk. A recipe N ∈ TX∪N for φ is a term built from
non-restricted names and variables x1, . . . , xk; intuitively, recipes
represent all possible ways in which an actor can use his knowledge
to build messages. Frame φ acts on recipe N as a substitution, i.e.,
by replacing all variables in N by their messages from φ; the result is
denoted Nφ. Hence, the messages an actor can determine are exactly
the results Nφ he can obtain by applying recipes N to his frame φ.
Deducibility is formally defined as follows:

Definition 4.1.4. Let φ be a frame, and M ∈ TN a ground term. We
say that M is deducible from φ, denoted φ ⊢ M, if there exists a recipe
N ∈ TX∪N for φ such that Nφ =E M.

The next example demonstrates deducibility:

Example 4.1.5. Consider again the frames from Example 4.1.3:

φ1 = νn.{enc(n, k)/x1}; φ2 = νn.{n/x1}; φ3 = {enc(m, k)/x1}.

In frame φ1, name k is not restricted, so the actor can obtain the
value of n by decrypting known message x1. Formally, φ1 ⊢ n holds
using recipe N = dec(x1, k) because Nφ = dec(enc(n, k), k) =E n. In
frame φ2, n occurs as a message by itself, so φ2 ⊢ n using recipe x1.
In frame φ3, n is not restricted, so it is assumed to be known by the
actor: φ3 ⊢ n using recipe n.15 15 In fact, it can be shown that the sets

of messages deducible from φ1, φ2, φ3
are all the same.Deducibility is a standard notion from the literature that can be

used, for instance, to define secrecy properties16 of cryptographic 16 Abadi and Blanchet (2005)

protocols: intuitively, secrecy of a piece of information k in a system
is satisfied if, in all frames arising from evolutions of the system, an
attacker cannot deduce k.
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A second concept capturing knowledge in the equational setting
is static equivalence. Intuitively, two frames are called statically equi-
valent if an actor cannot see the difference between them. That is,
suppose the actor is asked if he is in the situation modelled by frame
φ1 or in the situation modelled by φ2. Clearly, for the situations to
look the same, the frames need to have the same number of mes-
sages. Static equivalence additionally requires that, whenever the
actor can derive some information from messages in φ1 that he can
recognise (e.g. a known name, or another message), then applying
the same recipe on the respective messages in φ2 should (inform-
ally) “give the same result”, and vice versa. Hence, the actor cannot
recognise anything that tells him if he is in situation φ1 or φ2.

Privacy properties are formalised as static equivalences by com-
paring two frames that coincide on publicly known information, but
differ on information that should remain hidden. For instance, sup-
pose an actor in an e-voting system is allowed to know the contents
of individual votes and the identities of individual voters, but not
who cast which vote. This can be modelled by static equivalence of
a frame in which voter 1 has cast vote A and voter 2 has cast vote B
to a frame in which voter 1 has cast vote B and voter 2 has cast vote
A17. Indeed, these two frames coincide on public information (the 17 Delaune et al. (2009)

identities of the voters and the contents of the votes are the same
in both frames), but differ on private information (which particu-
lar voter has cast which particular vote). Static equivalence means
that the actor cannot distinguish the two situations, hence he cannot
determine who cast which vote.

Formally, two frames φ1, φ2 are statically equivalent if all com-
parisons an actor can make hold in φ1 if and only if they hold in φ2.
We first define what we mean by a comparison. Namely, let φ be a
frame, and let M and N be two recipes. If M, N are recipes for φ, i.e.,
they do not contain names that are restricted in φ, then M and N
are equal in frame φ, denoted (M = N)φ, if Mφ =E Nφ (otherwise:
(M ≠ N)φ). For instance, letting φ = {k/x1}, we have (k = x1)φ.
Now, for φ1 and φ2 to be statically equivalent, we require that the
same comparisons hold in both frames, i.e., (M = N)φ1 if and only
if (M = N)φ2. Note that it may happen that M, N are valid recipes
for φ1, but not for φ2 because they contain names that are restricted
in φ2 (or the other way round). To define (M = N)φ2 in this case,
consider frame φ′ obtained from φ by renaming these restricted
names. Now, (M = N)φ2 if Mφ′ =E Nφ′18. For instance, consider 18 Note that this is well-defined be-

cause =E does not depend on how we
performed the renaming

frame ψ = νk.{k/x1}. Now, (k = x1)ψ does not hold: consider frame
ψ′ = νl.{l/x1}, then kψ′ =E x1ψ′ does not hold. Static equivalence is
formally defined as follows:

Definition 4.1.6. Let φ and ψ be two frames

φ = νn1, . . . , nl .{m1/x1, . . . , mk/xk},

ψ = νn′1, . . . , n′m.{m′
1/x1, . . . , m′

k/xk}

that have the same variables x1, . . . , xk. Then φ and ψ are called
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statically equivalent, denoted φ ≈ ψ, if for any recipes M, N,

(M = N)φ iff (M = N)ψ.

The next example demonstrates static equivalence.

Example 4.1.7. Consider again the frames from Example 4.1.3:

φ1 = νn.{enc(n, k)/x1}; φ2 = νn.{n/x1}; φ3 = {enc(m, k)/x1}.

Intuitively, it is clear that φ3 is not statically equivalent to φ1 and φ2.
Namely, an actor can see the difference between an encryption under
a known key of a known value (in φ3) from a different value (in φ2)
or an encryption of a different value (in φ1). In terms of comparis-
ons between messages: he can use the known key k to encrypt the
known value m, and compare it to the message x1. In frame φ3 this
comparison will succeed; in the two other frames, it will not. Form-
ally, take M = x1 and N = enc(m, k): then (M = N)φ3, but (M ≠ N)φ1

and (M ≠ N)φ2. We conclude that φ1 /≈ φ3 and φ2 /≈ φ3.
Also, frames φ1 and φ2 are not statically equivalent to each other,

meaning that equational theory E models an encryption scheme in
which an actor can see the difference between an unknown value
and the encryption of an unknown value using a known key. This is
perhaps surprising; the formal reason is that, in this model, if we de-
crypt an encryption using the correct key, and then use the key again
to re-encrypt the message, we get the original encryption. How-
ever, if we decrypt a random value using this key and re-encrypt,
we do not get the original random value. Formally, take M = x1 and
N = enc(dec(x1, k), k). Now:

Mφ1 = enc(n, k) =E enc(dec(enc(n, k), k), k) = Nφ1;

Mφ2 = n ≠E enc(dec(n, k), k) = Nφ2.

Hence φ1 /≈ φ2.

In the previous chapter, we discussed “visible failure”: i.e., the
ability of an actor to see whether the correct inputs (e.g., the correct
decryption key) were given to a cryptographic operation. The next
example highlights how visible failure is modelled using equational
theories.

Example 4.1.8. In Example 4.1.7, we showed that equational theory
E models symmetric encryption in which an actor can see the dif-
ference between a random value and the an encryption of a random
value with a known key. By the same line of reasoning, an actor can
also see the difference between an encryption of a random value n
with a known key k and an encryption of the same value with an-
other key. That is, the decryption operation satisfies visible failure.
Namely, we have that νn.{enc(n, k)/x1} /≈ νn.{enc(n, l)/x1} using
recipes M = enc(dec(x1, k), k) and N = x1.

In order to model decryption without visible failure, we should
make sure that re-encrypting a decryption using the wrong key also
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returns the original encryption. This can be achieved with equation
enc(dec(x, y), y) = x. Indeed, given equational theory E′ = E ∪
{enc(dec(x, y), y) = x}, we have that

νn.{enc(n, k)/x1} ≈ νn.{enc(n, l)/x1}.

Note that, necessarily, an actor can also no longer distinguish an en-
crypted random value from a random value, i.e., also frames φ1 and
φ2 from the previous example are statically equivalent under this
equational theory. (Note that decryption without visible failure can-
not be expressed in the rule-based model of the previous chapter.)

On the other hand, the decryption operation for asymmetric
encryption in E does not satisfy visible failure: because the actor
cannot obtain the randomness, he cannot reconstruct the encryption.
Indeed,

νn1, n2.{penc(n1,pk(k), n2)/x1} ≈ νn1, n2.{penc(n1,pk(l), n2)/x1}.

To model asymmetric encryption with visible failure, one can add
an explicit “test”19: two new function symbols test pdec/2,ok/0 and 19 Hüttel and Pedersen (2007)

equation test pdec(penc(x,pk(y), z), y) = ok. Indeed, we have

νn1, n2.{penc(n1,pk(k), n2)/x1} /≈ νn1, n2.{penc(n1,pk(l), n2)/x1}

with respect to equational signature Σeq′ and equational theory E′′

obtained by including the above test.

“Tests” similar to the one in the above example can also be used
to model other assumptions on cryptographic primitives, like the
“which-key revealing” property mentioned in the introduction to
this chapter. See Corin et al.20 for models of various assumptions on 20 Corin et al. (2005)

symmetric and asymmetric encryptions that can be modelled in this
way.

4.2 Resistance to Guessing Attacks

In this section, we use resistance to guessing attacks to illustrate an
intuitive correspondence between our rule-based model and the
equational model above. We say that a protocol involving (human-
chosen) passwords admits a guessing attack if an attacker who ob-
serves just one instance of the protocol, can use this to verify any
number of guesses that he makes for the password. For instance,
consider a protocol in which a password is sent with a cryptographic
hash function applied to it. An attacker who intercepts this mes-
sage, cannot directly deduce the password from it. However, he can
make a guess, compute its cryptographic hash, and compare it to the
hashed password. If the result is the same, then his guess was (very
probably) correct. He can repeat this any number of times until he
has found the correct password, hence this protocol indeed admits
a guessing attack. On the other hand, a protocol in which the pass-
word is sent using a probabilistic encryption for which the attacker
does not know the key and randomness does not allow such a guess.
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In the equational setting, resistance to guessing attacks21 models 21 Corin et al. (2005); and Delaune et al.
(2008)the non-existence of such attacks. For instance, consider the above

example. We model the cryptographic hash function with function
symbol h/1 without equations. The intercepted message is modelled
by frame φ = νpw.{h(pw)/x1}, where pw represents the password.
Note that the password cannot be deduced from this frame (i.e.,
φ ⊢ pw does not hold), hence non-deducibility is not enough to
protect against guessing attacks. However, we can formally model
the guessing attack discussed above by noting that, for any guess
x of the password, its correctness can be verified by checking if
h(x) =E x1

22. Based on this observation, resistance to guessing 22 This is an idealised model of hash
functions that does not consider
collisions, hence any guess x satisfying
h(x) =E x1 equals the password.

attacks can be modelled as a static equivalence property. Namely,
we add the guess to the frame φ as a new variable guess, and then
check for static equivalence between the case when the guess was
correct (i.e., equal to pw) and the case when his guess was incorrect
(i.e., equal to some new restricted name w representing a “wrong
guess”):

Definition 4.2.1. Let φ = νn1, . . . , nk.{m1/x1, . . . , ml/xl} be a frame,
and ni a restricted name of φ. We say that φ is resistant to guessing
attacks against ni if:23 23 Our definition is phrased slightly

differently than the one in the literature
(cf. Corin et al. (2005), Delaune et al.
(2008)), but it is easily seen to be
equivalent.

νn1, . . . , nk{m1/x1, . . . , ml/xl , ni/guess} ≈
νn1, . . . , nk, w.{m1/x1, . . . , ml/xl , w/guess}.

Note that, as discussed in the previous section, the two frames
coincide on what may be learned (i.e., the messages in φ), but differ
on what should remain unknown (i.e., whether a guess coincides
with the password or has a completely different value).

The following example demonstrates resistance to guessing at-
tacks:

Example 4.2.2. The frame φ = νpw.{h(pw)/x1} is not resistant
to guessing attacks against pw because an actor who knows φ can
guess what the password pw might be, as shown above. Formally,

νpw.{h(pw)/x1, pw/guess} /≈ νpw, w.{h(pw)/x1, w/guess}.

Namely, denote the left frame by φ1 and the right frame by φ2. Then,
taking M = x1 and N = h(guess), (M = N)φ1 is true, but (M = N)φ2 is
not.

However, the frame φ = νpw, n.{h(pair(pw, n))} is resistant to
guessing attacks against pw: indeed,

νpw, n.{h(pair(pw, n))/x1, pw/guess} ≈
νpw, n, w.{h(pair(pw, n))/x1, w/guess}.

Intuitively, because the value of n is unknown to the actor, he
cannot construct the hash to verify if a guess for pw is correct.24 24 The more general definition from

the literature (cf. Corin et al. (2005),
Delaune et al. (2008)) would show
that the actor can simultaneously guess
pw and n; we do not consider this
generalisation here.

Using the same intuition as above, we can also define resistance
to guessing attacks in the rule-based model of Chapter 3. In that
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model, we would express knowledge of a hashed password with
C = {h(pw∣πu )}. As above, the password cannot be derived: C −

pw∣πu does not hold. This is because the contents of the password
do not occur elsewhere in the knowledge base. However, we can
model guessing the password by adding the correct guess guess∣⋅⋅
to the knowledge base, i.e., a new context item with contents equal
to the password. Then, from knowledge base C ∪ {guess∣⋅⋅}, pw∣πu
and guess∣⋅⋅ are equatable, i.e., given this knowledge base, the actor
knows that the guess corresponds to the actual password. Based
on this observation, we define resistance to guessing attacks in the
rule-based model as follows:

Definition 4.2.3. Let c ∈ Pcnt be a contents item, and let C be a
knowledge base. Let Cc denote the augmented knowledge base C ∪
{guess∣⋅⋅} where τ(σ(guess∣⋅⋅)) = c25. We say that C is resistant to 25 Technically, this is knowledge with

respect to an “augmented” Information
Model in which context item guess∣⋅⋅
is added. For simplicity, we leave this
implicit.

guessing attacks against c if there is no p such that C p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅. 26

26 An equivalent definition is that,
for no p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅, p is detectable.
Also, we could define resistance
against guessing attacks for context
items rather than contents items.
The above definition was chosen
because it more closely resembles the
equational definition, which facilitates
our comparison below.

The following example demonstrates resistance to guessing at-
tacks in the rule-based model.

Example 4.2.4. Consider the two examples in the equational setting
from Example 4.2.2. We show that the same conclusions apply in the
rule-based setting.

The knowledge base C = {h(pw∣πu )} is not resistant to guessing
attacks against pw = τ(σ(pw∣πu )). Namely, as indicated above, Cpw
pw∣πu ≐ guess∣⋅⋅: the actor can apply reconstruction using the contents
of guess∣⋅⋅ to h(pw∣πu ), thus finding pw∣πu .

On the other hand, if pw∣πu /≐ n∣π⋅ , then C = {h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ })} is
resistant to guessing attacks against pw. Indeed, in Cpw, the actor
does not know the contents of n∣π⋅ , so he cannot derive pw∣πu or n∣π⋅
from the hash. Hence, Cpw / pw∣πu ≐ guess∣⋅⋅ and Cpw / n∣π⋅ ≐
guess∣⋅⋅.

Above, we have defined resistance to guessing attacks given a
frame of message contents in the equational setting, and given a
set of context messages in the rule-based setting. We have argued
that intuitively, these two definitions answer the same question:
namely, given the contents of a piece of information (the guess), if
it is known whether these contents occur in the messages known
by the actor. In the equational setting, resistance to guessing at-
tacks is defined in terms of static equivalence of frames with a right
and wrong guess. In the rule-based setting, it is defined in terms of
equatability in a knowledge base with the right guess.

Below, we use the above intuitive correspondence to define de-
tectability and linkability in the equational setting. In the rule-based
setting, detectability and linkability follow from equatability. By
the above remarks, equatability in the rule-based setting intuitively
corresponds to static equivalences in the equational setting. Then, in
the equational setting, we simply define equatability in terms of these
static equivalences. The result is a definition of equatability in the
equational setting (and consequently, of detectability and linkability)
that intuitively corresponds to the rule-based definition.
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4.3 View from an Equational Knowledge Base

In this section, we propose an alternative way of determining an
actor’s view that exploits the expressive power of equational the-
ories. In Chapter 3, we computed the view of an actor based on a
knowledge base in the rule-based setting. As in that chapter, we
model pieces of information by an Information Model I (Defini-
tion 3.1.1). However, instead of using a rule-based signature with
construction/elimination rules, we now model messages using an
equational signature and operations using equations. The view of an
actor is then defined in terms of deducibility and static equivalence
of their contents, using the intuition from the previous section.

First, we formalise messages in the equational setting. Consider
an Information Model I = (Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ), and let Σeq be a
signature with associated equational theory E. Denote by TPctx the
set of context ground terms built from context items in Pctx using func-
tion symbols in Σeq. Such terms represent messages communicated
in protocols. As in Chapter 3, an equational knowledge base Ceq is a
finite set of messages Ceq ⊂ TPctx representing the knowledge of an
actor.

We reason about contents of context ground terms using the equa-
tional theory. Namely, let TPcnt be the set of contents ground terms
built from contents of pieces of information from Pcnt. Given a con-
text ground term m, let τ(σ(m)) denote the term in TPcnt obtained
from m by replacing each context item p ∈ Pc by its contents τ(σ(p)).
Context ground terms m1,m2 are called content equivalent, denoted
m1 ≐ m2, if τ(σ(m1)) =E τ(σ(m2)).

The following example demonstrates context ground terms, equa-
tional knowledge bases, and content equivalence:

Example 4.3.1. Consider the equational signature Σeq and equa-
tional theory E from Examples 4.1.1 and 4.1.2:

Σeq = {pair/2, enc/2,pk/1,penc/3, fst/1, snd/1,dec/2,pdec/2};

E = {fst(pair(x, y)) = x, snd(pair(x, y)) = y,dec(enc(x, y), y) = x,

pdec(penc(x,pk(y), z), y) = x}.

Then shakey∣⋅⋅ and enc(k∣π⋅ , secret∣πu ) are context ground terms, and
Ceq = {enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), shakey∣⋅⋅} is an equational knowledge base.
Also, dec(enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), shakey∣⋅⋅) is a context ground term; if
k∣π⋅ ≐ shakey∣⋅⋅, then it is content equivalent to secret∣πu .

To define an actor’s view based on his known messages, we want
to use the equivalence-based properties of deducibility and static
equivalence. These properties are defined in terms of frames cap-
turing the contents of these known messages. Hence, to use these
properties, we need to consider the contents of messages. For this,
define the frame corresponding to an equational knowledge base Ceq, de-
noted φ(Ceq), to contain the contents of all context ground terms
in Ceq. Because we assume no a priori knowledge of actors about
certain pieces of information, we define all contents items occurring
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in the frame to be restricted. That is, let Ceq = {m1, . . . ,mk}, and let
n1, . . . , nl ∈ Pcnt be all content items occurring in messages in Ceq,
then:27 27 Variables xi can be chosen arbitrarily

as long as they are distinct.

φ(Ceq) ∶= νn1, . . . , nl .{τ(σ(m1))/x1, . . . , τ(σ(mk))/xk}.

The following example shows the frame corresponding to an
equational knowledge base:

Example 4.3.2. Consider the equational knowledge base Ceq =
{enc(secret∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), shakey∣⋅⋅} from Example 4.3.1; suppose28 28 For our framework, the exact con-

tents of pieces of information are
irrelevant: the only thing that matters
is the content equivalence relation ≐ on
them. Therefore, we can identify pieces
of information with symbols c1, c2, . . .

τ(σ(k∣π⋅ )) = τ(σ(shakey∣⋅⋅)) = c1 ≠ c2 = τ(σ(secret∣πu )).

Then
φ(Ceq) = νc1, c2.{enc(c2, c1)/x1, c1/x2}

is the frame corresponding to this equational knowledge base.

We now show how to define equatability of context items using
static equivalence of frames. As in the rule-based setting, we will
use equatability to define both the detectability and the associab-
ility component of an actor’s view. To define equatability, we use
the intuition of the preceding section. In particular, consider any
equational knowledge base Ceq and its corresponding frame φ(Ceq).
Let p be a context item, [p] its equivalence set under content equi-
valence, and P ⊂ [p]. Moreover, let φP(Ceq) be the frame obtained
from φ(Ceq) by replacing the contents corresponding to items in
P by some fresh new name w. For instance, in the above example,
φ{k∣π⋅ }(C

eq) = νc1, c2, w.{enc(c2, w)/x1, c1/x2}. Note that, if P = ∅ or
P = [p], then φ(Ceq) ≈ φP(Ceq). Conversely, if φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq),
then there is some equation M = N that holds in φ(Ceq) but that
fails to hold when we replace some items (namely, those in P) in [p]
by w, but not others. We interpret M and N as a “check” telling the
actor that some context item p ∈ P replaced by w is content equival-
ent to some non-replaced context item p′ ∈ [p] ∖ P. Note that this
is a generalisation of our remarks on resistance to guessing attacks
from the previous section: there, we had P = {guess∣⋅⋅} and noted
that non-static equivalence of φ(Ceq+c) and φ{guess∣⋅⋅}(C

eq+c) should
correspond to equatability of guess∣⋅⋅ to some other context item in its
equivalence set under ≐.

We illustrate our intuition with the following example:

Example 4.3.3. Consider equational knowledge base

Ceq = {enc(d1∣πu , k1∣π⋅ ), enc(d2∣πu , k2∣π⋅ ), d3∣πu , k1∣π⋅ }

(where d1∣πu ≐ d2∣πu ≐ d3∣πu ) with corresponding frame

φ(Ceq) = νd, k1, k2.{enc(d, k1)/x1, enc(d, k2)/x2, d/x3, k1/x4}.

Then

φ{d1∣πu }(C
eq) = νd, k1, k2, w.{enc(w, k1)/x1, enc(d, k2)/x2, d/x3, k1/x4},
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and φ(Ceq) /≈ φ{d1∣πu }(C
eq): indeed, enc(x3, x4) = x1 holds in φ(Ceq)

but not in φ{d1∣πu }(C
eq). Intuitively, this equation tells us that d1∣πu ≐

d3∣πu (with d1∣πu ∈ {d1∣πu } and d3∣πu ∉ {d1∣πu }). Namely, in Ceq, we can en-
crypt d3∣πu with k1∣π⋅ and obtain a message with the same contents as
enc(d1∣πu , k1∣π⋅ ), which means that the plaintext d1∣πu of enc(d1∣πu , k1∣π⋅ )
must have the same contents as d3∣πu .

On the other hand,

φ{d2∣πu }(C
eq) = νd, k1, k2, w.{enc(d, k1)/x1, enc(w, k2)/x2, d/x3, k1/x4},

and φ(Ceq) ≈ φ{d2∣πu }. Indeed, because the actor does not have de-
cryption key k2, he has no way to see if d2∣πu ∈ {d2∣πu } is content
equivalent to any context item in {d1∣πu , d3∣πu }.

To respect the above intuition, we want to define equatability
Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′ in terms of static equivalence ≈ so that:

φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq) iff ∃p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P ∶ Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′. (†)

We now provide an explicit definition for equatability; we show
next that this definition respects (†), and moreover, that it is the only
equivalence relation that does so.

Definition 4.3.4. Let Ceq be an equational knowledge base. Let
[p] denote the equivalence class of context item p under content
equivalence. The equatability relation on context items, denoted
Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐ ∗, is defined by the following rule:

Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′ iff ∀P ⊂ [p] s.t. p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P ∶ φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq).

The next two lemmas show that Definition 4.3.4 indeed defines an
equivalence relation; and that it is the only equivalence relation that
respects (†).

Lemma 4.3.5. The relation Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐ ∗, as defined in Definition 4.3.4,
is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Reflexivity is clear (for Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p, the condition for the ∀
quantifier cannot be satisfied).

For symmetry, note that

φP(Ceq) ≈ φ[p]∖P(Ceq). (4.1)

This is true because the two frames are equal up to swapping the
two restricted names w and τ(σ(p)), hence they satisfy the same
equations. Now, suppose Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′. We need to show Ceq ⊢ p′ ≐ p.
Hence, take any P ⊂ [p′] such that p′ ∈ P, p ∉ P. Because Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′,

φ(Ceq) /≈ φ[p]∖P(Ceq).

Combining this with (4.1), we get φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq), as we needed to
show.

Finally, for transitivity, suppose Ceq ⊢ p1 ≐ p2 and Ceq ⊢ p2 ≐ p3.
We need to show Ceq ⊢ p1 ≐ p3. Hence, take any P ⊂ [p1] such that
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p1 ∈ P, p3 ∉ P. We need to show that φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq). But if p2 ∉ P,
then we have a P such that p1 ∈ P, p2 ∉ P, hence φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq)
follows from Ceq ⊢ p1 ≐ p2. On the other hand, if p2 ∈ P, then we have
a P such that p2 ∈ P, p3 ∉ P, hence φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq) follows from
Ceq ⊢ p2 ≐ p3.

This shows that we have an equivalence relation.

Lemma 4.3.6. Let Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐′ ∗ denote any equivalence relation on
context items such that, for all sets P of content equivalent context
items:

φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq) iff ∃p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P ∶ Ceq ⊢ p ≐′ p′.

Then the relation Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐′ ∗ coincides with Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐ ∗.

Proof. (⊂): First, assume that Ceq ⊢ p ≐′ p′; we show that Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′.
Namely, take any P ⊂ [p] such that p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P. We need to show
that φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq). Clearly, ∃p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P ∶ Ceq ⊢ p ≐′ p′ holds, so
φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq) follows by assumption.

(⊃): Now, assume that Ceq ⊢ p ≐ p′, i.e.,

∀P ⊂ [p] s.t. p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P ∶ φ(Ceq) /≈ φP(Ceq). (‡)

We need to show Ceq ⊢ p ≐′ p′. Let p0 = p, P0 = {p0}. By (‡), we
have φ(Ceq) /≈ φP0(C

eq). By definition, Ceq ⊢ p0 ≐′ p1 for some p1 in
[p] ∖ P0. Either p1 = p′, in which case we are done, or we proceed:
let P1 = {p0,p1}. By (‡), we have φ(Ceq) /≈ φP1

(Ceq); by assumption,
there exists p′′ ∈ P1, p2 ∉ P1 such that Ceq ⊢ p′′ ≐′ p2. In fact,
because Ceq ⊢ ∗ ≐′ ∗ is an equivalence relation and all items in
P1 are mutually equatable: Ceq ⊢ pi ≐′ p2 for all i ∈ {0, 1}. Again,
if p2 = p′, we are done; otherwise, consider P2 = {p0,p1,p2}. This
construction either extends the collection of sets Pi, or gives Ceq ⊢
p ≐′ p′. However, for all Pi we have Pi ⊂ [p] and [p] is finite, so at
one point it is no longer possible to extend the collection. Hence, the
construction eventually gives Ceq ⊢ p ≐′ p′.

We now show how to use Definition 4.3.4 to determine equatabil-
ity.

Example 4.3.7. Consider the equational knowledge base

Ceq = {i∣κu, enc(i∣κu, k∣κ⋅ ), enc(i∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), enc(i∣αu, l∣α⋅ )}

where

τ(σ(i∣πu )) = τ(σ(i∣κu)) = τ(σ(i∣αu)) = i;

τ(σ(k∣κ⋅ )) = τ(σ(k∣π⋅ )) = k; τ(σ(l∣α⋅ )) = l.

We determine which context items in {i∣πu , i∣κu, i∣αu} are equatable to
each other. By Definition 4.3.4:

Ceq ⊢ i∣πu ≐ i∣κu iff φ(Ceq) /≈ φ{i∣πu }(C
eq)∧ φ(Ceq) /≈ φ{i∣πu ,i∣αu}(C

eq).
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Now:

φ(Ceq) = νi, k, l.{i/x1, enc(i, k)/x2, enc(i, k)/x3, enc(i, l)/x4};

φ{i∣πu }(C
eq) = νi, k, l, w.{i/x1, enc(i, k)/x2, enc(w, k)/x3, enc(i, l)/x4};

φ{i∣πu ,i∣αu}(C
eq) = νi, k, l, w.{i/x1, enc(i, k)/x2, enc(w, k)/x3, enc(w, l)/x4}.

One can verify that

φ(Ceq) /≈ φ{i∣πu }(C
eq); φ(Ceq) /≈ φ{i∣πu ,i∣αu}(C

eq),

so indeed, i∣πu and i∣κu are equatable. However, i∣αu is not equatable to
i∣πu or i∣κu: indeed, φ(Ceq) ≈ φ{i∣αu}(C

eq), where

φ{i∣αu}(C
eq) = νi, k, l, w.{i/x1, enc(i, k)/x2, enc(i, k)/x3, enc(w, l)/x4}.

Note that the rule-based model from Chapter 3 would have given
the same results.

Using equatability, we can finally define the view following from
an equational knowledge base. In our rule-based definition (Defin-
ition 3.5.3), associability was defined completely in terms of equat-
ability, so we can easily re-define it in the equational setting. For
detectability, however, there is one final twist. Namely, detectability
is defined in terms not just of equatability, but also of derivability.
However, for derivability, we have not defined an equivalent in the
equational setting yet. We fix this by noting that, given a context
item p ∈ Pctx, we do have a way to see if its contents are known: this
is simply checking deducibility φ(Ceq) ⊢ τ(σ(p)). Now, consider
the augmented equational knowledge base Ceq+τ(σ(p)) obtained by
adding a context item guess∣⋅⋅ with contents τ(σ(p)) to Ceq. Now, p
should be detectable if and only if the contents of p′ are known and
p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅. (It is straightforward to see that this is also true in the
rule-based model.) This gives a definition of detectability in terms of
deducibility and static equivalence. We obtain the following defini-
tion of view:

Definition 4.3.8. Let Ceq ⊂ TPc be an equational knowledge base. The
view corresponding to Ceq is the view V = (O,↔) such that:

• The set O ⊂ Pctx of detectable items consists of those p ∈ Pctx for
which φ(Ceq) ⊢ τ(σ(p)) and Ceq+τ(σ(p)) ⊢ p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅;

• The associability relation↔ is the least equivalence relation on
contexts in Oc such that, whenever Ceq ⊢ i∣πu ≐ i′∣ηl for context
identifiers i∣πu , i′∣ηl , then ∗∣πu ↔ ∗∣ηl .

The following example shows the view corresponding to an equa-
tional knowledge base.

Example 4.3.9. Consider the equational knowledge base

Ceq = {i∣κu, enc(i∣κu, enc(i∣πu , k∣π⋅ ), k∣κ⋅ ), enc(i∣αu, l∣α⋅ )}

from Example 4.3.7. We determine the view V = (O,↔) correspond-
ing to Ceq.
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We first find out which of the identifiers i∣πu , i∣κu, i∣αu are detectable,
i.e., elements of O. For this, we need to find out whether their con-
tents are deducible and whether they are equatable to guess∣⋅⋅ in the
augmented equational knowledge base Ceq+i = Ceq ∪ {guess∣⋅⋅} with
guess∣⋅⋅ ≐ i∣κu ≐ i∣πu ≐ i∣αu. Clearly, their contents are deducible, i.e.,
φ(Ceq) ⊢ i. For equatability, we proceed similarly to Example 4.3.7 to
find that i∣πu and i∣κu are equatable to guess∣⋅⋅, hence detectable; but i∣αu
is not.

The associability relation↔ follows from the equatability of the
identifiers as determined in Example 4.3.7; hence, ∗∣πu ↔ ∗∣κu is the
only known association.

Again, note that this view coincides with the view we would have
obtained using the rule-based approach.

The following example shows that using equational knowledge
bases, we can verify detectability both with and without the as-
sumption of visible failure; hence overcoming one of the limitations
of the rule-based model.

Example 4.3.10. Consider equational knowledge base

Ceq = {k∣⋅⋅, enc(n∣π⋅ , k∣πsrv)}

with τ(σ(k∣⋅⋅)) = τ(σ(k∣πsrv)) = k; τ(σ(n∣π⋅ )) = n. When using equa-
tional theory E from Example 4.1.2, k∣πsrv is detectable: intuitively, the
actor learn k∣πsrv by observing that decryption of enc(n∣π⋅ , k∣πsrv) using
k∣⋅⋅ succeeds. However, when using equational theory E′ introduced
in Example 4.1.8 to model encryption without visible failure, k∣πsrv
is no longer detectable because he cannot recognise the result n∣π⋅ .
Formally, consider frames

φ = φ(Ceq+k) = νk, i, j.{k/x1, enc(n, k)/x2, k/x3};

φ′ = φ{k∣πsrv}(C
eq+k) = νk, i, j, w.{k/x1, enc(n, w)/x2, k/x3}.

Using equational theory E, we have that enc(dec(x2, x1), x1)φ =E x2φ

but enc(dec(x2, x1), x1)φ′ ≠E x2φ′: re-encryption with the cor-
rect key gives the same result but re-encryption with a wrong key
does not. Hence φ /≈ φ′, giving detectability of k∣πsrv. However, us-
ing equational theory E′, both enc(dec(x2, x1), x1)φ =E′ x2φ and
enc(dec(x2, x1), x1)φ′ =E′ x2φ′ so the frames cannot be distinguished
in this way. In fact, φ ≈ φ′, so k∣πsrv is not detectable.

On the other hand, if we consider equational knowledge base

{k∣⋅⋅, enc(n∣π⋅ , k∣πsrv), n∣π⋅ },

then k∣πsrv is detectable both using equational theory E and using
equational theory E′. Namely, in both equational theories, the actor
can recognise the result of decrypting enc(n∣π⋅ , k∣πsrv) by comparing it
to known message n∣π⋅ . Formally,

νk, i, j.{k/x1, enc(n, k)/x2, n/x3, k/x4} /≈
νk, i, j, w.{k/x1, enc(n, w)/x2, n/x3, k/x4} ∶
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for instance, dec(x2, x1) = x3 holds in the left frame (in this frame,
x2 is an encryption of x3 under key x1) but not in the right frame (in
this frame, it is not).

4.4 Rule-Based vs Equational Model

In the previous section, we showed how to compute an actor’s view
from an equational knowledge base (Definition 4.3.8), intuitively
generalising our previous definition (Definition 3.5.3). Indeed, using
this definition, we can determine views also when the assumptions
on cryptographic primitives in the rule-based setting do not hold.
However, it is of course desirable that if the assumptions do hold,
then the rule-based and equational definitions are the same. In this
section, we show that indeed, using a suitable translation from con-
struction/elimination rules to equations, the definitions coincide.
That is, the equational model for detectability and associability is
really a generalisation of the rule-based model.

We now specify the translation from the rule-based model to the
equational model, and state our main result. Let Σ be a signature
in the rule-based model with associated set of construction and
elimination rules. We assume that each function symbol f/k ∈ Σ in
the rule-based signature only has the standard construction rule
f(x1, . . . , xk)←x1, . . . , xk; as discussed in Section 3.8, this is not a strin-
gent restriction. We now construct an equational signature Σeq and
equational theory Eeq. Namely, Σeq consists of all function symbols
f/k ∈ Σ; and of one function symbol d/(k + 1) ∈ Σeq for every elim-
ination rule with k auxiliary messages. In this case, we call d the
name of the elimination rule. The equational theory Eeq consists of an
equation for each elimination rule; namely, given rule

fn(m1, . . . , mk) ≐n1,...,≐nlÐÐÐÐÐ→r

with name d, add equation

d(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) = r. (○)

In particular, we add function symbols and equations for every
elimination rule introduced due to the visible failure assumption.
Adding function symbols and equations for reconstruction rules is
not needed.

Because each function symbol in Σ is also in Σeq, messages in
the rule-based setting using signature Σ are also context ground
terms using equational signature Σeq. In particular, a knowledge
base using signature Σ in the rule-based setting can also be seen
as an equational knowledge base using equational signature Σeq.
The main result we prove in this section is that detectability and
linkability in Σ coincide with detectability and linkability in Σeq:

Theorem 4.4.1. Let C be a knowledge base using signature Σ. Let
Σeq be the equational signature corresponding to Σ, as defined
above. Then the views corresponding to C in the rule-based model
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(Definition 3.5.3) and in the equational model (Definition 4.3.8) coin-
cide.

We prove the theorem in Section 4.5. The following example
demonstrates the above construction.

Example 4.4.2. Consider the model for deterministic symmetric en-
cryption, deterministic asymmetric encryption, cryptographic hash
functions, and digital signatures from Section 3.4. The correspond-
ing equational signature and equational theory for these primitives
are:

Σeq = {enc/2,dec/2, tdec/2,pk/1, aenc/2, adec/2, tadec/2,h/1,

sig/2, vsig/2, vsig2/2}

dec(enc(m, k), k) = m tdec(enc(m, k), k) = k

adec(aenc(m,pk(k)), k) = m tadec(aenc(m,pk(k)), k) = k

vsig(sig(m, k),pk(k)) = m vsig2(sig(m, k),pk(k)) = pk(k)

Similarly, a k-length list can be modelled using function symbols lstk,
getk1/1, . . . ,getkk/1 and equations getki(lst(x1, . . . , xk)) = xi.

Hence, by the above theorem, for any knowledge base C, the view
corresponding to C using the rule-based signature from Section 3.4
and the view corresponding to C using the above equational signa-
ture coincide.

The next example shows that the equational theory Eeq obtained
using the above construction can often be simplified.

Example 4.4.3. Consider the equational theory from the above
example. This equational theory can be simplified in several ways.

For frames that do not contain function symbol tdec, the equation
tdec(enc(m, k), k) = k is irrelevant both for deducibility of names
and for static equivalence. For deducibility, any term tdec(x, y)
in a recipe is either =Eeq -equivalent to y (so y can be used in the
recipe instead), or it can be replaced, along with all =Eeq -equivalent
terms tdec(x′, y′), by some arbitrary name without impacting the
deduction. For static equivalence, for any terms x, y, z where z ≠
tdec(...) and frame φ, we have that tdec(x, y)φ =Eeq zφ if and only if
yφ =Eeq zφ and enc(dec(x, y), y)φ =Eeq xφ, hence any check that can
be performed using tdec can also be performed without it. Similarly,
tadec is redundant because tadec(x, y)φ =Eeq zφ (with z ≠ tadec(...)) iff
yφ =Eeq zφ and aenc(adec(x, y),pk(y))φ =Eeq xφ.

Finally, the above equational signature and equational theory
are infinite because they contain k-length lists for all k. There are
two possible ways to obtain a finite equational signature (which is
required by existing tools). The first possibility is to remove func-
tion symbols lstk, getki if there are no k-length lists in the know-
ledge bases considered. The second possibility is to consider only
pairs (i.e., length-2 lists), and express longer-length lists as nes-
ted pairs, e.g., lst2(lst2(x, y), z) instead of lst3(x, y, z). (Note that
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Σeq
= {enc/2,dec/2,pk/1, aenc/2, adec/2,

h/1, sig/2, vsig/2, vsig2/2,pair/2, fst/1, snd/1}

Eeq
= {dec(enc(m, k), k) = m, adec(aenc(m,pk(k)), k) = m,

vsig(sig(m, k),pk(k)) = m, vsig2(sig(m, k),pk(k)) = pk(k),

fst(pair(x, y)) = x, snd(pair(x, y)) = y}

Figure 4.1: Signature and equational
theory for standard cryptographic
primitives equivalent to the rule-
based model from Section 3.4 (see
Example 4.4.3)

lst2(lst2(x, y), z) /=Eeq lst2(x, lst2(y, z)), so the conversion of lists to
pairs needs to be done consistently.)

We conclude that the equational theory shown in Figure 4.1 is
equivalent to the model of deterministic symmetric encryption,
deterministic asymmetric encryption, cryptographic hash functions,
and digital signatures from Section 3.4.

By telling us to which equational theory our rule-based approach
corresponds, Theorem 4.4.1 provides confidence in the results of
our rule-based analysis. At the same time, in some cases it allows
us to re-use existing equational models in the rule-based setting. We
discuss this in Section 4.7.

4.5 Proof of Correspondence Result

We now prove Theorem 4.4.1. The proof is in two steps. The main
technical difference between the rule-based and equational models
is the way they handle failed cryptographic operations. Namely, in
the rule-based model, a cryptographic operation is modelled by a
rule that states the result of a successful application of the operation;
a failed application means that the rule does not apply. In the equa-
tional model, a cryptographic operations is modelled by a function
symbol, called a destructor, and an equation describing its result.
This means that, unlike in the rule-based model, messages using
these function symbols can also represent the result of failed cryp-
tographic operations. Thus, the first step we take towards proving
Theorem 4.4.1 is to show that the modelling of failed cryptographic
operations is in a sense unnecessary for deducibility and static equi-
valence in Σeq. The second step is then to show the correspondence
result without taking into account failed cryptographic operations.

For the first step, we note that the equational theory Eeq can be
seen as a convergent rewriting system29. Namely, consider the re- 29 Cf. Ciobâcă et al. (2009)

writing systemR obtained by orienting the equations (○) from left to
right, i.e.,R is the set of rules d(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) → r. Let
→R denote the rewrite relation corresponding toR; that is, given
ground terms t1, t2, we have t1 →R t2 if there is a rule l → r ∈ R and a
substitution σ of ground terms for variables such that t2 is obtained
from t1 by replacing an occurrence of lσ by rσ. Let →∗

R denote its re-
flexive, transitive closure. Clearly,R is terminating, i.e., there are no
infinite →R chains (indeed, every rewrite step reduces the number
of destructors in the term). Also,R is locally confluent, i.e., if l →R r1
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and l →R r2, then there exists r such that r1 →∗
R r and r2 →∗

R r. In-
formally, because destructors occur only at the head of rewrite rules
inR, any rule l →R r2 applicable to l can also be applied to r1. If
t →∗

R t′ and there is no t′′ such that t′ →R t′′, then we call t′ a nor-
mal form of t, and write t⇓R = t′. By a classical result30, termination 30 Cf. Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990)

and local confluence imply thatR is convergent, meaning that this
normal form t′ is unique. In particular, t1 =Eeq t2 iff t1⇓R = t2⇓R.
Below, we use the equational theory Eeq and rewriting systemR
interchangeably.

We now formalise the intuition that “modelling failed crypto-
graphic operations is unnecessary”. A constructor term is a ground
term which does not contain any destructors, i.e., function symbols d
coming from elimination rules (○). We call ground t a regular deduc-
tion if, for all subterms u of t (including t itself), u⇓ is a constructor
term. In particular, because of convergence, this implies that there is
a series of rewriting steps

t = t1 →R t2 →R . . . →R tk = t⇓,

where each term that is replaced is a destructor applied to con-
structor terms.

Intuitively, if no destructors occur in a frame, then there is no
reason why applying a failed cryptographic operation would help to
derive any message from the frame. The following lemma formalises
that intuition:

Lemma 4.5.1. Let Σ be a rule-based signature, and Σeq the corres-
ponding equational signature. Let φ be a frame consisting of only
constructor terms, and let t be a constructor term. Then φ ⊢ t if and
only there is a recipe M such that Mφ is a regular deduction, and
Mφ⇓ = t.

Proof. (⇐) is trivial. For (⇒), we show that, for any recipe M such
that Mφ⇓ = t, there exists a recipe M′ with Mφ⇓ = t so that Mφ

is a regular deduction. We do this by induction on the number of
non-applicable destructors in M, i.e., the number of subterms d of M
such that d = d(M, N1, . . . , Nl) and dφ⇓ = d(Mφ⇓, N1φ⇓, . . . , Nlφ⇓).

The base case k = 0 is clear. Namely, in this case, M has no such
subterms and φ only contains constructor terms, so Mφ is itself a
regular deduction and we are done.

Now, suppose that the requested property holds for all M′′ with
≤ k such subterms, and that M has k + 1 such subterms. Take any
such subterm N, and let M− be the recipe in which we replace all
maximal subterms N′ of M such that N′φ⇓ = Nφ⇓ by some arbitrary
name x. All rewrite steps Mφ →R Mφ⇓ that do not occur inside one
of the replaced subterms still apply, giving us a sequence M−φ →∗

R
M−φ⇓ of rewriting steps. Moreover, because M− is obtained from
M by consistently replacing subterms and no subterms of t were
replaced (because t is a constructor term), M−φ⇓ = Mφ⇓. Finally, M−

contains ≤ k non-applicable destructors, so by induction there is an
M′ such that M′φ is a regular deduction and M′φ⇓ = M−φ⇓ = Mφ⇓,
which is what we wanted to show.
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We now characterise static equivalence in terms of regular deduc-
tions. Recall that static equivalence means that the same equations
between recipes hold in the two frames. Analogously to above, we
now just compare equations between recipes that give rise to regular
deductions. However, this is not enough: due to visible failure, the
fact that a recipe gives a regular deduction in one frame but not in
the other allows an actor to distinguish the frames. For instance,
consider

φ1 = νm.{enc(m, k)/x1}, φ2 = νm.{enc(m, l)/x1}.

These frames are not statically equivalent because tdec(x1, k) = k
holds in φ1 but not in φ2; however, tdec(x1, k) = k is not a regular
deduction in φ2 so the above criterion does not hold. Note that in
this case, no recipes that give regular deductions in both frames
can distinguish them. However, if we additionally demand that the
same regular deductions exist in both frames, then we can prove the
following correspondence:

Lemma 4.5.2. Let Σ be a rule-based signature, and Σeq the cor-
responding equational signature. Let φ, ψ be two frames that con-
sist only of constructor terms and that do not contain unrestricted
names31. Suppose that φ and ψ are equal up to names, i.e., for each 31 The result could be generalised also

to frames with unrestricted names by
considering renamings of restricted
variables in case they clash with
unrestricted ones. For simplicity and
because we do not need the more
general result, we do not consider this
here.

variable x, xφ and xψ have the same term structure using the same
function symbols, but possibly different names32. Then φ ≈ ψ if and

32 We need that frames are equal
up to names for technical reasons.
Intuitively, this lemma holds because
Σeq models cryptographic operations
that satisfy visible failure: if failure
can be observed anyway, then there
is no need to work with the result
of a failed operation. However, Σeq

does not model visible failure for
operations with no auxiliary messages.
By demanding that frames only differ
up to names, we ensure that operations
with no auxiliary messages succeed
in φ if and only if they succeed in ψ
so this does not cause difficulty. The
result holds more generally if “test
equations” for such operations are
added to Σeq.

only if:

1. For all recipes M for φ and ψ, Mφ is a regular deduction iff Mψ is
a regular deduction;

2. For all recipes M, N for φ and ψ such that Mφ, Nφ are regular
deductions, Mφ =Eeq Nφ iff Mψ =Eeq Nψ.

Proof. (⇒). First assume φ ≈ ψ.
For the first property, suppose that Mφ is a regular deduction. We

show, by induction on the complexity of recipe M, that Mψ is also a
regular deduction; and that Mφ⇓ and Mψ⇓ are equal up to names.

The base case, i.e., M is a name or variable, is clear.
First, let M = f(M1, . . . , Mk), where f is not a destructor, and

suppose that the requested property holds for all subterms of f . In
this case, it clearly also holds for f .

Now, suppose that M = d(N, N1, . . . , Nl) where d is a destructor,
and that the requested property holds for all subterms of M. Sup-
pose that Mφ is a regular deduction. We need to show that Mψ is
also a regular deduction, and that Mφ⇓ and Mψ⇓ are equal up to
names.

Because Mφ is a regular deduction, Nφ, N1φ, . . . , Nlφ are regular
deductions; and hence by induction, Nψ, N1ψ, . . . , Nlψ are regular
deductions and give terms that are equal up to names. Suppose that
d comes from elimination rule

fn(m1, . . . , mk) ≐n1,...,≐nlÐÐÐÐÐ→r.
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Because Mφ is a regular deduction, the corresponding rewrite rule
d(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl)→R r applies to d(Nφ⇓, N1φ⇓, . . . , Nlφ⇓).

First consider the case l = 0, i.e., the elimination rule has no
auxiliary messages. Note that variables in fn(m1, . . . , mk) are used
at most once and that, by induction, Nφ⇓, Niφ⇓ and Nψ⇓, Niψ⇓ are
equal up to names. This means that the rewrite rule corresponding
to this elimination rule also applies to d(Nψ⇓, N1ψ⇓, . . . , Nlψ⇓), and
that it gives the same term up to names. Hence Mψ is a regular
deduction that give the same result as Mφ up to names.

Now, consider the case l > 0. Because of visible failure, re-
write rule d′(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) →R n1 with some name
d′ exists. Because d(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) →R r applies to
d(Nφ⇓, N1φ⇓, . . . , Nlφ⇓), d′(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) →R n1 ap-
plies to d′(Nφ⇓, N1φ⇓, . . . , Nlφ⇓). Hence, d′(N, N1, . . . , Nl)φ⇓ = N1φ⇓.

Because φ and ψ are statically equivalent, also d′(N, N1, . . . , Nl)⇓ψ =
N1ψ⇓; hence rewrite rule d′(fn(m1, . . . , mk), n1, . . . , nl) →R n1 applies
to d′(Nψ⇓, N1ψ⇓, . . . , Nlψ⇓); hence also d applies, meaning that
Mψ is also a regular deduction giving the same result as Mφ up to
names. This completes our proof by induction.

The second property is true by definition of static equivalence.
(⇐). Assume that the two given properties hold.
We need to show that, for all recipes M, N with Mφ =Eeq Nφ, we

have Mψ =Eeq Nψ. We proceed by induction on the number m of
subterms t of M, N such that tφ is not a regular deduction. If m = 0,
i.e., there are no such subterms, then we are done by the second
property.

Now, suppose that the requested property holds for all pairs of
recipes with ≤ m subterms that do not correspond to regular de-
ductions, and suppose that M, N have m + 1 such subterms. Take a
minimal subterm u of M, N such that uφ is not a regular deduction.
Then u = d(M′, M′

1, . . . , M′
l) with uφ⇓ = d(M′φ⇓, M′

1φ⇓, . . . , M′
l φ⇓).

Note that by minimality, M′φ, M′
1φ, . . . , M′

l φ are all regular deduc-
tions. Hence, by the first property, M′ψ, M′

1ψ, . . . , M′
l ψ are regu-

lar deductions. Moreover, because uφ⇓ is not a regular deduction,
neither is uψ⇓. We conclude that uψ⇓ = d(M′ψ⇓, M′

1ψ⇓, . . . , M′
l ψ⇓).

Now, consider the set U of all minimal subterms u′ of M, N such
that u′φ =Eeq uφ. Take any u′ = f(N′, N′

1, . . . , N′
k) ∈ U; again, N′φ, N′

1φ,
. . . , N′

l φ are all regular deductions. By the same line of reasoning
as above, u′ψ⇓ = d(N′ψ⇓, N′

1ψ⇓, . . . , N′
l ψ⇓). Moreover, by the first

property, because M′φ⇓ = N′φ⇓, also M′ψ⇓ = N′ψ⇓, and similarly,
M′

i ψ⇓ = N′
i ψ⇓. We conclude that, for all u′ ∈ U, u′ψ =Eeq uψ.

Finally, let Mu, Nu be obtained from M, N by replacing all u′ ∈ U
by some fresh name x. Following the rewrite steps for Mφ =Eeq Nφ

that do not happen inside these subterms, we conclude Muφ =Eeq

Nuφ. Moreover, Mu, Nu contain ≤ m subterms that are not regular
deductions. Hence, by induction, Muψ =Eeq Nuψ. Now, because
uψ =Eeq u′ψ for all u, u′ ∈ U, we can substitute back the respective us
in Mu, Nu to get Mψ =Eeq Nψ, as requested.
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Having characterised deducibility and static equivalence in terms
of regular deductions, we now prove Theorem 4.4.1 by establishing
a link between derivations in our deductive system and regular de-
ductions. Namely, we describe derivations in our deductive systems
as recipes operating at the context layer: we show how derivations
correspond to context-layer recipes, and how context-layer recipes
correspond to the content-layer recipes used in deduciblity and
static equivalence.

Derivations in our deductive system correspond to message recipes:
recipes that use only variables xi corresponding to messages, and
no names. Informally, the application of a construction rule in our
deductive system corresponds to the use of a non-destructor symbol
in a recipe; the application of an elimination rule corresponds to the
use of a destructor. More formally, identify each message mi in a
knowledge base C with the variable xi it gets in its frame φ(C), then
derivations and message recipes relate as follows:

• Application of ( −0) to derive mi corresponds to recipe xi;

• If derivations for n1, . . . ,nl correspond to recipes x1, . . . , xl , then
applying rule ( C) corresponds to recipe f(x1, . . . , xl);

• If derivations for m,n1, . . . ,nk correspond to recipes x, x1, . . . , xk,
then applying rule ( E) using elimination rule d corresponds to
recipe d(x, x1, . . . , xk).

For instance, the derivation from Figure 3.3 (page 46) corresponds
to message recipe

vsig2(get22(dec(x8, x5)), x6)

(using message numbers according to the order given in Example 3.5.4,
and names for elimination rules as in Example 4.4.2).

Given this correspondence between derivations and message re-
cipes, the result of a derivation can be described by a rewriting sys-
tem analogously to the one on context ground terms. Namely, recipe
M acts on a knowledge base in the obvious way: MC is obtained by
substituting context messages in C for variables in M. Then, define
rewrite relation → on context terms as follows: m → n if there is an
elimination rule

f(x1, . . . , xk) ≐y1,...,≐ylÐÐÐÐÐ→z,

with name d, substitution σ of context messages33 for variables, and 33 This ensures that an elimination rule
is applied after the elimination rules for
its submessages

m is obtained by replacing d(f(m1, . . . ,mk),n1, . . . , nl) by n, where
mi = xiσ; n = zσ; and ni ≐ yiσ. Then →∗ is the reflexive, transitive
closure of →. If MC →∗ m and m is a context message, we write
m = MC⇓. For instance, proceeding with the above example, we get
the sequence of rewrite steps shown in Figure 4.2.

It is straightforward to see that the following lemma holds:

Lemma 4.5.3. Let C be a knowledge base using signature Σ. Let
Σeq be the equational signature corresponding to Σ, as defined in
Section 4.4. Then:
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vsig2(get22(dec(x8, x5)), x6)C = vsig2(get22(dec(enc({id∣su, sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)}, shkey∣⋅)∣
π , skey∣⋅⋅)),pk(k

−
∣
⋅
srv))

→ vsig2(get22({id∣su, sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)}∣
π
),pk(k−∣⋅srv))

→ vsig2(sig({age∣su, n∣⋅}, k−∣srv)∣
π
),pk(k−∣⋅srv))

→ pk(k−∣πsrv)

Figure 4.2: Rewrite steps correspond-
ing to derivation of Figure 3.3

• C m if and only if there exists a message recipe M such that
MC →∗ m;

• If MC →∗ m, then Mφ(C) is a regular deduction with Mφ(C)⇓ =
τ(σ(m));

• If Mφ(C) is a regular deduction, then MC →∗ m for some m with
τ(σ(m)) = Mφ(C)⇓.

We now compare equatability in the rule-based and equational
settings. Recall that equatability in the equational setting is defined
using static equivalences. As a first step towards linking equatability
in the two settings, we show that equatability in the rule-based
setting corresponds to these static equivalences. Intuitively, we
show that equatability in the rule-based setting satisfies the intuitive
relation (†) (page 69).

In fact, instead of proving (†), we prove a slightly more general
statement. Recall that equatability in the equational model is defined
in terms of static equivalence of frame φ(Ceq) to frames φP(Ceq)
obtained by mapping particular context items to a fresh new name
instead of their contents. We can interpret this operation in terms
of our three-layer model by saying that φP(Ceq) is the frame corres-
ponding to Ceq in an alternative Information Model in which the
contents of items in P have been replaced by fresh contents. We now
prove a general result that links equatability in a knowledge base C
to static equivalences of frames with respect to different Information
Models. Below, let us we write C I p, C I p ≐ p′, φI(C), etcetera to
make explicit with respect to which Information Model I a certain
operation is defined. The following result holds:

Lemma 4.5.4. Let C be a knowledge base using signature Σ. Let Σeq

be the equational signature corresponding to Σ, as defined in Sec-
tion 4.4. Let I, I′ be two Information Models containing all context
items in C. Then φI(C) /≈ φI′(C) if and only if there exist p,p′ ∈ Pctx

such that:

((C I p ≐0 p′)∧ p /≐I′ p′)∨ ((C I′ p ≐0 p′)∧ p /≐I p′).

(Here, C ∗ is according to the rule-based definition using Σ, and ≈ is
according to the equational theory for equational signature Σeq.)

Proof. (⇐) Let p,p′ be context items such that C I p ≐0 p′ but p /≐I′ p′.
We show that φI(C) /≈ φI′(C). (The other case is analogous.) We do
this by contradiction: so, suppose that in fact, φI(C) ≈ φI′(C).
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Because C I p ≐0 p′, there are m,m′ such that C I m, C I m′,
m@z = p, m′@z = p′. Let M, M′ be the message recipes such that
MC →∗

I m, M′C →∗
I m′. Then, by Lemma 4.5.3, Mφ(C), M′φ(C)

are regular deductions such that MφI(C) =Eeq M′φI(C). By static
equivalence, MφI′(C), M′φI′(C) are regular deductions such that
MφI′(C) =Eeq M′φI′(C). Note that the result of rewrite relation→, if
it exists, is independent from the information and contents layers.
Hence, MC →∗

I′ m and M′ →∗
I′ m

′. However, because MφI(C) =Eeq

M′φI(C) we must have m ≐I′ m′, whereas we know that m@z =
p /≐I′ m′@z. Contradiction, so the two frames cannot be statically
equivalent.

(⇒) Suppose that φI(C) /≈ φI′(C). We need to find p,p′ such that

C I p ≐0 p′ and p /≐I′ p′, or the same with I and I′ exchanged.
By Lemma 4.5.2, non-static-equivalence means that one of the two
conditions given in that lemma must fail to hold.

Suppose that the second condition does not hold, i.e., there exist
M, N such that MφI(C), MφI′(C), NφI(C) and NφI′(C) are all reg-
ular deductions; and that MφI(C) =Eeq NφI(C) but MφI′(C) ≠Eeq

NφI′(C) (the other possibility, namely equality in I′ and inequality
in I, is handled analogously). Because MφI(C), MφI′(C) are regular
deductions, we have MC →∗

I m, MC →∗
I′ m (as above, they must

give the same message because the result of rewrite rules→ is de-
termined only by the context layer). Equally, NC →∗

I n, NC →∗
I′ n.

Also, m ≐I n, but m /≐I′ n. Hence, there is z such that m@z,n@z ∈ Pc,
m@z ≐I n@z and m@z /≐I′ n@z. Hence, C I m@z ≐0 n@z, as requested.

Suppose now that the first condition does not hold. Suppose
there exists M such that MφI(C) is a regular deduction, but MφI′(C)
is not. (Again, the other possibility is handled analogously.) Take
a minimal such M, i.e., M = d(N, N1, . . . , Nl) such that NφI(C),
Niφ

I(C), NφI′(C), Niφ
I′(C) are all regular deductions; and rewrite

rule d(f(x1, . . . , xk), y1, . . . , yl) → z applies to d(NφI(C)⇓, N1φI(C)⇓,
. . . , Nlφ(C I)⇓), but not to d(NφI′(C)⇓, N1φI′(C)⇓, . . . , Nlφ

I′(C)⇓).
By Lemma 4.5.3, the rewrite rule applies to d(NC⇓, N1C⇓, . . . , NlC⇓)
using Information Model I but not using Information Model I′.

Recall that the substitution of context messages for variables in
an elimination rule, and hence in the above rewrite rule, is com-
pletely determined by the message f(x1, . . . , xk). Let σ be the sub-
stitution such that f(x1, . . . , xk)σ = NC⇓. Apparently, for some q,

NqC⇓ ≐I yqσ, but NqC⇓ /≐I′ yqσ. Now, consider the rewrite rule
d′(f(x1, . . . , xk), y1, . . . , yl) → yq that exists due to the visible fail-
ure assumption. Then this rule applies to d′(NC⇓, N1C⇓, . . . , NlC⇓),
giving result yqσ. On the other hand, recipe Nq gives NqC⇓. Be-

cause NqC⇓ ≐I yqσ but NqC⇓ /≐I′ yqσ, for some z we must have that

NqC⇓@z = p and yqσ@z = p′, where p /≐I′ p′. Hence, C I p ≐0 p′ but

p /≐I′ p′, as requested.

We now apply the above lemma to obtain a link between equatab-
ility in the rule-based and equational settings:
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Lemma 4.5.5. Let C be a knowledge base using signature Σ. Let
Σeq be the equational signature corresponding to Σ, as defined in
Section 4.4. Then:

C p ≐ p′ iff C ⊢ p ≐ p′.

(Here, is with respect to Σ, and ⊢ is with respect to Σeq.)

Proof. (⇒) Suppose that C p ≐ p′. By definition, we need to show
that for all P ⊂ [p] such that p ∈ P,p′ ∉ P′, we have φ(C) /≈ φP(C).
Let I be the Information Model for C, so φ(C) = φI(C). Let I′ be the
Information Model obtained by replacing the contents of all context
items in P by some fresh new value, so φP(C) = φI′(C). Because
C p ≐ p′, there exist p1 ∈ P,p2 ∉ P such that C p1 ≐0 p2. Furthermore,
by definition of I′, p1 /≐I′ p2. Hence, by Lemma 4.5.4 we have

φ(C) = φI(C) /≈ φI′(C) = φP(C),

which is what we needed to show.
(⇐) Suppose that C ⊢ p ≐ p′. Taking P = {p}, by definition we

have φ(C) /≈ φP(C). As above, let I be the Information Model for C,
and let I′ be the Information Model such that φP(C) = φI′(C). By

Lemma 4.5.4, we have p′′ such that C I p ≐0 p′′ and p /≐I′ p′′. (By
construction of I and I′, the converse is not possible.) If p′ = p′′, we
are done. Otherwise, continuing with P = {p,p′′}, we find p′′′ such
that C p ≐0 p′′′ or C p′′ ≐0 p′′′, so C p ≐ p′′′. Continuing, we
eventually find C p ≐ p′ (cf. proof of Lemma 4.3.6).

Now, Theorem 4.4.1 follows:

Proof (of Theorem 4.4.1). Let Vr = (Or,↔r) and Veq = (Oeq,↔eq) be
the views corresponding to C according to Definitions 3.5.3 and 4.3.8,
respectively.

By Lemma 4.5.5, equatability in the rule-based and equational set-
tings coincide. Because the associability relation is defined entirely
in terms of equatability, clearly,↔r and↔eq coincide.

Now, suppose that p ∈ Or. By definition, there is p′ ∈ Pctx such that
C p′ and C p ≐ p′. By Lemma 4.5.3, we have φ(C) ⊢ τ(σ(p′)), with
τ(σ(p′)) = τ(σ(p)). Moreover, Cτ(σ(p)) p ≐ p′ and Cτ(σ(p)) p′ ≐0

guess∣⋅⋅, so by transitivity Cτ(σ(p)) p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅, so by Lemma 4.5.5,
Cτ(σ(p)) ⊢ p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅. Hence, p ∈ Oeq.

Conversely, suppose that p ∈ Oeq. Then φ(C) ⊢ τ(σ(p)) and
Cτ(σ(p)) ⊢ p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅. By Lemma 4.5.3, there exists p′ ≐ p such that
C p′. By Lemma 4.5.5, Cτ(σ(p)) p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅. Because C p′, we can
repeat the reasoning used to conclude Cτ(σ(p)) p ≐ guess∣⋅⋅ in C to
obtain C p ≐ p′. Hence, p ∈ Or.

Hence, Vr = Veq, as we wanted to show.

4.6 Implementation

Our tool for formal analysis of privacy in communication proto-
cols34 includes a proof-of-concept implementation for computing

34 Available at http://
code.google.com/p/
objective-privacy/

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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views using equational theories. Intuitively, it translates each de-
tectability query to one deducibility query and a number of static
equivalence queries based on Definitions 4.3.8 and 4.3.4. Similarly, it
translates each associability query to a number of static equivalence
queries based on Definitions 4.3.8 and 4.3.4. These queries are then
evaluated by the KiSS tool35 for computing knowledge of actors 35 Ciobâcă et al. (2009)

under equational theories. Finally, our tools interprets the deducib-
ility and static equivalence results from KiSS as detectability and
associability results.

We have not optimised this implementation for efficiency; in par-
ticular, whereas detectability requires a frame to be non-statically-
equivalent to all frames in a certain set36, the implementation will 36 Of size exponential in the number of

items content equivalent to the item at
hand

continue evaluating the remainder of the static equivalences even
if it finds that one of them holds. As a consequence, the computa-
tions of views that took much less than a second in the rule-based
setting (see Section 3.7) at present typically take several minutes in
the equational setting. We leave optimisation of our implementation
in the equational setting as future work.

4.7 Discussion

Using Existing Equational Theories Existing formalisations of cryp-
tographic primitives can be used with the approach of this chapter.
For instance, the models of standard cryptographic primitives given
in this chapter are well-known. Note that some formalisations of
cryptographic primitives in the literature are not suitable for verify-
ing static equivalence, as needed for our approach. Namely, when
formalising cryptographic primitives for the verification of secrecy
and correspondence properties37, it is unnecessary to model ran- 37 See, e.g., Blanchet and Smyth (2011)

domness38. Such formalisations without randomness do not give 38 Cortier et al. (2007)

accurate results when verifying static equivalence. On the other
hand, formalisations used for verifying privacy properties based on
observational equivalence39 can all be used for our approach. 39 E.g., Dahl et al. (2011), Delaune et al.

(2009), Dong et al. (2012)Many cryptographic primitives have been modelled using equa-
tional theories; for instance, bit-commitments and blind signa-
tures40; non-interactive zero-knowledge protocols41; and encryp- 40 Delaune et al. (2009)

41 Backes et al. (2008)tion schemes satisfying various security assumptions42. In general,
42 Corin et al. (2005)these formal models are idealisations of the underlying crypto-

graphic primitives, and hence cannot provide complete assurance
that obtained results apply in practice. However, for some particular
models of basic cryptographic primitives, instantiations by actual
cryptographic schemes are known43 for which static equivalence 43 E.g., Baudet et al. (2010), Backes et al.

(2008)guarantees privacy properties in the more accurate “computation
model” of cryptography.

Apart from equational models of cryptographic primitives, also
models using “destructors”44 can be used with our approach. De- 44 Blanchet et al. (2008)

structors, used in the popular ProVerif45 tool for protocol verifica- 45 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)

tion, model cryptographic operations using rewrite rules rather than
equational theories. Static equivalence can also be defined in this
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setting46, and verified using ProVerif. Alternatively, these rewrite 46 Blanchet et al. (2008)

rules can be interpreted as equations for verification with tools like
KiSS47; it can be shown48 that, because our approach only requires 47 Ciobâcă et al. (2009)

48 This is almost a direct consequence of
consequence of Lemma 4.5.2

the verification of static equivalences of frames that differ up to
names, this gives the same results.

Translations Between Models By using the correspondence between
equational and rule-based models (Theorem 4.4.1), we can re-
use existing equational formalisations of primitives in our rule-
based model. This is useful because the rule-based model, while
less expressive, is much more efficient to evaluate. As a simple
example, “bit commitment”49 can be modelled with equation 49 A bit commitment binds the actor

constructing it to a choice of either 0 or
1 without immediately revealing that
choice; the choice is later revealed by
“opening” the commitment

open(commit(m, r), r) = m50; reasoning along the lines of Ex-

50 Delaune et al. (2009)

ample 4.4.3 shows that we can equivalently use a rule-based model
with function symbol commit/2 and elimination rule

commit(x, y) ≐yÐ→x.

Similar remarks also apply to destructor-based models of crypto-
graphic primitives.

If a precise correspondence is not possible, it may still be possible
to safely approximate equations in the rule-based model. For in-
stance, consider the equational theory for encryption without visible
failure (Example 4.1.8). It can be seen easily that dropping equation
enc(dec(m, k), k) = m gives the attacker strictly more power if frames
never contain the dec symbol. Hence, our rule-based mode of en-
cryption, which corresponds to the model without that equation, can
be seen as a safe approximation of this equational model.

Conversely, rule-based formalisations of cryptographic primitives
can also be re-used in the equational model to verify equivalence-
based privacy properties. The following cautionary remark is in
place. The equational theory corresponding to a rule-based model
satisfies the visible failure assumptions for all cryptographic oper-
ations that take auxiliary messages. However, for operations that
do not take auxiliary messages, this it not necessarily the case. This
does not make a difference for our correspondence theorem because
it only concerns frames that are the same up to names, in which
case the attacker cannot learn anything from the (non-)applicability
of such an operation. However, it may make a difference for other
privacy properties. If so desired, visible failure can be modelled by
adding a “test equation” test(m) = ok for each elimination rule mÐ→n.
Rule-based formalisations can also be converted to destructors by
interpreting equations (○) as rewrite rules; in this case, operations
without auxiliary messages do satisfy visible failure.
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THE METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED SO FAR has allowed us to get
an accurate picture of the knowledge of the actors in the scenario
at the beginning of Chapter 2. Unfortunately, it is not clear how
general this picture is. For instance, what happens if the message
sent from Alice to Bob contains not Steve’s date of birth, but the city
he lives in? What if Eve can guess the passport number inside the
encryption? Intuitively, it is clear what will happen: Bob and the co-
alition of Eve and Mallory will learn Steve’s city, and the knowledge
of the passport number does not help Eve to decipher the message.
Formally, however, such small changes in the scenario means that
the whole analysis as presented in the previous chapter needs to be
re-done.

In this chapter, we develop a generalisation of the framework
presented in Chapters 2–3 that allows us to draw conclusions about
knowledge of actors symbolically, i.e., independently from the actual
information transmitted in a particular scenario. Rather than reas-
oning on the information exchanged in a given scenario, we reason
abstractly about what conditions a scenario should satisfy for know-
ledge to be derived. Importantly, this allows us to reason also about
how privacy can be broken by external knowledge from protocols
that we have not modelled. For instance, this reasoning tells us that
both Bob and the coalition of Eve and Mallory can learn the contents
of the encryption in any case; and that Eve learns the contents of the
forwarded message only if some other protocols leaks the decryp-
tion key that is used (in particular, the knowledge of the passport
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does not help).
Although this chapter introduces a new model of messages and

knowledge, this new model has a strong connection to the model of
Chapter 3. We re-use the formalisation of cryptographic primitives
from that chapter; and we show a very precise connection between
the reasoning in this chapter and that in Chapter 3. For instance, in
this chapter, we may conclude that Eve learns the contents of the
forwarded message if the decryption key is leaked. We prove that
this conclusion translates exactly to the setting of Chapter 3, i.e., we
can conclude that for all instantiated models and knowledge bases
in which the decryption key (in that instantiation) is leaked, the
contents of the forwarded message (in that instantiation) is learned.

On the other hand, we also show how to perform a symbolic
analysis of privacy without considering the instantiated model of
Chapter 3. Namely, we propose a visualisation of symbolic conclu-
sions about personal information, and present decision procedures
showing how privacy guarantees can be read from this visualisation
that are guaranteed to be true regardless of any particular scenario.
This way, we are able to obtain privacy guarantees with more assur-
ance than in our previous models.

Outline In this chapter:

• We generalise our instantiated model of (non-)personal inform-
ation, messages, and protocols to a symbolic model that is inde-
pendent from actual information (§5.1);

• We introduce constraints as a way of expressing conditions under
which knowledge can be derived (§5.2);

• We show how to determine constraints for derivability of mes-
sages (§5.3), and equatability of pieces of information (§5.4);

• We show how to visualise the constraints relevant for knowledge
of personal information in a constraint graph, and how to use this
graph to analyse privacy (§5.5);

• We discuss our algorithm to automatically determine constraints
for derivability (§5.6);

• We generalise the symbolic model, so that it can deal with mes-
sages containing arbitrary numbers of pieces of information
(§5.7);

• We discuss possible improvements to the approach (§5.8).

5.1 Information, Messages, and Protocols

In this section, we model information in communication protocols
independently from any particular protocol instance. Recall that a
context item v∣πl models a piece of information by specifying the pro-
tocol instance π in which it occurs, the role l in the protocol instance
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that the information refers to, and the particular piece information v
about role l in instance π that is represented. If domain η represents
another instance of the same protocol as π, then also item v∣ηl exists,
but it generally represents a different piece of information.

The idea of our symbolic model is to use “symbolic items” v∣l
to reason about the piece of information in any instance of the pro-
tocol. For instance, we will draw conclusions like “v∣l is derivable
if k∣l is derivable”, meaning that “for any protocol instance π, v∣πl is
derivable if k∣πl is derivable”, etcetera. We say that v∣πl and v∣ηl are
instantiations of v∣l. As with context items, we distinguish symbolic
non-personal items, data items, and identifiers. We explicitly mark
symbolic items as random (meaning that the information they rep-
resent is randomly-generated, i.e., their contents cannot coincide
with that of other pieces of information), or instance-random (mean-
ing that the information they represent is both randomly generated
and unique for the given protocol instance, i.e., a nonce). Marking
items as random or instance-random imposes restrictions (see Defin-
ition 5.1.3) on which instantiations we consider. For instance, if k∣l
is marked random, then conclusion “v∣l is derivable if key k∣l has
the same contents as attribute age∣l” is not allowed because instanti-
ations in which k∣l and age∣l have the same contents are not allowed.
These restrictions allow us to focus on interesting possibilities rather
than instantiations that cannot happen in practice. Formally, all
symbolic items form a Symbolic Information Model:

Definition 5.1.1. A Symbolic Information Model is a set Psym of sym-
bolic items of the form v∣a; here, v is called the variable, and a is called
the profile, such that:

• Psym is partitioned into symbolic non-personal items Gsym ⊂ Psym

(with a = ⋅); symbolic data items Dsym ⊂ Psym (with a ≠ ⋅); and
symbolic identifiers Isym ⊂Psym (with a ≠ ⋅).

• A symbolic variables v is either non-random (v is denoted non-
boldfaced), random (v is denoted boldfaced), or instance-random
(v is denoted boldfaced and overlined)1. 1 Randomness is a property of the

variable, independently from the
profile. E.g., if v is random, then all
symbolic items with variable v are
random, i.e., of the form v∣k

All protocols share the same Symbolic Information Model, but
not all protocols use all symbolic items. Although the type (i.e.,
identifier/data item/non-personal information) and randomness
(i.e. non-random/random/instance-random) of a symbolic item
are defined orthogonally, not all combinations are meaningful. For
instance, instance-random data should be regarded as non-personal
as it does not reveal any information about a data subject.

Below we give an example of a Symbolic Information Model.

Example 5.1.2. Consider a protocol between a client and a server us-
ing the following information: the private key of the client; an iden-
tifier of a data subject; a data item representing the subject’s age; and
a fresh nonce. We model the client’s private key as a symbolic iden-
tifier k−∣cli; because keys are assumed to be randomly-generated, it
is random. The data subject’s identifier and age are a non-random
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symbolic identifier id∣su and data item age∣su, respectively2. The 2 Depending on the application, iden-
tifiers can be random (i.e., randomly
generated) or not (e.g., sequentially
generated). A data item representing
an age is clearly not random.

nonce is an instance-random symbolic non-personal item n∣⋅; in par-
ticular, we assume that (the contents of) this nonce never re-occurs
in any message outside this protocol instance.

Conclusions from reasoning about a Symbolic Information
Model apply to any Information Model I that instantiates it. By
this, we mean that I only contains context items v∣πk correspond-
ing to symbolic items v∣k/v∣k/v∣k of the right type (identifier/data
item/non-personal item); and that I respects randomness and
instance-randomness. Formally:

Definition 5.1.3. Let Psym be a Symbolic Information Model, and
I = (Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ) an Information Model. We say that I is
an instantiation of Psym if:

• For each d∣πk ∈ Pctx, corresponding symbolic item d∣k/d∣k/d∣k ∈ Psym

is of the same type (i.e., identifier/data item/non-personal item);

• If p = v∣πk , v∣k is instance-random, and p ≐ p′, then p = p′;

• If p = v∣πk , v∣k is random, and p ≐ p′, then p′ = v∣ηl for some η, l.

A random item with variable v can only be content equivalent to
other (random) items with variable v. This simplifies our analysis;
but to obtain accurate results, it is important to ensure that this as-
sumption is reasonable. For instance, all private keys (from the same
key space) should be modelled with the same random variable.
Also, this definition technically states that all domains in the Inform-
ation Model (including those that represent initial knowledge) are
included in the symbolic model. In practice, we only model proto-
cols symbolically, and leave the symbolic model of initial knowledge
implicit.

We now demonstrate what conditions a Symbolic Information
Model imposes on its instantiations.

Example 5.1.4. Consider the Symbolic Information Model Psym =
{k−∣cli, id∣su, age∣su, n∣⋅} from Example 5.1.2. Suppose that Information
Model I = (Pctx,P inf, Pcnt,⇔, σ, τ) instantiates Psym. In particu-
lar, suppose that contexts π and η model two protocol instances in
which the same client and server exchange information about two
different data subjects:

{k−∣πcli, id∣πsu, age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ , k−∣ηcli, id∣ηsu, age∣ηsu, n∣η⋅ } ⊂ Pctx.

Because k−∣cli is random, k−∣πcli can be content equivalent to k−∣ηcli
(which it will be, because the client is the same), but not to the other
context items above. On the other hand, because id∣su and age∣su are
not random, we could have id∣πsu ≐ age∣πsu, id∣πsu ≐ age∣ηsu, age∣πsu ≐ age∣ηsu,
etcetera. (But not id∣πsu ≐ id∣ηsu because the data subjects of π and η

are different.) Finally, because n∣⋅ is instance-random, we have that
n∣π⋅ /≐ n∣η⋅ ; nor are other context items in Pctx content equivalent to
either n∣π⋅ or n∣η⋅ .
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client serverrequest //
generate

nonceresponseoo

(a) Informal protocol description

P(cli) = {{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}, aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k
−∣cli))}

P(srv) = {n∣⋅,{pk(k
−∣cli), id∣su},

aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k
−∣cli))}

(b) Model as symbolic protocol

Figure 5.1: A simple protocol: informal
description (left), model as a symbolic
protocol (right)A symbolic protocol specifies which messages are learned by each

actor involved in a protocol instance. To model these messages, we
use a signature Σ with associated set of construction and elimination
rules as in Chapter 3. Messages built from symbolic items using
function symbols of the signature are called symbolic messages. A
symbolic protocol then captures, for each role in the protocol, what
messages are sent, received, and generated by the actor performing
that role. As before, neither the order of these messages matters, nor
whether they were sent, received, or generated. Thus, we simply
assign a set of symbolic messages to each role:

Definition 5.1.5. Let Psym be a Symbolic Information Model, and Σ
a signature.

• The set Lsym of symbolic messages is the set of formal terms built
from symbolic items in Psym by recursive application f (m1, . . . ,mk)
of function symbols f /k ∈ Σ;

• A symbolic protocol P between roles r1, . . . , rk is a collection of
sets P(ri) ⊂ Lsym of symbolic messages, where each set P(ri)
contains all messages sent, received, and generated by the actor
performing the role ri in a full run of the protocol.

We now show a simple symbolic protocol.

Example 5.1.6. Continue with the Symbolic Information Model
Psym = {k−∣cli, id∣su, age∣su, n∣⋅} from Example 5.1.2. Consider a
protocol between a client and a server, following the structure of
Figure 5.1(a). First, the client sends a request to the server containing
her public key and the identifier of a subject. The server generates
a nonce, and responds with an asymmetric encryption with the cli-
ent’s public key of the subject’s age and the nonce. We formalise this
protocol as a symbolic protocol P between client cli and server srv,
as shown in Figure 5.1(b). For the client, protocol role P(srv) con-
tains the messages he has sent and received. For the server, protocol
role P(srv) additionally contains the nonce he has generated.

Intuitively, the knowledge base Ca of an actor a consists of in-
stantiations of symbolic messages obtained through involvement
in protocol instances. More precisely, the instantiation of sym-
bolic message m in domain π, denoted m∣π , is obtained by instan-
tiating its symbolic items, e.g., aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))∣π =
aenc({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ },pk(k−∣πcli)). Let C∣π ∶= {m∣π ∣ m ∈ C}. If domain
π represents an instance of protocol P and actor a performs role ri

in that protocol instance, then this contributes set {m∣π ∣ m ∈ P(ri)}
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of context messages to his knowledge base. Formally, we say that
(C, π) is an instantiation of the set of symbolic messages P(ri):

Definition 5.1.7. Let C be a set of symbolic messages, C a knowledge
base, and π a domain. We say that (C, π) instantiates C if C∣π ⊂ C, and
C contains no other messages containing context items with domain
π.

Typically, a knowledge base Ca is the union P1(r1)∣π1 ∪ . . . ∪
Pk(rk)∣πk of such contributions. As discussed in Chapter 3, the know-
ledge base CA of a coalition of actors is the union of the knowledge
bases of the individual actors. In particular, if different actors in the
coalition have performed different roles r1, . . . , rk in a single instance
π of P, this contributes set (P(r1) ∪ . . . ∪ P(rk))∣π to the knowledge
base of the coalition.

The next example demonstrates the relation between symbolic
protocols and their instantiations.

Example 5.1.8. Consider the symbolic protocol P from Example 5.1.6,
and knowledge base

C = {{pk(k−∣πcli), id∣πsu}, aenc({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ },pk(k−∣πcli)),

n∣η⋅ ,{pk(k−∣ηcli), id∣ηsu}, aenc({age∣ηsu, n∣η⋅ },pk(k−∣ηcli)).}

Then C represents the knowledge of an actor who was involved as
client in protocol instance π, and as server in protocol instance η.
Formally, (C, π) instantiates P(cli) and (C, η) instantiates P(srv).

5.2 Constraints

In the next two sections, we aim to capture what symbolic messages
can be derived from a protocol instance under what conditions. We
model these conditions by constraints. Constraints are boolean for-
mulae with conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨ and two types of atomic
propositions: derivability and content equivalence constraints. De-
rivability constraint m expresses that contents of message m need
to be known apart from the protocol instance. Content equivalence
constraint m≐m′, expresses that messages m,m′ must have the same
contents inside the protocol instance. T and F denote true and false:

Definition 5.2.1. Let γ be a constraint, C a knowledge base, and π a
domain. Then γ is satisfied in (C, π) if: (i) γ = T; (ii) γ = m, and C m′

for some m′ outside of domain π3 with m∣π ≐ m′; (iii) γ = m≐m′ and 3 I.e., m′ does not contain any context
items with domain π;m∣π ≐ m′∣π ; (iv) γ = γ1 ∨ γ2 and γ1 or γ2 is satisfied; or (v) γ = γ1 ∧ γ2

and γ1 and γ2 are satisfied.

Constraints can be manipulated as boolean formulae. Constraint
γ1 implies constraint γ2 if, whenever γ1 is satisfied in an instanti-
ation, then γ2 is also satisfied. Two constraints γ1, γ2 are called equi-
valent if they imply each other, i.e., γ1 is satisfied in an instantiation
exactly if γ2 is. Constraint γ is called trivial if it is satisfied in any
instantiation (otherwise non-trivial). Constraint γ is called satisfiable
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if there exist instantiations in which it is satisfied (otherwise non-
satisfiable). Hence, manipulation of a constraint as a boolean formula
gives an equivalent constraint. For instance, replacing a trivial con-
straint by T or a non-satisfiable constraint by F gives an equivalent
constraint.

The next example demonstrates the satisfaction of constraints as
well as their manipulation as boolean formulae.

Example 5.2.2. Consider the Symbolic Information Model Psym =
{k−∣cli, id∣su, age∣su, n∣⋅} from Example 5.1.2. Then:

• Constraints γ1 = T and γ2 = k−∣cli≐k−∣cli are trivial. As a con-
sequence, γ1 and γ2 are equivalent.

• Constraint γ3 = n∣⋅ is non-satisfiable. Namely, because n∣⋅ is
instance-random, its contents cannot be known apart from the
protocol instance it occurs in. Formally, by Definition 5.1.3, for
any (C, π) there is no m′ with domain other than π such that
n∣π⋅ ≐ m′. As a consequence, γ3 is equivalent to F.

• Constraint γ4 = k−∣cli ∧ (id∣su ∨ id∣su≐age∣su) is non-trivial and
satisfiable. By boolean logic, it is equivalent to γ5 = (k−∣cli ∧
id∣su)∨ (k−∣cli ∧ id∣su≐age∣su). Moreover, it implies γ6 = k−∣cli.

Consider now the knowledge base C from Example 5.1.8. Because
γ1 and γ2 are trivial, they are satisfied in (C, π) and (C, η). Because
γ3 is non-satisfiable, it is not satisfied. In this case, γ4 is also not
satisfied in (C, π) and (C, η). Namely, for γ4 to be satisfied in (C, π)
(resp. (C, η)), a message content equivalent to k−∣πcli (resp. k−∣ηcli)
needs to be derivable: one verifies that this is not the case. Also, γ5

and γ6 are not satisfied.

5.3 Symbolic Derivability

We now introduce the symbolic derivability relation, that captures
exactly what messages can be derived from an instantiation of a
symbolic protocol under what conditions. This relation general-
ises the − relation introduced in Section 3.6. Recall that, to derive
a message using −, no elimination rules are applied to the result
of a construction rule; and that, under the EC and CC assumptions
from Section 3.6, this is sufficient to derive an actor’s view.4 Hence, 4 Intuitively, generalising − rather

than is easier because it allows
for a cleaner separation between
“internal” messages m∣π and external
messages. For instance, it can no longer
happen that message m∣π is derived
by elimination from a message that
both contains context items from
π and from other contexts because
such a message would need to be
constructed first. As a consequence,
the structure of auxiliary messages
needed to derive m∣π only depends on
messages in C. Generalising does not
seem straightforward.

our objective is to find out, given a set C of symbolic messages and
a symbolic message m, which constraints are needed for C − m∣π to
hold. More precisely, we are looking for constraints that are neces-
sary (if the message can be derived, then the constraint holds) and
sufficient (if the constraint holds, then the message can be derived):

Definition 5.3.1. Let C be a set of symbolic messages, m a symbolic
message, and γ a constraint. Then: (i) γ is sufficient for m in C if
whenever (C, π) instantiates C and γ is satisfied in (C, π), then C
m∣π ; (ii) γ is necessary for m if C whenever (C, π) instantiates C and
C m∣π , then γ is satisfied in (C, π).
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If there are satisfiable sufficient constraints for m in C, then we call
m possibly derivable from C. If γ is both necessary and sufficient for m
in C, then we simply call γ a constraint for m in C.

We demonstrate necessity and sufficiency by a small example:

Example 5.3.2. Consider the symbolic protocol role

C = {{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}, aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))}

from Example 5.1.6. Suppose that an actor knows messages instan-
tiating C, say in domain π. Clearly, if he knows the contents of key
k−∣πcli, he can obtain age∣πsu by decrypting the asymmetric encryp-
tion. Hence, γ1 = k−∣cli is a sufficient constraint for age∣su. (As a
consequence, age∣su is possibly derivable.) Using this secret key is
also the only way to obtain age∣πsu, i.e., γ1 is also necessary. Similarly,
γ2 = k−∣cli ∧ (id∣su ∨ id∣su≐age∣su) is sufficient but not necessary, and
γ3 = id∣su ∨ id∣su≐age∣su is neither necessary nor sufficient.

We find sufficient constraints by generalising the deductive sys-
tem for − from Chapter 3. Namely, we present a deductive system
that defines the notation C s γ⇒m, where C is a set of symbolic mes-
sages; γ is a constraint; and m is a symbolic message. Intuitively,
we ensure that our deductive system is “sound” (i.e., any constraint
γ is sufficient) and “complete” (i.e., whenever an instantiation of
m can be derived, the deductive system gives a satisfied constraint
γ). As a consequence, the disjunction γ1 ∨ . . . ∨ γk of all γi such that
C s γi⇒m is necessary for m.5 5 Indeed, our deductive system will

ensure that there are only finitely many
such γi .

To define the deductive system, we first specify how construction
and elimination rules act on symbolic messages. Analogously to
the instantiated case, a symbolic instantiation of construction rule
f(a1, . . . , ak)←b1, . . . , bl is a substitution σ of symbolic messages for
all variables in the rule, in which case we write

f(a1σ, . . . , akσ)←b1σ, . . . , blσ.

A symbolic instantiation of elimination rule f(a1, . . . , ak) ≐b1,...,≐blÐÐÐÐÐ→c is a
substitution σ of symbolic messages for all variables in the rule, in
which case we write f(a1σ, . . . , akσ) ≐b1σ,...,≐blσÐÐÐÐÐÐ→cσ6. 6 Unlike in the instantiated case,

we apply σ directly to the bi . Our
deductive system ensures that also
messages content equivalent to biσ are
allowed in derivations.

The idea of our symbolic deductive system (Figure 5.2) is to sym-
bolically mimic all operations of the instantiated deductive system
(Figure 3.4). Namely, suppose that C −m∣π , where (C, π) instantiates
C. Then m∣π is obtained by first applying rule ( −0) using a message
in the knowledge base, and then repeatedly applying rule ( −E). We
mimic these steps by symbolic rules ( s0) and ( sE). When apply-
ing ( sE), auxiliary messages are used that are obtained by possibly
applying rule ( +C) to applications of rule ( +0). We mimic ( +C)
by ( cC). auxiliary messages only need to be known up to content
equivalence; hence we mimic ( +0) by allowing message m itself
to be derivable from C ( c0); or a message m′ to be derivable from
C for which m≐m′ is is satisfiable ( c1); or a message from outside
the protocol instance to be derivable that is content equivalent to m

( c2).
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(m ∈ C) ( s0)
C s T⇒m

C s γ⇒m C c γ1⇒n1 . . . C c γk⇒nk
(m ≐n1,...,≐nkÐÐÐÐÐ→n) ( sE)

C s γ ∧ γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γk⇒n

C s γ⇒m
( c0)

C c γ⇒m

C
s γ⇒m

(m≐m′ satisfiable) ( c1)
C c γ ∧m≐m′

⇒m′
(m satisfiable) ( c2)

C c m⇒m

C c γ1⇒n1 . . . C c γl⇒nl
(f(m1, . . . ,mk)←n1, . . . ,nl) (

cC)
C c γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γl⇒f(m1, . . . ,mk)

Figure 5.2: Inference rules for the
symbolic derivability relation (C a set
of symbolic messages; γ, γi constraints;
m, mi , n, ni symbolic messages). In any
conjunction γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γk , duplicate and
trivial constraints are left out

We obtain the following definition and proposition:

Definition 5.3.3. Let C be a set of symbolic messages, m a symbolic
message, and γ a constraint. We say that m is symbolically derivable
from C using γ, denoted C s γ⇒m, if the conclusion C s γ⇒m

follows from the deductive system of Figure 5.2.

Proposition 5.3.4. Let C be a set of symbolic messages, C be a know-
ledge base and π a domain such that (C, π) instantiates C. Let m be a
symbolic message. Then:

C −m∣π iff ∃γ ∶ C s γ⇒m∧ γ satisfied in (C, π).

Proof. (Sketch.) If C − m∣π , then consider the derivation in tree
form7. Replace all largest subtrees that derive messages that have no 7 I.e., in which each node represents a

valid application of an inference rulecontext items from domain π by applications of ( s2). Then, replace
applications of ( −0) by ( s0); applications of ( +0) by ( c0) or
( c1) depending on their later use in ( +C); ( −E) by ( sE) and
( +C) by ( cC). The result is a proof tree of C s γ⇒m so that γ is
satisfied in (C, π). This proves the “only if” part of the Proposition.

For the “if” part of the Proposition, suppose C s γ⇒m and per-
form the translation in the opposite direction. In particular, for
( c2), m is satisfied so there is a proof tree for C − m for some m

with m ≐ m∣π , so replace the application of ( c2) by this proof tree.
The result is valid a proof tree for C −m∣π .

We now present some example symbolic derivations.

Example 5.3.5. Consider the symbolic protocol role

C = {{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}, aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))}

from Example 5.1.6. In Example 5.3.2, we claimed that k−∣cli is suffi-
cient for age∣su. Indeed, we have C s k−∣cli⇒age∣su by the derivation

( s0)
C s T⇒aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k

−
∣cli))

( c2)
C c k−∣cli⇒k−∣cli

( sE)
C s k−∣cli⇒{age∣su, n∣⋅}

( sE)
C s k−∣cli⇒age∣su Figure 5.3: Symbolic derivation from

Example 5.3.5
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( s0)
C s T⇒aenc(d1∣u,pk(k−∣srv))

( s0)
C s T⇒d2∣u

( c1)
C c d2∣u≐d1∣u⇒d1∣u

( s0)
C

s T⇒pk(k−∣srv)
( c0)

C c T⇒pk(k−∣srv)
( sE)

C s d2∣u≐d1∣u⇒d1∣u

Figure 5.4: Symbolic derivation from
Example 5.3.6

in Figure 5.3. As mentioned, if γi are all the constraints such that
C s γi⇒age∣su, then γ1 ∨ . . .∨γk is necessary. In this example, all such
constraints γi imply k−∣cli

8, so k−∣cli is necessary and sufficient for 8 For instance, k−∣cli ∧ pk(k−∣cli) can be
derived by applying a reconstruction
rule to obtain pk(k−∣cli) from the
encryption. This constraint clearly
implies k−∣cli.

age∣su, i.e., it is a constraint for age∣su in C.

Example 5.3.6. Consider the set

C = {aenc(d1∣u,pk(k−∣srv)),pk(k−∣srv), d2∣u}

of symbolic messages. The constraint d1∣u ∨ d2∣u≐d1∣u ∨ k−∣srv is neces-
sary and sufficient for d1∣u. For instance, C s d2∣u≐d1∣u⇒d1∣u follows
by the derivation shown in Figure 5.4.

5.4 Equatability

We now extend the above approach to direct equatability (Defin-
ition 3.5.2), the principle behind detectability and associability
(Definition 3.5.3).

We first extend our notion of constraints to reason about two
domains at once. For direct equatability, an actor needs to derive
a message m1 in one domain; it needs to be content equivalent to
a message m2 in the second domain; and he needs to derive the
second message. We capture these conditions about two different
domains with biconstraints. As before, they are boolean formu-
lae with conjunction ∧ and disjunction ∨, but now with different
atomic propositions. Namely, we have derivability constraints of
the form (m)l , (m)r, depending on whether they apply to the first
or second domain; and similarly for content equivalence constraints
(m≐m′)l , (m≐m′)r. In addition, we introduce correspondence con-
straints (m)l≐(m′)r, meaning that m and m′ should be content equi-
valent in their respective domains. Satisfaction of biconstraints is
defined as follows.

Definition 5.4.1. Let γ be a biconstraint, C a knowledge base, and
π, κ two distinct domains. Then γ is satisfied in (C, π), (C, κ) if one of
the following holds:

• γ = T;

• γ = (γ′)l , and γ′ is satisfied in (C, π); or γ = (γ′)r, and γ′ is
satisfied in (C, κ);

• γ = (m)l≐(m′)r, and m∣π ≐ m′∣κ ;
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• γ = γ1 ∨ γ2 and γ1 or γ2 is satisfied; or γ = γ1 ∧ γ2 and γ1, γ2 are
both satisfied.

Given a constraint γ, the biconstraints (γ)l , (γ)r are defined in
the obvious way, e.g., (γ1 ∨ γ2)l = (γ1)l ∨ (γ2)l . Note that γ is sat-
isfied in (C, π) iff (γ)l is satisfied in (C, π), (C, κ) (for any κ); and
similarly for (γ)r. Implication, equivalence, triviality, and satisfiabil-
ity of biconstraints are defined analogously to above.

We briefly demonstrate the above concepts:

Example 5.4.2. Consider the Symbolic Information Model

Psym = {k−∣cli, id∣su, age∣su, n∣⋅}

from Example 5.1.2.
Biconstraint γ1 = (k−∣cli)l≐(k−∣cli)r is satisfiable. Namely, it is sat-

isfied in (C, π), (C, η) if the same secret key is used in both domains
π, η. In particular, because k−∣cli is a symbolic identifier, this means
that the client in both contexts must be the same. On the other hand,
biconstraint γ2 = (n∣⋅)l≐(n∣⋅)r is not satisfiable because n∣⋅ is instance-
random.

Consider now knowledge base

C = {{pk(k−∣πcli), id∣πsu}, aenc({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ },pk(k−∣πcli)),

n∣η⋅ ,{pk(k−∣ηcli), id∣ηsu}, aenc({age∣ηsu, n∣η⋅ },pk(k−∣ηcli)).}

from Example 5.1.8, where k−∣πcli ≐ k−∣ηcli. Then γ1 is satisfied in
(C, π), (C, η). Also, γ3 = (pk(k−∣cli))l ∨ (id∣su)r is satisfied. Namely,
message pk(k−∣ηcli) content equivalent to pk(k−∣πcli) can be derived, so
(pk(k−∣cli))l is satisfied. Finally, γ4 = (id∣su)r is satisfied if and only
if id∣πsu ≐ id∣ηsu. Namely, id∣πsu is the only derivable message outside
domain η that could possibly be content equivalent to id∣ηsu.

We now define when constraints are necessary or sufficient to dir-
ectly equate symbolic items p,p′. There are two cases: either p and p′

are both instantiated in the same domain, or not. In the former case,
the constraints for p ≐ p′ are constraints, and we call them internally
sufficient or internally necessary. In the latter case, the constraints
are biconstraints, and we call them sufficient or necessary.

Definition 5.4.3. Let C,C′ be sets of symbolic messages; p,p′ sym-
bolic items. Let γ be a constraint, and γ′ a biconstraint.

• γ is internally sufficient for p ≐0 p′ in C if, whenever γ is satisfied in
instantiation (C, π) of C, then C p∣π ≐0 p′∣π ;

• γ′ is sufficient for p ≐0 p′ in C, C′ if, whenever γ is satisfied in
instantiations (C, π), (C, κ) of C, C′ (where π ≠ κ), then C p∣π ≐0

p′∣κ ;

• γ is internally necessary for p ≐0 p′ in C if whenever C p∣π ≐0 p′∣π
in instantiation (C, π) of C, then γ′ is satisfied.
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• γ′ is necessary for p ≐0 p′ in C, C′ if whenever C p∣π ≐0 p′∣κ
in instantiations (C, π), (C, κ) of C, C′ (where π ≠ κ), then γ′ is
satisfied.

If γ′ is necessary and sufficient for p ≐0 p′ in C, C′, then we simply
call γ′ a biconstraint for p ≐0 p′ in C, C′; if γ is internally sufficient
and internally necessary for p ≐0 p′ in C then we call it a constraint
for p ≐0 p′ in C.

Note that, if C = C′, then biconstraints γ′ for p ≐0 p′ in C, C′ deal
with the case when p, p′ come from different instances of C. On the
other hand, constraints γ for p ≐0 p′ in C deal with the case when p,
p′ are from the same instance (i.e., domain).

We demonstrate the definition by continuing our running ex-
ample.

Example 5.4.4. Recall the symbolic protocol roles from Example 5.1.6:

C1 = {{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}, aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))};

C2 = {n∣⋅,{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}, aenc({age∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))}}.

We claim that γ1 = (k−∣cli)l≐(k−∣cli)r is a biconstraint for k−∣cli ≐0

k−∣cli in C1, C2. That is, whenever an actor has performed the roles
corresponding to C1 and C2, he knows if the client’s private key was
the same or not. Indeed, both symbolic protocol roles contain the
client’s public key from which this knowledge follows directly.

Also, γ2 = (id∣su)l≐(age∣su)r is a biconstraint for id∣su ≐0 age∣su in
C1, C2. Indeed, it is clearly necessary. However, it is also sufficient:
if γ2 holds in instantiations (C, π), (C, κ) of C1, C2, then clearly C −

id∣πsu. Also, we have derivability of pk(k−∣κcli), n∣κ⋅ , and a message
content equivalent to age∣κsu, hence age∣κsu can be derived using the
reconstruction rule for aenc. So, whenever γ2 is satisfied, id∣πsu and
age∣κsu are derivable, hence directly equatable, i.e., γ1 is sufficient.

On the other hand, γ2 = (age∣su)l≐(id∣su)r is not sufficient for
age∣su ≐0 id∣su in C1, C2. Namely, if γ2 holds in instantiations (C, π),
(C, κ) of C1, C2, then C age∣πsu does not necessarily hold: the actor
does not know n∣π⋅ and hence needs k−∣πcli to derive age∣πsu. Indeed,
γ3 = (k−∣cli)l ∧ (age∣su)l≐(id∣su)r is necessary and sufficient.

We now show how to find biconstraints for direct equatability.
Let C and C′ be two symbolic protocol roles, and p, p′ two symbolic
items for which we want to analyse direct equatability. Intuitively,
we need to find messages from the two protocols that may be con-
tent equivalent, may be derivable by the actor, and from which con-
tent equivalence of the respective items can be concluded. Formally,
we find all (γi,mi, γ′i ,m

′
i) such that:

• for some z, mi@z = p and m′
i@z = p′;

• γi ≠ F is a constraint for mi in C;

• γ′i ≠ F is a constraint for m′
i in C′;

• mi ≐ m′
i is satisfiable in C, C′.
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It follows directly from Proposition 3.6.5 that the is a biconstraint for
p ≐0 p′:

⋁
i
((γi)l ∧ (mi ≐ m′

i)∧ (γ′i)r) .

We demonstrate the procedure with the following example.

Example 5.4.5. We continue with Example 5.4.4. We use the above
procedure to find biconstraints for age∣su ≐0 id∣su in C1, C2. For this,
we need to find tuples (γi,mi, γ′i ,m

′
i) satisfying the above conditions.

First, let us find possible candidates for γ′i and m′
i : that is, sym-

bolic messages m′
i such that m′

i@z = id∣su for some z, and γ′i ≠ F
is a constraint for mi in C2. Clearly, the only two possibilities are
(T,{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}) (with z = 2) and (T, id∣su) (with z = ε).

First, consider candidate (T,{pk(k−∣cli), id∣su}). We need to find
γi,mi such that mi@2 = age∣su, and γi ≠ F is a constraint for mi.
Moreover, (mi)l≐({pk(k−∣cli), id∣su})r needs to be satisfiable. Clearly,
such a pair does not exist: there is no mi with age∣su at the required
location.

Now, consider candidate (T, id∣su). We now need to find γi,mi

such that mi@ε = age∣su; γi ≠ F is a constraint for mi; and (mi)l≐(id∣su)r

is satisfiable. In this case, mi@ε = age∣su means that mi = age∣su;
moreover, one checks that γi = k−∣cli is a constraint for age∣su in C1.

Since this is the only possible candidate, we conclude that

(T)l ∧ (age∣su)l≐(id∣su)r ∧ (k−∣cli)r

is a biconstraint for age∣su ≐0 id∣su in C1, C2. Indeed, this biconstraint
is equivalent to the one we found in Example 5.4.4.

5.5 Analysing Detectability and Associability: Constraint Graph

In this section, we introduce the constraint graph, a visualisation of
relevant constraints for detectability and associability. Let {Pi(ri)∣pi}
be a set of symbolic profiles: profiles pi in protocol roles Pi(ri) whose
privacy we are interested in. The constraint graph shows under
what constraints pieces of personal information from these profiles
can be derived or equated to information from other protocols (lead-
ing to detectability); and under what constraints these profiles can
be associated to each other. We give a decision procedure showing
how privacy guarantees can be derived from this graph.

We now introduce a running example we will use throughout this
section.

Example 5.5.1. Consider an information system with three “authen-
tication protocols” Pi, i = 1, 2, 3. In each variant i, service provider
sp receives identifier id∣u and data data∣u about user u. In variant P1,
the identifier and data are sent directly. In variant P2, the identifier
and data are encrypted for a trusted third party ttp using its pub-
lic key pk(k−∣ttp). In variant P3, a nonce n∣⋅ is added to ensure the
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Constraint Message CE
⊺ id∣u 1
⊺ data∣u 1

(a) Derivation table for P1(sp)

Constraint Message CE
⊺ aenc({id∣u, data∣u},pk(k

−∣ttp)) 2
(pk(k−∣ttp)∧ data∣u ∧ id∣u)∨ k−∣ttp id∣u 1
(pk(k−∣ttp)∧ data∣u ∧ id∣u)∨ k−∣ttp data∣u 1
(pk(k−∣ttp)∧ data∣u ∧ id∣u)∨ k−∣ttp pk(k−∣ttp) 3
k−∣ttp k−∣ttp 4

(b) Derivation table for P2(sp)

Constraint Message CE
⊺ aenc({id∣u, data∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k

−∣ttp)) 5
k−∣ttp id∣u 1
k−∣ttp data∣u 1
k−∣ttp n∣⋅ 6
k−∣ttp k−∣ttp 4
k−∣ttp pk(k−∣ttp) 3

(c) Derivation table for P3(sp) Figure 5.5: Derivation tables for au-
thentication protocols (Example 5.5.1)

encryption is different every time:

P1(sp) = {{id∣u, data∣u}}
P2(sp) = {aenc({id∣u, data∣u},pk(k−∣ttp))}
P3(sp) = {aenc({id∣u, data∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣ttp))}

In this section, we will analyse the privacy of the user in these three
authentication protocols. Hence, we are interested in the symbolic
profiles P1(sp)∣u, P2(sp)∣u, and P3(sp)∣u.

As a first step towards building the constraint graph, we de-
termine derivation tables showing constraints and possible content
equivalences for each symbolic message. Namely, for each protocol
role Pi(ri) considered, we list possibly derivable messages m (except
lists9) and their constraints γ. We divide these messages m from all 9 Lists are irrelevant for our purposes

because any conclusions drawn from a
list can also be drawn from its elements

protocol roles into equivalence sets, numbered 1 , 2 , . . ., according
to possible content equivalence. Namely, ma and mb are in the same
equivalence set iff (ma)l≐(mb)r is satisfiable, either as a constraint
(i.e., within one protocol instance), or as a biconstraint (i.e., between
two protocol instances). For instance, the derivation tables for the
symbolic protocols from Example 5.5.1 are shown in Figure 5.5.

The constraint graph for a given set P of symbolic profiles consists
of two types of nodes: profile nodes and content equivalence nodes, and
labelled, undirected edges between them. Profile nodes are labelled
by a symbolic profile, and visualised as a box containing entries
γ⇒d∣p, where d∣p is a piece of personal information from the profile
and γ is its constraint. Intuitively, they show what information from
the profile can be derived. Content equivalence nodes are labelled
n @z, where n represents one of the above sets of equivalent mes-

sages, and z is a position in the messages. Edges between profile
nodes and content equivalence nodes are labelled by γ⇒d∣p, where
γ is a constraint and d∣p is a symbolic item; and are drawn solid or
dashed, as explained below. Intuitively, content equivalence nodes
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represent messages that are potentially useful for equating pieces of
personal information; edges indicate relevance of these messages to
the symbolic profile they are connected to.

The constraint graph is built by performing the following steps
for each symbolic profile P(r)∣p ∈P:

• Add a profile node for P(r)∣p ∈ P, containing entries γ⇒d∣p for all
items with profile p that are possibly derivable from P(r);

• For each message m with constraint γ ≠ F in P(r) (with label n ),
and z such that m@z is a symbolic identifier d∣p, add content equi-
valence node n @z (if it does not exist), and solid edge between
P(r)∣p and n @z labelled γ⇒d∣p;

• For each message m with constraint γ ≠ F in P(r) (with label n ),
and z ≠ ε such that m@z is a symbolic data item d∣p, add content
equivalence node n @z (if it does not exist), and dashed edge
between P(r)∣p and n @z labelled γ⇒d∣p;

Intuitively, derivability follows from the constraints shown inside a
profile node; equatability follows from links between profile nodes
and content equivalence nodes. For symbolic identifiers, equatabil-
ity is relevant both for detectability and for associability; in this case,
we draw solid edges between the profile node and all n @z repres-
enting the identifier. For symbolic data items, equatability is relevant
only for detectability; in this case, we do not allow z = ε10 and draw 10 If z = ε, i.e., the data item itself is

used for equatability, then the data
item can also be derived directly
without equatability

a dashed edge. Constraint graphs can be simplified in two ways.
First, if the messages mi represented by n contain instance-random
symbolic items and all mi@z are the same, the node and edges can
be removed. Second, edges γ1⇒d∣p, . . . , γk⇒d∣p between the same
nodes can be combined into one edge γ1 ∨ γk⇒d∣p.

We now apply the above procedure in our running example:

Example 5.5.2. Consider the symbolic profiles

P = {P1(sp)∣u, P2(sp)∣u, P3(sp)∣u}

from Example 5.5.1. We construct the constraint graph for P accord-
ing to the above procedure. The result is shown in Figure 5.6.

For P1(sp)∣u, we add a profile node containing T⇒id∣u, T⇒data∣u.
We also add content equivalence node 1 @ε and solid edge T⇒id∣u,
representing that the 1 -labelled message id∣u may be used to as-
sociate P1(sp)∣u to other profiles. Note that we do not have edge Figure 5.6: Constraint graph for three

variants of a simple authentication
protocol (Example 5.5.3)

T⇒id|u
P1(sp)|u

k−|ttp⇒ id|u
P3(sp)|u

k−|ttp⇒ data|u

(pk(k−|ttp) ∧ data|u ∧ id|u) ∨ k−|ttp⇒id|u

P2(sp)|u

1 @ε

(pk(k−|ttp) ∧ data|u ∧ id|u) ∨ k−|ttp⇒id|u

k−|ttp⇒id|u T⇒data|uT⇒id|u

T⇒id|u

T⇒data|u
(pk(k−|ttp) ∧ data|u ∧ id|u) ∨ k−|ttp⇒data|u

2 @11 2 @12
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Decision Procedure: Is d|πi undetectable? ((C, π) instantiates P(r))

d|πu may be
detectable via

NO, d|πu is
detectable

yes

no

yesDoes γ⇒d|u
occur in P(r)|u?

no

no

yes yes

no: try next outgoing edge

Is there an outgoing edge
γ⇒d|u from P(r)|u?

Is γ satis-
fied in (C, π)?

Is γ satis-
fied in (C, π)?

YES, d|πu is
undetectable

direct equatability

Figure 5.7: Decision procedure for
undetectability of a context item using
the constraint graphT⇒data∣u because the condition that the position ≠ ε is not satisfied;

intuitively, if we can derive data∣u then we don’t need equatability to
detect it.

For P2(sp)∣u, we also add an edge connecting it to 1 @ε. In
addition, we add content equivalence nodes 2 @11, 2 @12 rep-
resenting possible equatability of id∣u and data∣u from message
aenc({id∣u, data∣u},pk(k−∣ttp)).

For P3(sp)∣u, we do not need to add content equivalence nodes
5 @11, 5 @12 because aenc({id∣u, data∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣ttp)) contains an

instance-random item and is the only 5 -labelled message.

In Figure 5.7, we present a decision procedure for undetectab-
ility using a constraint graph. To guarantee undetectability of an
instantiation d∣πu of symbolic item d∣u, we need to guarantee that the
item can neither be derived directly, nor equated to another detect-
able item. Hence, we first check if d∣πu can be derived by checking
its constraints γ mentioned in the profile node (top line of boxes in
the figure). Then, we check if any messages mi∣π exist that may be
used to equate d∣πu to another context item, and whose constraint γi

is satisfied (middle line of boxes). If this is the case, then equatability
may be possible, so further study is needed.11 On the other hand, if

11 Namely, we can use the derivation
table to see which messages from
considered protocols may be content
equivalent to mi ∣

π , and hence to which
context items from considered proto-
cols d∣πu may be equated. However,
messages content equivalent to m∣π

may also occur in protocols that are not
in the constraint graph, so we cannot
guarantee undetectability.

neither d∣πu nor a message containing it has satisfied constraints, we
can guarantee undetectability of d∣πu (bottom box). In summary, γ is
sufficient for detectability of d∣u, and γ ∨⋁i(γi) is necessary.

In Figure 5.8, we present a decision procedure for unassociability
Figure 5.8: Decision procedure for
unassociability using the constraint
graph

Decision Procedure: Are ∗|πk , ∗|ηl unassociable? ((C, π), (C, η) instantiate P1(r1), P2(r2))

yes

Is γ1 satis-
fied in (C, π)?

Is γ2 satis-
fied in (C, η),
i in π, η CE?

yes

no

yesyes

no: try

associa-
NO,YES,

unasso-
ciable

MAY BE associable via
non-identifiers/external
protocols ble

∃ solid edge
γ1⇒id|k from

P1(r1)|k to i @z?

no
next

∃ solid edge
γ2⇒id′|l from
i @z to P2(r2)|l?

solid
edge

no: try
next
solid
edge
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using a constraint graph. To guarantee unassociability of instan-
tiations ∗∣πk , ∗∣ηl of symbolic profiles P1(r1)∣k, P2(r2)∣l, we need to
guarantee that no identifiers from the two instantiations can be dir-
ectly equated, and that no indirect associability via other contexts
is possible. For simplicity, our decision procedure only checks for
direct equatability and otherwise returns inconclusively. Namely,
we check if two content equivalent messages of the form i exist in
P1(r1), P2(r2), such that one message contains identifier id∣k and has
satisfied constraints γ1 in P1(r1)∣k, and the other message contains
identifier id′∣l and has satisfied constraints γ2 in P2(r2)∣l (top line of
boxes in the figure). If this is the case, then ∗∣πk and ∗∣ηl are associable.
If no such message i exists for P1(r1)∣k, then ∗∣πk and ∗∣ηl are not
associable. In other cases, further study is needed12. 12 Namely, if there is an outgoing solid

edge between P1(r1) and i @z, we
can use the derivation tables to see
what context items in other protocol
instances the respective identifier may
be equated to. However, messages
content equivalent to i may also
occur in protocols that are not in
the constraint graph, so we cannot
guarantee unassociability.

The following example demonstrates constraint graphs and the
privacy guarantees that can be derived from them:

Example 5.5.3. Consider the constraint graph from Figure 5.6. De-
tectability of data∣u for the different protocols can be analysed by
looking at the profile nodes, and their outgoing edges with label
γ⇒data∣u (cf. Figure 5.7). In P1, data∣u has constraint T, hence is al-
ways detectable. In P2, data∣u can be derived by either decrypting or
reconstructing the encryption; it may also be detectable via equat-
ability if encryption 2 occurs in other instances of P2 or outside of
the system. In P3, because of nonce n∣⋅, data∣u can be detected only if
k−∣ttp is known.

Associability of the user in different protocol instances is analysed
using the solid edges between profile nodes and content equivalence
nodes (cf. Figure 5.8). The T⇒id∣u-labelled edge between P1(sp)∣u
and 1 @ε indicates that the user profile in an instance of P1 can be
associated to any other context in which id∣u can be derived. The
k−∣ttp⇒id∣u-labelled edge between P3(sp)∣u and 1 ε shows that the
user in P3 can only be linked to other contexts if k−∣ttp is known. The

edge between P2(sp)∣u and 2 @11 shows that users from instances
of P2 with the same identifier, data and TTP are associable: this is
because of the deterministic encryption. Moreover, the edge between
P2(sp)∣u and 1 @ε shows that the user in P2 may be associable to the
user in P1 or P3 if constraint γ = (pk(k−∣ttp) ∧ data∣u ∧ id∣u) ∨ k−∣ttp

is satisfied, i.e., if the identifier in P2 can be derived. The constraint
graph guarantees that, if γ is not satisfied and message 2 does not
occur in other protocol instances, then the user profile in P2 is not
associable to other contexts.

5.6 Implementation

In this section, we present an algorithm for computing constraints
using the symbolic derivability relation introduced in Section 5.3.
The algorithm presented in this section works under the same as-
sumptions as the instantiated algorithm in Section 3.7, namely, the
EC and EE assumptions (that guarantee correctness of the deduct-
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Algorithm 2 Given C, compute all pairs (γ,m) s.t. γ is constraint for
m

{first, compute symbolic derivability without testing rules}
Cnew ∶= {(T,m) ∣ m ∈ C}

repeat
Cold ∶= Cnew

C+,Cnew ∶= ∅

{try to apply all non-testing elimination rules}
for all (γ0,m) ∈ Cold, inst. m ≐m1,...,≐mkÐÐÐÐÐÐ→n of non-testing rules do

for i = 1 to k do
find all γi,j such that Cold c∗ γi,j⇒mi
γi ∶= (⋁j γi,j) {collect all constraints for mi}

end for
C+ ∶= C+ ∪ {(γ0 ∧ γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γk,n)}

end for
{for each message, collect all constraints found}
M ∶= {m ∣ ∃γ /≡ F ∶ (γ,m) ∈ Cold ∪ C+} {messages with satisfiable con-
str.}
for all m ∈M do

γ ∶= {γ′ ∣ (γ′,m) ∈ Cold ∪C+}

Cnew ∶= Cnew ∪ {(∨γ,m)}
end for

until Cold ≡ Cnew {i.e., all constraints equivalent as predicates}
{compute all derivable messages using precomputed Cnew}
Cret ∶= ∅

for all possibly derivable m do
find all γj such that (C,Cnew) s∗ γj⇒m

Cret = Cret ∪ {(⋁j γj,m)} {⋁j γj is necessary and sufficient for m}
end for
return Cret

ive system presented in this chapter, see Proposition 5.3.4), and the
finiteness assumption (that guarantees termination). This algorithm
has been implemented in a Prolog-based tool for the symbolic ana-
lysis of privacy in communication protocols13. 13 Available at http://

code.google.com/p/
objective-privacy/

Our algorithm (Algorithm 2) is based on the two same basic ideas
as the instantiated algorithm in Section 3.7. Namely, the first idea
is to determine derivable messages by induction on the number of
recursive applications of ( sE). The present algorithm differs from
the instantiated one because each iteration does not just add new
messages, but also new constraints for existing messages. Indeed,
at the kth step, we determine which constraints γk are sufficient
to derive a message m using ≤k recursive applications of ( sE).
We keep a set Ck of such tuples (γk,m), and write Ck c∗ γ⇒m if
C c γ⇒m holds with ≤k recursive applications of ( sE). Relation c∗

follows from Ck by the inference rules in Figure 5.9. We then use c∗

to see which elimination rules can be applied in the next iteration. If,
for all messages m, the constraints from step k and from step k + 1 are
the same14, then the found constraints must be necessary as well as 14 I.e., if they are equivalent as predic-

atessufficient.
The second idea is that c can be evaluated without the use of

testing rules. More precisely, one can show that for every deriva-

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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tion C c γ⇒m, there exists a derivation C c γ′⇒m that does not use
testing rules such that γ implies γ′ (as constraints). Hence, we first
iteratively determine C1, . . . ,Ck as above, but without the use of test-
ing rules. Having computed Ck, we use it to determine constraints
for message m by evaluating s using c∗; formally, we evaluate the

s∗ relation as defined in Figure 5.9.
Our algorithm terminates because the main repeat...until loop is

executed finitely many times. Namely, first, note that only finitely
many messages are possibly derivable, and that constraints are
predicates over a finite set of symbols. Now, for each message m

with constraint γ, count the number of assignments of true and false
to these symbols such that γ does not hold. Because each iteration
replaces γ with a constraint γ such that γ ⇒ γ′, for each message
this number is decreasing. Moreover, we only continue iterating if,
for at least one message m, we have that γ′ /⇒ γ, Hence, for that
message, the number is strictly decreasing. This implies termination.

5.7 Variable-Length Lists

In this section, we outline how the above model can be extended to
deal with variable-length lists. The above model of symbolic proto-
cols assumes that the messages in all instantiations of the protocol
have the exact same form. This means that we cannot capture pro-
tocols in which the amount of information differs between protocol
instances. For instance, we cannot capture a protocol that sends
an encrypted list of all attributes about a user. Variable-length lists
address exactly this limitation.

The idea is introduce a new kind of symbolic message called a
var-list (extending Definition 5.1.5). A var-list is a message {m}F,
where m is a symbolic message, and F is a family capturing the kind
of list (“all user attributes”, “all revealed attributes”, ...). Intuitively,
{m}F represents an arbitrary number of messages of the form m.
In an instantiation, {m}F is replaced by a list {m@F1, . . . ,m@Fk}
of actual copies of m (where k depends on the instance). Here,
f(m1, . . . ,mn)@F j = f(m1@F j, . . . ,mn@F j)15 and v∣p@F j = v@F j∣v. Sym-

15 If a var-list occurs in a list m,
then we merge the lists. E.g.,
we instantiate {id∣u,{d∣u}all} by
{id∣u, d@all1∣u, d@all2∣u} instead of
{id∣u,{d@all1∣u, d@all2∣u}}.

bolic items v@F j∣v are called var-items (extending Definition 5.1.1).
Var-items v@F j∣v are instantiated to context items v@F j∣πv as usual;
Definition 5.1.3 is extended so that var-items behave the same as
symbolic items with the same variable. For instance, if variable v

Figure 5.9: Inference rules for the mod-
ified symbolic derivability relation
(C a set of pairs (γ,m), with γ a con-
straint and m a symbolic message; γ, γi
constraints; m, mi , n, ni symbolic mes-
sages). In any conjunction γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γk ,
duplicate and T constraints are left out

((γ,m) ∈ C) ( c∗0)
C c∗ γ⇒m

c
(m≐m′ sat.,
(γ,m′) ∈ C)

( c∗1)
C c∗ γ ∧m≐m′

⇒m
(m sat.) ( c∗2)

C c∗ m⇒m

C c∗ γ1⇒n1 . . . C c∗ γl⇒nl
(f(m1, . . . ,mk)←n1, . . . ,nl) (

c∗C)
C c∗ γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γl⇒f(m1, . . . ,mk)

(m ∈ C) ( s∗0)
(C,Ck

)
s∗ T⇒m

(C,Ck
)

s∗ γ⇒m Ck c∗ γ1⇒n1 . . . Ck c∗ γk⇒nk
(m ≐n1,...,≐nkÐÐÐÐÐ→n) ( s∗E)

(C,Ck
)

s∗ γ ∧ γ1 ∧ . . . ∧ γk⇒n
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is random, then instantiation v@all1∣πu of a var-item can be content
equivalent to any v∣ηl or v@Fk∣µn .

We now show how var-lists can be used to model more general
protocols.

Example 5.7.1. Consider a variation of the symbolic protocol from
Example 5.1.6. Suppose that, instead of the age of the user, we send
a list of all of the user’s attributes. This is modelled by the following
symbolic message (where family all represent “all attributes”):

aenc({{d∣su}all , n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli)).

For instance, this message can be instantiated by an encryption of
two data items:

aenc({d@all1∣πsu, d@all2∣πsu, n∣π⋅ },pk(k−∣πcli)).

Instead of modelling an encryption of a list of data items, we can
also model a list of encryptions of single data items:

{aenc({d∣su, n∣⋅},pk(k−∣cli))}all .

For instance, this message can be instantiated by:

{aenc({d@all1∣πsu, n@all1∣π⋅ },pk(k−@all1∣πcli)),

aenc({d@all2∣πsu, n@all2∣π⋅ },pk(k−@all2∣πcli))}.

Note that, by instance-randomness, n@all1∣⋅ and n@all2∣⋅ are two
different nonces, i.e., in any instantiation, n@all1∣π⋅ /≐ n@all2∣π⋅ .

The definitions of symbolic (bi)constraints and their necessity and
sufficiency remain unchanged; however, constraints that are both
necessary and sufficient may no longer exist. We demonstrate this in
an example.

Example 5.7.2. Consider the following symbolic protocol role

C = {d∣u,{enc(e∣u, f ∣u)}all}.

For any j, k, the following constraints are satisfiable:

d∣u≐e@all j∣u d∣u≐ f @all j∣u e@all j∣u≐ f @all j∣u.

Moreover, for any j, f @all j∣u and d∣u≐ f @all j∣u are sufficient constraints
for e@all j∣u. The first constraint shows that, for any index j, we can
use the respective decryption key f @all j∣u to obtain the respective
plaintext e@all j∣u. The second constraint shows that, for any index
j for which d∣u happens to have the same contents as f @all j∣u, item
e@all j∣u can be derived.

However, there are infinitely many more sufficient constraints for
e@all j∣u. Namely, for any k, the following constraint is sufficient:

d∣u≐ f @allk∣u ∧ e@allk∣u≐ f @all j∣u.

Indeed, one plaintext in the var-list may be the decryption key for
another encryption. Because k can be arbitrarily high, there is no
single necessary constraint for e@all j∣u other than T; in particular, no
constraint can be both necessary and sufficient.
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( s0)
C s T⇒{enc(e∣u, f ∣u)}all

( s@)
C

s T⇒enc(e@all?∣u, f @all?∣u)
( c2)

C
c f @all?∣u⇒ f @all?∣u

( sE)
C s f @all?∣u⇒e@all?∣u

(a) Deriving plaintext with key from list

( s0)
C s T⇒{enc(e∣u, f ∣u)}all

( s@)
C s T⇒enc(e@all?∣u, f @all?∣u)

( s0)
C s T⇒d∣u

( c1)
C s d∣u≐ f @all?∣u⇒ f @all?∣u

( sE)
C s d∣u≐ f @all?∣u⇒e@all?∣u

(b) Deriving plaintext using other protocol message

Figure 5.10: Derivations using pattern
constraints (Example 5.7.3)

To deal with the possibility of having infinitely many constraints,
we reason about var-lists by abstracting away from particular in-
dices. Namely, we introduce pattern constraints and pattern messages
in which we allow symbolic items f @all?∣u, where ? stands for “any
index”. We add the following rule to the deductive system for sym-
bolic derivability (Figure 5.2):

C s γ⇒{m}F
( s@)

C s γ⇒m@F?

Here, m@F? is defined like m@Fk, e.g., d∣u@all? = d@all?∣u. Intuit-
ively, rule ( s@) states that, from a var-list, any item can be derived.
The deductive system with this rule is evaluated as the original one.
Because of the approximation introduced, the necessity and suffi-
ciency guarantees of Proposition 5.3.4 no longer apply. However, we
conjecture that derived constraints are necessary “up to patterns”.
That is, if C − m∣π , then there exist pattern constraint γ′ and pattern
message m′ such that C s γ′⇒m′, and there exists a way of replacing
?’s in γ′ and m′ by (possibly different) indices such that m′ equals m
and γ′ is satisfied. Conversely, if C s γ⇒m and we replace all “?”’s
by the same (existing) index, then the resulting constraint should be
sufficient for the resulting message. (In particular, this is true for
constraints and messages without any “?”’s.) We leave a thorough
investigation of this reasoning as future work.

With patterns, we can indeed reason about var-lists using finite
constraints, as the next example shows:

Example 5.7.3. We revisit Example 5.7.2, in which we considered the
symbolic protocol role

C = {d∣u,{enc(e∣u, f ∣u)}all}.

By the derivations shown in Figure 5.10, we obtain

C s d∣u≐ f @all?∣u⇒e@all?∣u; C s f @all?∣u⇒e@all?∣u.
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Indeed, observe that all constraints from Example 5.7.2 are covered
by one of these two pattern constraints.

We can construct constraint graphs using pattern constraints;
the decision procedures from Figures 5.7 and 5.8 apply with two
caveats. First, as outlined above, pattern constraints are necessary
and sufficient only up to patterns, so detectability and associability
conclusions involving patterns should be interpreted as “maybe”s
(however, undetectability and unassociability results still hold).
Second, submessages of symbolic messages at different positions
may be equatable. For instance, if h({a})∣π ≐ h({{d}x,{e}y})∣π , then
both a∣π ≐ d@x1∣π and a∣π ≐ e@y1∣π are possible. As a consequence,
the position mentioned in content equivalence nodes is no longer
uniquely defined16. We leave a careful study of this issue as future 16 In fact, the satisfiability of m≐m′ is no

longer an equivalence relation.work.
In Chapter 7, we use var-lists to perform a symbolic analysis of

privacy in Identity Mixer.

5.8 Discussion

This chapter is mainly based on our previous paper on this topic17. 17 Veeningen et al. (2013b)

In the paper, the symbolic model is presented directly with variable-
length lists, and with the multiple data subjects extension from
Section 6.1. Also, the symbolic model there is described with respect
to a simplified instantiated model without an information layer. In
addition, there are some minor technical differences. However, the
key ideas and concepts in the paper and in this chapter are the same.

Implementing the symbolic model in an efficient way is quite
subtle. In particular, when many different items or messages can be
content equivalent to each other (i.e., are non-random), constraints
encountered in our iterative computation (Section 5.6) can become
complicated. Possibly, this latter problem can be relieved by first
computing constraints that do not use content equivalence (or: that
assume all content equivalence constraints to be true) and then
refining the result. We leave such optimisations as future work.

In formalising variable-length lists, we have attempted to leave
the original symbolic model unchanged as much as possible. In
particular, we think that “pattern constraints” strike an acceptable
balance between getting precise results and keeping changes to a
minimum. However, some situations cannot be captured by the
symbolic model (e.g., the same nonce occurring in each item of a
var-list), and some interesting ways of deriving information are
crudely approximated (cf. Example 5.7.2). Such generalisations, as
well as the formal grounding of the present approach, would be an
interesting direction for further study.
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IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS, we have introduced the basic com-
ponents of our framework. However, to apply the framework in
practice, it may be needed to extend it; for instance, to cover ad-
ditional cryptographic primitives, or additional types of personal
information. In this chapter, we present several such extensions.
These extensions will be used to model and analyse the case studies
in Chapters 7 and 8.

Outline In this chapter:

• We propose an extension to the Personal Information Model to
capture pieces of information with multiple data subjects (§6.1);

• We propose an extension to the Personal Information Model to
capture predicates defined on pieces of personal information
(§6.2);

• We capture the evolution of knowledge by modelling communic-
ation traces (§6.3);

• We introduce models for zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge
(§6.4) and anonymous credentials (§6.5).

6.1 Multiple Data Subjects

In this section, we model pieces of information that relate to mul-
tiple data subjects. Definition 2.1.1 defined a basic PI Model, in
which every piece of information has one unique data subject. How-
ever, this is not always sufficient. For instance, consider a piece
of information representing a symmetric key shared between two
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Description Type Context layer Inf. layer data subjects
Data item D/k d∣κp1,...,pk ;⊺ d∣1, . . . , d∣k
Global identifier I/k i∣κp1,...,pk ;∅ i∣1, . . . , i∣k
Local identifier I/k/l i∣κp1,...,pk ;q1,...,ql i∣1, . . . , i∣k, i∣;1, . . . , i∣;l

Table 6.1: Types of personal inform-
ation in the “multiple data subjects”
extension of the PI Model

parties. Using the original model, this key would either need to be
considered non-personal information, or information about only one
of the two parties. Similarly, a piece of information representing the
final result of a chess match should be regarded as a data item about
both competitors, which is not expressible in our original formalism.
The alternative definition of PI Model we present in this section ad-
dresses this limitation. In addition, it allows identifiers that do not
globally identify a person but only locally with respect to some third
party: e.g., if multiple parties use sequential numbers to identify
database records, then such identifiers only identify a person within
the respective database. We will use pieces of information with mul-
tiple data subjects and local identifiers when symbolically analysing
Identity Mixer in Section 7.8.

Modified Definition of Information Model

To allow the modelling of pieces of information with multiple data
subjects, we distinguish between different types of personal items
according to whether they are data items, global identifiers, or local
identifiers; and according to the number of data subjects. For in-
stance, type D/2 represents a data item with two data subjects: con-
text data item score∣γ1

wh,bl of type D/2 might represent the score of a
chess match γ1 between two players ∗∣γ1

wh and ∗∣γ1
bl . Context data item

score∣γ1
wh,bl could map to data item score1353, also of type D/2, at the

information layer. The related relation⇔ can no longer be defined
on information-layer items (because they have multiple data sub-
jects): instead, it is now defined on their “data subjects”, in this case
score1353∣1 and score1353∣2.

Table 6.1 shows the different types of personal information we
consider; their types; their context-layer representations; and their
information-layer data subjects. Hence, an item of type D/k is a data
items with k data subjects; an item of type I/k is a global identifier
with k data subjects. An item of type I/k/l is a local identifier with k
data subjects defined with respect to l other parties. For instance, at
the context layer, id∣πu;idp represents an identifier of the user represen-
ted by context ∗∣πu , that is only guaranteed to be unique with respect
to identity provider represented by context ∗∣πidp. If this context local
identifier corresponds to local identifier ida at the information layer,
then ida∣1 and ida∣;1 refer to the user and identity provider, respect-
ively. These “data subjects” ida∣1 and ida∣;1 are used to define the
related relation⇔ below.

Definition 6.1.1. A Personal Information (PI) Model (in the “multiple
data subjects” extension) is a tuple

(Octx,Oinf, Ocnt,⇔, σ, τ)
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such that:

• Octx is a set of context personal items of the form v∣κA;B. Here, v is
called the variable; κ is called the domain; A (a k-length sequence of
profiles) is called the topic; and B is called the scope. Each context
personal information o has a type t(o). Context data items Dctx ⊂
Octx have scope ⊺ and type D/k. Context global identifiers Ictx

g ⊂ Octx

have scope ∅ and type I/k. Context local identifiers Ictx
l ⊂ Octx have

as scope a l-length sequence of profiles and type I/k/l.

• Oinf is a set of personal items o with associated type t(o). Data items
Dinf ⊂ Oinf have type D/k. Global identifiers I inf

g ⊂ Oinf have type
I/k. Local identifiers I inf

l ⊂ Oinf have type I/k/l.

• Ocnt ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is a set of contents items;

• ⇔ is an equivalence relation on data subjects o∣i, o∣;i of personal
items o ∈ Oinf called the related relation;

• σ is a map Octx → Oinf such that 1) for all o ∈ Octx, t(σ(o)) = t(o);
2) if d1, d2 ∈ Octx from the same context have overlapping topics
or scopes, then the respective data subjects of σ(d1) and σ(d2) are
related1; 1 For instance, σ(d∣πcl,srv;⊺)∣2 ⇔

σ(id∣πsrv;∅)∣1, and similarly for other
combinations.• τ is a map Oinf → Ocnt such that 1) for i, j ∈ I inf

g with t(i) =
t(j) = I/k: if τ(i) = τ(j), then i = j; and 2) for any i, j ∈ I inf

l with
t(i) = t(j) = I/k/l: if τ(i) = τ(j) and i∣;m ⇔ j∣;m for all m ∈ {1, . . . , l},
then i = j.

The original definition of view can be used with this modified
definition of PI Model. For coalition graphs, slight (but obvious)
technical changes are needed.

We now give a small example.

Example 6.1.2. Consider a PI Model modelling information about
two chess players a and b and a match between them. Namely, we
model a database containing an identifier and the home country
of each player; and the result of a chess match between the two
players.

At the context layer, the database containing the entries about the
two players is modelled by context items id∣db

1;∅, country∣db
1;⊺, id∣db

2;∅,
and country∣dbn

2;⊺ (where ∗∣db
1 represents player a and ∗∣db

2 represents
player b). The chess match is modelled by a domain π with context
items id∣πwhite;∅, id∣πblack;∅, score∣πwhite,black (where ∗∣πwhite represents
player a and ∗∣πblack represents player b).

At the information layer, the identifiers of the two players are
modelled by global identifiers ida, idb ∈ I inf

g of type I/1, and their
home countries by data items countrya, countryb ∈ Dinf of type D/1,
respectively. The final score of the match is modelled by a data item
score1353 ∈ Dinf of type D/2 such that

ida∣1 ⇔ countrya∣1 ⇔ score1353∣1; idb∣1 ⇔ countryb∣1 ⇔ score1353∣2.
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A possible view on this PI Model is Vc = (Oc,↔c), where

Oc = {id∣db
2;∅, country∣db

2;⊺, id∣πwhite;∅, id∣πblack;∅, score∣πwhite,black}

and ∗∣db
2 ↔c ∗∣πblack. The actor holding this view knows the database

entry about player b and the information about the chess match;
moreover, he knows that the player in the database and the black
player of the match are the same.

Reasoning about Multiple Data Subjects

Extending the reasoning systems of Chapters 3–5 to the multiple
data subjects extension is straightforward.

When using the instantiated model from Chapter 3, we only
need to change the associability rule from Definition 3.5.3 to take
into account local and global identifiers. Rather than looking at the
profile of an identifier, we now need to look at its topic and scope:

Definition 6.1.3. Let ∗∣πa and ∗∣ηc be two contexts, and i1, i2 be two
context identifiers. We say that i1, i2 link contexts ∗∣πa and ∗∣ηc if

i1 = i∣π{ai};{bj} ∧ i2 = i∣η{ci};{dj}
∧∀i ∶ ∗∣πbi

⇔ ∗∣ηdi
∧∃j ∶ a = aj ∧ c = cj.

Then, we define the associability relation↔ in an actor’s view
as the least equivalence relation on contexts such that whenever
C i1 ≐ i2 and i1, i2 link ∗∣πa and ∗∣ηc , then ∗∣πa ↔ ∗∣ηc .

The example below demonstrates associability in the multiple
data subjects extension:

Example 6.1.4. Consider the PI Model in the multiple data subjects
extension from Example 6.1.2, in which we modelled two chess
players and a match between them. Consider knowledge base

C = {id∣db
2;∅, country∣db

2;⊺, id∣πwhite;∅, id∣πblack;∅, score∣πwhite,black}

on this PI Model, where id∣db
2;∅ and id∣πblack;∅ are two context iden-

tifiers representing the same identifier. In the view Vc = (Oc,↔c)
corresponding to C, clearly Oc = C: all items in the knowledge base
are pieces of personal information. Moreover, ∗∣db

2 ↔c ∗∣πblack: indeed,
context identifiers id∣db

2;∅ and id∣πblack;∅ link contexts ∗∣db
2 ↔c ∗∣πblack

according to the above definition. However, context ∗∣πwhite is not
associable to other contexts.

The equational model (Chapter 4) and the symbolic model
(Chapter 5) can be adapted similarly. For the equational model,
Definition 4.3.8 changes analogously to above; for the symbolic
model, the constraints graph (Section 5.5) should take into account
that a single identifier can be used to link different profiles, and that
a single piece of information can occur in multiple profile nodes.
Currently, only our implementation of the symbolic model2 sup- 2 Available at http://code.google.

com/p/objective-privacy/ports this extension.

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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Discussion

In the above definitions, topics (and scopes of context local iden-
tifiers) are (ordered) sequences rather than sets. For instance, an
identifier id has a well-defined “first data subject” id∣1 and “second
data subject” id∣2. Context-layer representations need to respect this,
e.g., if id∣πa,b;∅ instantiates id, then context ∗∣πa represents data sub-
ject id∣1 and context ∗∣πb represents data subject id∣2. For pieces of
information that are essentially symmetric (such as shared keys),
this model may not be accurate because an actor who sees the same
information twice, may not know which topics correspond. We ad-
opted the present definition because it is easier than one in which
topics are sets. Moreover, even if information is symmetric, there is
usually some asymmetry in how it is used. For instance, a key can
be shared between a client and a server: in this case, we can simply
adopt the convention that the first data subject is the client and the
second one is the server.

In earlier work3, this extension was presented in combination 3 Veeningen et al. (2013b)

with the Symbolic Information Model.

6.2 Attribute Predicates

We now present an extension of our PI Model formalism (cf. Defin-
ition 2.1.1) modelling boolean predicates (e.g., “this age is over 60”)
on pieces of information. The explicit modelling of predicates allows
us to define privacy properties like “the service provider should
learn that the age of the data subject is over 60, but it should not
learn the actual age” at a high-level, and verify them automatically.
We will use this extension in our identity management case study
(Chapter 7).

Modified Definition of Information Model

We consider a fixed set of boolean predicates relevant to the applic-
ation domain. If an identifier or data item satisfies the predicate, a
predicate item is added to the PI Model. For instance, consider pre-
dicate gt60 representing that an age is over 60. If data item d ∈ Dinf

is an age over 60, we add predicate item d?gt60 to the PI Model. If d
has context-layer representation d∣πk , then d?gt60 has context-layer
representation d?gt60∣πk . If predicate item d?gt60 does not exist, then
either d it is not an age, or it is an age below 60. Formally:

Definition 6.2.1. A Personal Information (PI) Model (in the “attribute
predicates” extension) is a tuple

(Octx,Oinf, Ocnt,⇔, σ, τ)

such that:

• Octx is a set of context personal items of the form v∣κa . Here, v is
called the variable, κ is called the domain, and a is called the pro-
file. Octx is partitioned into context data items Dctx ⊂ Octx, context
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identifiers Ictx ⊂ Octx, and context predicate item

Rctx = {d?p∣πk ∣ d∣πk ∈ Dctx ∪ Ictx, σ(d∣πk )?p ∈Rinf} ⊂ Octx

(withRinf defined below);

• Oinf is a set of personal items, partitioned into sets Dinf ⊂ Oinf of
data items, I inf ⊂ Oinf of identifiers, andRinf ⊂ Oinf of predicate items
of the form p?pr with p ∈ Dinf ∪ I inf and pr a predicate;

• Ocnt ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is a set of contents items;

• ⇔ is an equivalence relation on Oinf called the related relation,
such that p?pr ⇔ p for all p, pr;

• σ is a map Octx → Oinf such that 1) σ(Ictx) ⊂ I inf, σ(Dctx) ⊂ Dinf,
and σ(d?pr ∣πk ) = σ(d∣πk )?pr; 2) σ(x∣κk)⇔ σ(y∣κk) for all x∣κk , y∣κk ;

• τ is a map Oinf → Ocnt such that 1) for any identifiers i, j ∈ I inf:
if τ(i) = τ(j), then i = j; 2) for any predicate items p?pr, q?pr,
τ(p?pr) = τ(q?pr);

Compared to the original definition of PI Model (Definition 2.1.1),
we additionally define predicate items at the context and informa-
tion layers, and define how⇔, σ and τ operate on them. Namely,
predicate items are related to the personal items they are a predic-
ate about (fourth bullet point); predicate items at the context and
information layer are consistent (fifth bullet point); and the con-
tents of predicate items are independent from which item they are a
predicate about (sixth bullet point).

The original definitions of views and coalition graphs can be used
with this modified definition of PI Model.

We now give a small example.

Example 6.2.2. Consider a PI Model consisting of three data items
Dinf = {agec, aged, aptnoc}. Data items agec, aged represent the
ages of two data subjects; aptnoc represents the number of the
apartment that the first data subject lives in. Consider predic-
ate gt60 representing that an age is over 60. If agec, aged satisfy
the predicate gt60, thenRinf = {agec?gt60, aged?gt60}. By defin-
ition, τ(agec?gt60) = τ(aged?gt60). Although agec and aged both
satisfy predicate gt60, they may not have the same contents, e.g.,
τ(agec) = “60′′ ≠ “62′′ = τ(aged). Similarly, although agec and aptnoc

do not both satisfy predicate gt60, they may still have the same con-
tents (because information aptnoc is of a different kind).

Suppose that agec, aged, aptnoc have context-layer representations
Dctx = {age∣πu , age∣ηu, aptno∣πu }, respectively. Then the set of context
predicate items is Rctx = {age?gt60∣πu , age?gt60∣

η
u}.

Reasoning about Attribute Predicates

To extend the reasoning system from Chapter 3 to the attribute pre-
dicates extension, we need to modify the definitions of derivability
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( 0)
C h(age∣πu )

( 0)
C aptno∣πu

( E)
C age∣πu

( R)
C age?gt60∣

π
u

Figure 6.1: Derivation of predicate
items (Example 6.2.3)

(Definition 3.3.4), and direct equatability (Definition 3.5.2). For de-
rivability, we add an inference rule

C d∣πk (d?p∣πk ∈ Rctx) ( R)
C d?p∣πk

to the deductive system of Figure 3.1, allowing an actor to de-
rive predicates about attributes he knows. If an actor can equate
two attributes, we also allow him to equate their predicates; this
knowledge may be used to detect predicates in new contexts.
Formally, we change Definition 3.5.2 so that, if C d∣πk ≐ e∣ηl and
d?p∣πk , e?p∣ηl ∈ R

ctx, then also C d?p∣πk ≐ e?p∣ηl .
We demonstrate reasoning about attribute predicates with an

example.

Example 6.2.3. Consider again the PI Model in the attribute predic-
ates extension from Example 6.2.2. This PI Model consists of three
data items Dinf = {agec, aged, aptnoc} with τ(agec) = τ(aptnoc) ≠
τ(aged) and predicatesRinf = {agec?gt60, aged?gt60}; and respective
context-layer representations

Dctx = {age∣πu , age∣ηu, aptno∣πu }; Rctx = {age?gt60∣πu , age?gt60∣
η
u}.

Now consider knowledge base C = {h(age∣πu ), aptno∣πu , age?gt60∣
η
u}. We

have that C age?gt60∣πu by the derivation shown in Figure 6.1. Intuit-
ively, the actor can derive age∣πu by reconstruction, and then find out
that it is greater than 60. In fact, the view V = (O,↔) corresponding
to C consists of O = {age∣πu , aptno∣πu , age?gt60∣πu , age?gt60∣

η
u} and no

associable contexts.

Discussion

Above, we have considered the present extension only for the rule-
based framework of Chapter 3. Our tool4 for the formal analysis of 4 Available at http://code.google.

com/p/objective-privacy/privacy in communication protocols implements this extension.
However, we do not consider the extension for the equational

framework of Chapter 4 or the symbolic framework of Chapter 5.
It should be possible to define attribute predicates in the equational
framework of Chapter 4, but this would make it harder to automat-
ically compute views. Without attribute predicates, detectability
in our model is equivalent to deducibility plus a list of non-static
equivalences. Because attribute predicates introduce dependencies

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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between equatability of different pairs of items, the correspondence
between detectability and equational properties would become more
complicated. Similarly, defining attribute predicates in the symbolic
framework of Chapter 5 may be possible, but would complicate
the decision procedure for detectability (Figure 5.7). We leave the
definition in the equational and symbolic models as future work.

In earlier work5, this extension was presented in combination 5 Veeningen et al. (2014)

with the Personal Information Model.

6.3 States, Traces, and System Evolution

So far, we have shown how the knowledge about personal inform-
ation of actors and coalitions follows from sets of known messages.
However, instead of specifying these sets, it is more intuitive to
model a scenario by specifying the initial knowledge of actors and
the messages they exchange. Moreover, by modelling the exchange
of messages, we can verify that modelled initial knowledge of the
actors is sufficient to send each message, which ensures that we get
a complete picture of actor knowledge. For instance, if a protocol
involves an actor sending an encryption randomised with a fresh
nonce, we can check that the actor knew the nonce before sending
the message – which is relevant, e.g., for checking that he can derive
the plaintext using a reconstruction rule. In this section, we intro-
duce a light-weight formalism for the exchange of messages by act-
ors, and show how it is used to ensure that all relevant knowledge is
modelled.

Our model of system evolution consists of states, which capture
the knowledge of all actors in a system at a certain point in time; and
traces, which model communication steps that result in new states.
Each actor has his own knowledge base. The knowledge about
personal information by an actor, captured by his view, follows from
his knowledge base. The knowledge of coalitions of actors follows
from the union of their respective knowledge bases:

Definition 6.3.1. Let A be a set of actors, and I an Information
Model.

• A state is a collection {Cx}x∈A of knowledge bases about I;

• The view of actor a ∈ A in state {Cx}x∈A is the view corresponding
to knowledge base Ca (Definition 3.5.3);

• The view of coalition {a1, . . . , ak} ⊂ A of actors in state {Cx}x∈A is the
view corresponding to knowledge base Ca1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cak .

We assume that Information Model I is fixed. That is, changes in
knowledge during the system evolution are modelled by different
states of the same Information Model I.

A trace is a sequence of communication steps, modelled by trans-
missions. A transmission a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ m models that actor a uses
communication address ida (typically, an identifier corresponding to
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his protocol role) to send message m to actor b with communication
address idb. A trace T is a sequence t1;⋯; tk of transmissions. States
evolve by traces so that the actors involved learn the messages they
exchange:

Definition 6.3.2. An evolution from state {C0
x}x∈A into state {Ck

x}x∈A
by trace t1;⋯; tk is a series of steps (let ti = ai(idi)→ bi(id′i) ∶ mi):

{C0
x}x∈A

t1→ {C1
x}x∈A

t2→ ⋯ tn→ {Cn
x}x∈A,

where Ci
a = Ci−1

a ∪ {idi, id
′
i ,mi}; Ci

b = C
i−1
b ∪ {idi, id

′
i ,mi}; and Ci

z = Ci−1
z for

all other actors z ∈ A∖ {a, b}.

Hence, from a transmission a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ m, actors a and b
learn messages m as well as the communication addresses ida, idb;
other actors learn nothing.

The following example demonstrates traces, states, and transmis-
sions.

Example 6.3.3. We revisit Example 3.5.1 (page 44), in which a client
cli and server srv exchange personal information about a data sub-
ject. We model a complete system evolution as a trace executed from
an initial state.

We are interested in the knowledge of two actors A = {cli, srv}:
the client and server. The initial state {C0

x}x∈A captures their initial
knowledge. This should include all information needed for the
communication to take place; so in particular, the client needs to
know the communication address of the server, and the server needs
to know his private key. Analogously to Example 3.5.1, for the client
we take:

C0
cli = {nm∣ab

12, teln∣ab
12, nm∣ab

4 , id∣ab
4 , skey∣⋅⋅,pk(k−∣⋅srv), ip∣⋅me, ip∣⋅srv},

where ip∣⋅me, ip∣⋅srv represent the communication addresses of the
client and server, respectively. Similarly, for the server, we take:

C0
srv = {col1∣db

1 , key∣db
1 , col1∣db

2 , key∣db
2 , n∣⋅⋅, skey∣⋅⋅, k−∣⋅srv, ip∣⋅srv},

where n∣⋅⋅ is the nonce from the server’s reply. Communication con-
sists of a query by the client, and a response by the server (See Ex-
ample 3.5.1), formalised by the following trace:

cli(ip∣πcli)→ srv(ip∣πsrv) ∶ enc(id∣πsu, shkey∣π⋅ );

srv(ip∣πsrv)→ cli(ip∣πcli) ∶ enc({id∣πsu,sig({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ }, k−∣πsrv)}, shkey∣π⋅ ).

State {C0
x}x∈A evolves by this trace into state {Cx}x∈A shown in Fig-

ure 6.2. Note that, apart from the communication addresses, Ccli is
as in Example 3.5.1. Hence, the knowledge of cli, srv, and coalition
{cli, srv} about Alice and Bob in this state is as in Example 3.5.4.

We now show how to verify that all knowledge required for the
communication in a trace has been modelled. For this, we need to
model whether a context item has occurred in communication be-
fore. When an actor a initiates a protocol instance π in state {Cx}x∈A,
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Ccli = {nm∣ab
12, teln∣ab

12, nm∣ab
4 , id∣ab

4 , skey∣⋅⋅,pk(k
−
∣
⋅
srv), ip∣⋅me, ip∣⋅srv, ip∣πcli,

ip∣πsrv, enc(id∣πsu, shkey∣π⋅ ), enc({id∣
π
su, sig({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ }, k−∣πsrv)}, shkey∣π⋅ )}

Csrv = {col1∣db
1 , key∣db

1 , col1∣db
2 , key∣db

2 , n∣⋅⋅, skey∣⋅⋅, k−∣⋅srv, ip∣⋅srv, ip∣πcli, ip∣πsrv,

enc(id∣πsu, shkey∣π⋅ ), enc({id∣
π
su, sig({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ }, k−∣πsrv)}, shkey∣π⋅ )}

Figure 6.2: State after system evolution
in Example 6.3.3

no communication in the protocol instance has taken place yet, so
the state does not contain context items with domain π. Hence,
to check whether a can send message m∣π , we cannot just verify if
Ca m∣π . Instead, we need to model that the actor “instantiates”
the context items in m∣π by items from other domains. On the other
hand, if actor b wants to reply to message m∣π , then he no longer has
the freedom to instantiate the contents of context items from m∣π . In
the former case, we call the context items undetermined; in the latter
case, we call them determined:

Definition 6.3.4. Let {Cx}x∈A be a state. We say that p ∈ Pc is de-
termined in {Cx}x∈A if, for some a ∈ A and m ∈ Ca, p occurs in m.6 6 Or, when using the attribute pre-

dicates extension from the previous
section, if p is a predicate d?pr ∣

π
k of a

determined context item d∣πk

Otherwise, we say that p is undetermined.

We now formalise when an actor has sufficient knowledge in a
certain state to send a certain message m∣π . The actor can instantiate
any undetermined items in m∣π , but needs to respect the existing
instantiation of determined items in m∣π . Intuitively, we formal-
ise “sufficient knowledge” by requiring that message m∣π does not
change the view of the actor in any essential way. Namely, we re-
quire that the actor can derive a message n containing the same
information as m such that everything he can learn from m∣π , he can
also learn from n. For instance, if m∣π contains a piece of information
that the actor can associate to some context, then the actor should
also be able to associate the corresponding piece of information in
n to that same context. Because he can derive n, he does not learn
anything from m∣π . Formally:

Definition 6.3.5. Let {Cx}x∈A be a state, and a ∈ A an actor. Context
message m is determinable by a in {Cx}x∈A if there exists a context
message n such that Ca n, and the following conditions hold:

1. For all z, σ(n@z) = σ(m@z);

2. If m@z is determined, then C m@z ≐ n@z;

3. If m@z1 = m@z2, then C n@z1 ≐ n@z2;

4. If m@z = d∣κk (k ≠ ⋅), n@z = d′∣πl (l ≠ ⋅), and some i∣κk ∈ Ictx is
determined, then ∗∣κk ↔a ∗∣πl ;

5. If m@z1 = d∣κk , m@z2 = d′∣κk (k ≠ ⋅), n@z1 = e∣πl (l ≠ ⋅), and n@z2 = f ∣ηm
(m ≠ ⋅), then ∗∣πl ↔a ∗∣ηm.
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Condition 1 states that message n should contain the same in-
formation as m. Condition 2 states the actor can only replace determ-
ined items by other items that he can equate them to; condition 3
states that he should replace items consistently. Conditions 4 and 5
ensure that the actor cannot learn new associations by using n as m:
condition 4 ensures that he does not learn associations between new
and existing information; condition 5 ensures that he does not learn
associations between new information.

The following example demonstrates determinability:

Example 6.3.6. Consider the state {C0
x}x∈A from Example 6.3.3. The

client’s message m = enc(id∣πsu, shkey∣π⋅ ) is determinable by cli in
this state. Namely, take n = enc(id∣ab

4 , skey∣⋅⋅): this message trivially
satisfies conditions 1–5 of the definition.

Also, the server’s reply to this message is determinable. Namely,
consider the state {C1

x}x∈A that {C0
x}x∈A evolves into. The server’s

knowledge base in {C1
x}x∈A is:

C1
srv = {col1∣db

1 , key∣db
1 , col1∣db

2 , key∣db
2 , n∣⋅⋅, skey∣⋅⋅, k−∣⋅srv, ip∣⋅srv,

ip∣πcli, ip∣πsrv, enc(id∣πsu, shkey∣π⋅ )},

and the server’s reply is:

m = enc({id∣πsu, sig({age∣πsu, n∣π⋅ }, k−∣πsrv)}, shkey∣π⋅ ).

Indeed, one can verify that

n = enc({id∣πsu, sig({col1∣db
1 , n∣⋅⋅}, k−∣⋅srv)}, shkey∣π⋅ )

satisfies the conditions from the above definition. Namely, n contains
the same information as m (condition 1); all determined items from
m are the same in n (condition 2); all undetermined items have (trivi-
ally) been replaced consistently (condition 3); and ∗∣db

1 ↔srv ∗∣πsu, i.e.,
the message contains only known associations (condition 4). Condi-
tion 5 holds trivially because no two different context items from the
same context are instantiated.

The validity of a trace is defined by verifying determinability at
every communication step. Namely, in order to send a message,
an actor should be able to determine the message as well as the
communication identifiers used:

Definition 6.3.7. Let {Cx}x∈A be a state, and t = a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ m
a transmission. We say that t is valid in {Cx}x∈A if the message
{ida, ida,m} is determinable by a in {Cx}x∈A. Trace t1;⋯; tk is valid
in state {C0

x}x∈A if, in the evolution

{C0
x}x∈A

t1→ {C1
x}x∈A

t2→ ⋯ tn→ {Cn
x}x∈A,

each transmission ti is valid in respective state {Ci−1
x }x∈A.

The following example shows validity of transmissions and
traces.
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Construction/Elimination Rules zk(s, p, n1, n2)←s, p, n1, n2

zk(s, p, n1, n2)Ð→p zk(s, p, n1, n2)
≐n1ÐÐ→s zk(s, p, n1, n2)

≐n1ÐÐ→n1

Transmission Vailidity a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ zk(s,p,n1,n2) valid if:

{ida, idb, s,p,n1} determinable by a, n2 determinable by b

Figure 6.3: Formal model of zero-
knowledge proofs; reconstruction rule
is implicit

Example 6.3.8. Consider the trace given in Example 6.3.3. In Ex-
ample 6.3.6, we showed determinability of the two messages trans-
mitted in the trace; this argument can be easily extended to include
determinability of the communication identifiers. Therefore, the two
transmissions are valid in their respective states. Hence, the given
trace is valid.

Our tool7 for the formal analysis of privacy in communication 7 Available at http://code.google.
com/p/objective-privacy/protocols implements this extension. This extension appeared in

previous work8. 8 Veeningen et al. (2014)

6.4 Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge

In this section, we propose a model of zero-knowledge proofs of
knowledge for the rule-based framework of Chapters 3 and 5. A
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge is a cryptographic protocol
between two parties: the prover and the verifier. At the start of the
protocol, the prover and verifier both know some public information
(e.g., a public key pk). In the protocol, the prover convinces the
verifier that he knows some secret information which satisfies a
certain property with respect to the public information (e.g., the
secret key corresponding to pk), without revealing any additional
information about this secret. See Quisquater et al.9 for a very high- 9 Quisquater et al. (1989)

level introduction.
We model a particular family of zero-knowledge proofs called

Σ-protocols10. A Σ-protocol consists of three messages: first, a com- 10 Cramer (1997)

mitment to the secret information by the prover; second, a random
challenge by the verifier; and third, a response to this challenge by
the prover. We model the protocol transcript of a Σ-protocol, i.e.,
the three messages combined, with function symbol zk/4. Namely,
zk(s,p,n1,n2) represents the transcript of a Σ-protocol with secret
s, public information p, randomness n1 for the commitment of the
prover, and challenge n2 of the verifier. For instance, the above zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge of the private key corresponding to
a public key can be modelled as zk(k−∣πu ,pk(k−∣πu ), n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ ).

The construction and elimination rules for zk are shown in Fig-
ure 6.3. Namely, a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge can be
constructed from its parts. The public information can be derived
from the proof, that is, anybody can see what public information
is used in the proof. The private information can be derived using
the prover’s nonce and, by the visible failure assumption, also the
prover’s nonce can be tested. We argue below that these rules are

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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accurate assuming that the randomness from the prover and veri-
fier is not re-used. That is, the randomness can (and should) occur
as context items in their respective knowledge bases, but it should
not occur in other messages (in particular, in other zero-knowledge
proofs).

Note that the zk symbol does not capture how the secret relates
to the public information. Instead, the relation between the secret
and public information is modelled by their context-layer represent-
ations. For instance, zk(k−∣πu ,pk(k−∣πu ), n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ ) models a proof that
the prover knows the private key corresponding to the given public
key because both are modelled by the same context item k−∣πu .

The following example shows knowledge bases containing zero-
knowledge proofs of knowledge.

Example 6.4.1. Consider actor a proving to actor b that he knows the
items pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ in a cryptographic hash h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }). Let na∣π⋅ , nb∣π⋅
denote the randomness of a and b in the proof, respectively. Then:

{na∣π⋅ , zk({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ },h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }), na∣π⋅ , nb∣π⋅ )} ⊂ Ca

{nb∣π⋅ , zk({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ },h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }), na∣π⋅ , nb∣π⋅ )} ⊂ Cb.

That is, both parties know the transcript of the proof and their own
randomness. From this transcript, a can derive the secret {pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }
using his randomness; b can only derive the public information
h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }).

We model the evolution of a system due to a zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge by adapting the formalism of Section 6.3. In
particular, transmission a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ zk(s,p,n1,n2) denotes a
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge in which a is the prover and b is
the verifier11. For this transmission to be valid (cf. Definition 6.3.7), 11 Note that, according to the definition

of Section 6.3, this transmission would
denote a simulating the protocol itself
and sending the transcript to b.

{ida, idb, s,p,n1} should be determinable by a, and n2 should be de-
terminable by b; see Figure 6.3.

We now show a trace with a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.

Example 6.4.2. Let us continue Example 6.4.1. Consider a scenario
in which a first sends hash h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }) to b; and then proves that
he knows the corresponding plaintext.

In this scenario, a initially needs to know the plaintext and ran-
domness for the proof, and the identifiers used for communication. b
just needs to know his randomness for the proof:

C0
a = {pw∣⋅a, n∣⋅⋅, na∣⋅⋅, ip∣⋅a, ip∣⋅b}; C0

b = {nb∣⋅⋅, ip∣⋅b}

Given the state {C0
x}x∈{a,b} consisting of these two knowledge bases,

the following (valid) trace models the scenario:

a(ip∣πu )→ b(ip∣πsrv) ∶ h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ });

a(ip∣πu )→ b(ip∣πsrv) ∶ zk({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ },h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }), na∣π⋅ , nb∣π⋅ ).

Indeed, in the resulting state {C2
x}x∈{a,b}, a can derive pw∣πu but b can

just derive h({pw∣πu , n∣π⋅ }).
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We now argue why the above model is a reasonable formalisation
of Σ-protocols by considering the classical zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge of a discrete logarithm from Schnorr12. Consider a 12 Schnorr (1989)

group G with generator g in which the discrete logarithm assumption is
satisfied. That is, given g and random group element gx, it is infeas-
ible to determine x. (This property can be exploited to build a public
key cryptosystem in which values of gx are public keys, and the cor-
responding values of x are private keys.) Using the Schnorr proof
(Figure 6.4), a prover can convince a verifier who just knows gx, that
he knows the corresponding value x, without revealing x itself. The
prover first computes a random u and sends a commitment gu to u
to the verifier. The verifier responds with a random challenge c. The
prover calculates response r = u + cx. The verifier convinces himself
that the prover indeed knows the secret x by checking that gr = ahc

using the response, commitment and public information. The prover
can only calculate a valid response if he knows the secret; also, the
response does not reveal any information about x.13 13 Schnorr (1989)

Prover
(x ∈ Zp)

Verifier
(h = gx ∈ G)

u ∈R Zp
a ← gu

a //
c ∈R Zp

coo
r ← u + cx r //

gr ?
= ahc

Figure 6.4: Schnorr proof of knowledge
of discrete logarithm in group G with
generator g, ∣G∣ = p (Source: Schoen-
makers (2014))

In a setting where public/private key pairs are pairs (gx, x) in
the above group G, the above Schnorr proof may be modelled as
zk(k−∣πcli,pk(k−∣πcli), n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ ), where k−∣πcli, n1∣π⋅ , and n2∣π⋅ are pieces
of information with contents x, u, and c, respectively, and pk(k−∣πcli)
is a context message with contents h = gx. The contents of the zero-
knowledge proof are a concatenation of the values a, c, and r from
the protocol transcript. Let us consider what knowledge can be
obtained from this protocol transcript. The public information h can
be computed from the protocol transcript as h = (ag−r)1/c,14 so: 14 Provided c ≠ 0, which is true with

high probability

zk(k−∣πcli,pk(k−∣πcli), n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ )Ð→pk(k−∣πcli).

Moreover, the private information can be computed from the tran-
script given the prover’s randomness u: x = (r − u)c−1, i.e.,

zk(k−∣πcli,pk(k−∣πcli), n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ ) ≐n1∣π⋅ÐÐÐ→k−∣πcli.

The prover’s randomness can be tested (by recomputing gu) and
the verifier’s randomness can be derived directly (because it occurs
in the transcript). Because we assume that this randomness does
not occur as submessage of any other message of actors, we do not
need to include a rule to derive the verifier’s randomness; the rule
to derive the prover’s randomness is required by the visible failure
assumption of our model of cryptographic primitives.

Generalising the above reasoning, we obtain the model shown
in Figure 6.3. Note that, under the above assumptions, this model
represents the “worst case” of what information actors can derive
from the transcript. Namely, nobody except the prover in a zero-
knowledge proof of knowledge should learn anything about the
secret. Hence, there should be no rule to derive the secret that does
not require the prover’s nonce.15 For the same reason, there can be

15 In particular, there is no rule to
test the secret from the proof. In the
Schnorr example, a guess for the secret
can still be verified by constructing the
public value from it and testing that.
However, if multiple secrets give the
same public value, then nobody except
the prover should know which one of
them was used.

no rule to derive the prover’s nonce without knowing its contents.
On the other hand, a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge does not
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protect the public information; and indeed, we have a rule to derive
it from the transcript without any auxiliary messages.

For validity of the transmission a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ zk(s,p,n1,n2),
it is clear that the prover needs to know {ida, idb, s,n1} and the veri-
fier needs to know n2. In the particular case of the Schnorr proof,
the prover does not use the public information p; however, the
prover still knows the public information because it follows from
the private information. On the other hand, in cases where the pub-
lic information does not follow from the private information, the
prover does use the public information in the protocol. Hence, for
validity, we also demand that the prover can determine p.

For example zero-knowledge proofs, see the identity management
case study in Chapter 7.

Discussion

As mentioned above, we model the relation between the secret and
public information not as part of the zk primitive, but by the choice
of context-layer representations. This means we model actors who
know what properties are proven in a zero-knowledge proof, i.e., we
do not consider attackers who intercept a zero-knowledge proof and
try to gain knowledge by investigating which property is proven.
It also means that, in our model, zero-knowledge proofs with the
same structure of public and secret information but with a different
property may be content equivalent. For instance, if k−∣πa ≐ k−∣πb , then
the following two context messages are content equivalent:

zk({k−∣πa , k−∣πb },{pk(k−∣πa ),pk(k−∣πb )}, n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ )})
zk({k−∣πb , k−∣πa },{pk(k−∣πa ),pk(k−∣πb )}, n1∣π⋅ , n2∣π⋅ )}).

In practice, however, the protocol transcripts they model are not
identical. Theoretically, this could lead to an over-approximation of
knowledge; however, in practice this does not happen because no
two zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge use the same random-
ness. Finally, we can only model simple relations between secret
and public information; for instance, we cannot model a zero-
knowledge proof with two public keys as public information, in
which the prover proves that he knows at least one of the corres-
ponding private keys.

We mention two final aspects that the above model does not take
into account. First, from two runs of a Σ-protocol using the same
prover randomness, the secret can be derived: in case of the Schnorr
proof (Figure 6.4), by computing (r − r′)/(c − c′) from transcripts
(a, c, r) and (a, c′, r′). This is a general property of Σ-protocols called
special soundness. As mentioned above, we assume that randomness
does not re-occur, so we can ignore this property. Second, an actor
can “simulate” a Σ-protocol without knowing the secret information
by first generating the challenge and response and from that determ-
ining the commitment. Such a simulation has the exact same form
as a Σ-protocol, but because the randomness in the commitment is
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unknown, it cannot be used to derive a secret corresponding to the
public information. Because simulations cannot help to derive in-
formation from actually executed Σ-protocols, they are not relevant
for knowledge analysis.

This extension appeared in earlier work16. We are not aware 16 Veeningen et al. (2014)

of other formalisations of zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge
using formal methods, but there are models for non-interactive zero-
knowledge proofs. Intuitively, in such proofs, the challenge from
the verifier is replaced by a cryptographic hash of previous protocol
messages so that the complete proof consists of just one message. As
our model, existing formalisations of these non-interactive proofs
only capture limited sets of properties that essentially uniquely
relate the private and public information. Several works, e.g. by
Backes et al.17, Dong et al.18, and Smyth et al.19, have modelled non- 17 Backes et al. (2008)

18 Dong et al. (2012)
19 Smyth et al. (2012)

interactive zero-knowledge proofs by an equational theory. These
models, unlike ours, capture the relation between the secret and
public information by means of a verification relation, making them
more suitable for analysing properties in the presence of an attacker.
Other than that, these models are similar to ours. Camenisch et al.20 20 Camenisch et al. (2010)

model system evolution due to correct non-interactive proofs. Their
syntax for modelling proofs is similar to ours; but unlike us, they do
not consider deriving knowledge from a proof.

6.5 Anonymous Credentials and Issuing

We now propose a model of a particular anomyous credential
scheme and its issuing protocol for the rule-based framework of
Chapters 3 and 5. In general, a credential is an assertion, signed
using the secret key of an issuer, of the link between the owner’s
identifier and her identity attributes. An anonymous credential is a
special type of credential that can be issued and shown without
anybody but its owner learning the identifier. Hence, it can be used
completely anonymously.

In particular, we model the scheme from Bangerter et al.21 based 21 Bangerter et al. (2004)

on SRSA-CL signatures. Anonymous credentials are represented
by function symbol cred/5. Namely, cred(i, k−,d,no,ni) is an an-
onymous credential with owner identifier i; issuer secret key k−,
owner attributes d, owner-contributed randomness no, and issuer-
contributed randomness ni. Anonymous credentials are issued in
an issuing protocol, represented by function symbol icred/10. Here,
icred(i, k−,d,n1,no,n3,n4,ni,n6,n7) represents a full transcript of the
issuing protocol of an anonymous credential cred(i, k−,d,no,ni), in
which the owner additionally contributes randomness n1,n3,n7, and
the issuer additionally contributes randomness n4,n6. Before the
issuing protocol takes place, the owner is assumed to have sent a
commitment to identifier i using randomness n1, represented with
function symbol rc/2 as rc(i,n1). Anonymous credentials are shown
using zero-knowledge proofs (see Section 6.4).

The construction and elimination rules for cred, icred, and rc are
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Construction/Elimination Rules cred(i, k−, d, no, ni)←i, k−, d, no, ni cred(i, k−, d, no, ni)
≐pk(k−),≐i,≐d
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→{pk(k−), i, d}

rc(m, r)←m, r icred(i, k−, d, n1, no, n3, n4, ni, n6, n7)←i, k−, d, n1, no, n3, n4, ni, n6, n7

icred(. . .) ≐no
ÐÐ→cred(i, k−, d, no, ni) icred(. . .) ≐n3ÐÐ→{i, n1, no} icred(. . .) ≐n6ÐÐ→k− icred(. . .)Ð→pk(k−) icred(. . .)Ð→rc(i, n1)

icred(. . .)Ð→d icred(. . .) ≐i,≐no
ÐÐÐ→{i, no} icred(. . .) ≐cred(i,k−,d,no ,ni)ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→cred(i, k−, d, no, ni)

Transmission Validity a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ icred(i, k
−,d,n1,no,n3,n4,ni,n6,n7) valid if:

{ida, idb,pk(k−), i,n1,no,n3,n7} determinable by a,{k−,d,n4,ni,n6} determinable by b

Figure 6.5: Formal model of an-
onymous credentials and their is-
suing protocol: “. . .” is short for
i, k−, d, n1, no , n3, n4, ni , n6, n7 and
∗

∗
→ {zi} is short for the set of rules
{∗

∗
→ zi}; reconstruction rules and

testing rules from elimination are
implicit

shown in Figure 6.5. From an anonymous credential cred, the public
key, identifier, and attributes can together be tested. A commitment
is modelled as function symbol rc without elimination rules (apart
from reconstruction). From an issuing protocol icred, the owner can
derive the credential using no (note that the issuer typically does not
know no, so he cannot learn the credential), and his secret identifier
and some randomness using n3; the issuer can derive his secret key
using n6. The issuer public key, commitment, and owner attributes
can be derived. Also, various combinations of items can be tested.
To model the evolution of a system due to executing a credential
issuing protocol, we adapt the formalism of Section 6.3. Namely,
a(ida) → b(idb) ∶ icred(i, k−,d,n1,no,n3,n4,ni,n6,n7) represents a
credential issuing protocol with owner a and issuer b. Validity of
this transmission is shown in Figure 6.5. In particular, note that the
owner contributes secret identifier i, while the issuer contributes
private key k− and attributes d.

As with our model of zero-knowledge proofs, we argue that this
model is accurate assuming that the nonces from cred and icred do
not occur in other messages in the knowledge base. More precisely,
the owner and issuer should know their contributed randomness as
context items; but apart from this, randomness no, n3, n4, ni, n6, n7

should only occur in one icred message and its corresponding issued
credential cred. (No such assumptions are made for n1: in fact, it
may be shared between multiple credential issuings.)

For examples of cred and icred, and of credential showing using
zk, see the formalisation of Identity Mixer in Chapter 7.

We now argue the accuracy of our model of anonymous creden-
tials by modelling how they are based on SRSA-CL signatures22. 22 Camenisch and Lysyanskaya (2003);

and Bangerter et al. (2004)SRSA-CL signatures allow a signer to produce signatures on com-
mitted values. Formally, let srsacomm/3 denote a SRSA-CL com-
mitment23, where srsacomm(pk, i, na) denotes a commitment to 23 Message C in Bangerter et al. (2004)

the user’s identifier i using the issuer’s public key pk and ran-
domness na. Function symbol srsacomm has standard construc-
tion rule srsacomm(pk, i, na)←pk, i, na and no elimination rules. A
SRSA-CL signature is modelled by function symbol srsas/5, where
srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb) denotes a signature using private key k− and
randomness na, nb on identifier i and list of attributes d.24 SRSA-CL

24 Technically, different choices for na
and nb can lead to content equivalent
signatures. However, this will not
happen in practice assuming they are
chosen at random.signatures can be constructed in the normal way from their parts,
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a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ srsacomm(pk(k−), i,no);

a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ zk({i,n1,no},{pk(k−), rc(i,n1), srsacomm(pk(k−), i,no)},n3,n4);

b(idb)→ a(ida) ∶ {srsas(k−, i,d,no,ni),ni};

b(idb)→ a(ida) ∶ zk(k−,{pk(k−), srsacomm(pk(k−), i,no),d,ni, srsas(k−, i,d,no,ni)},n6,n7)

Figure 6.6: Issuing protocol for an-
onymous credentials modelled in terms
of SRSA-CL signaturesbut also from a SRSA-CL commitment25:

25 Note that, formally speaking, the
second construction rule is not allowed
in our framework because variable k−

occurs several times. We ignore this
formal problem in this discussion.

srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb)←k−, i, d, na, nb

srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb)←srsacomm(pk(k−), i, na), k−, d, nb

Moreover, SRSA-CL signatures admit signature verification and
derivation of nonces:

srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb)Ð→na srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb)Ð→nb

srsas(k−, i, d, na, nb) ≐pk(k−),≐i,≐dÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→{pk(k−), i, d}.

An anonymous credential cred(i, k−,d,no,ni) based on SRSA-CL
signatures is simply a SRSA-CL signature srsas(k−, i,d,no,nv) along
with randomness no,nv. From this (and because we assume non-
re-use of nonces), the construction and elimination rules for cred in
Figure 6.5 follow.

Execution of an anonymous credential issuing protocol

a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ icred(i, k−,d,n1,no,n3,n4,ni,n6,n7)

between owner a and issuer b can be modelled as a trace using prim-
itives srsas and srsacomm (Figure 6.6). Beforehand, the owner is
assumed to have sent commitment rc(i,n1) to her identifier to the
issuer. In the first two messages, the owner sends a commitment to
the secret identifier to the issuer, and proves that it is formed cor-
rectly; that is, that the commitment indeed contains the same identi-
fier as rc(i,n1). The issuer uses the commitment to construct a SRSA-
CL signature on the identifier and attributes, and sends the signature
along with his randomness. At this point, the owner knows the
signature and the two pieces of randomness used in it: these three
components together form the anonymous credential. (Note that
the issuer does not know no, so he does not have the complete cre-
dential.) In the last step, the issuer proves that srsas(k−, i,d,no,ni)
is valid; this step is technically needed to ensure the security of the
signature26. 26 Bangerter et al. (2004)

We obtain the model for icred in Figure 6.5 by analysing what
knowledge can be derived from the messages in Figure 6.6. From the
first message, {pk(k−), i,no} can be tested. Because pk(k−) can be de-
rived from other messages of the protocol, we get a testing rule for
{i,no}. From message two, {pk(k−), rc(i,n1), srsacomm(pk(k−), i,no)}
can be derived. Out of these messages, srsacomm(pk(k−), i,no) was
already covered above; we add elimination rules for pk(k−) and
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rc(i,n1).27 Using n3, {i,n1,no} can be derived. From the third mes- 27 Also, n3 can be tested, but this is not
relevant as we assume it does not occur
outside of the protocol.

sage, the credential cred(i, k−,d,no,ni) can be tested and derived
given no.28 Finally, from the fourth message, attributes d can be de- 28 Also, the signature can be veri-

fied to obtain a testing rule for
{pk(k−), i, d, no}, but other rules
already cover this. Moreover, nv can be
derived; again, this is not relevant be-
cause it is assumed not to occur outside
of the credential and issuing protocol.

rived; and n6 can be used to derive k−.29

29 As before, we can test n6 but
this is not relevant assuming non-
reoccurence.

Finally, consider the validity of the transmission

a(ida)→ b(idb) ∶ icred(i, k−,d,n1,no,n3,n4,ni,n6,n7).

Assuming fresh nonces, determinability by a of {ida, idb,pk(k−), i,no}
is required for the first transmission in Figure 6.6. For the first ZK
proof, determinability by a of n1 and n3 is required; and determ-
inability by b of n4. The next message means determinability by b
of {k−,d,ni}. The last ZK proof additionally means determinabil-
ity by b of {pk(k−),n6}, and by a of n7. We get the result shown in
Figure 6.5.30 30 Technically, a does not need d to

run the protocol, and b does not need
rc(i, n1); however, in practice, they
will use this information to check
whether the data supplied matches
their expectations.

Discussion

This extension appeared in earlier work31. Recently, several other
31 Veeningen et al. (2014)works have proposed formal models of anonymous credentials. Li

et al.32 model anonymous credentials, but only consider operational 32 Li et al. (2009)

aspects, i.e. they model how the protocol takes place but not what
knowledge can be obtained from observing it. Camenisch et al.33 33 Camenisch et al. (2010)

model credentials and their showing protocol. The model of creden-
tials is similar to ours, and it includes a rule to obtain a credential
from a committed message as our low-level formalisation above.
Like us, they formalise the showing protocol in terms of ZK proofs.
Credential issuing is not considered. Finally, Smyth et al.34 model 34 Smyth et al. (2012)

joining and signing protocols for ECC-based Direct Anonymous At-
testation, which are very similar to issuing and showing protocols
for a variant of the scheme we have presented here. Although our
model is based on a different signature scheme35 and specified at a 35 We model SRSA-CL credentials

by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya
(2003); the variant is based on BM-
CL signatures by Camenisch and
Lysyanskaya (2004)

higher level, their model of signatures generally corresponds to our
low-level model of signatures from committed messages.
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IN THIS CHAPTER, we demonstrate our framework by comparing a
number of identity management (IdM) systems. IdM systems1 offer 1 E.g., Sommer et al. (2008), Kellomäki

(ed.) (2009), Erdos and Cantor (eds.)
(2005)

reliable on-line identification and authentication of users to service
providers by outsourcing these tasks to “identity providers”. Iden-
tity providers endorse information about their users, and provide
means for authenticating a user in a service provision. To organ-
isations, identity providers offer reduced cost for obtaining reliable
user information; to users, they offer increased convenience by let-
ting them reuse authentication credentials. The amount of personal
information exchanged in such systems makes privacy a critical
issue; this is reflected by the large number of privacy-enhancing
IdM systems that have been proposed2. However, while high-level 2 E.g., Bangerter et al. (2004), Chadwick

and Inman (2009), Vossaert et al. (2011)sketches of privacy issues3 and comparisons of systems4 exist, no
3 E.g., Alpár et al. (2011), Bhargav-
Spantzel et al. (2007b), Hansen et al.
(2004), Landau et al. (2009)
4 E.g.,Independent Centre for Privacy
Protection Schleswig-Holstein (2003),
Hoepman et al. (2008)

comprehensive set of relevant privacy properties for IdM systems
has been proposed, nor do there exist precise formal comparisons.
We demonstrate that our framework can be used to perform such a
comparison.

To perform the privacy comparison, we perform the four steps

       model per-
   sonal informa-
tion in scenario

(system-independent) (system-dependent)

     model
privacy requi-
rements

         model
    communication
   in the system

         verify
      properties for
  the system

Figure 7.1: Steps of a privacy analysis
using our framework
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shown from Figure 7.1. The first step is to model all personal inform-
ation using a PI Model (see Section 2.1), and to model the initial
knowledge of each actor as a view on that PI Model (see Section 2.2).
As noted before, this not only means modelling the personal in-
formation as used in protocol instances; but also modelling other
knowledge of personal information. This way, we can assess how
links can be established between knowledge learned from protocol
instances and other knowledge.

The second step is to model privacy properties, i.e., which personal
information should become known or remain unknown to which
actors in the system (see Section 2.3). These properties are phrased
in terms of the views of actors after communication has taken place.
These first two steps are performed independently from the particu-
lar systems to be analysed.

The third step is to model the exchange of information in the in-
formation systems. We model this exchange using traces (see Sec-
tion 6.3), leading to a state whose knowledge bases can be analysed
using our rule-based model (see Chapter 3).

The fourth step is to verify which systems satisfy which proper-
ties. This step is performed automatically using our Prolog tool for
the formal analysis of privacy in communication protocols (Sec-
tion 3.7)5. Given a PI Model, a set of formalised properties, an initial 5 The tool and the formal models

of identity management systems
presented in this chapter are available
at http://code.google.com/p/
objective-privacy/

state and a trace, the tool first determines the state of the system
after communication; then computes the corresponding views of the
actors in the system, and finally determines which properties hold in
these views.

Outline In this chapter:

• We introduce identity management and its privacy issues (§7.1);

• We propose a comprehensive set of privacy properties of identity
management systems (§7.2);

• We present four identity management systems whose privacy
properties we will compare (§7.3);

• We perform the formal privacy analysis according to the steps
described above, and analyse the results (§7.4–§7.7);

• We show how the above, instantiated, analysis can be generalised
using the symbolic model of Chapter 5 (§7.8);

• We finish by discussing relevant literature on privacy in identity
management (§7.9).

7.1 Identity Management

As providers of on-line services are offering more and more custom-
isation to their users, they need to collect more and more of their
personal information. Traditionally, each service provider would
manage the accounts of users separately. However, this identity

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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Figure 7.2: Taxonomy of IdM systems

management model, called the isolated user identity management
model6, has disadvantages for both users and service providers: the 6 Jøsang and Pope (2005)

user has to manually provide and update her information and keep
authentication tokens for each service provider, whereas it is hard
for the service provider to obtain guarantees that the information
given by the user is correct.

This problem is commonly addressed using an Identity Manage-
ment (IdM) System. Intuitively, the task of managing and endorsing
identity information is delegated to identity providers. Identity man-
agement is split up in two phases: registration and service provision.
At registration, users establish accounts at (possibly multiple) iden-
tity providers.7 Service provision is the phase when a user requests a 7 This includes identification: i.e., the

user transfers her attributes to the iden-
tity provider, and the identity provider
possibly checks them. However, both
the transfer and checking of attributes
performed by the identity provider are
out of the scope of this chapter.

service from a service provider: at this point, user attributes required
for the service provision need to be collected and sent to the service
provider.

Bhargav-Spantzel et al.8 divide IdM systems into two main cat-
8 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007a)egories depending on whether or not the identity providers are

involved in the service provision phase: credential-focused and
relationship-focused systems (also called network-based and claim-
based systems by Alpár et al.9). Figure 7.2 shows a taxonomy of IdM 9 Alpár et al. (2011)

systems.
In credential-focused IdM systems, the user gets long-term cre-

dentials from the identity provider in the registration phase, that
she can directly present to the service providers in the service pro-
vision phase. These credentials contain her identity attributes. We
distinguish between two mechanisms employed to prevent the user
from tampering with them, namely cryptography and tamper-resistant
devices. Credential-focused systems relying on cryptography in-
clude CardSpace10, U-Prove11 and Identity Mixer12. The system 10 Nanda (2007)

11 Brown et al. (2010)
12 Bangerter et al. (2004)

presented by Vossaert et al.13 relies on the use of a smartcard as a

13 Vossaert et al. (2011)
tamper-resistant device.

In relationship-focused IdM systems, in contrast, identity pro-
viders present the attributes to service providers. During the re-
gistration phase, identity providers establish shared identifiers to
refer to each other’s identity of the user. During the service pro-
vision phase, the user authenticates to an identity provider. The
identity provider then sends attributes to the service provider
(possibly indirectly via the user). If needed, the shared identifiers
established during registration are used to collect (or aggregate14) 14 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

attributes held by other identity providers without the user having
to authenticate to them as well. The combination of reliance on au-
thentication performed by another party and exchange of identity
information is sometimes referred to as federated identity manage-
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ment15,16. Relationship-focused systems include Liberty Alliance17, 15 Jøsang and Pope (2005); and Smed-
inghoff (2009)
16 Note that this term is also used to
describe the general concept of sharing
information between different domains
(cf. Alpár et al. (2011)) or the mere
use of multiple identity providers
(cf. Independent Centre for Privacy
Protection Schleswig-Holstein (2003)).
To avoid confusion, we will not use it
further.
17 Hodges et al. (2006)

Shibboleth18, and the linking service model19.

18 Erdos and Cantor (eds.) (2005)
19 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

Because in IdM systems, large amounts of personal informa-
tion are processed by many different parties, privacy has become
a major concern20. In such systems, privacy threats posed by au-

20 Hansen et al. (2004); and Spieker-
mann and Cranor (2009)

thorised insiders are nowadays considered to be a critical problem
besides outsider attacks on cryptographic protocols21. Insiders may

21 Fyffe (2008)

compile comprehensive user profiles to sell or use for secondary
purposes such as marketing. These profiles can include sensitive
information that is explicitly transferred by the user, but also inform-
ation that is transferred implicitly22. For instance, the mere fact that

22 Spiekermann and Cranor (2009)

a user performed a transaction at a certain service provider may
be privacy-sensitive. In addition, profiles held by different parties
may be combined23 to compile even more comprehensive profiles.

23 Spiekermann and Cranor (2009)Privacy-enhancing IdM systems24 aim to minimise the amount of
24 E.g., Bangerter et al. (2004), Chad-
wick and Inman (2009), Vossaert et al.
(2011)

information disclosed as well as prevent that different pieces of
information can be linked together25.

25 Hansen et al. (2004)

7.2 Privacy Properties

We now present a set of privacy properties for IdM systems. We
have obtained these properties by analysing the information that
actors can learn; considering which knowledge should be avoided;
and systematically grouping this knowledge into properties accord-
ing to what kind of knowledge it is, and who should or should not
learn it. We validate our set of properties in two different ways.
First, we check if they cover relevant privacy properties discussed
in the literature. For this, we have studied taxonomies of privacy
in identity management26 and the proposals for the identity man- 26 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007b); and

Hansen et al. (2004)agement systems analysed in this chapter27, and verified if all
27 Bangerter et al. (2004), Chadwick and
Inman (2009), Vossaert et al. (2011)properties discussed in these works are covered by our properties.

Second, we check if they cover all possible situations expressible
in our model that can lead to privacy risks. For this, we have sys-
tematically considered all elementary detectability, linkability and
involvement properties expressible in our model, checked which of
these can lead to privacy risks, and verified that the relevant ones
are covered by our properties.

Table 7.2 lists our privacy properties, also showing in which ex-
isting works they are discussed. We first present our properties,
then compare them to the aforementioned literature. Coverage of
situations expressible in our model is discussed in Section 7.5.

The basic functional requirement for IdM systems is that the service
provider learns the attributes it needs28: attribute exchange (AX). 28 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007b)

Note that in one service provision, a service provider may need
attributes from several identity providers.

Privacy properties cover that certain personal information should
not be learned by certain actors. Privacy-enhancing systems should
minimise the amount of information learned, and the extent to
which it can be linked together29. The first aspect, information 29 Hansen et al. (2004)
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Functional requirements Description References
Attribute exchange (AX) The service provider learns the value of the required

attributes/predicates of the user requesting the service.
1,2,3,5,6

Privacy properties Description
Irrelevant attribute undetectability
(SID)

The service provider does not learn anything about attrib-
ute values irrelevant to the transaction.

1,2,5,6

Predicate-attribute undetectability
(SPD)

The service provider does not learn anything about attrib-
utes apart from the predicates he needs to know.

1,2,5,6

IdP attribute undetectability (ID) Identity providers do not learn anything about the user’s
attributes from other identity providers.

-

Mutual IdP involvement
undetectability (IM)

One identity provider does not learn whether a given
user also has an account at another identity provider.

3

IdP-SP involvement undetectability
(ISM)

Identity providers do not learn which service providers a
user uses.

-

Session unlinkability (SL) A service provider cannot link different sessions of the
same user.

1,2,3,4,6

IdP service access unlinkability (IL) Identity providers cannot link service access to the user
profile they manage.

4

IdP profile unlinkability (IIL) Collaborating identity providers cannot link user profiles. 4,6
IdP-SP unlinkability (ISL) Identity providers and service provider cannot link ser-

vice accesses to user profiles at the identity provider.
1,4,6

Accountability properties Description
Anonymity revocation (AR) Service provider and identity providers (possibly with

help from trusted third party) can reconstruct the link
between service access and user profile.

1,2,4,6

Table 7.2: Properties for IdM sys-
tems and literature in which they
are discussed (1: Bangerter et al.
(2004), 2: Bhargav-Spantzel et al.
(2007b), 3: Chadwick and Inman (2009),
4: Hansen et al. (2004), 5: Park and
Sandhu (1999), 6: Vossaert et al. (2011))

learned, can be further divided into explicitly and implicitly trans-
ferred information30. Detectability properties capture explicitly trans-

30 Spiekermann and Cranor (2009)

ferred information: information about the user’s attributes. Involve-
ment properties capture information about whether actors know
about each other’s involvement with the user: a kind of implicitly
transferred personal information. The second aspect, information
linked together, is captured by linkability properties: namely, prop-
erties capturing that (combinations of) parties should not be able to
link personal information from different sessions, databases, etc.

We define three detectability properties. The first two are about
the service provider learning no more than strictly necessary: no
attributes that he does not need to know (irrelevant attribute undetect-
ability, SID), and no complete attribute values if all he needs to know
is whether or not an attribute satisfies a certain predicate31 (predicate- 31 Bangerter et al. (2004)

attribute undetectability, SPD). These properties limit the user profile
a service provider can construct. In addition, IdM systems should
guarantee that identity providers do not learn any value or predicate
of attributes stored at other identity providers: we call this property
IdP attribute undetectability (ID).

Involvement properties address the fact that the mere interaction
of a user with certain identity or service providers implies a business
relation which can be privacy-sensitive. For instance, ownership
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of credentials can be sensitive32 in domains such as healthcare, 32 Seamons et al. (2003)

insurance, or finance. In addition, even if individual credentials
are not sensitive, the precise combination of credentials held by a
user may help identify her33. It is natural in identity management 33 Pashalidis and Meyer (2006)

that the service provider learns which identity providers certify
the user’s attributes: this allows him to judge their correctness.
However, identity providers should not know the identity of other
identity providers the user has an account at34: we define this as 34 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

mutual IdP involvement undetectability (IM). In the same way, a user
might want to keep hidden from her identity providers the fact that
she interacts with a certain service provider: we call this property
IdP-SP involvement undetectability (ISM).

Linkability is another fundamental privacy concern because it
determines what user profiles can be constructed from the data that
is collected35. To prevent a service provider from accumulating 35 Pfitzmann and Hansen (2009)

(behavioural) information, an IdM system should ensure it cannot
link different service provisions to the same user: session unlinkability
(SL). Indeed, in many cases the service provider does not need to
know the identity of the user: for instance, if a user wishes to read
an on-line article, the only information that is required is that she
has a valid subscription.

Another concern is that parties can build more comprehensive
user profiles by sharing their personal information. To prevent this,
they should not know which profiles are about the same user36. A 36 Hansen et al. (2004)

very strong privacy guarantee in this vein is that identity providers
and service providers cannot link service provisions to the user:
IdP-SP unlinkability (ISL). IdP profile unlinkability (IIL) is a weaker pri-
vacy guarantee requiring that two collaborating identity providers
(without help from the service provider) cannot link their profiles.
IdP service access unlinkability (IL) is about the link between a service
provision and the user profile at an identity provider, thus meas-
uring whether identity providers are aware of individual service
provisions.

An accountability property counterbalances the privacy guaranteed
by the ISL property. Namely, if the user misbehaves, it should be
possible to identify her37. Several IdM systems38 introduce a trusted 37 Bangerter et al. (2004)

38 E.g., Bangerter et al. (2004), Vossaert
et al. (2011)

third party that, in such cases, can help with the identification. The
anonymity revocation (AR) property states that, possibly with the
help of this trusted third party, the service provider and identity
providers are able to revoke the anonymity of a transaction. (Note
that in particular, AR also holds if the service provider and identity
providers can revoke anonymity without needing the trusted third
party.)

When comparing our properties to those found in existing tax-
onomies39, we find that our properties are generally more detailed. 39 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007b); and

Hansen et al. (2004)Bhargav-Spantzel et al.40 present three properties on data minim-
40 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007b)

isation: conditional release, selective disclosure, and unlinkability.
These three properties correspond to anonymity revocation and
IdP-SP unlinkability; irrelevant attribute and predicate-attribute
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undetectability; and session unlinkability, respectively (for selective
disclosure, the authors do not distinguish between attributes and
predicates). The authors also mention policy support, which we do
not cover. On the other hand, our other properties are not addressed.
Hansen et al.41 mention “user-controlled linkage of personal data” 41 Hansen et al. (2004)

as the underlying principle of privacy-enhancing identity manage-
ment. This includes our unlinkability properties (although Hansen
et al. do not identify them separately), but also a “control” aspect
of privacy which we do not cover. Hansen et al. also stress that the
desired degree of linkability depends on the application, mentioning
revocation in particular.

As shown in the table, many of our properties are discussed by
designers of IdM systems42. We compare our properties to those 42 Bangerter et al. (2004); Chadwick and

Inman (2009); and Vossaert et al. (2011)claimed by designers (including the ones we do not cover) when
discussing these systems in Section 7.3.

7.3 Four Systems

We now present the four IdM systems we have formally analysed.
We consider one traditional system, smart certificates by Park and
Sandhu43, for whose development privacy was not a primary 43 Park and Sandhu (1999)

concern; it can be classified as credential-focused and relying on
cryptography. We then consider three systems designed with pri-
vacy in mind: the linking service model by Chadwick and Inman44, a 44 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

relationship-focused IdM system; Identity Mixer by Bangerter et al.45, 45 Bangerter et al. (2004)

a credential-focused system relying on cryptographic protocols; and
a credential-focused IdM system based on smartcards by Vossaert
et al.46 we will refer to as the Smartcard scheme. 46 Vossaert et al. (2011)

For our analysis, we aim to cover differ kinds of IdM systems that
exist in the literature. In particular, this means selecting credential-
focused and relationship-focused systems47. For the former type, 47 Cf. Alpár et al. (2011), Bhargav-

Spantzel et al. (2007b)Identity Mixer has received a lot of attention in the research com-
munity. For the latter type, the linking service is one of few propos-
als supporting multiple identity providers that takes privacy into
account48. We also include the smartcard scheme because it is a re- 48 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

cent proposal in a completely different direction than the previous
two. Of course, our formal results are about these particular sys-
tems; however, when analysing the results, we will also discuss to
what extent they generalise to similar systems.

We now briefly discuss these systems and the privacy guarantees
that they have been designed to provide.

Smart Certificates

Park and Sandhu49 propose an IdM system built on top of a Public 49 Park and Sandhu (1999)

Key Infrastructure (PKI). In a PKI, a certificate authority (CA) issues
certificates stating that a certain public key belongs to a certain user.
A user authenticates by proving knowledge of the secret key cor-
responding to this public key. Identity providers issue certificates
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(a) Registration phase (b) Service provision phase

Figure 7.3: Smart certificates

(a) Registration phase (b) Service provision phase

Figure 7.4: Linking service model

that link attributes to the public key certificate. In our analysis, we
consider one particular variant described by Park and Sandhu: the
user-pull model with long-lived certificates obtained during regis-
tration.

The flow of information is summarised in Figure 7.3. In the re-
gistration phase (Figure 7.3(a)), the user gets an attribute certificate
from an identity provider (called “attribute server” in Park and
Sandhu (1999)), which enables her to present her attributes to others.
This involves three steps: (1) the user presents her public key certi-
ficate; (2) she proves that she also knows the corresponding secret
key (this is an interactive protocol shown as a two-sided arrow in
the figure); and (3) the attribute server issues an attribute certificate.
The process is then repeated with other identity providers (steps (4)
to (6)). The attributes in the certificate are signed using the attrib-
ute server’s secret key and hence cannot be tampered with by the
user. During service provision (Figure 7.3(b)), the user exchanges
attributes with the service provider (“web server”) in two steps: (1)
she presents her public key certificate and the attribute certificates
containing the attributes needed; and (2) she proves knowledge of
the corresponding secret key.

The system presented in Park and Sandhu (1999) is mainly de-
signed to satisfy the attribute exchange (AX) property in a secure
way (“the attributes of individual users are provided securely”). Pri-
vacy concerns are addressed in an extension of the system in which
some attributes in a credential are encrypted in such a way that they
can only be read by an “appropriate” server, corresponding to our
SID/SPD properties. However, we will consider the original scheme
in which SID/SPD are not claimed to hold.

Linking Service Model

The linking service model50 is a relationship-focused IdM system. 50 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

Its main goal is to facilitate the collection of user attributes from
different identity providers in a privacy-friendly way without the
user having to authenticate to each identity provider separately. To
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(a) Registration phase (b) Service provision phase

Figure 7.5: Identity Mixer

this end, this model includes a linking service which is responsible
for holding the links between profiles of the user at the different
identity providers without knowing any personal information about
the user.

The flow of information is summarised in Figure 7.4. During
registration (Figure 7.4(a)), the user first creates an anonymous ac-
count at the linking service LS. LS requests the identity providers
to authenticate the user; each identity provider generates a pseud-
onym for the user and sends it to LS (steps (1) and (2)). (The specific
method of authentication between the user and the identity pro-
viders and linking service is out of our scope.) In the service provi-
sion phase (Figure 7.4(b)), the user authenticates to one particular
identity provider IdP1. IdP1 provides the service provider SP with
an “authentication assertion” containing the attributes requested
from it, and a referral to LS (1). The referral is an encryption of the
pseudonym shared between IdP1 and LS that only LS can decrypt.
SP sends this referral to LS (2), which responds by sending a sim-
ilar referral to other identity providers (3). Finally, SP requests (4)
and obtains (5) the required attributes from the other identity pro-
viders (for simplicity, we just show one other identity provider in
the figure).

The linking service model aims to satisfy the attribute exchange
property (AX) as well as a number of privacy properties51. In partic- 51 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

ular, the main goal of the linking service model is to guarantee that
identity providers do not know the involvement of other identity
providers (IM). Moreover, the model aims to achieve session un-
linkability (SL) through the use of random user identifiers. Finally,
the linking service should not learn the partial identities of the user
for the service providers; that is, it does not learn any personal in-
formation about the user. We call this property LS attribute undetect-
ability (LD); it is not listed in Table 7.2 because it is only relevant for
this system; however, our analysis will include the verification of
this property.

Identity Mixer

Identity Mixer52 is a credential-focused IdM system using a crypto- 52 Bangerter et al. (2004)

graphic primitive called anonymous credentials. These credentials
link attributes to a user identifier, but are issued by identity pro-
viders and shown to service providers using protocols ensuring that
neither party learns that identifier. Thus, nobody but the user knows
whether different issuing or showing protocols were performed by
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(a) Registration phase (b) Service provision phase

Figure 7.6: Smartcard scheme

the same user, while integrity of the attributes is still assured.
Figure 7.5 shows the information flows in Identity Mixer. Dur-

ing registration (Figure 7.5(a)), the user first sends a commitment
to her (secret) identifier to an identity provider IdP1 (1), after which
the user and IdP1 together run the credential issuing protocol (2).
From this, the user obtains a credential with her attributes linked to
her secret identifier, without IdP1 learning the identifier. Commu-
nication with other identity providers is analogous (steps (3) and
(4)). In the service provision phase (Figure 7.5(b)), the user shows
information from several credentials to the service provider SP. She
first shows her credential from one identity provider. To this end,
she sends a message containing the attributes she wants to reveal,
and “commitments” to the secret identifier and all other attributes
(1). Next, she performs a zero-knowledge proof (2) which proves to
SP that the attributes and commitments come from a valid credential
issued by the identity provider, while revealing nothing else about
the credential. Credentials issued by other identity providers are
shown in the same way (steps (3) and (4)).

Identity Mixer is designed to satisfy a number of privacy proper-
ties53. In particular, it aims to satisfy both session unlinkability and 53 Bangerter et al. (2004)

IdP/SP unlinkability (together called “multi-show unlinkability”
in Bangerter et al. (2004)) and irrelevant attribute and predicate-
attribute undetectability (together called “selective show of data
items” in Bangerter et al. (2004)). The system allows for providing
the service provider with an encryption of some attributes for a trus-
ted third party (“conditional showing of data items” in Bangerter
et al. (2004)) that can be used for anonymity revocation. Apart from
the data minimisation properties we defined, the system addition-
ally allows credential issuing where an identity provider copies
attributes from another certificate without knowing their values
(“blind certification” in Bangerter et al. (2004)). The main motiva-
tion for this functionality comes from the use of these certificates for
e-cash. In traditional identity management scenarios, such as ours,
identity providers should know the attributes they endorse, so we
do not consider this property in this work.

Smartcard Scheme

Vossaert et al.54 propose a credential-focused IdM system which re- 54 Vossaert et al. (2011)

lies on a PKI for authentication and on smartcards (or other tamper-
resistant devices) to ensure that attributes are not modified and
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Scheme AX AR SID SPD ID IM ISM SL IL IIL ISL
Smart certificates
Linking service
Identity Mixer
Smartcard scheme

Table 7.3: Comparison of privacy
properties claimed by the various
systems

observed during their transmission from the identity provider to the
service provider. Identity providers and service providers only com-
municate via the smartcard, and each has a different pseudonym of
the user based on a secret user identifier stored on the smartcard.

The information flow in the scheme is shown in Figure 7.6. In
the registration phase (Figure 7.6(a)), the smartcard SC and the first
identity provider IdP1 establish a secure, authenticated channel us-
ing a key agreement protocol (steps (1) and (2)). Over this secure
channel, SC sends a pseudonym based on its secret identifier spe-
cific for IdP1 (3); IdP1 sends its attributes (4). Registration at other
identity providers is similar (steps (5) to (8)). In a service provision
(Figure 7.6(b)), SC and service provider SP establish a secure, au-
thenticated channel as in the registration phase (steps (1) and (2)).
SC generates a random session identifier (3); SP then specifies what
attributes it wants, and how long they may have been cached (steps
(4) and (5)). SC responds by giving the requested attributes. For
anonymity revocation purposes, this response also includes Alice’s
identifier encrypted for the trusted third party (6).

The system is designed to meet several properties related to the
knowledge of personal information55. The properties specified cor- 55 Vossaert et al. (2011)

respond to our notions of attribute exchange, session unlinkability,
and anonymity revocation. Irrelevant attribute undetectability and
predicate-attribute undetectability follow from their more gen-
eral notion of “restricting released personal data”. The Smartcard
scheme also aims to fulfil IdP profile unlinkability and IdP/SP un-
linkability by preventing collusion of identity and service providers.

Privacy Properties Claimed by Systems

Table 7.3 summarises the privacy claims for the systems. One goal
of our formal analysis will be to verify whether these claims actually
hold. In addition, we will analyse the systems against the complete
range of identified properties in order to achieve a comprehensive
comparison of their privacy features.

7.4 Step 1: Model Personal Information

Step 1 of our formal privacy comparison is to model personal in-
formation in a scenario. The scenario needs to be designed in such
a way that all privacy properties to be verified (i.e., in this case, the
ones in Table 7.2) can be phrased in terms of personal information
occurring in the scenario. Thus, we include attributes that should
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be disclosed (for AX), should not be disclosed (for SPD), and about
which only a predicate should be disclosed (for SID); and we con-
sider multiple identity providers (for IM, IL, and IIL) and sessions
(for SL). Given these constraints, we design a scenario with realistic
data.

In particular, we consider a scenario with four main actors: a user:
Alice, a 65 year-old woman; a service provider: an e-book store; and
two identity providers: one for Alice’s address (the address pro-
vider) and one for Alice’s subscription at some society (the subscrip-
tion provider). In the registration phase of this scenario, Alice creates
an account at both identity providers. The address provider stores
three identity attributes of the user: the street, city, and age. The sub-
scription provider stores two user attributes: date of subscription
and subscription type.

In the service provision phase, Alice purchases books from the e-
book store on two separate occasions. To this end, she needs to
provide her personal information, endorsed by the identity pro-
viders, to the e-book store. The e-book store, for statistical purposes,
demands to know the city that Alice comes from. Moreover, the
store offers a discount to customers that are over 60 years old.
As Alice is 65 years old, she is eligible for the discount. The e-
book store, however, does not necessarily need to learn her exact
birth date or age; Alice can just prove that she is over 60 years old.
Moreover, the e-book store does not need to know that the purchases
are both made by the same user. On the other hand, in case of ab-
use, the service provider does want to be able to link the purchase
to Alice’s profile at the address provider with the help of a trusted
third party.56

56 Note that the scenario does not
cover the separate issue of anonymous
payment of the e-book.

Our formalisation of this scenario as (views on) a PI Model is
shown schematically in Figure 7.7. Figure 7.7(a) lists the actors in
the system. The trusted third party ttp is included because of the
anonymity revocation property; however, note that it only occurs in
the Identity Mixer and Smartcard schemes.

Figures 7.7(b) and 7.7(c) summarise the contexts we use to model
different representations of information about Alice and the other
actors. Figure 7.7(b) lists all domains. The “⋅” domain contains pub-
licly known identifiers for the identity and service providers, and
their private keys. The ι, κ, and λ domains represent databases of
user information held by the respective parties. The π, η, ζ, and ξ

domains represent the communication protocols that are executed
during the scenario.57 Figure 7.7(c) shows the profiles representing 57 For simplicity, all communication

related to one service provision is mod-
elled in a single domain. This expresses
that parties involved in service provi-
sion without communicating directly
(e.g., the linking service and IdP2 in
the linking service model) are able to
link their views of the protocol. Altern-
atively, each pair of communication
partners could have a separate domain.

the actors in the different domains. For instance, in the ⋅, ι, κ and λ

domains, Alice represented by the al profile; in the π, η, ζ, and ξ do-
mains, she is represented by u. By naming these profiles differently,
we emphasise that actors learn the information not as information
about Alice, but as information about “the purchaser in transaction
x”, etc.

Figures 7.7(d) and 7.7(e) define the pieces of personal information
in the scenario, and the knowledge about them that actors hold in
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a ∈ A Actor
al Alice
ii Address provider
is Subscription provider
bs E-book store
ttp Trusted third party

(a) Actors

Dom. Description
⋅ identifiers/keys
ι Alice’s knowledge
κ ii’s user database
µ is’s user database
π registration at ii
η registration at is
ζ,ξ service provisions

(b) Domains

Domains
Actor ⋅,ι,κ,µ π,η,κ,µ
al al u
ii ii idp1
is is idp2
bs bs sp
ttp ttp ttp

(c) Profiles

{ip∣⋅ii, k−∣⋅ii, ip∣⋅is, k−∣⋅is, ip∣⋅bs, k−∣⋅bs, k−∣⋅ttp}

(d) Information about other actors (anybody knows identifiers and public keys; actor knows own private key)

Info al ii is bs Description
i {i∣ιal , i∣ζu, i∣ξu} - - - Private identifier
iii {iii ∣

ι
al , iii ∣

π
u } {iii ∣

κ
al , iii ∣

π
u } - - Identifier at ii

d1 d1∣
ι
al d1∣

κ
al - - City

d2 d2∣
ι
al d2∣

κ
al - - Age

d2?gt60 d2?gt60∣
ι
al d2?gt60∣

κ
al - - Age “> 60” predicate

d3 d3∣
ι
al d3∣

κ
al - - Address

iis {iis∣
ι
al , iis∣

η
u} - {iis∣

µ
al , iis∣

η
u} - Identifier at is

d5 d5∣
ι
al - d5∣

µ
al - Subscription date

d6 d6∣
ι
al - d6∣

µ
al - Subscription type

d7 - - - {d7∣
ζ
u, d7∣

ξ
u} Transaction details

ip {ip∣πu , ip∣ηu, ip∣ζu, ip∣ξu} - - - IP address

(e) Information about Alice, and initial knowledge about this information held by actors

Figure 7.7: Schematic representation of
PI Model and initial knowledge

the initial state. For simplicity, we give an explicit context-layer rep-
resentation, and use notational conventions to implicitly describe the
information and contents layers. Namely, when context items about
the same actor using the same variable are denoted in the normal
font (e.g. iii∣πu and iii∣κal), they represent the same information-layer
item; when denoted in boldface (e.g. ip∣πu , ip∣ηu), they all represent
different information-layer items. Items of the form i∣∗∗, i∗∣∗∗, k−∣∗∗,
and ip∣∗∗ (for any ∗) are identifiers; items d∗∣∗∗ are data items; other
items are non-personal information. All representations of a single
piece of information use the same variable. Because this scenario
includes only one data subject, all pieces of information have unique
contents, i.e., the information and contents layers coincide. We have
one predicate gt60 representing if an age is over 60 (see Section 6.2).
For instance, d2?gt60 represents the fact that the data item d2 repres-
ents an age over 60.

Figure 7.7(d) defines the information available about ii, is, and bs.
This information consists of a private key for each of the actors, and
an identifier for ii, is, and bs. All actors know each other’s identifiers
and the public keys pk(k−∣⋅∗) corresponding to each private key; each
actor also knows his own private key.

Figure 7.7(e) defines the personal information known initially
about Alice. Each row except the last two shows different context-
layer representations of one piece of information, indicating which
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Property Formalisation
Attribute exchange (AX) d1∣

ζ
u, d2?gt60∣

ζ
u, d6∣

ζ
u, d1∣

ξ
u, d2?gt60∣

ξ
u, d6∣

ξ
u ∈ Obs

Anonymity revocation (AR) ∗∣κal ↔{bs,ii,is,ttp} ∗∣
ζ
u ↔{bs,ii,is,ttp} ∗∣

ξ
u

Irrelevant attribute undetectability (SID) d3∣
∗
∗ ∉ Obs ∧ d5∣

∗
∗ ∉ Obs

Predicate-attribute undetectability (SPD) d2∣
∗
∗ ∉ Obs

IdP attribute undetectability (ID) d1∣
∗
∗ ∉ Ois ∧ d2∣

∗
∗ ∉ Ois ∧ d3∣

∗
∗ ∉ Ois ∧ d2?gt60∣

∗
∗ ∉ Ois ∧ d5∣

∗
∗ ∉ Oii ∧ d6∣

∗
∗ ∉ Oii

Mutual IdP involvement undetectability (IM) ¬(∃p ∶ ∗∣⋅is ↔ii ∗∣
p
idp2 ∧∗∣

p
u ↔ii ∗∣

κ
al)∧¬(∃p ∶ ∗∣⋅ii ↔is ∗∣

p
idp1 ∧∗∣

p
u ↔is ∗∣

µ
al)

IdP-SP involvement undetectability (ISM) ¬(∃p ∶ ∗∣⋅bs ↔ii ∗∣
p
sp ∧∗∣

p
u ↔is ∗∣

κ
al)∧¬(∃p ∶ ∗∣⋅bs ↔is ∗∣

p
sp ∧∗∣

p
u ↔is ∗∣

µ
al)

Session unlinkability (SL) ∗∣
ζ
u ↮bs ∗∣

ξ
u

IdP service access undetectability (IL) ∗∣κal ↮ii ∗∣
ζ
u ∧∗∣

κ
al ↮ii ∗∣

ξ
u ∧∗∣

µ
al ↮is ∗∣

ζ
u ∧∗∣

µ
al ↮is ∗∣

ξ
u

IdP profile unlinkability (IIL) ∗∣κal ↮{ii,is} ∗∣
µ
al

IdP/SP unlinkability (ISL) ∗∣κal ↮A ∗∣
ζ
u ∧∗∣

µ
al ↮A ∗∣

ζ
u ∧∗∣

κ
al ↮A ∗∣

ξ
u ∧∗∣

µ
al ↮A ∗∣

ξ
u (A = {ii, is, bs})

Table 7.4: Formalisation of properties
in our scenario (m ↮a n means
¬(m ↔a n); ∗ means for all possible
values)

actor initially knows which representation. For instance, d1 repres-
ents a city; Alice knows her city as d1∣ιal and ii knows it as d1∣κal . We
assume that the actual attribute exchange between user and iden-
tity provider during registration has taken place before executing
protocol instances π and η, as shown in the κ and µ domains. In
the last two rows, each context item represents a different piece of
information; e.g., the transaction details d7∣ζu, d7∣ξu of the two service
provisions are different. We assume some initial knowledge about
Alice in the π, η, ζ and ξ domains representing protocols. Know-
ledge of iii∣πu , iis∣

η
u held by Alice and the respective identity providers

represents the fact that Alice has authenticated to them in the con-
text of registration. In the context of the two service provisions,
Alice knows that she is the data subject (i∣ζu, i∣ξu); the service provider
knows transaction details (d7∣ζu, d7∣ξu). Alice knows her own IP ad-
dress ip∣∗u , where ∗ ∈ {π, η, ζ, ξ}; note that it is assumed to change
dynamically between sessions.

7.5 Step 2: Model Privacy Properties

Step 2 of our formal privacy comparison is to formalise the prop-
erties from Table 7.2 in terms of actor views. Denote the view of
an actor a ∈ A and a coalition A ⊂ A by Va = (Oa,↔a) and
VA = (OA,↔A), respectively. The formalisation of our properties
in terms of these views is shown in Table 7.4. AX and AR are de-
tectability and linkability properties (see Section 2.3), respectively.58 58 For AX, note that bs can always

associate the personal information of
the user to the purchase because of the
common context ∗∣ζu or ∗∣ξu, so we do
not check this.

SID, SPD and SID are undetectability properties; SL, IL, IIL, and
ISL are unlinkability properties. (Un-)detectability properties are
straightforward to formalise; e.g., predicate-attribute undetectability
means undetectability by bs of the context item d2∣δp in any context
∗∣δp. (Un-)linkability properties translate to contexts not being as-
sociable by an actor or coalition. IM and ISM are non-involvement
properties: formally, they translate to two associations that should
not hold simultaneously; for instance, for IM, there should be no do-
main p in which ii can link the idp2 profile to ∗∣⋅idp2 and the u profile
to ∗∣κal .
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Coalition of... ∎: undetectable w.r.t. coalition ∎: involve- ∎: unassociable w.r.t. coalition
◻: detectable w.r.t. coalition ment unknown ◻: associable w.r.t. coalition

Prop. bs ii is ttp d1 d2 d2?gt60 d3 d5 d6 d7 ii is bs κ, µ κ, ζ κ, ξ µ, ζ µ, ξ ζ, ξ

AX 3 ◻ ◻ ◻

SID 3 ∎ ∎

SPD 3 ∎

ID 3 ∎ ∎

ID 3 ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎

IM 3 ∎

IM 3 ∎

ISM 3 ∎

ISM 3 ∎

AR 3 3 3 3 ◻ ◻ ◻

SL 3 ∎

IL 3 ∎ ∎

IL 3 ∎ ∎

IIL 3 3 ∎

ISL 3 3 3 ∎ ∎ ∎ ∎

Table 7.5: Schematic overview of the
properties in Table 7.4. Each row
indicates that with respect to the
given coalition of actors, (a) the given
items should be (un)detectable; (b)
the involvement of the given actors
should be unknown; and (c) Alice’s
profiles in the given domains should be
(un)associable

We now analyse whether the above privacy properties cover all
privacy risks expressible in our model. To this end, we consider all
combinations of coalition and possible knowledge59; verify if they

59 In terms of elementary detectability,
involvement, and linkability aspects;
see Section 2.3

represent a privacy risk; and if so, we check by which privacy prop-
erty they are captured. The result is shown in Table 7.5. The first
group of columns indicates the coalition with respect to which a
property is defined; the next groups lists the detectability, involve-
ment, and linkability aspects that it entails.

First consider detectability properties. With respect to bs, all per-
sonal information is required to be either detectable by AX, or un-
detectable by SID and SPD (except for d7, which bs can always detect
by definition of the scenario). Similarly, identity providers can detect
attributes they endorse by definition of the scenario, but no others
by ID.60 There are no detectability properties with respect to ttp, 60 Undetectability of endorsed attrib-

utes would be a property of the blind
certification feature of Identity Mixer
(cf. Bangerter et al. (2004)), as discussed
in Section 7.3.

or about the transaction details d7. In fact, these aspects would not
produce relevant results because ttp never learns any attributes, and
bs never communicates any transaction details.

Involvement properties do not cover ttp or al: the involvement
of ttp is publicly known, and Alice’s involvement is covered by
linkability. For identity providers, there are involvement properties
about all remaining parties, i.e., the other identity provider and the
service provider. Usually, service providers assess trustworthiness
of user attributes by considering which identity provider endorsed
them; hence we do not regard involvement properties with respect
to the service provider as important.61 61 Among the analysed systems, only

the Smartcard scheme would satisfy
them.

Linkability properties capture associations by coalitions of actors.
Clearly, at least ii and is are needed to associate κ and µ; IIL states
that without help of others, they cannot. There is no property about
when bs helps them with this; as it turns out, this help never makes
a difference. Linkability between user databases and service pro-
visions is defined with respect to the respective identity providers,
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and with respect to a coalition of all identity and service providers.
Considering other coalitions would not reveal interesting differences
in the systems we analyse. Similarly, no property involves ii or is in
linking the service provisions to each other; in practice, an identity
provider would link service provisions to each other by first link-
ing them to its own user profile, which is covered by IL. Finally, AR
requires linking the service provisions to κ and not to µ; this is an
arbitrary choice made in the definition of the scenario.

7.6 Step 3: Model Communication

Step 3 of our formal privacy comparison is to model the communica-
tion in the systems we want to analyse (§7.3). We start by modelling
the cryptographic primitives used in the systems as function sym-
bols with construction and elimination rules. For each system, the
formalisation then consists of two parts: first, an initial state {C0

a}a∈A
capturing the initial knowledge of all actors (extending Figure 7.7);
second, a trace Scenario capturing the communication that takes
place in the system during the scenario.

Formal Model of Cryptographic Primitives

To model the systems described in Section 7.3, we extend the model
of standard cryptographic primitives from Section 3.4. First, we
add zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, anonymous credentials
and their issuing protocols, as discussed in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
Second, we add labelled asymmetric encryption and authenticated
key agreement, as described next.

Labelled asymmetric encryption62 is asymmetric encryption to 62 Bangerter et al. (2004)

which a label is unmodifiably attached at encryption time. For in-
stance, the label can represent a policy specifying when the recipient
is allowed to decrypt the data. We model labelled asymmetric en-
cryption with function symbol aencl/3, such that aencl(m, l,pk(k−))
represents the encryption of message m under public key pk(k−)
with label l. The functionality of labelled asymmetric encryption is
modelled by the following construction and elimination rules63: 63 Plus implicit visible failure and

reconstruction rules

aencl(m, l, k+)←m, l, k+ aencl(m, l, k+)Ð→l aencl(m, l, pk(k−)) ≐k−ÐÐ→m

This model is similar to that of normal asymmetric encryption; the
label can be derived from the encryption, but not changed. Labelled
encryption is a straightforward extension of normal encryption; our
model is similar to the one by Camenisch et al.64. 64 Camenisch et al. (2010)

In authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocols, two parties
derive a unique random session key based on their respective secret
keys. We consider the variant presented by Law et al.65, in which 65 Law et al. (2003)

both parties send each other a random value and determine the
session key based on this randomness, their own private key, and
the other party’s public key. We model the session key by function
symbol aka/4: aka(k−1 ,n1, k−2 ,n2) is the session key derived from
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⋅
al), nc∣

⋅
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ζ
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ξ
⋅ };
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π
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π
⋅ };

C
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is = (Fig.7.7)∪ {nz,b∣

η
⋅ , nb∣

η
⋅ };

C
0
bs = (Fig.7.7)∪ {nz,b∣

ζ
⋅ , nz,b∣

ξ
⋅ }

Scenario ∶= Reg1∣
π ; Reg2∣

η ; ServProv∣ζ ; ServProv∣ξ

Reg1 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ sig({i∣u,pk(k−∣u), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca);

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ zk(k
−
∣u,pk(k−∣u), nz,a∣⋅, nz,b∣⋅);

ii(ip∣idp1)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ sig({i∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u, na∣⋅}, k−∣idp1)

Reg2 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ sig({i∣u,pk(k−∣u), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca);

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ zk(k
−
∣u,pk(k−∣u), nz,a∣⋅, nz,b∣⋅);

is(ip∣idp2)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ sig({i∣u, d5∣u, d6∣u, nb∣⋅}, k−∣idp2)

ServProv ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ {sig({i∣u,pk(k−∣u), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca),

sig({i∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u, na∣⋅}, k−∣idp1),

sig({i∣u, d5∣u, d6∣u, nb∣⋅}, k−∣idp2)};

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ zk(k
−
∣u,pk(k−∣u), nz,a∣⋅, nz,b∣⋅)

Figure 7.8: Formalisation of smart
certificates: initial knowledge and trace

private keys k−1 , k−2 and randomness n1, n2. The two construction
rules for aka capture how the key can be derived using one private
key and the other public key:

aka(k−1 , n1, k−2 , n2)←pk(k−1 ), n1, k−2 , n2

aka(k−1 , n1, k−2 , n2)←k−1 , n1,pk(k−2 ), n2

There are no elimination rules (apart from the implicit ones due to
reconstruction).66 Although the internals of (incorrect) protocols 66 This model does not take into

account that the computation of
the session key is actually sym-
metric, i.e., aka(k−1 , n1, k−2 , n2) and
aka(k−2 , n2, k−1 , n1) should be content
equivalent. However, as long as no
knowledge base contains both mes-
sages, this limitation does not cause
problems.

for authenticated key agreement have over the years proven to be
a popular target for analysis using formal methods67, we are not

67 E.g., Burrows et al. (1990), Lowe
(1996), Paulson (1998)

aware of other works that formally model the authenticated key
exchange protocols as a primitive.

Smart Certificates

Figure 7.8 displays our formalisation of smart certificates (§7.3).
Its first component is the initial state {C0

x}x∈A. In addition to the
knowledge from Figure 7.7, Alice initially knows her public key
certificate sig({i∣⋅al ,pk(k−∣⋅al), nc∣⋅⋅}, k−∣⋅ca) (where nc∣⋅⋅ represents addi-
tional information in the certificate such as the validity date), and
the corresponding private key k−∣⋅al . Alice additionally knows con-
tributions nz,∗∣∗⋅ to her proofs of knowledge of k−∣⋅al ; other actors
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C
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η
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C
0
bs = (Fig.7.7)∪ {ip∣⋅ls,pk(k−∣⋅ls), i∣⋅ls, i∣⋅is};

C
0
ls = (Fig.7.7)∪ {ip∣⋅ls,pk(k−∣⋅ls), k−∣⋅ls, i∣⋅ls, i∣⋅is, il ∣

ν
al , il ∣

π
u , il ∣

η
u, n′∣ζ⋅ , n′∣ξ⋅ }

Scenario ∶= Reg1∣
π ; Reg2∣

η ; ServProv∣ζ ; ServProv∣ξ

Reg1 ∶=

ii(ip∣idp1)→ ls(ip∣ls) ∶ sig({ii1,ls∣u, n∣⋅}, k−∣idp)

Reg2 ∶=

is(ip∣idp2)→ ls(ip∣ls) ∶ sig({ii2,ls∣u, n∣⋅}, k−∣idp)

ServProv ∶=

ii(ip∣idp1)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ sig({isess∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, i∣ls,

aenc({ii1,ls∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣ls))}, k−∣idp1);

bs(ip∣sp)→ ls(ip∣ls) ∶ {aenc({ii1,ls∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣ls)), sig({isess∣u,

d1∣u, d2∣u, i∣ls, aenc({ii1,ls∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣ls))}, k−∣idp1)};

ls(ip∣ls)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ {i∣idp2, aenc({ii2,ls∣u, n′∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣idp2))};

bs(ip∣sp)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ {aenc({ii2,ls∣u, n′∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣idp2)), sig({isess∣u,

d1∣u, d2∣u, i∣ls, aenc({ii1,ls∣u, n∣⋅},pk(k
−
∣ls))}, k−∣idp1)};

is(ip∣idp2)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ sig({isess∣u, d6∣u}, k−∣idp2)

Figure 7.9: Formalisation of linking
service model: initial knowledge and
trace

similarly know randomness.
The second component of our formalisation of smart certificates

is the trace Scenario capturing the communication in our scenario.
It consists of traces Reg1∣π , Reg2∣η , ServProv∣ζ , and ServProv∣ξ corres-
ponding to registration at ii and is, and two service provisions, re-
spectively. The messages in the traces Reg1∣π and Reg2∣η correspond
to those in Figure 7.3(a); the messages in ServProv∣ζ and ServProv∣ξ
correspond to those in Figure 7.3(b). In particular, we model the
proofs that Alice knows the secret key corresponding to her public
key as ZK proofs with secret information k−∣u and public informa-
tion pk(k−∣u).

Linking Service Model

Figure 7.9 displays the formalisation of the linking service model
(§7.3). This system introduces the linking service ls as an additional
actor: it has an address and a private/public key pair. ls and is have
publicly known identifiers i∣⋅ls, i∣⋅is used in the referrals. The user
database of ls, modelled by domain ν, contains an entry for the
user containing only the identifier il ∣νal . User authentication to ls
during registration is modelled by ls’s knowledge of il ∣πu , il ∣

η
u; the

pseudonyms generated by the identity providers are modelled as
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Scenario ∶= Reg1∣
π ; Reg2∣

η ; ServProv∣ζ ; ServProv∣ξ

Reg1 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ rc(i∣u, nc1,1∣⋅);

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ icred(i∣u, k−∣idp1,{iii ∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u}, nc1,1∣⋅, nc1,2∣⋅, nc1,3∣⋅, nc1,4∣⋅, nc1,5∣⋅, nc1,6∣⋅, nc1,7∣⋅)

Reg2 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ rc(i∣u, nc2,1∣⋅);

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ icred(i∣u, k−∣idp2,{d5∣u, d6∣u}, nc2,1∣⋅, nc2,2∣⋅, nc2,3∣⋅, nc2,4∣⋅, nc2,5∣⋅, nc2,6∣⋅, nc2,7∣⋅)

ServProv ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ {rc(i∣u, n∣⋅), rc(iii ∣u, n1,2∣⋅), rc(d2∣u, n1,1∣⋅), rc(d3∣u, n1,3∣⋅),

d1∣u, d2?gt60∣u, cnd∣⋅,pk(k
−
∣ttp), aencl({iii ∣u, nv∣⋅}, cnd∣⋅,pk(k

−
∣ttp))};

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ zk({cred(i∣u, k−∣idp1,{iii ∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u}, nc1,2∣⋅, nc1,5∣⋅), i∣u, iii ∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u, n∣⋅,

n1,2∣⋅, n1,1∣⋅, n1,3∣⋅},{rc({i∣u, n∣⋅), rc(iii ∣u, n1,2∣⋅), rc(d2∣u, n1,1∣⋅), rc(d3∣u, n1,3∣⋅),

d1∣u,pk(k−∣idp1),pk(k
−
∣ttp), aencl({iii ∣u, nv∣⋅}, cnd∣⋅,pk(k

−
∣ttp)), d2?gt60∣u}, n1,a∣⋅, n1,b∣⋅);

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ {rc(i∣u, n∣⋅), rc(d5∣u, n2,1∣⋅), d6∣u, cnd∣⋅};

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ zk({cred(i∣u, k−∣idp2,{d5∣u, d6∣u}, nc2,2∣⋅, nc2,5∣⋅), i∣u, d5∣u, d6∣u, n∣⋅, n2,1∣⋅},

{rc(i∣u, n∣⋅), rc(d5∣u, n2,1∣⋅), d6∣u,pk(k−∣idp2)}, n2,a∣⋅, n2,b∣⋅)

Figure 7.10: Formalisation of Identity
Mixer: initial knowledge and trace

ii1,ls∣πu and ii2,ls∣
η
u. Alice’s authentication at ii during service provision

is modelled by the fact that ii knows the identifiers iii∣∗u , ∗ ∈ {ζ, ξ}.
The registration and service provision phases in the trace corres-

pond to Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), respectively. To prove authenticity,
the identity providers sign information for bs using their private
key. bs forwards the authentication assertion from ii to ls and is to
prove that the user has authenticated. The referrals by ii and is in-
clude random nonces n∣⋅, n′∣⋅ to ensure that bs cannot link different
sessions by comparing them.

The linking service model aims to satisfy a privacy property
specifically about the linking service, which we call LS attribute un-
detectability (LD). We can express this property formally in a similar
way to the SID, SPD, and ID properties: d1∣∗∗ ∉ Ols ∧ ...∧ d6∣∗∗ ∉ Ols.

The linking service model in general is independent from mes-
sage formats. However, the authors also present an instantiation
using the SAML 2.068 and Liberty ID-WSF 2.069 standards. Our 68 Cantor et al. (2005)

69 Hodges et al. (2006)model captures that instantiation.
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Identity Mixer

The formalisation of the scenario when using Identity Mixer (§7.3)
is shown in Figure 7.10. In the trace, registration follows the steps of
Figure 7.5(a); service provision is as in Figure 7.5(b). We use Alice’s
identifier i∣πu , which is unknown to the other parties in the system,
as the owner identifier in the anonymous credentials. That is, as a
result of registration at ii, Alice obtains credential

cred(i∣u, k−∣idp1,{iii∣u, d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u}, nc1,2∣⋅, nc1,5∣⋅),

and similarly for registration at is. Note that this credential contains
Alice’s identifier iii∣πu as an additional attribute: it is used later for
anonymity revocation.

As in registration, we use function symbol rc/2 to represent com-
mitments to Alice’s secret identifier and attributes. For anonymity
revocation purposes, the first message additionally includes a la-
belled encryption of the identifier iii∣πu for the trusted third party,
with the label cnd∣⋅ describing when the anonymity of the transac-
tion may be revoked. The zero-knowledge proof of knowledge in
the second message convinces bs that:

• Alice owns a credential, signed with ii’s private key;

• the owner identifier and attributes in the credential correspond to
the values or commitments sent previously;

• the predicate d2?gt60∣u is satisfied;

• the encrypted message sent previously is encrypted using pk(k−∣ttp)
and contains the identifier in the credential.

The second ZK proof is similar. Note that the commitment rc(i∣u, n∣⋅)
in the first and third messages is the same, guaranteeing to bs that
the two certificates are indeed of the same user.

Smartcard Scheme

The Smartcard scheme (§7.3) is formalised in Figure 7.11. In this
system, the user’s personal information is exchanged on her behalf
by a tamper-resistant smartcard. The smartcard is modelled as actor
al. The smartcard has a certified private key; however, this private
key is shared between different smartcards so it does not identify the
user. Instead, the smartcard has a secret user identifier, modelled by
i∣⋅al , that is generated on the card and used to generate pseudonyms.
The actors ii, is, and bs each have a private key and a corresponding
public key certificate signed by the certification authority.

The messages from the registration part of the trace correspond
to Figure 7.6(a); the messages from the service provision part cor-
respond to Figure 7.6(b). Parties derive a shared session key using
authenticated key agreement based on public key certificates and
exchanged randomness. The smartcard generates pseudonyms of
Alice with respect to the two identity providers using hashes. In
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Scenario ∶= Reg1∣
π ; Reg2∣

η ; ServProv∣ζ ; ServProv∣ξ

Reg1 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ {sig({idc∣⋅,pk(k
−
c ∣⋅), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca), na∣⋅};

ii(ip∣idp1)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ {sig({id∣idp1,pk(k−∣idp1), nidp1∣⋅}, k−∣ca), nb∣⋅};

al(ip∣u)→ ii(ip∣idp1) ∶ enc(h({i∣u, id∣idp1}), aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣idp1, nb∣⋅));

ii(ip∣idp1)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ enc({d1∣u, d2∣u, d3∣u}, aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣idp1, nb∣⋅))

Reg2 ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ {sig({idc∣⋅,pk(k
−
c ∣⋅), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca), na∣⋅};

is(ip∣idp2)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ {sig({id∣idp2,pk(k−∣idp2), nidp2∣⋅}, k−∣ca), nb∣⋅};

al(ip∣u)→ is(ip∣idp2) ∶ enc(h({i∣u, id∣idp2}), aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣idp2, nb∣⋅));

is(ip∣idp2)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ enc({d5∣u, d6∣u}, aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣idp2, nb∣⋅))

ServProv ∶=

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ {sig({idc∣⋅,pk(k
−
c ∣⋅), nc∣⋅}, k−∣ca), na∣⋅};

bs(ip∣sp)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ {sig({id∣sp,pk(k−∣sp), nsp∣⋅}, k−∣ca), nb∣⋅};

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ enc(isess∣u, aka(k−c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣sp, nb∣⋅));

bs(ip∣sp)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ {isess∣u, enc(dm∣⋅, aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣sp, nb∣⋅))};

bs(ip∣sp)→ al(ip∣u) ∶ {isess∣u, enc(q∣⋅, aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣sp, nb∣⋅))};

al(ip∣u)→ bs(ip∣sp) ∶ enc({d1∣u, d2?gt60∣u, d6∣u, aenc({h({i∣u, id∣idp1}), nv∣⋅},

pk(k−∣ttp))}, aka(k
−
c ∣⋅, na∣⋅, k−∣sp, nb∣⋅))

Figure 7.11: Formalisation of Smartcard
scheme: initial knowledge and trace

the service provision phase, q∣⋅ and dm∣⋅ represent bs’s query: what
information it needs, and how recent it should be.

Note that in Vossaert et al. (2011), the exact format of the encryp-
ted message to the trusted third party for anonymity revocation is
not specified. We chose an encryption of the user’s identifier at ii
because this is most appropriate for our scenario. Also, it is not spe-
cified how attributes are sent to the smartcard for caching; we chose
to add one additional message to the registration phase containing
all attributes.

7.7 Step 4: Verify Privacy Properties

Step 4 of our formal privacy comparison is to verify which prop-
erties are satisfied by the analysed systems. This step is performed
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Scheme AX AR SID SPD ID IM ISM SL IL IIL ISL
Smart certificates
Linking service
Identity Mixer †

Smartcard scheme

Table 7.6: Comparison of privacy
properties claimed and satisfied by
the various systems. Filled check-
mark: satisfied and claimed; empty
check-mark: satisfied and not claimed;
filled cross: not satisfied and claimed;
empty cross: not satisfied and not
claimed (see Table 7.3) . †: may not be
satisfiable efficiently depending on
non-privacy-related properties.automatically using our Prolog implementation (Section 3.7): given

the formalised properties (§7.5) and communication in the systems
(§7.6), it automatically determines which properties hold in which
systems.70 The results are shown in Table 7.6: we now analyse them. 70 More precisely, it computes the state

that the given initial state evolves
into by the given trace, also checking
trace validity (see Section 6.3); then
computes the views of actors and
coalitions in this state; and finally,
verifies which of the given properties
hold in these views.

Non-privacy properties

The two non-privacy properties attribute exchange (AX) and anonym-
ity revocation (AR) are satisfied in all systems. Indeed, attribute ex-
change is the basic functional requirement of an IdM system. It is
worth noting the relationship between AR and ISL. In smart certific-
ates and the linking service model, ISL does not hold. In this case,
AR holds automatically because the service provider and identity
providers can link service accesses to user profiles (even without the
help of the trusted third party). In the two systems satisfying ISL
(the Identity Mixer and Smartcard systems), the transmission of an
identifier encrypted for the trusted third party is necessary to satisfy
this property.

Detectability properties

The detectability properties with respect to the service provider,
predicate-attribute undetectability (SPD) and irrelevant attribute un-
detectability (SID), verify the possibility to reveal predicates about
attributes without revealing the exact value; and to reveal some
but not all attributes. In smart certificates, the complete certificate
is transmitted, so it satisfies neither property. To address SID, the
identity provider could issue a separate credential for each user at-
tribute. To partially address SPD, the identity provider could issue
several credentials proving common predicates about attributes, e.g.
an “age > 60” credential. These latter credentials could be obtained
during the service provision phase, in effect transforming smart
certificates into a relationship-focused system. Indeed, this variant
is discussed in Park and Sandhu (1999). Another possibility is to
use certificates that allow efficient proofs of knowledge, as in the
Identity Mixer system.

In the linking service model, SPD does not hold. Actually, the
linking service model focuses primarily on involvement and linkab-
ility issues, leaving the details of the actual attribute exchange to
underlying standards. However, in these standards (in particular,
SAML) it is not possible to exchange predicates about an attribute
instead of its value. Recently, an extension to SAML to achieve this
has been proposed71. With this extension (or other instantiations), 71 Neven and Preiss (2011)
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the property may hold.
IdP attribute undetectability (ID) and LS attribute undetectability

(LD) also do not hold in the linking service model. This is because
the linking service and the subscription provider both receive the
signed authentication assertion from the address provider as guar-
antee that the user has logged in. However, in the SAML standard,
the attributes are part of this signed message, so they also need to be
forwarded. Technically, this could be easily solved by signing the at-
tributes separately from the authentication information. Again, this
problem is due to the instantiation of the model with SAML. Note
that although ID is not explicitly claimed by the other IdM systems,
they do satisfy it.

Involvement properties

The involvement properties state that an identity provider should
not know about the user’s involvement with other identity pro-
viders (mutual IdP involvement undetectability, IM) or service pro-
viders (IdP-SP involvement undetectability, ISM). In credential-focused
systems, this is natural: the identity provider issues a credential to
the user without involving others, and it is not involved in service
provisions. Indeed, smart certificates, Identity Mixer and the Smart-
card scheme all satisfy IM and ISM.

In the linking service model, ISM does not hold because there
is direct communication between the identity providers and the
service provider. In a variant of the model72, the identity providers 72 Chadwick and Inman (2009)

and service provider communicate indirectly via the linking service.
However, here the identity providers encrypt the attributes for the
service provider (to preserve privacy with respect to the linking
service), and so still need to know its identity. To prevent this, some
kind of trusted intermediary (like the smartcard in the Smartcard
scheme) seems to be necessary.

Moreover, the linking service model does not satisfy IM. The sub-
scription provider learns from the authentication assertion that the
user has an account at the address provider (but not the other way
round). This problem is also mentioned in Chadwick and Inman
(2009): while “multiple [identity providers] must give [a service pro-
vider] the aggregated set of attributes without knowing about one
another’s involvement”, the authors concede that “linked [identity
providers] may become aware of just one other [identity provider]
– the authenticating [identity provider] – during service provision”.
IM can be satisfied (within the standards used) if the subscription
provider trusts the linking service to verify the address provider’s
signature. Another possibility to satisfy the property may be to use
group signatures73 for the authentication assertion from the address 73 Chaum and van Heyst (1991)

provider. This solution prevents the subscription provider from
learning at which identity provider the user authenticated, but at the
cost of reduced accountability.
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Linkability properties

Finally, we discuss the results for the linkability properties. Ses-
sion unlinkability (SL) is a natural property for relationship-focused
systems, because the identity provider generates a new signature
over the attributes at every service provision. Indeed, it holds for
the linking service model. It also holds for the credential-focused
Identity Mixer system because rather than showing the credential
(which would allow linking), the user just proves the validity of
properties using ZK proofs. In the Smartcard scheme, the smartcard
is trusted to correctly send attributes from the credentials it knows.
In the smart certificates scheme, however, the complete credential is
shown so the property is not satisfied. IdP service access unlinkability
(IL), in contrast, is natural if the identity provider is not involved
in service provision, i.e., for the credential-focused smart certific-
ates, Identity Mixer, and Smartcard schemes. It is less natural for
relationship-focused systems such as the linking service model. In
this case, private information retrieval74 can be used so that at least 74 Chor et al. (1995)

the non-authenticating identity provider does not learn which user
he is providing attributes of.

To achieve IdP profile unlinkability (IIL), global identifiers should
be avoided in credential-focused as well as relationship-focused sys-
tems. Smart certificates, being based on the user’s public key certific-
ate, do not satisfy this property. In Identity Mixer, IIL holds because
the identity providers do not learn the identifiers of the credentials
they issue. In the Smartcard scheme, it holds because each identity
provider learns a different identifier based on a secret known only
by the smartcard. In the linking service model, the authenticating
identity provider generates a session identifier and includes it in
the authentication assertion sent to the other identity provider. This
forwarding of the assertion can be avoided if identity providers trust
the linking service to verify the authentication assertion: identity
providers can then issue attributes under different session iden-
tifiers, and the linking service can assert the link between them.
However, this only partially solves the problem: identity providers
are still both involved in service provision, so they may link using
timing information. Indeed, just eliminating global identifiers may
not be sufficient to satisfy IIL.

IdP-SP unlinkability (ISL) does not hold for the same two systems
that also do not satisfy IIL, and for similar reasons. In smart certific-
ates, all parties learn the user’s public key certificate; in the linking
service model, the service provider learns the session identifier from
the authenticating identity provider. The other systems satisfy it: in
Identity Mixer, not even the issuer of the credential can recognise a
ZK proof about it; in the Smartcard scheme, the smartcard ensures
that the information flow between identity providers and service
providers is restricted to just the attributes.

However, as a consequence of ISL holding, extra work is needed
to achieve accountability in two respects. First, a message encrypted
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to a trusted third party is provided to the service provider to achieve
anonymity revocation. Second, although service providers do not
learn a credential identifier, they do need assurance that the creden-
tial has not been revoked. In the Smartcard scheme, the suggested
solution is to let the smartcard perform a regular revocation check.
Similarly, in the Identity Mixer system, credentials can be given a
short lifetime and be checked for revocation at re-issuing75. In both 75 Camenisch et al. (2009)

cases, revocation is not immediate.
For Identity Mixer, two proposals for immediate revocation have

been done76. The first proposal is to include a serial number in the 76 Camenisch et al. (2006)

credential. The credential can be issued so that either the identity
provider learns this serial number or not. The former case makes ISL
not satisfied. In the latter case, ISL holds but the credential cannot be
revoked if the user loses her serial number or does not wish to par-
ticipate. Depending on the situation at hand, this latter behaviour
may not be acceptable. The second proposal is to use a ZK proof that
the credential is on a public list of valid credentials77. This allows 77 Camenisch et al. (2009)

revocation without the user’s help while not breaking ISL; however,
the user needs to keep track of all revoked credentials in the system,
and despite recent advances78 this may still not be efficient enough. 78 Camenisch et al. (2009)

Note that the Smartcard scheme does not support immediate revoca-
tion at all.

7.8 Symbolic Analysis of Identity Mixer

In this section, we illustrate how to generalise the above privacy
analysis using the symbolic model of Chapter 5. Above, we ana-
lyse privacy by determining the knowledge of actors in a specific
scenario. In particular, in this scenario, the number of attributes in a
credential is fixed to 2 or 3, and all attributes have different contents.
Technically, the privacy guarantees derived above only apply in this
particular scenario. We now repeat the privacy analysis of one of
the above systems, namely Identity Mixer, in our symbolic model.
We show how this leads to conclusions that apply beyond a specific
scenario.

To perform a symbolic analysis, we first turn the instantiated
model of Identity Mixer (Figure 7.10) into a symbolic model. We
use the multiple data subjects extension from Section 6.1 for max-
imal accuracy. For instance, this allows us to model that identifier
iii∣πu identifies the user only with respect to the issuing identity pro-
vider. The symbolic model, shown in Figure 7.12, consists of three
symbolic protocols. Reg models a registration protocol in which the
issued credential includes the identifier of the credential owner for
revocation; Reg′ models a registration protocol in which it does not.
Spr models a service provision protocol. Although Spr is independ-
ent from the number of attributes in the credentials, it does assume
that exactly two credentials are shown, with revocation support for
the first one.

We highlight the following aspects of our symbolic formalisa-
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Reg(u) = {irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅, rc(i∣u;∅, nc,1∣⋅),

icred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all}, nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅)}

Reg(idp) = {irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, rc(i∣u;∅, nc,1∣⋅),

icred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all}, nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅)}

Reg′(u) = {irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅, rc(i∣u;∅, nc,1∣⋅),

icred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅)}

Reg′(idp) = {{d∣u;⊺}all , irev∣u;idp, nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, rc(i∣u;∅, nc,1∣⋅),

icred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,1∣⋅, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,3∣⋅, nc,4∣⋅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅, nc,6∣⋅, nc,7∣⋅)}

Spr(u) = {n∣⋅, cnd∣⋅,{n1,i,p∣⋅}pd1,{n1,i,n∣⋅}nd1, n1,r∣⋅, n1,v∣⋅, n1,a∣⋅,{n2,i,p∣⋅}pd2,{n2,i,n∣⋅}nd2, n2,a∣⋅,

{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅), rc(irev∣u;idp1, n1,r∣⋅),{rc(d∣u;⊺, n1,i,p∣⋅)}pd1,{rc(d∣u;⊺, n1,i,n∣⋅)}nd1,

{d∣u;⊺}d1,{d∣u;⊺}pr1, cnd∣⋅,pk(k
−
∣ttp;∅), aencl({irev∣u;idp1, n1,v∣⋅}, cnd∣⋅,pk(k

−
∣ttp;∅))},

zk({cred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp1;∅,{irev∣u;idp1,{d∣u;⊺}a1}, nc,2∣u,idp1;∅, nc,5∣u,idp1;∅), i∣u;∅, irev∣u;idp1,

{d∣u;⊺}a1, n∣⋅, n1,r∣⋅,{n1,i,p∣⋅}pd1,{n1,i,n∣⋅}nd1},{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅), rc(irev∣u;idp1, n1,r∣⋅),

{rc(d∣u;⊺, n1,i,p∣⋅)}pd1,{rc(d∣u;⊺, n1,i,n∣⋅)}nd1,{d∣u;⊺}d1,pk(k−∣idp1;∅),pk(k
−
∣ttp;∅),

maths f aencl({irev∣u;idp1, n1,v∣⋅}, cnd∣⋅,pk(k
−
∣ttp;∅)),{d∣u;⊺}pr1}, n1,a∣⋅, n1,b∣⋅),

{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅),{rc(d∣u;⊺, n2,i,p∣⋅)}pd2,{rc(d∣u;⊺, n2,i,n∣⋅)}nd2,{d∣u;⊺}d2,{d∣u;⊺}pr2, cnd∣⋅},

zk({cred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp2;∅,{d∣u;⊺}a2, nc,2∣u,idp2;∅, nc,5∣u,idp2;∅), i∣u;∅,{d∣u;⊺}a2,

n∣⋅,{n2,i,p∣⋅}pd2,{n2,i,n∣⋅}nd2},{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅),{rc(d∣u;⊺, n2,i,p∣⋅)}pd2,{rc(d∣u;⊺, n2,i,n∣⋅)}nd2,

{d∣u;⊺}d2,pk(k−∣idp2;∅),{d∣u;⊺}pr2}, n2,a∣⋅, n2,b∣⋅)}

Spr(sp) = {n1,b∣⋅, n2,b∣⋅, td∣u;⊺,{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅), . . .}, zk(. . .),{rc(i∣u;∅, n∣⋅), . . .}, zk(. . .)}

Figure 7.12: Symbolic model of Identity
Mixer: registration with and without
revocation; service provision with two
credentials and revocationtion. First, recall that symbolic protocol roles contain all messages

sent, received, and generated by an actor performing that role. For
instance, role Reg(u) contains generated nonce nc,1∣⋅. Because we
assume that authentication has already taken place before regis-
tration, we also include irev∣u;idp and {d∣u;⊺}all in Reg(u)79. Second, 79 We could also leave these messages

out, but then they would appear in
derivability constraints that are in
practice always satisfied, complicating
our presentation.

nonces nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅ from registration should not be mod-
elled as instance-random because they end up in the credential that
is used in other protocols. Instead, we model them as identifiers of
both the user and the identity provider80. Identifier irev∣u;idp is mod- 80 Indeed, these nonces can only occur

in protocols relating to bothelled as a local identifier with respect to the identity provider: this
reflects that different identity providers may internally assign the
same identifier to different users. Finally, we use var-lists with dif-
ferent families in the service provision protocol. Namely, we model:
all attributes from the first identity provider ({d∣u;⊺}a1); disclosed
attributes ({d∣u;⊺}d1); shown predicates81 ({d∣u;⊺}pr1); attributes of 81 Note that the symbolic model does

not support attribute predicates, so we
just model them as data items

which a predicate is shown ({d∣u;⊺}pd1); and non-disclosed attributes
({d∣u;⊺}nd1); and their respective nonces. Attributes and nonces from
the second identity provider are modelled analogously.

The next step of our symbolic privacy analysis is to construct the
constraint graph of the symbolic profiles Reg(idp)∣u, Reg′(idp)∣u, and
Spr(sp)∣u. This captures knowledge about a user by arbitrary coali-
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Spr(sp)|u
>⇒d|u;>@d1?
>⇒d|u;>@pr1?
>⇒d|u;>@d2?
>⇒d|u;>@pr2?
>⇒td|u;>
>⇒cnd|·
k−|ttp;∅⇒irev|u;idp1

Reg(idp)|u
>⇒d|u;>@all?
>⇒irev|u;idp
>⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅
nc,2|u,idp;∅⇒nc,2|u,idp;∅
(cred(. . .) ∨ nc,2|u,idp;∅) ∧ i|u;∅⇒i|u;∅

Reg′(idp)|u
>⇒d|u;>@all?
>⇒irev|u;idp
>⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅
nc,2|u,idp;∅⇒nc,2|u,idp;∅
(cred(. . .) ∨ nc,2|u,idp;∅) ∧ i|u;∅⇒i|u;∅

1 @ε

k−|ttp;∅⇒
irev|u;idp1

2 @ε 5 @ε 7 @ε 6 @1 6 @4 6 @5 6 @3?

>⇒irev|u;idp

>⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅

nc,2|u,idp;∅⇒
nc,2|u,idp;∅

γ1⇒i|u;∅

γ1 = (cred(. . .) ∨ nc,2|u,idp;∅) ∧ i|u;∅

γ2⇒i|u;∅

γ2 = cred(. . .) ∨ nc,2|u,idp;∅

γ2⇒nc,2|u,idp;∅

γ2⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅

γ2⇒irev|u;idp

γ2⇒d|u;>@all?

>⇒irev|u;idp

>⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅

nc,2|u,idp;∅⇒
nc,2|u,idp;∅

γ1⇒i|u;∅

γ2⇒i|u;∅

γ2⇒nc,2|u,idp;∅

γ2⇒nc,5|u,idp;∅

γ2⇒d|u;>@all?

Figure 7.13: Constraint graph for
Identity Mixer

tions of identity and service providers that she has interacted with.
Figure 7.13 shows the graph, and Figure 7.14 shows the derivation
tables on which it is based.82 82 Note that the credentials from

Reg(idp)∣u and Reg′(idp)∣u, despite
having a different format, may be con-
tent equivalent. Namely, this can be the
case if the contents of the first attrib-
ute in Reg′ coincide with those of the
identifier in Reg. This would result in
symbolic items at different positions in
the respective credentials being equat-
able by the actor, as reflected by the
question mark in content equivalence
node 6 @3?. This is a consequence
of using the var-list extension to our
symbolic model; see Section 5.7 for a
discussion.

We now briefly discuss what privacy guarantees can be obtained
from the constraint graph. First, irrelevant attribute undetectability
and predicate-attribute undetectability hold unconditionally: no sat-
isfiable constraints for d∣u;⊺@F?, F ∈ {a1, pd1, nd1, a2, pd2, nd2} are
listed in profile node Spr(sp)∣u, and there are no relevant edges
from Spr(sp)∣u to content equivalence nodes. Session unlinkability
holds as long as the secret key of the TTP is unknown, as reflec-
ted by the fact that the only solid outgoing edge from Spr(sp)∣u is
labelled with constraint k−∣ttp;∅. For the same reason, also IdP-SP
unlinkability holds as long as the secrecy key of the TTP is unknown;
in any case, the user in the service provision can only be linked to
her registration at the first identity provider, since only irev∣u;idp1

occurs at an outgoing edge from Spr(sp)∣u. IdP profile unlinkability
can be broken via the internal identifiers irev∣u;idp of the identity pro-

viders (node 1 @ε); but this link is due to the identity provider’s
initial knowledge, not due to interaction in Identity Mixer. Other
possible links require nonce nc,5∣u,idp;∅ to be re-used; or one of the
secrets of the user (nonce nc,2∣u,idp;∅, the credential, or secret identi-
fier i∣u;∅) to be known. Finally, also positive results about knowledge
can be obtained. Attribute exchange is satisfied because d∣u;⊺@F?,
F ∈ {d1, pr1, d2, p2} have constraint T in profile node Spr(sp)∣u. An-
onymity revocation is satisfied because Spr(sp)∣u and Reg(idp)∣u can
be linked whenever irev∣u;idp1 in Spr(sp)∣u coincides with irev∣u;idp in
Reg(idp)∣u and the TTP’s secret key k−∣ttp;∅ is known. In conclusion,
for these properties, we are able to confirm that the privacy guaran-
tees from our instantiated analysis hold in general under reasonable
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conditions.83 83 Note that, due to slight technical
differences, the instantiated model of
Identity Mixer from Section 7.6 is not
an instantiation of the present symbolic
model in the sense of Definition 5.1.3.
In particular, the instantiated model
uses the attribute predicate extension
of the instantiated model which we
have not defined in the symbolic
setting. Hence, the privacy guarantees
in the instantiated model technically do
not follow from this symbolic analysis.
We leave the more “purist” approach in
which the models directly correspond
as future work.

7.9 Discussion

This analysis was previously published by Veeningen et al.84.

84 Veeningen et al. (2014)

The relevance of privacy by data minimisation in the identity
management setting is well-established in the literature. It has been
recognised as a basic “law of identity” for the design of IdM sys-
tems85. Hansen et al.86 argue that privacy-enhancing IdM systems

85 Cameron (2006)
86 Hansen et al. (2004)

should satisfy a high level of data minimisation with user-controlled
linkage of personal data, and by default unlinkability of different
user actions. Pfitzmann and Hansen87 define privacy-enhancing

87 Pfitzmann and Hansen (2009)

identity management as preserving the unlinkability between user
profiles. In the recent PrimeLife project88, the use of credentials

88 See, e.g., Ardagna et al. (2010a,b)to control identities has been studied. Finally, in a general survey,
Alpár et al.89 identify three main privacy issues in identity man- 89 Alpár et al. (2011)

agement: linkability across domains, identity providers knowing
user transactions, and violation of proportionality and subsidiar-
ity (i.e., the exchange of minimal information needed for a certain
goal). These three issues correspond to our three kinds of privacy
properties: linkability, involvement, and detectability, respectively.
In contrast to the vision of minimising actor knowledge, Landau
and Moore90 argue that preventing service providers from collecting 90 Landau and Moore (2011)

transaction data may not be desirable because it prevents the adop-
tion of IdM systems in practice . This falls into a broader discussion
on incentives of participants in IdM systems91 that is out of scope 91 E.g., Anderson (2011), Camp (2010)

for this work.
The formal analysis presented in this chapter aims to improve

the way privacy by data minimisation is assessed compared to ex-
isting comparisons such as those by the Independent Centre for
Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein92 and Hoepman et al.93. 92 Independent Centre for Privacy

Protection Schleswig-Holstein (2003)
93 Hoepman et al. (2008)

Both these comparisons consider data minimisation as one as-
pect of a much more general comparison of IdM systems. Data
minimisation properties are specified in a high-level way, and
verified manually by inspecting the user interface and document-
ation of the systems. The study by the Independent Centre for
Privacy Protection Schleswig-Holstein considers three different
criteria: “usage of pseudonyms/anonymity”; “usage of different
pseudonyms” and “user [is] only asked for needed data” (judged
on a yes/no scale). Hoepman et al. consider two: “directed iden-
tity”/“pseudonymous/anonymous use” and “minimal disclosure”
(judged on a ++ to -- scale). To improve the objectivity and accuracy
of such assessments, scores for such criteria may instead be obtained
by aggregating formal analysis results like ours. To obtain a better
understanding of privacy differences, these formal results can then
be analysed as in Section 7.7. Note that we only assess privacy given
what information should be exchanged; to verify if this exchange
of information is really needed, or consented to by the user, other
methods94 should be used. Some other aspects of the privacy as- 94 E.g., Compagna et al. (2009)
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sessments in Independent Centre for Privacy Protection Schleswig-
Holstein (2003), Hoepman et al. (2008) seem less suitable for formal
verification, e.g. the user-friendliness and the use of standards in the
systems.

Some more formal works on privacy in identity management are
available. Pfitzmann and Hansen95 define privacy-enhancing iden- 95 Pfitzmann and Hansen (2009)

tity management as preserving unlinkability between different user
profiles, and explore the meaning of linkability and its relationship
with related concepts in a semi-formal way. Their informal defini-
tions formed the inspiration for the model presented in Chapter 2.
Other formal work on identity management has mainly focused
on safety properties with respect to misbehaving attackers, rather
than privacy properties with respect to insiders who follow the pro-
tocol specification. In this context, Li et al.96 and Suriadi97 consider 96 Li et al. (2009)

97 Suriadi (2010)unlinkability properties for Identity Mixer and related anonym-
ous credential schemes; Camenisch et al.98 consider undetectability 98 Camenisch et al. (2010)

properties. For SAML99, a standard for the exchange of identity 99 Cantor et al. (2005)

information between identity and service providers used in the link-
ing service model, Armando et al.100 consider secrecy properties. 100 Armando et al. (2008)

Our work differs from this latter category in two respects: first, we
define properties in a general setting, allowing comparisons between
different systems; and second, we distinguish between the roles of
different insiders rather than considering one outsider, enabling us
to express which (coalitions of) actors can associate or detect certain
information.

In this work, we focus on minimising knowledge of personal in-
formation by technical means; other works address other aspects
of privacy in identity management. Landau et al.101 argue that pri- 101 Landau et al. (2009)

vacy protection can be achieved not just technically, but also by
legal and policy means102. Hansen et al.103 argue that apart from 102 For instance, see di Vimercati et al.

(2011) on specification and enforcement
of policies
103 Hansen et al. (2004)

ensuring data minimisation, privacy-enhancing IdM systems should
also make the user aware of what information is exchanged about
her and who can link it; and allow the user to control these aspects.
Bhargav-Spantzel et al.104 stress the importance of trust between 104 Bhargav-Spantzel et al. (2007b)

different parties in identity management, and in particular, trust of
the user in other parties’ handling of her personal information. Our
method can complement this demand for transparency by provid-
ing a precise view on how the choice for an IdM system impacts
privacy.105 105 Interestingly, recent research in

behavioural economics suggests
that offering transparency to users
might actually reduce their privacy
by inducing them to release more
information, e.g., see Brandimarte et al.
(2010).
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Constraint Message CE
⊺ d∣u;⊺@all? 1
⊺ irev∣u;idp 1
⊺ nc,5∣u,idp;∅ 2
⊺ pk(k−∣idp;∅) 3
⊺ k−∣idp;∅ 4
nc,2∣u,idp;∅ nc,2∣u,idp;∅ 5
cred(. . .)∨ nc,2∣u,idp;∅ cred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{irev∣u;idp,{d∣u;⊺}all}, nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅) 6
(cred(. . .)∨ nc,2∣u,idp;∅)∧ i∣u;∅ i∣u;∅ 7

(a) Derivation table for Reg(idp)

Constraint Message CE
⊺ d∣u;⊺@all? 1
⊺ irev∣u;idp 1
⊺ nc,5∣u,idp;∅ 2
⊺ pk(k−∣idp;∅) 3
⊺ k−∣idp;∅ 4
nc,2∣u,idp;∅ nc,2∣u,idp;∅ 5
cred(. . .)∨ nc,2∣u,idp;∅ cred(i∣u;∅, k−∣idp;∅,{d∣u;⊺}all , nc,2∣u,idp;∅, nc,5∣u,idp;∅) 6
(cred(. . .)∨ nc,2∣u,idp;∅)∧ i∣u;∅ i∣u;∅ 7

(b) Derivation table for Reg′(idp)

Constraint Message CE
⊺ d∣u;⊺@d1? 1
⊺ d∣u;⊺@pr1? 1
⊺ d∣u;⊺@d2? 1
⊺ d∣u;⊺@pr2? 1
⊺ td∣u;⊺ 1
⊺ cnd∣⋅ 1
⊺ pk(k−∣ttp;∅) 3
⊺ pk(k−∣idp1;∅) 3
⊺ pk(k−∣idp2;∅) 3
k−∣ttp;∅ irev∣u;idp1 1
k−∣ttp;∅ k−∣ttp;∅ 4
k−∣idp1;∅ k−∣idp1;∅ 4
k−∣idp2;∅ k−∣idp2;∅ 4

(c) Derivation table for Spr(sp) Figure 7.14: Derivation tables for the
symbolic model of Identity Mixer
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THE SECOND DEMONSTRATION of our privacy analysis frame-
work is a study on the privacy consequences of pseudonymising
medical data for research purposes. The quality of medical research
benefits from the collection of patient data from different health care
organisations. By analysing data from different sources, research-
ers are able to study treatments from several angles, which can lead
to new insights. To facilitate the collection and dissemination of
medical data, initiatives like the Dutch Parelsnoer initiative have
developed data management infrastructures1. Such infrastructures 1 E.g., Parelsnoer Initiatief (2008, 2009),

Pommerening and Reng (2004)store patient data collected from health care organisations into a
central medical research database and then distribute such data to
researchers. Besides providing data to researchers, they should also
allow findings by researchers to be returned to hospitals to facilitate
treatment.

When distributing patient data, these infrastructures should pro-
tect the patient’s privacy by making sure that data are properly an-
onymised. In particular, researchers should not be able to link data
to a particular patient, or data from different research projects to
each other. However, it is not possible to just remove all identifiers
from the data: the need to share findings with the patient’s hospital
implies that the data may need to be deanonymised. Deanonymisa-
tion should only be possible following a rigorous process involving
multiple parties; the infrastructure should technically ensure that,
apart from this process, there is no way to correlate patient data.

In this chapter, we demonstrate that the impact on privacy of
using such infrastructures can be analysed using our framework.
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       model per-
   sonal informa-
tion in scenario

(system-independent) (system-dependent)

       model
   unavoidable
knowledge

         model
    communication
   in the system

         compare
    knowledge 
  in systems

Figure 8.1: Steps of a data minimisation
analysis using our framework

However, we use a fundamentally different approach than in the
previous chapter. Namely, in the previous chapter, we analysed pri-
vacy by formalising privacy properties capturing what information
should not be learned by the actors in the system. In this chapter,
we formalise what information should be learned by the actors to
implement the functionality of the system, and then use coalition
graphs (Section 2.4) to find additional, hence avoidable, knowledge.
In other words, we assess systems’ satisfaction of the “data minim-
isation”2 principle; namely, that actors only learn the information 2 OECD (2002)

that they need to perform their tasks in the system.
The steps needed to perform such a data minimisation analysis

are shown in Figure 8.1. These steps are similar to those for verifying
privacy properties (cf. Figure 7.1). As before, the first step is to model
the relevant personal information. Now, the second step is to model
which personal information needs to be known by the actors in
the system to perform their tasks. Unlike in the previous chapter,
these two steps are performed in terms of information rather than
context-layer representations, and hence simpler. They are system-
independent; however, what information is considered “needed”
by actors does depend on general assumptions about what kind of
systems are considered.

The third step, namely, modelling the exchange of information
in each system considered, is as before. The fourth step again is dif-
ferent: instead of returning answers about a fixed set of privacy
properties, our privacy analysis tool (Section 3.7)3 now returns co- 3 The tool and the formal models of

systems presented in this chapter are
available at http://code.google.
com/p/objective-privacy/

alition graphs. Namely, it returns coalition graphs summarising the
knowledge of actors in each system; and combined coalition graphs
comparing different systems to each other and to the “needed” in-
formation identified in step two. Hence, we find potential privacy
drawbacks of systems, which may lead to suggestions for improve-
ments.

Outline In this chapter:

• We discuss privacy issues in the pseudonymisation of patient
data for research, and define the scope of our analysis (§8.1);

• We perform a data minimisation analysis using the steps de-
scribed above, and analyse the results (§8.2–§8.5);

• We discuss and model possible improvements suggested by the
analysis (§8.6);

• We finish by discussing relevant (de)pseudonymisation proposals
and analyses (§8.7).

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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8.1 Pseudonymisation Infrastructures

In this section, we analyse the setting for our comparison, and intro-
duce the systems we analyse.

We first identify functional requirements (FR*) stating what per-
sonal information needs to be known in any system for pseud-
onymising patient information. We assume that the system complies
with the Dutch legal framework, which requires health care organ-
isations to use the “burgerservicenummer” (BSN; the Dutch Social
Security Number) to store medical data for treatment (FR1). As a
result of using the system, the researchers should learn the patient
information (FR2). In certain circumstances, it should also be pos-
sible to link data from the researcher to the patient. Namely, in case
of a discovery beneficial for the patient (a so-called coincidental find-
ing), the health care organisations which collected the data should
be notified so they can provide treatment: full depseudonymisation
(FR3). Moreover, if additional patient data is needed for a certain
research project, it should be possible to link the additional data
about a patient to data from a previously distributed dataset: partial
depseudonymisation (FR4).

We narrow the scope of our analysis by assuming several design
decisions (DD*). To facilitate the provision of medical data to re-
searchers, data collected from different health care organisations
can be stored into a single database4, hereafter called Central Infra- 4 See, e.g., Parelsnoer Initiatief (2008,

2009), Pommerening and Reng (2004)structure (CI). We assume that there is such a CI, which stores data
about one patient from different hospitals in one record (DD1). It
obtains this data directly from the different hospitals (DD2). When a
researcher needs a dataset, the CI compiles it from its database and
sends it to the researcher (DD3), who is not otherwise involved in
the pseudonymisation process. For extension of a dataset (i.e., par-
tial depseudonymisation), the researcher contacts the CI, which then
compiles the extended dataset without involving the original hos-
pital (DD4). Finally, depseudonymisation should be performed via
a trusted third party to ensure that it is only possible under strictly
defined conditions (DD5).

In this chapter, we analyse two particular (de)pseudonymisation
infrastructures developed by the Parelsnoer initiative5, a collabor- 5 Parelsnoer Initiatief (2008, 2009)

ation between eight university medical centres in the Netherlands.
One infrastructure is based on hashing, and one is based on a trus-
ted “pseudonymisation service”. We now discuss both.

Hash-Based Pseudonymisation Infrastructure (H-PI) The first Parels-
noer proposal for (de)pseudonymisation6 uses pseudonyms for the 6 Parelsnoer Initiatief (2008)

storage and transmission of medical data that are constructed using
hash functions (Figure 8.2). In particular, when providing data to
the CI, hospitals use a hash h1 of a patient’s BSN and birth date as
pseudonym. This allows the CI to link data from different hospit-
als without learning the BSN. Each research project has a separate
identifier; when the CI distributes data for a research project, the
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Figure 8.2: Parelsnoer Hash-Based
Pseudonymisation Infrastructure (H-
PI): pseudonyms (left) and operation
(right)
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Figure 8.3: Parelsnoer Infrastructure
with Pseudonymisation Service (PS-
PI): pseudonyms (left) and operation
(right)

project identifier is hashed along with the pseudonym h1 into a new
pseudonym h2. For partial depseudonymisation, the CI needs a
table containing the links (h1, h2) for all distributed datasets. For full
depseudonymisation, the CI additionally needs a table containing
the identities of hospitals for all patient pseudonyms h1. Each hos-
pital stores a table containing the links (bsn, h1) for its own patients.

One drawback of this approach is that an attacker who learns a
pseudonym, can try to depseudonymise it using a dictionary attack:
this is feasible because the entropy in the combination of BSN and
birth date is at most 42 bits7. In addition, the fact that hospitals and 7 Parelsnoer Initiatief (2008)

CI need to keep pseudonym translation tables poses significant
risks of data breaches. Note that H-PI does not use a TTP to control
depseudonymisation; as shown later, this makes it non-optimal in
terms of data minimisation.

Pseudonymisation Service Infrastructure (PS-PI) The Pseudonymisa-
tion Service Infrastructure8 of Parelsnoer addresses the limitations of 8 Parelsnoer Initiatief (2009)

the hash-based approach using a TTP called pseudonymisation service
(PS). The pseudonyms used in the system are called “pseudocodes”.
These pseudocodes are unique given a BSN and a “domain” (i.e., the
CI, hospitals, and research projects) in which patient data should be
linked. The mapping between BSNs and pseudocodes and between
pseudocodes from different domains is calculated using a secret
known only by the PS.

Figure 8.3 shows the translation steps (left) and the information
that is exchanged and stored (right). First, the PS translates the BSN
into a pseudocode in the hospital domain, which the hospital uses
to send medical data to the CI. The CI requests the PS to re-translate
the pseudocode to its own domain so it can link data from differ-
ent hospitals together. When data are distributed to a researcher,
the pseudocode is translated to the project domain. For depseud-
onymisation, pseudocodes are translated back to the BSN in exactly
the opposite order. For partial depseudonymisation, the researcher
provides the research pseudocode to the CI, which requests the PS to
translate it to its own domain. The CI remembers which research do-
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main belongs to which researcher; it includes the research domain in
the depseudonymisation request to the PS, which compares it to the
actual domain in the pseudocode. For full depseudonymisation, the
CI asks the PS to translate this pseudocode from the CI domain to
the hospital domain based on the list of hospitals that have provided
data.

This infrastructure solves the drawbacks of the hash-based infra-
structure. Since pseudocodes are calculated using a secret known
only by the PS, this infrastructure is not subject to dictionary attacks.
Moreover, the hospital and CI no longer store tables to translate
pseudocodes to BSNs. Indeed, depseudonymisation is not possible
without the PS, reducing privacy impact when data of hospitals and
the CI are compromised.

8.2 Step 1: Model Personal Information

We now analyse data minimisation in the above two systems by
following the steps outlined at the beginning of this chapter. The
first step is to model the personal information in the system. Because
coalition graphs are defined at the information layer of our three-
layer model of personal information (see Chapter 2), it suffices to
give an information-layer representation. We consider a scenario
that is general enough to capture all aspects we are interested in, yet
small enough to allow a clear visualisation.

We consider six different actors: three hospitals umc1, umc2, and
umc3; one researcher r; and CI ci and TTP ttp (in PS-PI: the PS).
These actors exchange information about a particular patient. Two
of the three hospitals hold medical data about the patient: umc1

knows three pieces of information d1, d2, and d3; umc2 knows d4, d5,
and d6. The items di are non-identifying; i.e., they represent attrib-
utes for which different patients may have a common value. The
hospitals identify their patient records by BSN bsn. The third hos-
pital umc3 does not hold information about the patient. Researcher
r needs data about the patient for two different research projects:
d1 and d4 for one project, and d2 and d5 for a second project. By
considering two hospitals with patient data and one without, we
can consider correlation between these two types of hospitals and
other actors, and between two different hospitals that both know the
patient.9 9 Verifying privacy with respect to

a single researcher involved in two
different projects is sufficient: if one
researcher in two projects cannot
link the data, then neither can two
researchers in two projects.

Our scenario has three steps. First, umc1 and umc2 provide their
patient data to ci. Second, r receives patient data from the ci in two
different datasets for the two different projects. In both steps, the
TTP may be involved. Third, as part of the investigation in the first
research project, the researcher learns a coincidental finding d7 that
may be important for treatment of the patient. We consider the
moment when the coincidental finding has been made, but depseud-
onymisation has not been performed yet. In particular, the hospitals
do not know d7 yet, so we can reason about coalitions that enable
hospitals to link d7 to the corresponding patient.
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Requirement/Design decision Privacy consequences
(FR1) Hospitals store data using BSN {umc1} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3}, {umc2} ⊧ {bsn, d4, d5, d6}

(FR2) Researchers obtain dataset {r} ⊧ {d1, d4, d7}, {r} ⊧ {d2, d5}

(FR3) Full depseudonymisation {umc1, ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d7}, {umc2, ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d7}

(FR4) Partial depseudonymisation {umc1, ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {d1, d2, d3, d7}, {umc2, ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {d4, d5, d6, d7}

(DD1) CI collects data {ci} ⊧ {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6}, {umc1, ci, ttp} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6},
{umc2, ci, ttp} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6}

(DD2) Data transfer between hospital, CI {umc1
∗, ci∗} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6},

{umc2
∗, ci∗} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6}

(DD3) Dataset from CI to researcher {ci∗, r} ⊧ {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7}

(DD4) Partial depseudo without hospital {ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7}

(DD5) (De)pseudonymisation by TTP (See consequences of (FR), (DD))

Table 8.7: Privacy consequences of
functional requirements (FR) and
design decisions (DD)8.3 Step 2: Model Unavoidable Knowledge

The second step of analysing data minimisation using coalition
graphs, is to analyse the optimal privacy achievable in the given
setting. Namely, we define an “optimal” coalition graph formalising
the unavoidable privacy consequences of functional requirements
(expressing information exchange needed for the functionality of the
system) and design decisions (expressing general assumptions about
the type of system we consider).

When modelling privacy consequences, we distinguish between
honest actors and curious actors. Honest actors store only the inform-
ation the system allows them to store; curious remember all informa-
tion they have observed. Which privacy consequences are unavoid-
able depends on which actors we assume to be curious. For instance,
the PS-PI architecture aims to ensure that depseudonymisation can
only happen though the PS. However, this can only be ensured
when the other actors are honest: if hospitals and the CI are curious,
they can link data by remembering pseudocodes, bypassing the PS.
We denote honest actors by {umc1, umc2, . . .}, and curious actors by
{umc1

∗, umc2
∗, . . .}, and consider coalitions in which each actor is

either honest or curious. We do not distinguish between honest and
curious researchers: they are external parties for which it is hard to
enforce honest behaviour.

We formalise privacy consequences in terms of record detectabil-
ity A ⊧ O of records O ⊂ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7} with respect to
coalitions A of honest or curious actors from {umc1, umc2, umc3, ci, ttp, r}.
Actors’ knowledge is taken after the CI has distributed the datasets
to the researcher and she has made a coincidental finding, but before
depseudonymisation has taken place. Table 8.7 shows our formalisa-
tions.

Functional requirements (FR1) and (FR2) directly translate to the
fact that hospitals and researchers know certain data about the pa-
tient. Functional requirements (FR3) and (FR4) state that full/partial
depseudonymisation should be possible. In particular, a hospital,
the TTP, the CI, and the researcher together should be able to per-
form full depseudonymisation, i.e., they should be able to link d7 to
bsn. Similarly, for partial depseudonymisation, they should be able
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Figure 8.4: Coalition graph of optimal
situation (O-PI). Node captions rep-
resent coalitions A and records O,
respectively, with A ⊧ O; ’b’ means bsn,
’1’ means d1, etc.

to link d7 to the patient data.
Introducing the medical research database CI has several privacy

consequences. Design decision (DD1) states that the task of the CI
is to collect and link the data from different hospitals; it has two
consequences. First, the CI knows the medical data from the two
hospitals in one record. Second, if a hospital, CI and TTP combine
their knowledge, they can link the BSN to the full patient record at
the CI (by definition of the collection process). By design decision
(DD2), we consider systems where the CI and hospital commu-
nicate directly during the collection process. At the time of this
communication, the hospital knows the BSN, and the CI knows the
link to the full patient record. Therefore, if both refer back to this
communication, they can link the BSN to the full patient record
without the PS. Design decision (DD3) states that the researcher is
involved in (de)pseudonymisation merely as the passive recipient of
the datasets. During the provision of such a dataset, the CI knows
the link between records in the distributed dataset and the full pa-
tient records. If the CI is curious and remembers this link, and the
researcher discovers an accidental finding related to some record,
then together they can link the finding to the record. Design decision
(DD4) states that hospitals are not involved in partial depseud-
onymisation; instead, it is performed by linking the incidental find-
ing of the researcher to the patient record at the CI using the TTP.
Finally, design decision (DD5) is the introduction of the TTP. This
design decision is reflected by the fact that TTP is needed for data
collection (DD1) and full (FR3) and partial (FR4), (DD4) depseud-
onymisation.

Figure 8.4 combines the privacy consequences of Table 8.7 into
a coalition graph. Intuitively, it is the coalition graph of a hypo-
thetical infrastructure O-PI which satisfies all requirements and
design decisions, and whose design is optimal in terms of data
minimisation. Nodes represent unavoidable disclosures. For clar-
ity, we identify honest and non-honest actors for the “subcoali-
tion” relation. For instance, umc2 is a subcoalition of {umc∗2 ci∗}, so
we have an edge from {umc2} ⊧ {bsn, d4, d5, d6} to {umc∗2 , ci∗} ⊧
{bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6}.

To obtain the graph, we considered which consequences from
Table 8.7 apply to any particular coalition. Given a coalition A, we
consider which record detectability statements A ⊧ O follow from
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the entries in the table. For instance, for coalition A = {umc1}, the
table implies detectability of record {bsn, d1, d2, d3}, which corres-
ponds to a node in the graph. Coalition A = {r} can detect two
records {d1, d4, d7} and {d2, d5} but it should not be able to link them
together, so the two records occur as two nodes in the graph. On
the other hand, for coalition A = {umc1, umc2}, A ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3}
follows from {umc1} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3}, and A ⊧ {bsn, d4, d5, d6}
follows from {umc2} ⊧ {bsn, d4, d5, d6}. These two records can be
linked together because they both contain the BSN; therefore, they
are represented by node A ⊧ {bsn, d1, . . . , d6}. Informally, coalitions
of honest actors can link records if they have stored a shared identi-
fier; coalitions of curious actors can additionally link records if they
have exchanged personal information from the records.

Modelling the optimal situation O-PI makes it possible to assess
the extent to which existing infrastructures satisfy data minimisa-
tion. Namely, we can build combined coalition graphs comparing
existing infrastructures to O-PI, as described in Section 2.4. If the
two graphs are the same, the infrastructure achieves optimal privacy.
Otherwise, the privacy issues of the analysed infrastructure can be
identified by analysing non-optimal nodes in the graph.

8.4 Step 3: Model Communication

The third step of analysing data minimisation using coalition graphs
is to model the communication in the systems we consider. We use
the model of standard cryptographic primitives from Section 3.4. In
addition, we model the pseudocodes used in PS-PI10 using function 10 Parelsnoer Initiatief (2009)

symbol pc/3, where pc(s,b,d) represents a pseudocode based on
BSN b and domain d using secret s. Its functionality is modelled by
the following rules (plus implicit reconstruction rule):

pc(s, b, d)←s, b, d pc(s, b, d) ≐sÐ→s pc(s, b, d) ≐sÐ→b pc(s, b, d) ≐sÐ→d.

Intuitively, pseudocodes can be thought of as deterministic, sym-
metric encryptions of the BSN and domain using the secret. We
model communication in each system as a trace from an initial state
{C0}x∈A (Section 6.3); the curious actors a∗ interact, and send in-
formation that should be stored to honest actors a.11 11 For this latter interaction, we do not

model communication identifiers.Our model of communication in H-PI is shown in Figure 8.5. Dis-
tribution of patient data to the CI by the two hospitals is modelled
by domains α1 and α2. Distribution of patient data to the researcher
by the CI is modelled by domains β1 and β2. The information- and
contents-layer model of most pieces of information is obvious; for
the domains, dom∣β1

r ≐ dom1∣⋅r /≐ dom2∣⋅r ≐ dom∣β2
r .

Our model of communication in PS-PI is shown in Figure 8.9 (at
the end of this chapter). Compared to our model of H-PI, hospitals
now additionally know the domain for their pseudocodes, which
they provide to the PS in the first message. Distribution of patient
data now involves three parties: the hospital, PS, and CI. Because
there is no a priori reason why the PS should know that the requests
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Figure 8.5: Model of communication
in H-PI: initial state (top) and trace
(bottom)

of the hospital and the CI are related, we model these different parts
of the distribution process using different domains. For instance,
when umc1 distributes data to the CI, it first pseudonymises it (do-
main α1,1); then provides it to the CI (α1,2) who re-pseudonymises
it (α1,3); and finally stores it in a database (domain α1).12 Distribu-

12 Of course, in this case, the PS can
relate the requests, i.e., it can associate
the patient in the different domains.
By modelling the three different
domains, we obtain this as a result of
our analysis rather than by assuming it
a priori.

tion of data to the researcher is similar: the CI first repseudonymises
the data (domain βi,1); then provides it to the researcher (βi,2); and
finally archives it (βi).

8.5 Step 4: Compare Knowledge

The final step of analysing data minimisation is to compare the
knowledge in the different systems using coalition graphs. Namely,
our tool automatically produces coalition graphs for each individual
system, and combined coalition graphs comparing the knowledge
from different systems. Using these graphs, we can analyse data
minimisation and suggest privacy improvements.

Hash-Based Infrastructure Figure 8.6 shows the combined coalition
graph of the hash-based Parelsnoer infrastructure (H-PI) and the
optimal situation (O-PI). The dotted nodes represent nodes that only
occur in H-PI’s coalition graph and thus point to violations of data
minimisation. The solid nodes are also in O-PI’s coalition graph and
thus assumed unavoidable.13 13 H-PI does not use the TTP; it occurs

in this graph because we compare it to
the optimal situation, in which the TTP
is needed for (de)pseudonymisation.

The non-optimal nodes can be explained by the use of translation
tables for depseudonymisation, as opposed to using the services
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Figure 8.6: Combined coalition graph
of the Parelsnoer hash-based pseud-
onymisation infrastructure (H-PI) and
optimal situation (O-PI)

of the TTP. Hospitals need to remember the pseudocode sent to
the CI for full depseudonymisation, which implies {umci, ci} ⊧
{bsn, d1, . . . , d6}. The CI needs to remember the pseudocode sent
to the researcher, implying {ci, r} ⊧ {d1, . . . , d7}. Combining the
translation tables gives {umci, ci, r} ⊧ {bsn, d1, . . . , d7}. Note that,
for any non-optimal node A ⊧ O occurring in H-PI’s graph, node
A ∪ {ttp} ⊧ O is optimal. This expresses that actors A should be
allowed to compile record O, but only through a rigorous process
involving the TTP. Also, for any non-optimal node A ⊧ O, node
A′ ⊧ O is optimal in which hospitals and CI in A are curious. This
means that these actors store more data than is desirable. It also
means that, if all actors are assumed to be curious, then H-PI is
optimal.

Pseudonymisation Service We now discuss privacy in the Pseud-
onymisation Service infrastructure PS-PI. We compare it to the hash-
based infrastructure (Figure 8.7(a)) and to the optimal situation
(Figure 8.7(b)).

Figure 8.7(a) shows that all non-optimal nodes of H-PI (shown
dotted) are eliminated in PS-PI; however, PS-PI introduces new
non-optimal nodes (shown dashed) which reflect two new pri-
vacy problems. The first problem is that the PS ttp learns the pa-
tient’s BSN in the pseudonymisation process, and can contribute
this information to coalitions that should not know it. This is re-
flected by nodes {ttp∗} ⊧ {bsn}, {ci, ttp} ⊧ {bsn, d1, . . . , d6}, and
{ci, ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d1, . . . , d7} (in H-PI, these actors know the same
data, but without the BSN). The second problem is that the PS is able
to link records held by researchers and hospitals without involving
the CI. This problem, combined with the first problem, is reflected
by nodes {ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d4, d5, d7} (linking records from differ-
ent research projects); {umc1, ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d7} and
{umc2, ttp, r,} ⊧ {bsn, d1, d2, d4, d5, d6, d7} (linking records from re-
searcher and hospital); and {umc1, umc2, ttp, r} ⊧ {bsn, d1, . . . , d7}
(combination of the two). As Figure 8.7(b) shows, these nodes,
which all include the PS, are exactly PS-PI’s non-optimal nodes.

The analysis shows how privacy protection in PS-PI crucially
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(a) Combined coalition graph of PS-PI and H-PI

(b) Combined coalition graph of PS-PI and O-PI Figure 8.7: Comparison of the Pseud-
onymisation Service infrastructure
(PS-PI) with the hash-based infrastruc-
ture (H-PI) and the optimal situation
(O-PI)

depends on the trustworthiness of the PS. If we assume that the PS
is never involved in privacy breaches, then coalitions including the
PS are not relevant; in this case, PS-PI is optimal. However, without
this assumption, PS-PI provides worse privacy than H-PI by offering
additional ways to establish links and find out the patient’s BSN.
In particular, a curious PS can find out the BSN, which is actually
forbidden by Dutch legislation. To mitigate this, measures should be
taken to make sure that the PS cannot use the BSN, e.g., by carrying
out all computations on the BSN using trusted hardware (as done by
Parelsnoer).

8.6 From PS-PI to an Optimal System

In the previous section, we have identified two privacy issues in
the PS-PI infrastructure. We now discuss solutions, and then con-
sider a hypothetical infrastructure incorporating these solutions and
analyse it using coalition graphs.

The first privacy problem is that the PS learns the patient’s BSN.
Although it may be mitigated using trusted hardware, it is desirable
to technically ensure that the BSN does not leave the hospitals. The
main challenge in achieving this is that the CI needs to link records
from different hospitals. In particular, all hospitals should use the
same pseudonym of a patient when communicating with the PS. In-
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of reduced
coalition graphs of the improved PS
infrastructure (PI-PI) with the original
PS infrastructure (PS-PI) and the
optimal situation (O-PI)

tuitively, all hospitals should use a shared secret to generate pseud-
onyms, or in case they do not share any secret, they should use
the same procedure to generate pseudonyms, for instance hashing
BSNs as in H-PI. The drawback of the first solution is that depseud-
onymisation can also be performed by hospitals that do not have a
record of the patient (e.g., umc3 in our scenario). On the other hand,
if the pseudonyms are generated using one procedure, they may be
vulnerable to dictionary attacks as in H-PI. We leave further analysis
of this issue as future work.

The second problem is that the PS can help researchers link their
data to hospitals or other researchers, bypassing the CI. To solve
this, the PS should not be able to link pseudonymisation requests for
different domains. This means that when the CI compiles a dataset
for distribution, it should modify its linkable pseudocode before
requesting the PS to repseudonymise it. The CI may either use the
same secret for all datasets, or use different secrets for different
datasets or records: both approaches seem possible.

To evaluate the privacy impact of the discussed solutions on PS-
PI, we analyse an infrastructure PI-PI that incorporates the solutions
in PS-PI. To make sure the BSN does not leave the hospitals, all hos-
pitals share a symmetric key; instead of providing the BSN to the PS,
they provide an encryption of the BSN under this key. To prevent
linking of distributed datasets by the PS, the CI has a symmetric key
for each research domain; when compiling a dataset for distribution,
it sends to the PS not his pseudocode itself, but an encryption of the
pseudocode under this symmetric key. Instead of re-translating the
pseudocode from the CI’s domain, the PS simply constructs a new
pseudocode using this encryption as pseudonym.

Our model of communication in PI-PI is shown in Figure 8.10 (at
the end of this chapter). The communication steps are the same as
in PS-PI, but the message formats are changed to reflect the changes
described above. The remarks above about our model of PS-PI also
apply here. Note that also umc3 knows the hospital-shared secret
sumc∣⋅⋅.14

14 In our formalisation, ci∗ is assumed
to initially know the pseudocode in
domains β1,1 and β2,1. This is technic-
ally needed to ensure validity of the
trace. Namely, because ttp∗ initially
knows the secret in the pseudocode,
ci∗ needs to know that the pseudocode
he sends respects this secret. The only
way to model this knowledge without
giving ci∗ the secret is by adding the
pseudocode to his initial knowledge.Figure 8.8 compares PI-PI with the original infrastructure PS-
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PI and the optimal situation O-PI. As the figure shows, PI-PI in-
deed solves the privacy problems in PS-PI; however, one problem
remains. Namely, besides umc1 and umc2, umc3 can also help in
depseudonymisation although it does not know the patient. Note
that H-PI does not have this problem because umc3 does not know
the BSN and birth date of the patient. Hence, the privacy of H-PI
and PI-PI is formally incomparable. In practice, we have a choice
between depseudonymisation by any hospital knowing a secret (PI-
PI), or by any third party able to perform a dictionary attack (H-PI).

8.7 Discussion

This analysis previously appeared in Veeningen et al. (2012).
The above analysis of data minimisation of (de)pseudonymisation

systems is only with respect to the assumed design decisions. In
particular, we assume a central infrastructure that is allowed to learn
the attributes about all patients, as long as they remain anonymised.
Hence, possible approaches to prevent this knowledge, e.g., using
cryptographic techniques, are not considered. In particular, as an
example of such techniques we mention the proposal by Quantin
et al.15 to use secret sharing to divide patient information between 15 Quantin et al. (2011)

two parties that separately do not learn any information.
Apart from Parelsnoer and the proposal by Quantin et al., sev-

eral other proposals for (de)-pseudonymisation of patient data for
medical research exist. Pommerening and Reng16 consider several 16 Pommerening and Reng (2004)

designs in the German legal framework that are similar to H-PI and
PS-PI, so we expect the findings of our analysis to also apply there.
Claerhout and De Moor17 report on a Belgian model that, instead of 17 Claerhout and De Moor (2005)

central storage, uses a pseudonymisation service that also distrib-
utes the data (though encrypted so that the PS cannot read it). More
general approaches for the exchange of medical data between health
care providers18 or pseudonymised data in general19 may also be 18 E.g., Deng et al. (2009), Riedl et al.

(2007), Zhang et al. (2005)
19 E.g., Teepe (2005)

usable for pseudonymisation for research purposes. While some
general discussions on privacy aspects of (de)pseudonymisation in
the medical context exist20, we are not aware of any comprehens- 20 E.g., Tinabo et al. (2009), Office of

the Data Protection Commissioner
(Ireland) (2007)

ive comparisons of the privacy characteristics of the above systems.
Generalising our present analysis to include these systems is an
interesting direction for future work.
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Figure 8.9: Model of communication
in PS-PI: initial state (top) and trace
(bottom)
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IN THIS THESIS, we have presented methods to formally analyse
what privacy-sensitive information can be derived from communic-
ation protocols. As discussed in Chapter 1, various other approaches
exist to achieve this purpose. In this Chapter, we discuss the main
other approaches, and compare them to our framework.

Outline In this chapter:

• We discuss existing formal methods approaches for analysing
knowledge of actors in communication protocols (§9.1);

• We discuss privacy properties defined in the literature, and what
approaches have been used to verify them (§9.2);

• We present a more detailed comparison between our work and
popular definitions of privacy properties using equivalences
(§9.3);

• We mention alternatives to privacy property verification (§9.4).

9.1 Protocol Analysis

We identify two main approaches for analysing the knowledge of
actors in communication protocols: state-based and equivalence-based.

In state-based approaches, desired properties about the knowledge
of actors are defined in terms of evolutions of a single instance of a
system. For instance, a piece of information is secret if, in all pos-
sible evolutions of the system, the attacker does not have enough
knowledge to derive it. The possible system evolutions can be mod-
elled using process algebras1 or other approaches, e.g., induction2. 1 E.g., Abadi and Fournet (2001),

Boreale (2001), Milner (1999)
2 Paulson (1998)

The knowledge of an attacker is then analysed based on the set of
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messages he has observed during a system evolution. This know-
ledge analysis is at the core of any state-based protocol verification
technique, because it determines what next states are reachable.
Message analysis was historically done using deductive systems3, 3 Dolev and Yao (1981); Clarke et al.

(1998); and Boreale (2001)but more recent formalisms4 also allow equational theories. Avail-
4 Abadi and Fournet (2001); and Ar-
mando et al. (2005)able automated verification tools for state-based analysis include

AVISPA5, ProVerif6, and Tamarin7. Alternatively, verification can 5 Armando et al. (2005)
6 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)
7 Schmidt et al. (2012)

be performed semi-manually using theorem-proving tools with the
inductive method8.

8 Paulson (1998)In the second, equivalence-based approach, desired properties
about the knowledge of actors are defined by comparing the evol-
utions of two instances of a system. Intuitively, two instances of
a system are “equivalent” if, from the outside, it is impossible to
distinguish the two instances. Traditionally, in model checking, equi-
valences are used to show that one system correctly implements
another, more abstract system9. In protocol verification, because 9 Baier and Katoen (2008)

“telling instances apart” is with respect to the knowledge of an at-
tacker, equivalences can also be used to define privacy properties.
Namely, this is done by verifying equivalence of two system in-
stances that coincide on public information (e.g., in e-voting: the
number of votes cast for each candidate) but differ on information
that should remain private (e.g., who voted for which candidate).
In more detail, equivalence of two system instances means that for
any evolution of the first instance, there should be an evolution of
the second instance in which the sets of messages observed by the
attacker are “similar”. This similarity, formalised as “static equival-
ence” (cf. Chapter 4) is usually defined using equational theories,
but can also be defined using deductive techniques. For automatic-
ally verifying equivalences, ProVerif10 is the main available tool. As 10 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)

mentioned in the introduction, this tool has the disadvantage that
it cannot verify all equivalences: in particular, it applies an over-
approximation that fails to verify many equivalences; and in many
cases, it does not terminate.

The main difference between the state-based and equivalence-
based approach is that the latter one also takes “implicit flows”11 11 Blanchet (2004)

into account. Namely, state-based approaches do not capture the
situation when a privacy-sensitive piece of information is not trans-
mitted itself, but does influence other messages. For instance, if a
“yes” vote leads to the transmission of a signature for public key
pk1 and a “no” vote leads to a signature for public key pk2, then this
leaks the vote even though it does not occur explicitly in a message.
However, this cannot be detected by considering individual states.
Both approaches can work with both deductive and equational mod-
els of knowledge, although the state-based approach generally uses
deductive models and the equivalence-based approach generally
uses equations. Both approaches also support protocol verification
both with respect to active attackers (who can intercept and manip-
ulate messages) and passive attackers (who can just intercept). In
addition, using equivalences, properties can be defined with respect
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Property State-Based Equivalence-Based This Thesis
Secrecy yes yes yes
Unlinkability yes† yes yes
Id-Data Privacy yes† yes yes
Anonymity no yes yes
Involvement no yes yes
Knowledge model mostly deductive mostly equational both
Attacker model passive/active passive/active/ insider

receipt†/coercion†

Table 9.8: Types of privacy property
considered in the literature: rows
represent properties; columns show
which approach have been used
to verify them. The bottom rows
show with respect to what kinds of
knowledge and attacker model each
property can be verified with the
respective approaches. †: property
cannot be verified automatically

to an attacker that can try to force honest actors to provide receipts
showing that they performed certain actions, or who can coerce
them12. Intuitively, these properties are defined in terms of the ex- 12 E.g., Delaune et al. (2009), Dreier

et al. (2012), Dong et al. (2013)istence of an equivalent process in which the honest actor provides
a fake receipt, or fakes cooperation with the attacker. In particular,
no tools exist that can verify (some instances of) these properties
automatically, but the correctness of a manual construction of this
equivalent process reduces to a normal equivalence to which the
above methods can be applied.

The approach presented in this thesis is similar to the state-based
approach in that we also analyse knowledge from a single system
instance. In particular, we also do not take into account implicit
flows. Whereas the above approaches analyse the knowledge of one
(outside) attacker in the system instance, we analyse the knowledge
of multiple insiders in the system. Hence, rather than “active” or
“passive”, we call our attacker model “insider”. However, the above
approaches can also be used to analyse knowledge of a particular
insider (or coalition of insiders) by giving the attacker access to its
secrets; and our methods can also be used to analyse passive attack-
ers by keeping track of all messages they may observe13. Unlike the 13 This is indeed considered in the

comparison in Section 9.3two above approaches, we do not analyse knowledge for all sys-
tem evolutions possible with a certain attacker behaviour: instead,
we consider knowledge in one regular system evolution. This is a
weaker kind of analysis; but adopting it allows us to obtain practical
and automated analysis results, as demonstrated in this thesis.

9.2 Privacy Properties

In Table 9.8, we show the main types of privacy property found in
the literature. Namely, we identify five types of property (secrecy,
unlinkability, id-data privacy, anonymity, and involvement) that
each concern a different type of knowledge. The table shows both
which of the approaches from Section 9.1 can be used to verify them;
and with respect to what kinds of attacker model they are defined.

Secrecy-type privacy properties state that an actor cannot determ-
ine a particular piece of personal information about a data subject.
Different variants of this property exist. The traditional variant,
sometimes called weak secrecy14, asks if the actor can determine 14 Blanchet (2004)

the contents of the information. Resistance to guessing attacks15 is a 15 Corin et al. (2005); and Delaune et al.
(2008)
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stronger property: for it to hold, the actor should not be able to de-
termine the information even if he can guess its contents. Because
attributes representing personal information (e.g., street name, age)
usually have relatively few possible values, this model is more real-
istic. Strong secrecy is even stronger. Intuitively, for it to hold, the
actor should not be able to recognise the information even if he
could influence its contents. We mention it here for completeness;
for privacy analysis, this property is generally too strong. Secrecy-
type privacy properties include secrecy in SAML single sign-on16 16 Armando et al. (2008)

and key establishment17 (based on weak secrecy); and data pri- 17 Tounsi et al. (2012)

vacy18, paper/score/review secrecy in electronic conference man- 18 Dong et al. (2013)

agement19, and strong bidding-price secrecy of auctions20 (based on 19 Arapinis et al. (2012)
20 Dreier et al. (2013)resistance to guessing attacks). Intuitively, weak secrecy corresponds

to our concept of derivability; as we argued in Section 4.2, resist-
ance to guessing attacks corresponds to our notion of equatability if
we include a correct guess in our model. We do not capture strong
secrecy.

Weak secrecy is naturally formalised as a state-based property. It
can be verified using any tool for state-based protocol verification,
e.g., AVISPA21, ProVerif22, or Tamarin23. Indeed, it has been used 21 Armando et al. (2005)

22 Blanchet and Smyth (2011)
23 Schmidt et al. (2012)

to formalise privacy properties24. Resistance to guessing attacks25

24 E.g., Armando et al. (2008), Tounsi
et al. (2012)
25 Corin et al. (2003); and Lowe (2004)

and strong secrecy26 have also been considered in state-based ap-

26 Blanchet (2004)

proaches, but not, as far as we know, to verify privacy properties.
On the other hand, resistance to guessing attacks is naturally form-
alised as an equivalence-based property by considering equivalence
when replacing a piece of information by a random value; also this
property has been used to define and verify privacy properties27. 27 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2012), Dong et al.

(2013)Unlinkability properties state that an actor does not know that the
same data subject has been involved in several protocol instances.
Typically, the actor cannot observe that the same identifier occurs in
messages from both protocol instances28. Properties of this type in- 28 Depending on the formalisation, the

actor may or may not know the identi-
fier as part of his initial knowledge

clude strong and weak unlinkability29; untraceability30; and (strong)
29 Arapinis et al. (2010)
30 van Deursen et al. (2008)

doctor untraceability in e-health31. In our model, this property cor-

31 Dong et al. (2012)

responds to associability of the context representing the data subject
in two protocol instances.

In the state-based setting, van Deursen et al.32 propose a defin- 32 van Deursen et al. (2008)

ition for unlinkability based on the concept of “reinterpreting”
messages with respect to an actor. Intuitively, they define which
parts of a message can be changed without the actor noticing. They
define unlinkability by stating that for every system evolution in
which there is a link, it should be possible to unnoticeably change
the messages to messages from a system evolution in which there
is no link. However, van Deursen et al.33 do not propose a way to 33 van Deursen et al. (2008)

automatically verify this property. In the equivalence-bases setting,
unlinkability properties are modelled as equivalences between an
execution in which a known actor is involved in a single protocol in-
stance, and an execution in which he is involved in two instances34; 34 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2010), Dong et al.

(2012)or as equivalence between an execution in which all actors are only
involved in one protocol instance and one in which they are not35. 35 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2010), Dong et al.

(2012)
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Id-Data Privacy properties state that an actor cannot determine
that a particular piece of personal information refers to a particular
data subject. This property is particularly relevant in settings such
as e-voting or e-auctions in which actors may learn both which data
subjects were involved in protocol instances (e.g., which voters cast
a vote) and which pieces of personal information were exchanged
(e.g., which votes), but not their combination (e.g., which voter cast
which vote). Properties of this type include privacy in electronic
toll collection36 and electronic voting37; bidding-price unlinkability 36 Dahl et al. (2011)

37 Butin et al. (2013); and Delaune et al.
(2009)

and weak anonymity in e-auctions38; and prescription privacy in

38 Dreier et al. (2013)
e-health39. Intuitively, such properties are expressed in our model by

39 Dong et al. (2012)combining associability and detectability in one context.
Recent efforts40 aim to capture id-data privacy in e-voting sys- 40 Butin and Bella (2012); and Butin

et al. (2013)tems (e.g., the property that a vote cannot be linked to the voter)
using the state-based inductive method41. Intuitively, the induct- 41 Paulson (1998)

ive method proposes to model reachable states inductively, and to
use a theorem prover for showing that certain knowledge cannot
be derived in any reachable state. To support id-data secrecy, Butin
et al.42 define a set of “association rules” specifying that pieces of 42 Butin et al. (2013)

information from the same message can be linked to each other and
to the message’s sender and receiver; and that “common elements”
can be used to link information from different messages. However,
these “common elements” and exceptions to linking rules have to
be defined ad-hoc for a particular protocol. Moreover, the inductive
method is inherently non-automated. In the equivalence-based set-
ting, id-data privacy is typically defined by considering equivalence
of two instances of a system with equal identifiers in which the data
items are swapped. Adaptations have been proposed for specific
application domains: for instance, in e-auctioning, only the win-
ning bid should become known43; in e-voting, votes with different 43 Dreier et al. (2013)

weights can be considered44. 44 Dreier et al. (2012)

Anonymity properties state that an actor does not know that a
particular data subject has been involved in a protocol instance.
Typically, the actor knows the identifier of the data subject, and
this property means that he does not know whether or not that
identifier occurs in the protocol instance. Properties of this type
found in the literature include strong and (weak) anonymity45; 45 Arapinis et al. (2010)

and doctor and patient anonymity in e-health46. In our model, the 46 Dong et al. (2012)

actor knows, e.g., identifier id∣κu as part of his initial knowledge;
anonymity for data subject ds in protocol instance ∗∣πds means that he
cannot associate ∗∣κu and ∗∣πds.

In the equivalence-based setting, anonymity properties are form-
alised as equivalence of an execution in which a known actor parti-
cipates and an execution in which he does not47. We are not aware 47 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2010), Dong et al.

(2012)of formalisations of anonymity using state-based techniques; how-
ever, such formalisations may be possible by adapting existing
definitions of resistance to guessing attacks.

Finally, involvement properties state that an actor should not be
able to determine that two specific parties were involved in the
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same protocol instance. For instance, the actor should not be able
to know that a particular data subject was involved in a protocol
with a particular identity provider. As far as we are aware, the only
formalisation of such a property in the literature is that of author-
reviewer unlinkability in electronic conference management48. In 48 Arapinis et al. (2012)

our model, this property corresponds to associability of two contexts
from the same domain to two separate external contexts.

The only formalisation of an involvement property49 from the 49 Arapinis et al. (2012)

literature is equivalence-based and essentially formalises it as an
id-data privacy property.50 We are not aware of formalisations of 50 Indeed, note that also in our model,

these two types of property have
similar formalisations.

involvement properties using state-based techniques; however, such
formalisations may be possible by adapting definitions for id-data
privacy as described above.

In summary, our approach, like the equivalence-based approach,
can be used to model the main privacy properties in the literature.
The state-based approach is used by much fewer works, so it is not
clear to what extent it can be generalised to cover additional prop-
erties. Finally, we mention that the above approaches all formalise
privacy properties by modelling a particular (family of) scenario(s)
that is assumed to be representative. For instance, in this thesis, we
model a representative set of pieces of information, and formalise
privacy properties as knowledge about this particular information.
Several works51 instead define variants of the above properties 51 E.g., Bohli and Pashalidis (2011),

Brusó et al. (2013a,b), Hevia and
Micciancio (2008), Langer et al. (2010),
Pfitzmann and Hansen (2009)

in more general, abstract frameworks, and then prove relations
between these variants. However, in general, no automated tech-
niques exist to verify properties defined in these frameworks. Also,
it is not clear if the different variants of privacy properties defined
in such frameworks actually reveal interesting privacy differences
about communication protocols. Indeed, Brusó et al.52 show that 52 Brusó et al. (2013b)

under reasonable conditions, several variants of privacy properties
actually coincide.

9.3 Comparing Our Model to Equivalence-Based Properties

In the above section, we described at a high level how different
kinds of properties are formalised in different frameworks. In partic-
ular, we showed how secrecy (in the sense of resistance to guessing
attacks), unlinkability, id-data privacy, and anonymity can be form-
alised both using our framework, and using the equivalence-based
approach. Because the equivalence-based approach is the most com-
prehensive and actively-researched alternative to our framework,
we now discuss the correspondence between our formalisations and
those using equivalences in more detail.53 53 We do not include involvement

properties in this comparison. This
is to keep the scenario we use for
our comparison simple. However, as
noted above, involvement properties
are formalised similarly to id-data
properties, so similar conclusions
should apply.

In particular, we consider privacy properties in a simple scen-
ario, which we model as a Personal Information Model. We define
a scenario with three instances π1, π2, π3 of a communication pro-
tocol aiming to protect the identity of a data subject with identifier
id∣π1

ds , id∣π2
ds , id∣π3

ds , as well as the contents of a piece of information
d∣π1

ds , d∣π2
ds , d∣π3

ds about him. In this scenario, protocol instances π1 and
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.id a

knowledge from protocol instances
.d a

.id b
.d b

π1id ds
π1d ds

π2id ds
π2d ds

π3id ds
π3d ds

initial knowledge
context

layer

information
layer

contents
layer

ia ibda dbda'

(all information items have mutually distinct contents)

(context) identifiers             (context) data items

.id c
.d c

ic dc

Figure 9.1: PI Model for the scenario
to compare equivalence-based privacy
properties with our model

Privacy Property Initial Knowledge Consequence in scenario
Anonymity of ia (I) {id∣⋅a} C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1

ds ∧ C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2
ds

Anonymity of ia (II) {id∣⋅a, id∣⋅c} C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1
ds ∧ C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2

ds
Unlinkability (I) ∅ C / id∣π1

ds ≐0 id∣π2
ds

Unlinkability {id∣⋅a, id∣⋅c} ¬(C id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1
ds ∧ C id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2

ds )∧¬(C id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1
ds ∧ C id∣π1

ds ≐0 id∣π2
ds )∧

of ia (II) ¬(C id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2
ds ∧ C id∣π2

ds ≐0 id∣π1
ds )

Secrecy of da (I) {d∣⋅a, d∣⋅c} C / d∣⋅a ≐0 d∣π1
ds

Secrecy of da (II) {id∣⋅a, d∣⋅a, d∣⋅c} C / d∣⋅a ≐0 d∣π1
ds

Id-Data Privacy {id∣⋅a, d∣⋅a, id∣⋅b, d∣⋅b} ¬(C d∣⋅b ≐0 d∣π3
ds ∧ C id∣⋅b ≐0 id∣π3

ds )∧

of ia, da, ib, db ¬(C d∣⋅a ≐0 d∣π1
ds ∧ (C id∣π1

ds ≐0 id∣⋅a ∨ (C id∣π1
ds ≐0 id∣π2

ds ∧ C id∣π2
ds ≐0 id∣⋅a)))

Table 9.9: Equivalence-based properties
translated to the three-layer model:
initial knowledge of the attacker and
consequences of the property

π2 have the same data subject with the same identifier; the data sub-
ject of π3 is different. All three pieces of information are different.
We also include context items ∗∣⋅∗ representing possible initial know-
ledge by the attacker.54 The Personal Information Model is shown in 54 This initial knowledge includes items

id∣⋅c, d∣⋅c that do not occur in the protocol
instances. This is for technical reasons;
these items are not actually relevant for
the attacker’s knowledge

Figure 9.1.
To relate equivalence-based privacy properties to knowledge

about this Personal Information Model, consider a passive attacker
who can see which messages belong to which protocol instance. In
general, equivalence-based privacy properties state that this attacker
should not be able to distinguish two similar instances A, B of a sys-
tem. Suppose the above scenario is an evolution of system instance
A. Then there should be an evolution of system instance B that looks
similar to the attacker. In particular, if the attacker can equate, e.g.,
id∣π1

ds and id∣π2
ds in the scenario, then there should also be an evolution

of system instance B in which he can equate two identifiers. As a
consequence, if there are no evolutions of system instance B with
content equivalent identifiers, we can conclude that the attacker
cannot equate id∣π1

ds and id∣π2
ds in the Personal Information Model.

Using the above intuition (which we make more precise below),
we can translate equivalence-based privacy properties into prop-
erties about the attacker’s knowledge in the above scenario. The
results for several variants of the privacy properties from Section 9.2
are shown in Table 9.9. Namely, we consider two types of anonymity
property: for the first one55, the initial knowledge of the attacker 55 Corresponding to strong anonymity

in Arapinis et al. (2010) and strong
doctor anonymity in Dong et al. (2012)

consists of just id∣⋅a; for the second one56, it also includes id∣⋅c. Both
56 Corresponding to doctor anonymity
in Dong et al. (2012)

correspond to the intuitive meaning of anonymity: namely, that the
attacker cannot observe that identifier id∣⋅a occurs in one of the pro-
tocol instances. For unlinkability, we also consider two types. For
the first type57, the attacker does not have any initial knowledge and 57 Corresponding to strong unlinkabil-

ity in Arapinis et al. (2010) and strong
doctor untraceability in Dong et al.
(2012)

he is not able to link the two sessions with the same identifier. For
the second type58, the attacker knows identifier id∣⋅a (as well as id∣⋅c,

58 Corresponding to doctor untraceabil-
ity in Dong et al. (2012)

for technical reasons), and he should not be able to link two sessions
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to each other of which he knows the data subject. There are also two
types of secrecy. Both express that the actor should not be able to see
that the given data item was used in the protocol instance. Their dif-
ference is technical: for the first type59, the actor does not know the 59 Corresponds to paper, score, and

review secrecy in Arapinis et al. (2012)identifier id∣⋅a of the relevant data subject; for the second type60, he
60 Corresponding to data-privacy in
Dong et al. (2013) and strong bidding-
price secrecy of auctions in Dreier et al.
(2013)

does (although he does not need to be able to link it to the protocol
instance). Finally, id-data privacy61 means that neither in protocol

61 Corresponding to privacy in elec-
tronic toll collection in Dahl et al. (2011)
and electronic voting in Delaune et al.
(2009); bidding-price unlinkability and
weak anonymity in e-auctions in Dreier
et al. (2013); and prescription privacy in
e-health in Dong et al. (2012)

instance π1 nor in protocol instance π3, the attacker should be able
to determine both the identifier and the data item.62 We conclude

62 Note that both direct equatability
id∣π1

ds ≐0 id∣⋅a and indirect equatability
id∣π1

ds ≐0 id∣π2
ds ∧ id∣π2

ds ≐0 id∣⋅a are
considered.

that the translation from equivalence-based privacy properties to
our model respects the intuitive meaning of the properties.

We now show in more detail how we have translated equivalence-
based privacy properties to our model. Equivalence-based privacy
properties are defined as equivalences between two system in-
stances A, B that differ in what protocol instances can occur. For
instance, for anonymity, evolutions of A may include protocol in-
stances involving an actor with a known identifier ia, evolutions of
B may not. We describe equivalence-based privacy properties by
modelling the sets of possible traces. Let I, D be sets of identifiers
and data items, respectively. Consider system evolutions consisting
of three protocol instances, each involving one identifier and one
data item. Such a system evolution is captured by a trace: a 6-tuple
(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∈ (I × D)3. An equivalence property prescribes
sets T1,T2 of traces of the two system instances, and a set K of in-
formation known initially by the attacker. For instance, for anonym-
ity, consider an attacker with initial knowledge K = {ia}. In system
instance A, each protocol instance may use any identifier (including
ia) and data item, corresponding to the following traces:63 63 Note that the data items in the

different protocol instances are distinct,
but the identifiers could be the sameT1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}.

In system instance B, ia may not occur, so we have traces:

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I ∖ {ia}, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}.

Hence, anonymity intuitively means that, for an attacker with initial
knowledge K, for every trace in T1 there exists an identically-looking
trace in T2, and vice versa.

We now translate the anonymity property to our model. For this,
we consider one particular trace (ia, da, ia, da′, ib, db) ∈ T1 for system
instance A. The information exchanged in this traces is modelled
by the Personal Information Model I shown in Figure 9.2(a). At the
context layer, we capture three protocol instances πi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
involving identifier id∣πi

ds and data item d∣πi
ds ; id∣⋅a represents initial

knowledge ia ∈ K. Suppose the knowledge of the attacker from the
above trace is represented by a knowledge base C = {id∣⋅a, . . .} with
respect to the above Personal Information Model64. For anonym- 64 The Personal Information Model

may include additional pieces of
information

ity to hold, there should be a trace in T2 with identically-looking
knowledge. For instance, consider trace (ib, da, ib, da′, ib, db) ∈ T2.
The information in this trace can be represented by an Information
Model I′ similar to that in Figure 9.2(a), but where id∣π1

ds and id∣π2
ds
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(a) Information model for anonymity scenario in system instance A

.id a

knowledge from protocol instances
π1id ds

π1d ds
π2id ds

π2d ds
π3id ds

π3d ds

initial knowledge
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contents
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ia ibda dbda'

(all information items have mutually distinct contents)

(context) identifiers             (context) data items

(b) Information model for a possibly identically scenario in system instance B

Figure 9.2: Personal Information
Models for the anonymity property

map to ib instead of ia (Figure 9.2(b)). The attacker’s knowledge
from executing trace T2 can be described by the same knowledge
base C, but with respect to the different Information Model I′65. As 65 This assumes that the identifiers and

data items exchanged in the protocol
instances do not influence other parts
of the message, i.e., we assume there
are no implicit flows.

argued before, if C looks identical in I and I′, then context items
that are not content equivalent in I′, cannot be equatable in I. (If
they were equatable in I, then they should also be equatable in I′,
and in particular, they should be content equivalent.)66 In this case, 66 Indeed, note that Lemma 4.5.4

formalises exactly this intuition in
the setting of equational theories
corresponding to rule-based models.

this means that C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1
ds and C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2

ds . By simil-
arly analysing all other traces in T2, one finds that all of them imply
C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1

ds ∧ C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2
ds . Hence, intuitively, if anonymity

holds, then C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π1
ds ∧ C / id∣⋅a ≐0 id∣π2

ds needs to be true in our
model.

The same reasoning can be applied to translate the other prop-
erties to our model. For this, we need to model each property as
a set K of initial knowledge, and two sets T1,T2 of possible traces
(Figure 9.3). We now discuss the models in the figure. Above, we
discussed variant I of anonymity67. Another variant in the liter- 67 Corresponding to strong anonymity

in Arapinis et al. (2010) and strong
doctor anonymity in Dong et al. (2012)

ature68 allows a known identifier ic to occur in traces in T2. There
68 Corresponding to doctor anonymity
in Dong et al. (2012)

are also two variants of unlinkability: variant I69 compares traces

69 Corresponding to strong unlinkabil-
ity in Arapinis et al. (2010) and strong
doctor untraceability in Dong et al.
(2012)

in which all identifiers are distinct to traces in which they are not;
variant II70 compares traces in which known identifier ia occurs at

70 Corresponding to doctor untraceabil-
ity in Dong et al. (2012)

most twice to traces in which known identifiers ia, ic both occur at
most once. Similarly, two variants of secrecy consider secrecy of a
data item in combination with an unknown identifier (variant I71)

71 Corresponds to paper, score, and
review secrecy in Arapinis et al. (2012)

or a known identifier (variant II72). For id-data privacy73, da oc-

72 Corresponding to data-privacy in
Dong et al. (2013) and strong bidding-
price secrecy of auctions in Dreier et al.
(2013)
73 Corresponding to privacy in elec-
tronic toll collection in Dahl et al. (2011)
and electronic voting in Delaune et al.
(2009); bidding-price unlinkability and
weak anonymity in e-auctions in Dreier
et al. (2013); and prescription privacy in
e-health in Dong et al. (2012)

curs with ia and db with ib in one set of traces, and da occurs with ib
and db with ia in the other. Note that, for each model in Figure 9.3,
(ia, da, ia, da′, ib, db) ∈ T1

74. Hence, we can translate all privacy prop-

74 and (ia, da, ia, da′, ib, db) ∉ T2

erties to knowledge about a single Personal Information Model I′′

obtained from I (Figure 9.2(a)) by adding context items for each
piece ib, ic, da, db, dc of possible initial knowledge. Indeed, this gives
the Personal Information Model shown in Figure 9.2 and translation
results shown in Table 9.9.
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Anonymity (I) ∶ K = {ia}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I ∖ {ia}, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

Anonymity (II) ∶ K = {ia, ic}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∈ T ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I ∖ {ic}, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∈ T ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I ∖ {ia}, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

Unlinkability (I) ∶ K = ∅

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I distinct, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

Unlinkability (II) ∶ K = {ia, ic}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I ∖ {ic}, #{n∣in = ia} ≤ 2, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, #{n∣in = ia} ≤ 1, #{n∣in = ic} ≤ 1, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct}

Secrecy (I) ∶ K = {da, dc}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ J, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D ∖ {dc} distinct}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ J, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D ∖ {da} distinct}

Secrecy (II) ∶ K = {ia, da, dc}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D ∖ {dc} distinct, dk = da⇒ ik = ia}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D ∖ {da} distinct, dk = dc⇒ ik = ia}

Id-Data Privacy ∶ K = {ia, ib, da, db}

T1 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct, dk=da⇒ ik=ia, dk=db⇒ ik=ib}

T2 ∶= {(i1, d1, i2, d2, i3, d3) ∣ i1, i2, i3 ∈ I, d1, d2, d3 ∈ D distinct, dk=db⇒ ik=ia, dk=da⇒ ik=ib}

Figure 9.3: Sets of traces corresponding
to privacy properties

9.4 Discussion

The privacy guarantees offered by protocols can also be analysed
without verifying privacy properties. In the computational model
of cryptography (of which the formal models from the above ap-
proaches are an abstraction), privacy can be captured implicitly by
modelling the ideal functionality75 of protocols. Namely, this ideal 75 Beaver (1991)

functionality specifies what information each actor in a protocol
should learn. If a protocol is secure with respect to this ideal func-
tionality, then in particular, no actor in the protocol can learn any
additional information. Based on this idea, privacy in anonymous
credentials schemes76, smart metering77, and watermarking78 has 76 Camenisch and Lysyanskaya (2001)

77 Rial and Danezis (2011)
78 Rial et al. (2011)

been proven. However, note that these proofs are all manual, and
operate at a much lower level of abstraction than the above meth-
ods.

Based on formal methods approaches, Mödersheim et al.79 pro- 79 Mödersheim et al. (2013)

pose a way to define privacy in terms of intended disclosure, and
to reason about what equivalences this privacy corresponds to. Al-
though this seems a promising approach, there is currently no way
to integrate it with automated verification techniques.
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WE STARTED THIS THESIS by introducing two different proposals
for a system to distribute patient data to researchers, and asking:
“From the point of view of patient privacy, which proposal would
you pick?”. Generalising this example, we obtained the following
research question:

How can we rigorously understand the privacy impact
of information exchange in distributed systems?

In this thesis, we have presented techniques that provide an answer
to this question. Specifically, we have focussed on how the use of
particular communication protocols for information exchange influ-
ences what privacy-sensitive information is revealed. In particular,
we have considered the knowledge of the actors in the system, i.e.,
insiders who are legitimately involved in the day-to-day operation
of the system. Also, weve interpreted privacy as “data minimisa-
tion”, i.e., making sure that actor can derive as little information as
possible (not considering consent, user experience, or other privacy
issues). We have demonstrated the usefulness of these techniques by,
among other things, showing how they can be used to gain insight
into the privacy merits of the two proposed systems for distributing
patient data to researchers discussed above. Namely, as we have
rigorously shown in Chapter 8, one proposal requires actors to store
more data than is desirable; the other proposal does not, but only
improves privacy with respect to non-curious actors (we have also
suggested possible improvements).

In Chapter 1, we have argued that, to answer our research ques-
tion, we need techniques that satisfy three basic requirements: to
make our analysis rigorous, they need to provide precise and veri-
fiable results (requirement 1); to make our analysis useful, these
results need to be easy to interpret (requirement 2); yet to make
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analysis feasible in practice, they should be largely automated (re-
quirement 3).

We now discuss our answer to the research question (§10.1); the
limitations of our proposed techniques (§10.2); and some possible
directions for future work (§10.3).

10.1 Contributions

A first step towards answering the research question is to have a
model in which we can define precise but general “privacy proper-
ties” that express relevant privacy concerns. This motivated our first
sub-question:

Question 1. How can we represent privacy properties about actors
in distributed systems in a system-independent way?

To answer this question, in Chapter 2 we have proposed the Per-
sonal Information Model, a model in which the knowledge of actors
about personal information can be precisely expressed. This model
is high-level, but can nonetheless be used to precisely capture a
range of privacy properties; in particular, any property that can be
translated to fundamental (un)detectability, (un)linkability and (non-
)involvement properties (Section 2.3). In Chapter 7, we showed that
this model is expressive enough to capture a comprehensive set of
privacy concerns in the context of identity management (require-
ment 1). We also proposed a visualisation of the knowledge of all
actors and coalitions in a system, by means of coalition graphs (Sec-
tion 2.4), by which our model can be easily interpreted (requirement
2). In Chapter 5, we generalised the Personal Information Model
to the Symbolic Information Model, making it independent from
characteristics of a particular scenario (e.g., the number of parties
involved and the amount of personal information exchanged).

Compared to the literature, both our high-level model for pri-
vacy properties and its visualisation are new. In existing work1, 1 E.g., Arapinis et al. (2012), Dahl et al.

(2011), Dong et al. (2013)privacy properties are generally represented on an ad-hoc basis de-
pending on the particular protocol (making it difficult to compare
different systems); those general encodings that exist generally do
not consider information about third parties that occurs in applic-
ations like identity management (see Chapter 7) and patient data
pseudonymisation (see Chapter 8). Also, we are not aware of exist-
ing ways to visualise the knowledge of all actors in an information
system that has a precise interpretation in an underlying model like
our coalition graphs.

Having shown how to represent privacy properties, the next step
is to decide if they hold for a particular system. To analyse know-
ledge of actors, the messages they have exchanged are commonly
modelled using formal methods techniques, in which the crypto-
graphic primitives used for communication are modelled as abstract
“black boxes”. In this thesis, we decided to adopt such techniques,
hence we need to decide which properties hold based on a formal
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representation of messages. This has lead to our second research
question:

Question 2. How can we automatically decide privacy properties
based on a formal model of information exchange?

We have provided three alternative answers to this question,
relying on three slightly different formal representations of mes-
sages. The first method (Chapter 3) generalises existing approaches
that model cryptographic primitives using inference rules. For this
method, we present a terminating algorithm to decide privacy prop-
erties from a model of messages, along with an implementation. The
second method (Chapter 4) uses existing models of cryptographic
primitives using equational theories. This model allows a wider
range of cryptographic primitives to be (more accurately) modelled.
We show how privacy properties can be decided with the help of
existing tools for message analysis using equational theories. Unfor-
tunately, the performance of this method is much worse than that
of the first method. The third method (Chapter 5) is a generalisation
of the first method to achieve scenario-independent results using
the Symbolic Information Model. Again, we present a terminating
algorithm and an implementation (requirement 3).

Compared to the literature, our proposed methods rely on exist-
ing ideas but apply them in new ways. Previous works have also
analysed knowledge of actors using inference rules2. We made sig- 2 E.g., Clarke et al. (1998), Boreale

(2001)nificant adaptations to these works to reason not just about what
pieces of information an actor knows, but also what message or
protocol instance he leans them from. Other works3 have also ana- 3 E.g., Blanchet (2004), Corin et al.

(2005)lysed knowledge of actors using equational theories, in particular
expressing that an actor knows nothing about a copy of a piece of
information. We show how equational theories can be used to dually
express that an actor can determine exactly what contents a copy of
a piece of information has. The methods in Chapter 5 bears some
similarity to existing protocol analysis using constraint systems4, but 4 E.g., Comon-Lundh et al. (2010)

have been developed independently. Finally, we contribute novel
models for zero-knowledge proofs (Sections 6.4) and anonymous
credentials (Sections 6.5).

Having proposed formal techniques for modelling and deciding
privacy properties, we finally need to show how these techniques
are used for our higher-level goal, i.e., to obtain an understanding
of the privacy impact of information exchange. More concretely, we
need to show that, starting from a number of systems we want to
analyse, the intended understanding can be obtained by performing
a number of well-defined steps. This has lead to our third and final
research question:

Question 3. Which steps need to be followed to actually analyse
privacy impact of information exchange?

We have answered this question by performing two concrete case
studies that demonstrate two ways in which our techniques can be
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used to understand privacy impact. Namely, one way is to verify a
given set of properties; another way is to visually comparing privacy
in different systems using constraint graphs. In both cases, we show
in general terms what steps need to be followed, and then demon-
strate these steps in a concrete case study. These steps use our tools5 5 The tools and the formal models

from the case studies are available
at http://code.google.com/p/
objective-privacy/

for the formal analysis of privacy in communication protocols based
on the above techniques. In Chapter 7, we have contributed a com-
prehensive set of privacy requirements for identity management,
as well as formal models of four different identity management
systems. In Chapter 8, we have contributed a rigorous analysis of
achievable privacy guarantees for patient data pseudonymisation.

Compared to the literature, we believe that we are the first to
provide the complete machinery to perform a formal privacy com-
parison of different systems. First, we allow protocol-independent
specification of properties that relate personal information to its data
subject, whereas existing protocol-independent frameworks con-
sider knowledge of links to its sender6 or knowledge of the personal 6 Arapinis et al. (2010)

information itself7. Second, we propose terminating algorithms for 7 Dong et al. (2013)

property verification, whereas the technical complexity of existing
(e.g., equivalence-based) definitions makes automated verification
difficult. Indeed, existing analyses of systems involving more than a
few only consider privacy properties about some of these actors8 or 8 E.g., Dong et al. (2012)

consider systems that have been designed with automated verifica-
tion in mind9. 9 Arapinis et al. (2012)

In conclusion, the tools developed in this thesis have given us
new ways to understand how the use of different communication
protocols influences what privacy-sensitive information the actors in
a system learn. This constitutes our answer to the research question
posed above.

10.2 Limitations of the Proposed Techniques

As argued above, our techniques provide an answer to the above
research question; but by focussing on particular aspects of the
question, we leave other aspects unconsidered. We now discuss
several of them.

Interpretation of information First, by focussing on communication
protocols, we do not take into account privacy impact due to in-
terpretation of the information exchanged. For instance, we do not
consider how combinations of exchanged attributes like address,
city of birth, and age might be used to identify people. Two different
research streams consider this kind of analysis: one research stream
considers how to experimentally link given data; the other considers
how to guarantee that such linking is impossible. Methods to link
data using non-identifiers have been investigated since the seminal
paper by Fellegi and Sunter10; Köpcke and Rahm11 provide a recent 10 Fellegi and Sunter (1969)

11 Köpcke and Rahm (2010)comparison of available systems. Data from more than two sources
can be grouped together based on pairwise decisions using domain-

http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
http://code.google.com/p/objective-privacy/
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dependent12 or domain-independent13 algorithms, or statistical 12 E.g., Bhattacharya and Getoor (2007),
Parag and Domingos (2004), Mray et al.
(2007), Sapena et al. (2008)
13 E.g., Bilenko et al. (2005), Chaudhuri
et al. (2005)

techniques14. On the other hand, statistical methods to guarantee

14 E.g., Sadinle and Fienberg (2012)

that exchanged personal information cannot be linked to other data
include k-anonymity, `-diversity, t-closeness and differential pri-
vacy15. Koot16 reports on experiments in which the “anonymity” of

15 k-anonymity: Samarati and Sweeney
(1998), Samarati (2001); `-diversity:
Machanavajjhala et al. (2007); t-
closeness: Li et al. (2007); differential
privacy: Dwork (2006). See di Vimer-
cati et al. (2012) for an overview.
16 Koot (2012)

particular disclosures is quantified. Inferring the values of some at-
tributes from others is covered, e.g., by Pontes et al.17. Other recent

17 Pontes et al. (2012)

work18 analyses privacy-friendly release of data with interdepend-

18 di Vimercati et al. (2010); and
di Vimercati et al. (To appear)

encies.

Need-to-know Also, we focus on analysing what information is ex-
changed, not on what information should be exchanged. Namely,
we assume that privacy properties (capturing what information
should be exchanged) and models of communication (capturing
what information is exchanged) are given, and compare the two.
When considering privacy in a system, it is also relevant to determ-
ine which are the relevant privacy properties. This includes determ-
ining what information exchange is really needed for the actors in
the system to perform their tasks; and whether the system ensures
that this information exchange is consented to by its data subject.
For this, other methods can be used (cf. Compagna et al.19). 19 Compagna et al. (2009)

Communication networks In addition, we focus on communication
protocols but not on the underlying network used to exchange mes-
sages. Normally, communication over networks like the Internet
may be traced because each packet of information contains the com-
munication identifiers of the sender and recipient. Regardless of
whether the information inside these packets can be read (which
is covered by our techniques), the mere fact that communication
between two parties takes place may be privacy-sensitive: for in-
stance, consider communication with a certain hospital or bank.
Various systems have been proposed to make it difficult to track
messages, intuitively, by sending it via multiple random participants
of the system. Chaum (1981) first introduced the concept of mix net-
works, and many proposals have been made since, most notably
Tor20. Many frameworks exist that analyse privacy characteristics of 20 Dingledine et al. (2004)

such systems. Relevant privacy properties include the linkability of
a message to its sender/recipient, or senders to recipients; variants
of these properties are formulated informally21, based on probabil- 21 Pfitzmann and Hansen (2009)

ities22, based on which situations an attacker can distinguish23, or 22 Chatzikokolakis (2007); and Stein-
brecher and Köpsell (2003)
23 Bohli and Pashalidis (2011); and
Hevia and Micciancio (2008)

using other formalisms24.

24 Hughes and Shmatikov (2004);
Schneider and Sidiropoulos (1996); and
Syverson and Stubblebine (1999)

Other limitations Our choice to analyse privacy by analysing mes-
sages in a formal model implies some limitations. First of all, we
analyse messages as specified in communication protocols. That
is, we do not consider attackers (neither outside attackers that try
to intercept and manipulate traffic, nor inside attackers that try to
gain more knowledge than they should by manipulating messages
from regular protocol instances). Also, we do not consider “implicit
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flow” of information25. For instance, suppose that insurance com- 25 Blanchet (2004)

pany A sends a query for user attributes to actor B only if that user
has had treatment X. Then even if the query itself does not include
the information about the treatment, B can still derive it from the
fact that the query has taken place. Existing approaches based on
observational equivalences26 do take such concerns into account, but 26 Blanchet et al. (2008)

this leads to the undecideability and over-approximation issues dis-
cussed in Chapter 1. In any case, it is important to realise that formal
models like ours are high-level models that assume “perfect” under-
lying cryptography. For instance, it does not consider knowledge
obtainable from cryptanalysis or due to faulty implementations of
cryptographic primitives used in practice.

Finally, this thesis focuses more on developing techniques for pri-
vacy analysis than on making them widely accessible. Although we
have fully described and demonstrated the steps needed to perform
an analysis, being able to perform these steps still requires consider-
able technical knowledge. In particular, our tools are all command-
line and based on Prolog syntax; moreover, to be able to use them,
a detailed understanding of the methods presented in this thesis is
needed. While we are not aware of similar tools that provide a better
user experience, this is still a limitation.

10.3 Directions for Future Work

In this final section, we discuss several possible extensions to our
techniques, by which some of the above limitations may be over-
come.

One interesting direction for future work is to assess the level of
anonymisation of exchanged information more generally by also
interpreting information. For instance, in our case study on pseud-
onymisation of patient data (Chapter 8), we considered how to
prevent de-anonymisation based on the identifiers used when ex-
changing the data. However, also the patient data itself could be
used for de-anonymisation: e.g., a combination of some attributes
like length, eye colour, blood group, etcetera may be enough to de-
anonymise a record with reasonable certainty. Hence, to obtain a
full view of the privacy consequences of information exchange, we
need to consider not only the knowledge gained from exchanging
information, but also the knowledge gained from interpreting it after
the exchange has taken place. This motivates the following research
challenge:

Challenge 1. How can privacy concerns due to exchange and
interpretation of information be understood in a combined fashion?

This challenge may be interpreted both on the macro scale (i.e.,
given many exchanges of information, what percentage of these al-
lows recombining), or on the micro scale (i.e., in a given scenario,
what particular links can be established with what degree of cer-
tainty). In both cases, other techniques are needed in addition to
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formal reasoning on messages. On the macro scale, techniques for
establishing pairwise links in large datasets are relevant27, including 27 E.g., Bhattacharya and Getoor (2007),

Parag and Domingos (2004), Mray et al.
(2007), Sapena et al. (2008), Bilenko
et al. (2005), Chaudhuri et al. (2005),
Sadinle and Fienberg (2012)

our own experimental work28. On the micro scale, relevant existing

28 Veeningen et al. (2014)

techniques29 try to determine privacy-sensitiveness of particular

29 Koot (2012); and Ferro et al. (2013)

attribute values in a disclosure.
A second important direction for further research relates to the

fact that our approach does not consider attackers. Specifically, we
analyse messages according to a protocol specification, but do not
consider what happens when active attackers (either insiders or
outsiders) try to manipulate them. If attackers have the possibility
to obtain sensitive information by manipulating messages without
anybody noticing, then this clearly impacts privacy. This leads us to
pose the following research challenge:

Challenge 2. How can we ensure that privacy in information
exchange is not impacted by attackers?

As mentioned in Chapter 1, existing equivalence-based privacy
properties that consider attackers are not general enough for a com-
prehensive privacy analysis, and are too difficult to verify automat-
ically. These properties could possibly be generated from a more
general model, but this would not solve the problem of automated
verification. On the other hand, our tools are general enough and
can be used for automated verification, but do not consider attack-
ers. Hence, the challenge is to find a solution that combines the
advantages of both approaches.

Finally, it is relevant to address the issue of usability. People for
whom analysing the privacy impact of information exchange are
relevant, include system designers who want to use privacy-friendly
communication protocols, or system architects who want to decide
what system to use. However, for such people, existing tools for pri-
vacy analysis are too hard to use and require too much background
knowledge. For instance, the tools developed in the context of this
thesis are command-line and based on Prolog syntax, and require a
detailed understanding of the techniques developed in this thesis.
Therefore, we pose the following research challenge:

Challenge 3. How can we make techniques for privacy analysis
available to non-experts on communication protocols?

Clearly, for some of the tasks involved in analysing privacy, such
as modelling cryptographic primitives, a deep understanding of the
underlying techniques is unavoidable. However, for many other
tasks, such as specifying scenarios, it should be possible to provide
an intuitive graphical user interface. In Veeningen et al. (2013a),
we made a first proposal for a graphical user interface for the tech-
niques in this thesis. However, entering all information for an ana-
lysis using the proposed GUI still requires a significant amount of
work. Possible ways of making the specification of scenarios more
user-friendly would be to automatically generate basic scenarios that
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can then be customised by the user; and to set up “repositories” of
protocols and primitives for easy re-use.



Appendix A
Samenvatting (Dutch summary)

Formeel redeneren over privacy in communicatieprotocollen

Het internet is een gevaarlijke plek. Gegevens die je via het inter-
net uitwisselt, reizen via telkens wisselende routes van meerdere
computers, die misschien niet allemaal te vertrouwen zijn. Om er
toch voor te kunnen zorgen dat een ontvangen bericht niet door een
crimineel1 is vervalst, afgeluisterd, of gemanipuleerd, is een breed 1 Of “Nation State Adversary” (NSA)

scala technieken bedacht onder de noemer cryptografie (oud-Grieks
voor geheimschrift). Voorbeelden zijn encryptie (versleuteling),
digitale handtekeningen, en cryptografische hash-functies.

Het ontwerpen van goede cryptografische basistechnieken is één
ding; maar het goed gebruiken van die technieken blijkt in de prak-
tijk iets anders. Zeker niet-experts maken vaak fouten als het gaat
om subtiliteiten in de toepassing van cryptografische basistechnie-
ken – de kopieerbeveiliging van de Sony Playstation 3 kon bijvoor-
beeld gekraakt worden door een elementaire fout in het gebruik van
digitale handtekeningen. Maar zelfs voor experts is het ingewikkeld
om alle manieren na te gaan waarop een systeem aangevallen zou
kunnen worden.

Formeel redeneren over cryptografie

Vandaar dat, al in de jaren ’80, het idee opkwam om met formele re-
deneertechnieken naar aanvallen op zulke systemen te gaan zoeken.
Formeel redeneren betekent dat je een aantal feiten aan de compu-
ter geeft, en een aantal regels om hier nieuwe feiten uit af te leiden.
In dit geval zijn de feiten de berichten (in termen van de gebruikte
cryptografische technieken) die een aanvaller op een cryptografisch
systeem ziet. De redeneerstappen zijn de manieren waarop een aan-
valler informatie uit onderschepte berichten kan halen, en waarop
hij deze berichten kan manipuleren.2 De computer bepaalt dan of 2 Hierbij nemen we aan dat de onder-

liggende cryptografie correct werkt.
We zoeken dus naar logische fouten
in het gebruik van, bijvoorbeeld, en-
cryptie, en niet naar backdoors die
door een eventuele NSA (Nation State
Adversary) in de encryptie zelf zijn
aangebracht.

een bepaalde conclusie met de gegeven redeneerstappen uit de ge-
geven feiten af te leiden is; bijvoorbeeld de conclusie ”de aanvaller
kan het geheim achterhalen”. Als dit zo is, dan heeft de computer
een aanval gevonden; anders hebben we reden om aan te nemen
dat het systeem veilig is. De uitdaging is nu om redeneerstappen
op te stellen die veelzijdig genoeg zijn om interessante aanvallen te
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(⊢1)
C ⊢ enc(geheim,sleutel)

(⊢1)
C ⊢ sleutel

(⊢2)
C ⊢ geheim

Figuur 1: Formele afleiding van C ⊢
geheim

vinden, maar eenvoudig genoeg om door een computer efficient te
berekenen.

In deze scriptie richten we ons op de vraag welke informatie een
aanvaller uit berichten haalt, en niet op welke aanpassingen hij kan
doen. We geven een simpel voorbeeldje om een idee te geven hoe
dit soort modellen en redeneringen er uit zien: we gaan redeneren
over berichten met symmetrische encryptie. Symmetrische encryptie
is een cryptografische techniek om een bericht m te versleutelen
met behulp van een sleutel k. Dit wordt op zo’n manier gedaan,
dat alléén iemand die zelf ook sleutel k kent, de encryptie weer kan
ontsleutelen om hier m uit af te leiden.3 Laten we de encryptie van 3 Dit in tegenstelling tot asymmetrische

encryptie, waarbij versleutelen en
ontsleutelen met twee verschillende
sleutels gebeurt.

bericht m met sleutel k schrijven als enc(m, k) (waarbij m en k zelf
ook berichten kunnen zijn, bijvoorbeeld enc(enc(a, b), l)). We willen
een set redeneerstappen opstellen die vertelt welke informatie een
aanvaller kent als hij de lijst C van berichten heeft gezien. In dit
geval hebben we er twee nodig:

Als X in de lijst C voorkomt, dan kent de aanvaller X. (⊢1)

Als de aanvaller enc(X, Y) en Y kent, dan kent hij ook X. (⊢2)

Een voorbeeld van een redenering met de bovenstaande twee
regels. Een aanvaller heeft de lijst C = {enc(geheim, sleutel), sleutel)}
van berichten gezien: een encryptie van geheim met sleutel sleutel,
en sleutel sleutel zelf. We kunnen nu met de bovenstaande rede-
neerregels de (nogal voor de hand liggende) conclusie afleiden dat
de aanvaller het bericht geheim kent. Dit gaat zo: door regel (⊢1)
toe te passen, concluderen we dat de aanvaller enc(geheim, sleutel)
kent. Nogmaals regel (⊢1) geeft dat de aanvaller óók sleutel kent. Nu
kunnen we regel (⊢2) toepassen, waarbij we voor X de encryptie en
voor Y de sleutel “invullen”. Dit geeft als conclusie dat de aanvaller
inderdaad geheim kent.

Laten we de uitspraak “Als een aanvaller de lijst C van berichten
heeft gezien, dan kent hij bericht X” noteren als C ⊢ X. De bo-
venstaande regels (⊢1) en (⊢2) vertellen nu voor welke C en X de
uitspraak C ⊢ X geldt. Met deze notatie kunnen we de bovenstaande
redenering schematisch weergeven zoals in Figuur 1. Een horizon-
tale streep staat hier voor de toepassing van een regel, waarbij de
voorwaarden boven de streep worden gebruikt om de conclusie
onder de streep af te leiden.

We kunnen het bovenstaande model uitbreiden door regels toe
te voegen voor andere cryptografische technieken, zoals digitale
handtekeningen en hash-functies. In de praktijk passen we het mo-
del natuurlijk ook toe op langere lijsten met meer ingewikkelde
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berichten. Dit maakt automatisering lastig.4 4 Anderzijds blijft het model een sterke
versimpeling van de werkelijkheid, en
er is maar weinig bekend over hoe dit
model samenhangt met gedetailleer-
dere, realistischere modellen van de
kennis van aanvallers.

Privacy: redeneren over betekenis én waarde

We hebben hierboven een idee gegeven over hoe je formeel kunt
redeneren over de uitspraak “de aanvaller kent X”. Op het eer-
ste gezicht kun je dit gebruiken om een soort privacy-analyse van
verschillende computersystemen te doen. Stel dat er verschillende
systeemontwerpen zijn voor, bijvoorbeeld, een elektronisch patien-
tendossier. We modelleren voor elk systeemontwerp de berichten
die de betrokken partijen te zien krijgen. Vervolgens bekijken we
welke (combinaties van samenwerkende) partijen welke informatie
kunnen achterhalen: hoe minder, hoe beter.

Jammer genoeg kunnen we bestaande redeneersystemen niet
direct voor zo’n analyse toepassen. Bestaande redeneersystemen
maken namelijk geen onderscheid tussen informatie en haar waarde,
terwijl verschillende stukjes informatie (bijvoorbeeld iemands leef-
tijd, of iemands huisnummer) wel dezelfde waarde kunnen hebben
(bijvoorbeeld “18”). We kunnen met bestaande redeneersystemen
dus informatie óf modelleren in termen van de waarde (“18”), óf in
termen van de betekenis (“leeftijd van A”, “huisnummer van X”),
maar niet allebei. In het eerste geval kunnen we alleen afleiden of de
aanvaller de waarde “18” kent, maar komen we er niet achter welke
informatie met die waarde het was. Dit is voor privacy-analyse niet
afdoende.

In het tweede geval echter, krijgen we óók een incompleet beeld.
We moeten de stukjes informatie dan namelijk als verschillend be-
schouwen, waardoor redeneringen niet meer gebruik kunnen maken
van het feit dat hun waarde hetzelfde is. Stel, ik leer een encryp-
tiesleutel als zijnde “de sleutel van Meilof”, en zie later een bericht
versleuteld met “de sleutel van Geert”, die desondanks dezelfde
waarde heeft. Regel (⊢2) hierboven zegt dat we de sleutel van Meilof
niet kunnen gebruiken om het versleutelde bericht te ontcijferen. We
onderschatten hiermee de informatie die een aanvaller kan achterha-
len, wat voor privacy-analyse een kwalijke zaak is. In plaats daarvan
zouden we willen beredeneren dat we de sleutel van Meilof kunnen
gebruiken als die dezelfde waarde heeft als sleutel van Geeft.5 5 En bovendien, dat Meilof en Geert

mogelijk dezelfde persoon zijn als ze
kennelijk dezelfde sleutel gebruiken...

De belangrijkste technische bijdrage in dit proefschrift is dan
ook dat we laten zien, hoe je tegelijkertijd over de betekenis én
de waarde van informatie kunt redeneren. Laten we ons voor-
beeldje van symmetrische encryptie er weer bij halen. We gaan
weer redeneerregels opstellen voor de uitspraak “als een aanval-
ler lijst C van berichten heeft gezien, dan kent hij bericht X”, maar
nu rekening houdend met betekenis én waarde. Berichten zien er
hetzelfde uit als eerst, dus bijvoorbeeld enc(geheim, sleutel meilof)
en sleutel geert. Maar nu modelleren we ook welke berichten de-
zelfde waarde hebben. We gebruiken symbool ≐, dus bijvoorbeeld
sleutel meilof ≐ sleutel geert. Onze eerste redeneerregel blijft het-
zelfde, maar we passen onze tweede redeneerregel aan om rekening
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(⊢1)
C ⊢ enc(geheim,sleutel meilof)

(⊢1)
C ⊢ sleutel geert

(⊢2′)
C ⊢ geheim

Figuur 2: Formele afleiding van C ⊢
geheim met onderscheid van betekenis
en waarde: we mogen (⊢2′) toepassen
omdat sleutel meilof ≐ sleutel geert

te houden met de waarde van berichten:

Als X in de lijst C voorkomt, dan kent de aanvaller X. (⊢1)

Als de aanvaller enc(X, Y) en Y′ kent met Y′ ≐ Y,

dan kent hij ook X. (⊢2′)

Stel nu dat een aanvaller de lijst met berichten

C = {enc(geheim, sleutel meilof), sleutel geert}

heeft gezien. We kunnen met de twee bovenstaande redeneerregels
afleiden dat hij nu geheim kent. De redenering, die we laten zien in
Figuur 2, is bijna hetzelfde als die in Figuur 1, behalve dat we nu
regel (⊢2′) toepassen met sleutel geert, waarbij we op de achtergrond
gebruik maken van het feit dat sleutel meilof ≐ sleutel geert.

Deze twee regels zijn nog niet genoeg voor een volledig redeneer-
systeem. We hebben bijvoorbeeld in de bovenstaande redenering
sleutel geert gebruikt alsof het sleutel meilof is. Maar als dit lukt en
het ontcijferen van de encryptie levert wat op, dan weten we ook
dat sleutel meilof en sleutel geert hetzelfde waren. Om met dit soort
aspecten rekening te houden, moeten we extra regels toevoegen. De
voornaamste bijdrage van dit proefschrift is een complete verzame-
ling regels die een goed beeld geeft van kennis van van betekenis en
waarde van informatie.

Slot

Samenvattend introduceert dit proefschrift een nieuw redeneersys-
teem voor kennis van cryptografische berichten. Met dit systeem
kun je privacy (in de zin van kennis over persoonlijke informatie) in
computersystemen analyseren. Om het pratisch nut van het systeem
aan te tonen, hebben we in dit proefschrift twee daadwerkelijke
grote privacy-analyses uitgevoerd. Bovendien hebben we, om de
theoretische kracht van het systeem aan te tonen, wiskundig laten
zien dat het bestaande ad-hoctechnieken voor privacy-analyse ver-
algemeniseert. Al met al draagt dit proefschrift hiermee hopelijk bij
aan een beter begrip van privacy-aspecten van informatieuitwisse-
ling in de gevaarlijke wereld van het internet.



Appendix B
Important Dates

January 4, 2010 First working day in Security group

June 23–24, 2010 Attended Interdisciplinary Privacy Course, K.U.
Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Figure 1: A good restaurant in Pisa

August 2–6, 2010 Attended PrimeLife/IFIP Summer School 2010,
Helsingborg, Sweden

August 28, 2010 Participated in half-marathon, Groningen, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:53:36)

September 9, 2010 Presented at the EiPSI seminar, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (presentation title: “Modeling identity-related prop-
erties and their privacy strength”)

September 16–17, 2010 Attended and presented at the 7th Interna-
tional Workshop on Formal Aspects of Security & Trust, Pisa, Italy
(presentation title: “Modeling identity-related properties and
their privacy strength”; Figure 1)

Sept 26–Oct 01, 2010 Attended Summer School on Applied Crypto-
graphic Protocols, Mykonos, Greece (Figure 2)

Figure 2: The swimming pool and view
from the Saint John resort on Mykonos
(P ICTURE : PETER VAN L IESDONK)

October 10, 2010 Participated in half-marathon, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:57:19)

November 18–19, 2010 Attended, gave flash presentation, and
presented poster at STW.ICT, Veldhoven, The Netherlands
(poster title: “How do I manage my on-line identity with my
mobile phone?” & “Modeling identity-related properties and
their privacy strength”)

May 13, 2011 Presented at Crypto Working Group meeting, Utrecht,
The Netherlands (presentation title: “Formal privacy analysis for
communication protocols”)

Figure 3: Finish of the 2011 Eindhoven
half-marathon

June 27–July 4, 2011 Organised and participated in The First EiPSI
Open Tennis Championships, TU/e, The Netherlands (going out in
the quarter-finals against Jerry den Hartog 6-3 6-1)

August 28, 2011 Participated in half-marathon, Groningen, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:52:13)
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October 9, 2011 Participated in half-marathon, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:52:31; Figure 3)

October 25, 2011 Visited the Bridge World Championships, Veld-
hoven, The Netherlands (Figure 4)

Figure 4: Table on which one of the
semi-finals of the 2011 Bridge World
Championships was played

November 14–15, 2011 Attended, gave flash presentation, and
presented poster at the ICT.OPEN 2011, Veldhoven, The Neth-
erlands (poster title: “Formal Privacy Analysis of Communication
Protocols for Identity Management”)

November 16, 2011 Presented at the EiPSI seminar, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (presentation title: “Formal Privacy Analysis of
Communication Protocols for Identity Management”)

December 15–19, 2011 Attended and presented at the 7th Interna-
tional Conference on Information Systems Security, Kolkata, India
(presentation title: “Formal Privacy Analysis of Communication
Protocols for Identity Management”; Figure 5)

Figure 5: “Relax” watch purchased in
Kolkata

February 16, 2012 Eilandje 1 outing to Concert Carnavalesk (Fig-
ure 6)

Figure 6: Outfits for Concert
Carnavalesk

August 20–27, 2012 Organised and participated in The Second EiPSI
Open Tennis Championships, TU/e, The Netherlands (losing to
Iason Zisis in the first round, 6-3 6-4)

September 10–12, 2012 Attended the 17th European Symposium on
Research in Computer Security, Pisa, Italy (Figure 1)

September 13–14, 2012 Attended and presented at the 8th Inter-
national Workshop on Security and Trust Management, Pisa, Italy
(presentation title: “Formal Modelling of (De)Pseudonymisation:
A Case Study in Health Care Privacy ”)

September 19, 2012 Presented at the EiPSI seminar, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands (presentation title: “Formal Modelling of
(De)Pseudonymisation: A Case Study in Health Care Privacy”)

October 14, 2012 Participated in half-marathon, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:48:33)

October 22–23, 2012 Attended, presented, and presented poster at
the ICT.OPEN 2012, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (presentation
title: “Formal Modelling of (De)Pseudonymisation”, poster title:
“Is Privacy By Data Minimisation Satisfied by Existing Systems?”)

June 3–7, 2013 Attended and presented at the 7th IFIP WG 11.11
International Conference on Trust Management, Malaga, Spain
(presentation title: “Symbolic Privacy Analysis through Linkabil-
ity and Detectability”)

Aug 26–30, 2013 Organised and participated in The Third EiPSI
Open Tennis Championships, TU/e, The Netherlands (beaten in
first round of main tournament by Berry Schoenmakers, 6-4 6-3;
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winner of fair-play award, beating Antonino Simone in the final,
6-1 7-5: Figure 7)

Figure 7: The author, holding the fair-
play trophy of the 2013 EiPSI Open
(P ICTURE : D ION BOESTEN)

September 9–11, 2013 Attended the 18th European Symposium on
Research in Computer Security, Egham, United Kingdom

September 12–13, 2013 Attended and presented at the 8th DPM In-
ternational Workshop on Data Privacy Management, Egham, United
Kingdom (presentation title: “Are On-Line Personae Really Un-
linkable?”)

October 13, 2013 Participated in half-marathon, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (finishing in 1:48:54)

November 4–8, 2013 Attended and presented poster at the 20th ACM
Conference on Computer and Communications Security, Berlin, Ger-
many (poster title: “TRIPLEX: Verifying Data Minimisation in
Communication Systems”)

November 18, 2013 Presented at the EiPSI seminar, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands (presentation title: “Privacy by Representation?”)

Distance Date Time
100m 17-01-12 13,69
500m 03-12-13 54,50
1000m 17-11-13 1:51,50
1500m 03-12-13 2:57,38
3000m 08-01-13 6:20,19
(Hour) 05-02-13 66 laps

Table 10: Personal best speed skating
times 2010–2013 (SOURCE : ESSV
ISIS)

November 27–28, 2013 Attended and presented poster at the ICT.OPEN
2013, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (poster title: “TRIPLEX: Veri-
fying Data Minimisation in Communication Systems”)

December 24, 2013 Last working day in Security group





Appendix C
Summary

Objective Privacy
Understanding the Privacy Impact of Information Exchange

Distributed systems are software systems in which components,
often run by different organisations, communicate and coordin-
ate their actions by passing messages over a network. This mes-
sage passing over a network (typically, the internet) is done using
communication protocols prescribing what information should be
exchanged, in what order, and using what format. Over time, the
design of such communication protocols has proven to be a subtle
and error-prone task.

In particular, when these communication protocols are used to
exchange personal information between different organisations, pri-
vacy is a major concern. Protocols involving personal information
are getting more and more prevalent, e.g. in e-voting, smart meter-
ing, and identity management. Organisations are legally obliged to
minimise the amount of personal information they deal with; so in
particular, they need to use communication protocols designed with
privacy in mind.

However, in the literature, there is no satisfactory way to obtain a
good understanding of the privacy impact of using particular com-
munication protocols. Existing comparisons are typically performed
in a high-level and imprecise way. Precisely analysing the underly-
ing cryptographic primitives is too technical, and hard to automate.
It is possible to perform precise analyses by abstracting away from
cryptography using formal methods, but this requires a formal en-
coding of privacy aspects. Today, such encodings are ad-hoc, and
difficult to perform automated analysis on.

In this thesis, we propose techniques for obtaining a rigorous
understanding of the privacy impact of information exchange in dis-
tributed systems. These techniques are designed to provide precise
and verifiable results that are easy to interpret, but also to be largely
automated. As a first step, we have proposed a model in which the
knowledge of actors about personal information can be precisely
expressed. This model is high-level, but can nonetheless be used to
precisely capture a wide range of privacy concerns.
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As a second step, we show how this model is combined with
existing formal methods techniques for modelling cryptographic
primitives. Namely, we have presented three different ways of auto-
matically deciding privacy properties based on a formal model of
information exchange. The first method, based on inference rules,
can be used to efficiently analyse systems that use the most common
cryptographic primitives. The second method, based on equational
theories, allows more cryptographic primitives to be modelled at a
higher level of detail, but is less efficient. The third method, a vari-
ant of the first, can be used to determine what conditions should be
satisfied for privacy to be guaranteed, instead of whether privacy is
guaranteed in a particular situation. This gives more general results,
but the method is less efficient and the results are harder to interpret.

Finally, we have demonstrated the feasibility of applying our
methods to actual systems by performing two concrete case studies.
We have compiled a comprehensive set of privacy requirements for
identity management, and we have analysed four different identity
management systems against these requirements. Also, we have
performed a rigorous analysis of achievable privacy guarantees for
patient data pseudonymisation. In conclusion, the tools developed
in this thesis have given us new ways to understand how the use of
different communication protocols influences what privacy-sensitive
information the actors in a system learn.
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symbolic profile, 97
symbolic protocol, 89

testing rule, 40
topic (multiple data subjects ext.),

109
trace, 115
transmission, 114
triviality (constraint), 90
type (multiple data subjects ext.), 108

undetermined, 116
uniqueness assumption, 36

validity
(trace), 117
(transmission), 117

var-item, 103
var-list, 103
variable

(Information Model), 35
(Personal Information Model), 23
(Symbolic Information Model), 87
(attribute predicates extension),

111
(construction/elimination rule), 38
(equational theory), 60
(multiple data subjects ext.), 109

variable message, 38
variable term, 60
view, 25

corresponding to equational know-
ledge base, 71

corresponding to knowledge base,
45

of actor in state, 114
of coalition in state, 114

visible failure assumption, 39
instantiated model without, 55

whole message
(construction rule), 38
(elimination rule), 38
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